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EQUAL ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE: PATIENT
DUMPING

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
HUMAN RESOURCES AND

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, Da
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room

2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ted Weiss (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Ted Weiss, Thomas C. Sawyer, Jim
Lightfoot,.and Ernest L. Konnyu.

Also present: 'Representative Nancy Pelosi.
Staff present: James R. Gottlieb, staff director; Patricia S. Flem-

ing, professional staff member; Pamela H. Welch, clerk; and Mary
Kazmerzak, minority professional staff, Committee on Government
Operations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WEISS
Mr. WEISS. Good morning. The Subcommittee on Human Re-

sot..rces and Intergovernmental Relations will come to order.
am going to start today's hearing a little differently. I want to

tell you about an incident that actually occurred recently in Cali-
fornia, but could have happened anywhere.

A pregnant woman, whose labor pains have begun, knows she is
about to give birth. She goes to the emergency room of a nearby
private hospital. The emergency intake staff interview her and as
her about her ability to pay and her insurance status.

She is uninsured and has no means to pay the hospital for deliv-
ering her baby. Preliminary tests that might have shown that her
baby is in trouble are not done. The hospital staff refuse to admit
her, and she has no way of knowing her baby is having difficulty.

After waiting 3 hours in the emergency room, in active labor, she
prevails upon the hospital staff to send her by ambulance to the
nearest public hospital. After she arrives at the public hospital, her
baby is born, but it is dead. According to the physician in the
public hospital, had she received prompt attention, her baby's life
could have been saved.

Stories like this one, of sick or injured people, people who are re-
fused treatment at hospital emergency rooms because of their in-
ability to pay, occur with alarming frequency in all parts of this
country. Patient dumping can take many forms. The most common
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is for economic reasons. It can be carried out by transferring a pa-
tient to another hospital, refusing to treat them, or subjectir g
them to long delays before the patient finally leaves.

Dumping may involve discrimination on the basis of poverty,
race, ethnicity or appearance. Dumping can result from hospital
policies and practices that include requiring advance payment, re-
fusing to accept Medicaid, refusing to treat persons who do not
have a personal physician on staff, and refusal to treat patients
with undesirable conditions such as intoxication or overdose symp-
toms.

The transfer of patients from one hospital emergency room to an-
other is a common practice. During the past 5 years, patient trans-
fers have increased markedly, as have the number of people with-
out insurance. In 1977, there were 25 million uninsured Americans.
Today, there are 35 million. Studies show that the dumped patients
are disproportionately poor, black, Hispanic, and native American.
A large percentage are the working poor. Dumping of people sus-
pected of being infected with the AIDS virus is on the rise.

There are at least three Federal laws governing inappropriate
patient transfers. Legislation was enacted last year under the lead-
ership of Congressman Pete Stark that prohibits the transfer of
medically unstable patients.

Additionally, hospitals built with Hill-Burton funds must provide
emergency care to certain individuals regardless of ability to pay,
and civil rights laws bar discriminatory treatment such as dump-
ing for reasons related to race, national origin or handicap.

This morning we will hear from people who have knowledge of
dumping as a personal experience and from a professional perspec-
dye. We will also hear testimony from three administration wit-
nesses who will report on Federal efforts to enforce the anti-dump-
ing laws.

At this time, I am pleased to call on our distinguished ranking
minority member, Mr. Lightfoot.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your call-
ing this hearing today to examine access to emergency health care
services by our Nation's poor and uninsured individuals.

As Chairman Weiss indicated in his opening statement, laws
exist which prohibit hospital emergency rooms from refusing to
treat individuals with emergency health conditions or transferring
unstable individuals to other hospitals.

This practice, known as patient dumping, is a serious problem,
and deserves thorough, ongoing consideration in Congress.

One of the laws which prohibits patient dumping was approved
by Congress last year, as part of the Consolidated Budget Reconcili-
ation Act, the acronym of which is COBRA, and I think in the
places where it bites, that is a pretty good acronym. This n..w law,
effective August 1, 1986, prohibits hospitals from transferring a pa-
tient until his or her condition is stabilized, and they have secured
approval from the hospital that will receive the patient.

For those hospitals who refuse to comply with this provision,
their Medicare provider agreements could be terminated or sus-
pended, and they could face monetary and civil penalties.

The hearing today should give us a better idea of the extent of
the problem of patient dumping, and whether current laws are ade-
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quate to address the problem. In addition, it is important for this
subcommittee to learn more about how the Department of Health
and Human Services plans to implement and coordinate the new
patient dumping provisions.

Furthermore, it is essential that we review whether HHS has
been adequately enforcing the community assurance provisions of
the Hill-Burton Act which require hospitals to treat certain indi-
viduals with emergency health problems.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing the testimony from
today's witnesses. They should provide us with some good informa-
tion on whether the current laws are adequate and whether fur-
ther action is necessary to make sure that poor and uninsured indi-
viduals are not denied health care services, particularly during an
emergency.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, very much, Mr. Lightfoot.
Let me indicate before we begin that the House will be going into

session at 10 o'clock. From time to time, we may be interrupted for
votes. We will attempt to make the breaks as brief as possible and
we will move expeditiously. My hope and expectation is that we
will be able to complete the hearing in one continuous session,
rather than breaking for lunch.

I should also note that from time to time members of the sub-
committee will be going to other scheduled appointments and then
perhaps returning to us as we go along.

Our first witness is Representative Pete Stark. Pete, welcome.
The legislation that we will be discussing today is authored by

Mr. Stark and was adopted by the Congress last year. Mr. Stark is
the chairman of the Health Subcommittee of the Ways and Means
Committee and is a Member who is most involved with health-re-
lated matters through the work of that subcommittee.

We very much appreciate your work and the ability to partici-
pate with us. We know that you have important legislation on the
floor today, as a matter of fact. You may proceed as you like.

STATEMENT OF HON. FORTNEY H. (PETE) STARK, A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. STARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the work you
and your distinguished ranking member are undertaking.

I have a prepared statement, and I would like to submit it for
inclusion in the record, if you desire.

Mr. WEISS. Without objection, it will be entered in the record in
its entirety.

Mr. STARK. To summa dze and perhaps to philosophize with you
for a moment or two, you are today going to hear anecdotes which
will sound like the worst horror stories you could think of. You are
going to hear statistics which will support the fact that these anec-
dotes are probably not just happenstance or rare instances.

What you will not find, in my opinion, is some concerted effort to
deny medical care to people. You will find cases of indifference, I
suppose motivated by greed. You will find cases of people just too
busy to take the extra time to determine what is needed medically
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to stabilize somebody before they are transferred, and I am sure
you will end up the day somewhat frustrated.

I suspect most of your frustration will come in finding, one, that
dumping is a common practice. Dumping occurs for a lot of rea-
sons. Perhaps the emergency room, where most of this takes place,
is understaffed. Perhaps they are underpaid. Perhaps the patient,
or the person who is injured, is unwilling to speak up to get to the
head of the line to make their problems known. They are intimi-
dated by an institution which can be very impersonal.

But it seems to me that all the laws can do and all we can do is
put some incentive, and indeed some penalty, for people who do the
obvious thing. We are not physicians. We are not competent to
judge what are proper medical procedures, but it does seem to me
that when physicians can agree that uncommon indifference just
resulted in death or compounded the seriousness of a injury, we
have to penalize it.

We did enact last year an antidumping provision and it estab-
lished some guidelines. I think that perhaps everybody but the
AMA thought it was a good idea. We thought the penalties ought
to be a little more severe. We like the idea of criminal penalties,
but we are not lawyers. It always seems to me just so simple; if
somebody disobeys the law, a $50 fine isn't going to bother them
much if they are making $100,000 a year.

Six months in the slammer probably would get their attention
and it always seemed to me that the stiffer the penalty, the more
people would pay attention. We have a monetary penalty of up to
$25,000 and a real stiff penalty is that the hospital can lose its
right to practice under Medicare. That, for most hospitals, would
be putting them out of business.

Somehow we have not found the middle ground. In a sense, we
had a case in Congressman Miller's district in California, neighbor-
ing my district. It took this Member of Congress, who has perhaps
an unusually close relationship with the Department of Health and
Human Services, to even get them to look into a serious question of
patient dumping, in which a child died because a woman was not
given proper obstetric care. But the problem was that they were
going to close the hospital.

There was no real middle ground, and the hospital served an
awful lot of indigent people. That hospital was a necessary force in
an otherwise underserved community. It hardly seems that invok-
ing that kind of tough penalty was the proper answer.

I think there are probably some revisions needed in our bill. The
real problem, and the distinguished gentleman from Iowa will
permit a little partisan comment here, is the White House syn-
drome.

If we don't like the law, we won't enforce it. Whether that hap-
pens to be Contras, or detailing employees in over and above a
budget that has been approved or, in this case, we just don't have
any regulations.

I am not so sure whether that is just an understaffed and over-
worked Department of Health and Human Services, or whether
they just don't like the law and therefore don't want to implement
the regulations.

10
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I would hope that this committee, in its deliberations, in its ques-
tioning, might find a way to encourage HCFA and Health and
Human Services to promulgate regulations and then enforce them.
It just boggles my mind that there have only been 33 complaints,
with 6,000 hospitals in the United States.

I suspect that there have been more cases out and abroad in the
land than 33. People don't know where to go. It is very difficult, if
not impossiblethere is no 911. There is no place that is generally
known by people who have been mistreated, or their families, to go
to complain. It just seems to me that we have to start to do some-
thing to make the law known and to encourage hospitals to begin
to obey it.

Hospitals provided an awful lot of uncompensated care last year,
however, I would like to comment on one recent study.

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation's study of access to medi-
cal care, who are objective and scholarly in their approach, found
that the number of people who are denied medical care is increas-
ing. I have tried to work out a bill that would provide indigent care
assistance to hospitals who provide this care and don't get paid for
it.

Basically, the revenue in this bill comes from an excise tax on all
employer plans. What that basically says is that the people who
are fortunate enough to be in a group health plan, such as yourself,
the other Members, myself, people in union-sponsored plans, people
in private plans who are executives in companies, n11 have access
to health care, and, in general, these plans provide excellent care.

It seems to me that they should pay a little extra and I want to
hasten to point out to you that in a system where there is no free
lunch, in spite of the cases of dumping, we generally do provide
last year $7 billion of uncompensated care. Who pays for that? We
all do; higher premiums on our own health insurance. Higher costs
for a hospital room, the doctors will charge a little higher because
they think they are providing charity care, particularly on Wednes-
day afternoons.

But as a practical matter, we have to spread the cost more fairly
and that is what my bill would attempt to do. The State of Florida
would suggest doing it by a room tax on hospitals. It seems to me
somewhat unfair to tax those who are already sick. They didn't
choose to be there; they already "lave a catastrophe in their own
lives; why increase their burden?

Why shouldn't we all, as we are healthy, pay a little bit more, 25
cents a month cr something of that order, on our monthly health
insurance premiums to provide uncompensated care, or assistance
to the hospitals who provide it?

I think this is the way we can go. I think we are not going to go
to a national health insurance program. We fought that battle 20
years ago and lost. So I think we are going to have to, in a piece-
meal fashion, find those elements, segments, groups in our society
who reed the most help and somehow find a way to spread the
costs fairly.

That is what we will continue in an attempt to do, and I would
like to continue to encourage this committee to bring to the pub-
lic's attention the problems that exist and to ferret out the reasons
for some of the slow resolutions of those problems.

11
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I commend you and your member° for thc7 work you are doing
and hope that we can work together to see health care provided
more uniformly across this land.

Thank you, very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stark follows:)

12
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TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE FORTNEY H. (PETE) STARK
BEFORE THE

HUMAN RESOURCES AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
HEARING ON EQUAL ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE: PATIENT DUMPING

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22, 1987

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the opportunity to testify at these hearings

on patient dumping. I welcome your efforts to draw attention

to the continuing problems of patient dumping despite firm

legislative action last year.

Patient dumping is a disgracefully common practice. Today

you will hear from people who have been victimized by this

practice and from people who have cared for these ping-pong

patients. It is simply not acceptable to kick desperately

ill people from one hospital to another because they can't

foot the bill.

Last year we enacted the Medicare anti-dumping provision

that established guidelines for the safe transfer between

hospitals of critically ill patients and women in active

labor. Under this provision a hospital must provide

stabilizing treatment to any individual with an emergency

medical condition or a woman in active labor. Transfer to

another hospital can be considered only after stabilization

and only if the patient agrees to be transferred.
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This provision was enacted into law as a part of COBRA and

took effect August 1, 1986.

If a hospital or physician violates the requirements of this

provision, they are subject to a civil monetary penalty of

up to $25,000 and may be subject to civil action if an

individual suffers personal harm. Furthermore, the hospital

can lose its Medicare provider agreement. One of the first

hospitals investigated under this law was Brookoide

Hospital, which is located adjacent to my District.

But to date the Department of Health and Human Services has

yet to issue regulations for the enforcement of this law.

While they continue their irresponsible foot dragging,

people continue to suffer and even die.

How a person knows to call some faceless bureaucrat either

in their State or in Washington with their complaint is a

testament to the human will. HHS has,not made it easy for

an aggrieved patient or family to register a complaint

against a hospital or doctor. I believe that to date the

Department has received 33 complaints. With 6000 hospitals

in this country and millions of emergency room visits per

year, it stretches the limits of imagination to believe that

there have only been 33 cases of patient dumping s: -e this

law was enacted.

In addition to not issuing regulations, the Department has

also failed to report to Congress on the methods used to

14
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monitor and enforce compliance with the provisions of the

law.

Mr. Chairman, patient dumping is but a single symptom of a

much bigger problem: low income sick people are finding it

increasingly difficult to get needed medical care and the

burden of care is increasingly falling on a few hospitals.

Stories abound of the ways hospitals have changed their

business practices to accommodate to the financial

incentives of competition, prospective payment, and

capitation. Dumping is one of the more hideous changes.

The recent Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Study of Access to

Care confirmed a distressing decline in access to care over

the 4 years since the Foundation's 1982 study. This decline

in access was particularly harsh for the poor, minorities,

and for the medically uninsured. This is a terrible

indictment of our much touted health care system.

On the other hand, in 1985, US hospitals provided $7.4

billion dollars in uncompensated care. Virtually all of

that care was given by our public and voluntary not-fur-

profit hospitals. While public hospitals have about 21% of

all hospital beds, they provide 55% of all charity care. In

our largest metropolitan areas these public hospitals have

only 6% of the beds but provide 22% of the charity care.

Taken together, patient dumping and the huge dollar amounts

of uncompensated care clearly indicate that the financial
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difficulties faced by many hospitals, public and voluntary

not-for-profit, has led to a serious access to care problem

that must be addressed by Congress.

To address one aspect of the problem of access to care, I

plan introduce the "Hospital Indigent Care Assistance Act of

1987", a bill to provide support to hospitals financially

distressed because of the burdens of providing care to the

poor and uninsured. These are the safety net hospitals that

are the backbone of hospital care in this country. While we

must make sure that the dumping of unstabilized patients is

stopped, we must also make sure that the treatment of

stabilized, patients does not bankrupt the nation's charity

hospitals.

There are two components to my bill. First, is the revenue

provision that establishes the Hospital Indigent Care Trust

Fund from an excise tax on all employer provided health

insurance benefits. This tax is paid for by the employer on

the amount paid for health benefits.

The second part of ttOs bill identifies hospitals stressed

because of uncompensated care burdens. These hospitals will

receive from the new trust fund a percentage of their

uncompensated care costs adjusted to reflect contributions

to indigent care by state and local government and to

reflect the effectiveness of the State's Medicaid program in

reducing hospital uncompensated care. These adjustments

will help ensure that all concerned will maintain their

76
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efforts to provide support for meeting the costs of hospital

charity care.

We are beginning to see the fabric of American health care

fray. We must make opportunities to rectify inadequacies

and injustices as they become evident, least we loose the

benefits realized from Federal initiatives like the Medicare

and Medicaid programs.

1 7
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Pete. Your opening comments
have set the framework for our discussions for the balance of this
morning.

We have been joined by our distinguished Member from Califor-
nia, Mr. Konnyu. Do you have any opening comments?

Mr. KONNYU. No, thank your Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Lightfoot, any questions?
Mr. LIGHTFour. I would like to discuss a point because it is some-

thing that Congressman Stark alluded to very strongly. I come
from a rural part of the country, 27 counties, where every hospital
is classified as a rural hospital and an aging population that is
roughly 25 to 28 percent over the age of 65. We are running into
very severe economic problems trying to keep those hospitals open
and viable because of the DRG system, and so on, which does not
relate specifically to this particular issue.

But, as you were mentioning, uncompensated health care, the
problem we are discussing today, I suspect is pretty much confined
to urban areas where you have large concentrations of population,
and so on. We are fighting a similar battle in terms of trying to
keep these rural facilities open, but for different reasons.

When you put the provision in COBRA about a year ago, did you
have any indications that the instances had decreased or in-
creased?

Mr. STARK. The hospitals really don't know about it, if the distin-
guished gentleman from Iowa would yield.

That is one of the troubles. I think there is nothing that will get
the attention of hospitals more quickly than to have one of them
lose their Medicare license, or pay a $25,000 fine. To pay that fine
in a small hospital in Iowa would be a big event. I am not so sure
in Manhattan that $25,000 in those huge institutions, or in San
Francisco, or San Jose, doesn't fall between the cracks.

But I think that somehow we have to make people aware that we
are not going to tolerate dumping. Somehow there is a schism be-
tween the medical community and ourselves, as if we really don't
quite understand this, and it is "Father knows best," and we will
take care of this, and why are you civilians interfering?

I think the reason we are interfering is because of the stories
that you are going to hear today. I suspect they are going to make
you want to interfere.

The other area that is very much in need are the remote and
rural areas. In our reconciliation bill we were faced with budget
cuts, as you are aware. I think we are going to do something to al-
leviate the problem at both ends of that scale. The suburban hospi-
tals may not fare quite as well, but in a list of priorities, I want to
assure that we are doing as much as we think we can in that
system of priorities to aid those rural hospitals and these impacted
inner city hospitals.

It is not a wonderful bill, but it is just one of those things. When
you are cutting money away from a system that is already under-
funded, it is no fun. I hope that we have done something that will
help those folks in your counties in Iowa.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I appreciate hearing that from you because I
think one of the errors we make, in terms of Federal policy many
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times, is we just paint everything with a broad brush and in real
life it is not that way, as we are both well aware.

I appreciate that you are cognizant of these problems, and you
are going to do your best tc work them out. Thank you for the
work you have done. I think your cause is very noble.

Mr. STARK. Thank you, very much.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Konnyu.
Mr. KONNYU. Just one quick question. I think you have indicat-

ed, and I would perhaps like to hear you strengthen the notion as
to the hospitals being aware of the provisions of COBRA. To your
knowledge, if they are aware, What is the level of awareness as to
what they are required to do?

Mr. STARK. We had a very serious case in George Miller's district
about 6 months ago. A woman who was pregnant was transferred.
A physician on our ccmmittee staff who is currently practicing was
able to listen to the two physicians discuss this situation. The one
who transferred the woman and the physician who received her at
tbz, second hospital into which she was dumped.

It seemed to him a clear case of malpractice and they just didn't
discover that the pregnancy was in trouble, and the child died.

There was a great public outcry in the community about this,
but the California group that administers hospital laws for HCFA,
was unaware of the law. They said, "Well, there is law but we
don't have regulations yet and we are not sure we can really move
in this case."

Actually, Dr. Roper, who is head of HCFA, was very quick to re-
spond to my request that they move on it. But it shouldn't take a
Member of Congress, particularly one who chairs a committee that
nay be the committee of jurisdiction to get somebody to move.

I submit that that is a little heavy handed, or inefficient as a
way to get this done. Then I found myself in the embarrassing posi-
tion, and I think Dr. Roper as well, that the only penalty was to
close the hospital. Somehow, it seems to me we have to find a way
to focus on the physician. I am not sure the hospital was totally at
fault. They contracted out their emergency room operation to a
group of doctors.

In my humble opinion, they probably should find the doctor who
made the decision. If it was a conscious decision to save some
money, to take the troublesome case and move it to a county hospi-
tal, there should be a severe penalty.

I am not sure when you intrude on professional judgment, as leg-
islators, it is a very tricky area and I tiptoe into it because I am
very reluctant to try to practice medicine with a mandate.

Mr. KONNYU. I am sure you agree with respect to each hospital,
it is the admiristrator who has to drive that home to the doctors.

Mr. STARK. The gentleman is absolutely correct. We have to start
at the top and make HCFA know that we won't tolerate dumping,
and if the laws are not adequate, come back to us and tell us how
to change them. We would pass that on a bipartisan basis through
the House so fast it would make your head spin.

If HCFA came to us and said, "We want to stop dumping and we
need these laws changed to help us enforce it," I can believe there
wouldn't be a vote against it on the floor. I am saying it starts
here, and it has to go up or down the line, whichever way you
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want, and then the hospitals have to know that we mean business.
We provide, just in the Medicare system alone, $80 billion to the
metlical delivery system. We are an important purchaser, and we
ought to demand that we get quality service for our constituents.

I hope you guys will just hammer the table today and make that
known, because it will help.

Thank you.
Mr. KONNYU. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Pete, thank you. I know you have a busy day ahead of

you. We. appreciate your taking the time to appear before us.
We will ask our first panel of witnesses to joi:a us now. Zettie

Mae Hill, Jesse Green, and Judith Waxman, if yuu will take your
places at the witness table.

I understand that you each have prepared statements, which will
be entered into the record in their entirety, and you may then
summarize your testimony, or provide whatever views you want to
us within the time allocation that we have given to you.

Ms. Hill, if you would begin, I think that would be the best way
to proceed.

First, let me express my appreciation to you on behalf of the
entire subcommittee for taking the time and trouble to appear
before us.

I wouid note also that we have been joined by our distinguished
colleague from Ohio, Mr. Sp-myer, at this point.

Ms. Hill.

STATEMENT OF ZETTIE MAE HILL, SOMERVILLE, TN

Ms. Him. My name is Zettie Mae Hill from Somerville, TN.
I was a friend of Terry Takewell, and one afterno xi, the 16th of

September in 1986, there was a friend of mine come over, she got
some mail. She got some of Terry's mail by mistake. She carried it
over to the trailer, where Terry was, and she found him laying on
the couch. He was real sick, and she came running over to my
house, and said, "Ms. Hill, call an ambulance. Terry is dying." I
said, "Oh, no." I called the ambulance.

When I did, I ran over to the trailer and I found Terry lying on
the couch. He was very sick, and I picked up a piece of paper and
fanned him trying to help him. He couldn't get his breath. He was
moving around, trying every way he could to get his breath, and I
tried to lay him back on the couch. He would grab his chest and
holler. He couldn't; I had to raise him back up.

So the ambulance got there, and they got Terry and carried him
to the clinic. Dr. John Bishop admitted him to the Method:at Hos-
pital of Somerville. I returned home to turn my stove off; I left it
on. I got in the car and picked up a neighbor of mine and said,
"Come go with me over to see about Terry, and carry some of his
belongings."

He went off in just his blue jeans. We went over there and when
we did, he was outside under a tree by the pharmacy. We were
going on down to the hospital, which wasn't but a block or two, and
I heard a moaning over there and it was him trying to get our at-
tention.
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We turned around and got out, got Terry in the car and coming
on home, we asked Terry what was he doing. I said, "Terry, what
are you doing out here'?" He said that they wouldn't keep him in
the hospital. I said, "My lands."

We got him and carried him on home. We returned him back to
the trailer on the couch, and I said to this neighbor, "I am going to
run back over the house and call the hospital and see what was the
trouble."

I called the clinic first and they were closed. Then I called over
to the hospital and I said, "Is there anyone in the emergency
room." I thought maybe someone was back there to put him in the
hospital. They said, "No."

I said, "I .vant to know why you all didn't keep Terry Takewell. I
believe he is dying." She said, "Because he didn't have any insur-
ance and he owed the hospital a big bill."

So then we just put him in the trailer, and then we come back,
sitting outside shelling peas, and a neighbor and myself watched
over there. We could see him on the couch.

Along in the night, I guess it was about 7:30, late that afternoon,
I ran over there and "called Terry, I said, "Terry."

Finally, he mumbled something and I thought he was in the
bathroom. I said I won't go in. I said, "Terry, how are you doing?"
He mumbled but I couldn't understand what he said, and I came
back and I told Geraldine, a neighbor of mine, I said, "He might be
in the bathroom. I won't go in on him."

So, I came backI offered him supper, too. He couldn't eat. He
said he was too sick, he couldn't eat. He said, "I believe I got pneu-
monia." So he couldn't take his insulin because he couldn't be
eating. He was too sick to eat.

So, the next morning ,they come by to get him to go to work. I
said, "My lands, he might have improved and maybe he wasn't as
sick as I thought he was."

They honked the horn and I heard it. I was still in bed. So when
I got up, I thought maybe Terry was able to go to work. The door
was locked over there. But he didn't go to work. I found out when
his friend come in that night, about 8, he came running over and
said, "Ms. Hill, call the ambulance. Terry is dead."

I said, "Oh, no." I called the ambulance and I ran back over
there and went in, and he was. He was laying with his hand on his
chest, like this [indicating] kind of sideways, just like he was sleep-
ing.

So, then I called the ambulance to come after him, and Dr. Mat-
lock pronounced that he was dead and they carried him on. They
ran an autopsy on him and they said that he died of a diabetic
that is just about all.

Well, I think it upset me real bad because I carried the boy to
the hospital. They returned him homehe lived right by me. I
brought the boy back home, and what upset me so bad, I thought if
they had kept him over there, he would have looked a lot better if
he had died in the hospital than it would have to send the boy
home in the condition he was in.

He was death to me, and that is what he looked like. It upset me
so bad. I said they could have kept him in the hospital and not sent
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him home to die. He didn't live but a few hours after they sent him
home. He died sometime in the night.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you Ms. Hill.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hill follows:]
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Testimony of Zettie Mae Hill

before the Human Resources and
Intergov ernmental Relations Subcommittee

of the House Committee
on Government Operations

Wednesday, July 22, 1987

My name is _ettie Mae Hill. I am a 62 year old widow and a
retired textile worker. I live in Somerville in Fayette County,
Tennessee. This is on the Mississippi state line about forty miles east
of Memphis. The only hospital In the county is Methodist Hospital of
Somerville. It used to be the county hospital until it was bought up
a few years ago by Methodist Health & Hospital Systems, Inc. out of
Memphis.

I first met Terry Takewell in April 1986 when I moved into the
trailer park where he lived, right next door to my lot. He was
about 21 years old. He made his living by working as a carpenter for
a contractor, and he also made cabinets and did woodwork for
people on the side. He was a nice boy, quiet, respectful and humble.
He did not seem to have much family that he was close to, other
than a grandfather in Texas. He lived in the trailer with two other
young men and shared the rent.

Terry and I spoke to each other several times a week when we
would run into each other. I learned that he was diabetic and had
been since he was about nine years old. He was taki;:g shots for his
diabetes. He had been in Methodist Hospital before with his diabetes
problem and he was worried about paying his bills because he couldnot get insurance.

At around 3:30 in the afternoon last September 16, a neighbor
went to Terry's trailer to take him some mail that had come to her
by mistake. All of a sudden she came running over to my place
yelling, "Mrs. Hill, call an ambulance. Terry is dying," I called an
ambulance and ran to Terry's trailer.

As soon as I saw Terry, I thought he was dying too. He was
sitting on a couch kind of leaned over at an angle and Just kind of
panting He looked real pale. He was wearing only pants and
sweating very heavily. The couch was soaked. Terry was unable to
lie down. I tried to lay him down and fan him, but he grabbed his
chest and hollered. He couldn't stand to move, but he kept having
to try to lean up to breathe. We asked him what was wrong but at
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first could not get an answer out of him. Finally we made out that
he was saying that he was sick and that he needed help. He said he
thought he had pneumonia.

The ambulance came and took him to a nearby doctor's office,
because there was no doctor in the emergency room at the hospital
at that time. I followed the ambulance to the doctor's office with
Terry's clothing and other personal things. The doctor examined
Terry on the ambulance stretcher for a few minutes, then sent him
on to the hosptlal in the ambulance. I later learned that the doctor
had written out an order for him to be admitted to Methodist
Hospital for his diabetes, to have certain tests done and to receive
medicines and treatment right away.

When the ambulance left for the hospital, I remembered that I
had left a pot on the stove back at home. I drove back home,
turned off the stove, and picked up another neighbor before driving
to Methodist Hospital of Somerville. We arrived at the hospital about
15 minutes after Terry left the doctor's office in the ambulance.

When we arrived at the hospital, we saw Terry under a tree
beside the hospital parking lot. He was leaning forward with his head
down and his eyes closed. He was shaking and breathing funny.

I stopped the car and my neighbor and I went over and asked
Terry why he wasn't in the hospital. He said, They put me out,
Mrs. Hill. They wouldn't keep me." He said some man had come and
got him out of the hospital bed. This man had taken Terry up under
the arms and walked him out, barefoot and wAhout a shirt, into
the parking lot and left him there. I found out later that the man
he was talking about was the acting administrator of the hospital.

I said to Terry, "You don't mean to tell me that, Terry." He
said, "Yes, ma'am," that they had put him out because he didn't
have any insurance or money.

My neighbor and I helped put him into my car, because he
couldn't really walk. We took him back home and put him in his
trailer on the same couch where the ambulance people had picked
him up. He was still soaking with sweat and I brought over a fan
from my trailer but Terry said he thought he had pneumonia and
to leave the fan alone. He was hard to talk to because he could not
get his words out plain. i offered him some food but he turned it
down.

. 24
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My neighbor and I were very upset because we still thought
that Terry looked like he was dying. When I got back to my trailer I
called the hospital and asked to speak to someone in the emergency
room. But there was no one there and they hooked me up with a
woman in the business office. I told her I thought that Terry was
going to die and asked why did they not keep him. The woman told
me that it was "because he doesn't have any insurance and he owes
the hospital a big bill.- I was nearly hysterical and said I could not
believe what she was telling me. I asked why did they not at least
send him to another hospital, and the woman said she didn't know.

I did later learn that the acting administrator of the hospital
claird to have offered to personally drive Terry up to the
interstate exit, about 10 miles away, so Terry could try to hitch a
ride over to Memphis to the Regional Medical Center.

My neighbor and I left Terry on the couch and sat outside
shelling peas for about an hour where we could watch him. He still
looked about the way he had, but we Just kept telling ourselves that
surely the hospital wouldn't have turned him out like that if he was
as bad as he seemed.

After about an hour, Terry went inta his bathroom. I tried
hollering in to him to see if he was okay but could Just hear him
mumbling something back. My neighbor and I talked about it and
decided that he was in the bathroom, that we didn't want to walk
in on him, and that we ought to Just leave him be. His roommate
got home from work about 8:00 or so and so I went on back to my
trailer and went to bed.

The next morning, I heard the fellows that Terry worked with
come by and honk for him the way they usually did. I did not see
him around all day but saw that the door to his trailer was closed,
so I thought maybe somehow he had gotten well enough to go to
work. He was so hardworking, I figured he might have gone if he
had gotten at all better.

But that evening, September 17, when Terry's roommate got
home, he came running over to my' trailer yelling that Terry was
dead. I went over and found him lying in his bed with one hand on
his chest and the other on his head. An autopsy found that he had
died of diabetes, which was what the doctor had ordered him to be
admitted and treated for. He had died during the night, about 12
hours after the hospital administrator had left him in the parking
lot.
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I later testified as a witness before the Tennessee Board for
Licensing Health Care Facilities, when it held a hearing aboxt a
complaint that had been filed against Methocii-i; Hospital
Somerville over Terry Takewell's death. The Board Is almost all
hospital administrators, nursing home administrators and the like.
They decided the hospital had not done anything wrong.

After Terry's death, I spoke with a member of JONAH, a
community group in our part of the state. JONAH filed a complaint
October 27, 1986 with the federal government about Methodist
Hospital of Somerville turning Terry away. [A copy of the complaint
is attached.] The complaint said that federal investigators could call
me if they wanted to know more, but they never have.

Several phone calls were made to try to find out what happened
to the complaint. Finally, six months after it was sent in, JONAH
got back a letter [attached] saying the complaint had been received
and would be investigated. It said, 'please bear in mind that some
investigations take considerable time."

The letter says the complaint ha: been sent-t. In office in
Atlanta. JONAH has been told this office will Just zend the complaint
to the same state board that already said Methodist Hospital of
Somerville did nothing wrong in putting Terry out. And at that
same meet.ng where I testified in April, the Board also refuse, to set
guidelines needed so complaints like the one about Tery could be
investigated when, the Board was asked to do so by the Feder..)
government.

I have felt terrible about this thing ever since Terry Wed. My
neighbor and I have talked over and over about why we did not try
to take Terry to a hospital in Memphis or maybe the one in Bolivar.
He looked to ua like he was dyiss and the doctor ordered him put In
the hospital. But yet we didn't do more than we did Just because we
figured surely Methodist Hospital must know what it is doing. We did.
not Meve the hospital would Just let a person die like that for lack
of money.
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JUST ORGANIZED NEIGHBORHOODS
AREA HEADQUARTERS

3 Casey Building, Am 217 0 18 S. Court St.
416 E. Ls lavette St. P.O. Box 495
Jackson, TN 38301 Brownsville, TN 38012
901.427.100 901472.5258

Oct'ober27, 1986

010 Hotline
Office of Inspector General
Dept. of Health & Human Service
P. O. Box 17303

Baltimore, MD 21203-7303

Re: Medicare complaint

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am writing in the raze of JWAH, Inc., a community organization re-
presented in five counties in West Tennessee, to report an apparent vio-
lation of Section 1867 of the Social Security Act, which was added by Sec-
tion 9121 of the Congressional Omnibus Budget Recoeciliation Act, enacted
in April of this year. That new provision of the Medicare law became ef-
fective August 1, 1986 and applies to all hospitals which are Medicare
providers. The new law requires any such hospital having an emergency de-
partment to provide an "appropiate medical screening examination" to any-
one (whether or not a Medicare patient) who requests examination or treat-

ment, to determine whether an emergency condition exists, and to provide
such treatment as is needed to stabilize such patients.

The enclosed news clippings indicate that Methodist Hospital of
Somerville, Tennessee, appears to have violated requirements of the new
law in connection with the case of Terry Takewell, who died shortly .ter
being denied treatment for financial reasons.

FO: further info:-ation, you may contact Ms. Zettie Mae Hill, Rt. 1
Box :3, Somerville, Tennessee 38068. Her phone number is 19011465-8574.
She can confir- the circumstances as reported in the newspaper as well as
adding further detail regarding the facts of the case.

I would appreciate being informed of any disposition of this complaint.

Sincerely yours,

Ernest Thomas

PresIdpn.KNAH, Inc.

Mae h1::
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DEPARTMENT OE HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Hull& Cm He :deg Adoniniarwast
cus.oas.clios.correo.or.

4325SemekvioWemmd
Baidemm411021207

.APR 2 7 1987

*.NR.aggerr Taostos,mes,
R.04/J7 way BLO4-
yl4 B. 3.RAWgirt. 51.

C Kf 3y301

Dear fiffe. THUM4S

Re: Your ,Complaint to the Office of the Inspector General (01G) Hot Line

(Case N0./.-2q$0)

We referred Your complaint to the Health Care Financing Administration.
Atlanta Regional Office. Suite 701,101 Marietta Tower. Atlanta, GA 30323.

This office will respond to you when the investigation Is completed.
Please bear In mind that some Investigations take considerable-time.

If you have anyquestions or additional informatiOn relating to your
complaint, direct your letter to the above Regional Office.

Sincerely yours.

Marguerite Minus
Chief
Correspondence Branch. DUOS

cc: KEA Regional Office, Atlanta. GA
Oi0

0
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Mr. WEiss. Mr. Green.

STATEMENT OF JESSE GREEN, BROOKLYN, NY
Mr. GREEN. My name is Jesse Green. I am from Brooklyn, NY.

On April 13, 1987, I took my roommate, Iva Boyce, to NYU Medical
Center. He was very sick.

IVR had worked for TWA for 11 years. He had insurance and a
good job but, the year before, they want out on strike and he was
left without any insurance or money. His funds ran out.

We started to notice in January that he had started to lose
weight; he was severely depressed. Most of the time I thought it
was simply because he wasn't strong. He started to lose weight and
he started to look really sick. Early in April, he started to stay in
his room and he complained about being in pain. He couldn't go
see a doctor because he didn't have any money to pay a doctor. He
didn't feel he was sick enough to go to the hospital, even though he
really looked bad.

On April 12, I bought a thermometer and made him take his
temperature and I noticed it was really high. It was 104.

I told him that he should go to a hospital or doctor right away,
but he again complained about not having any money and they
wouldn't let him in. He took lots of Tylenol and cold rubdowns and
everything, and his temperature came down, but I told him, the
next day no matter what, if it was up, we would go to a hospital
first thing.

On Monday morning, I got up and I called a few friends of mine
and also Brooklyn Legal Services to ask what our rights were if we
went to a hospital, for not being turned away. He had no insurance
or Medicaid. And I knew that a lot of hospitals in New York will
not see you; they will turn you away.

I was told by Betsy Imholz about the Hill-Burton Act, which al-
lowed certain hospitals to see patients who didn't have any insur-
ance or money. So we decided to go to NYU Medical Center, whichis in Manhattan.

When we arrived there, someone came right out, they took him
in and saw him right away. One of the reasons why we decided to
go to NYU in the first place was, the year before, a end of mine
was very sick. He had many of the same symptoms t. t Iva had.
He was really sick.

I took him to Bellevue because he wanted to go there. We waited
in the emergency room more than 8 hours before anyone would
even see him. There were lines. If you go there right now, you will
see a room full of people and many of them are very, very sick
people. They have to wait.

My friend did not even see a doctor for more than 8 hours. It was
about 48 hours before they gave him a bed.

Bellevue is just one hospital. There are other hospitals nearer to
Brooklyn, but that is also a problem when you are very sick.

Another friend of ours had gone to is and he told us how good
it was and how someone saw him right away. He couldn't believe
the treatment that our other friend had. He said if I was sick, it
was worth the trip to NYU. It was a good hospital.

3
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I called Brooklyn Legal Services and they explained to me about
the Hill-Burton Act. They told me that more than likely what they
were going to try to do, since I didn't have any insurance or Medic-
aidor Iva didn'tthat they would probably try to find some
excuse to transfer him.

But she said, you have a right; stand your ground. Ask for some-
body, an administrator, if they try to turn you away. But when we
did get there, like I said, someone came and saw Iva right away. I
was really impressed.

We only waited 5 minutes, and they started taking his tempera-
ture and when the woman was doing in-take, she asked him did he
have any insurance, he told her no. No Medicaid? He told her no.
He also went through the same story explaining why, that he was
unemployed and didn't have any insurance.

He was quite proud. He never tried to apply for any benefits. He
was always hoping he could get his job back and his benefits back.

The doctor convinced us right away, he said, "This manis very
sick. It is a good thing you got here. His temperature is about 105."

Recently, I had heard stories about people going to the hospital
and going into shock when they had high temperatures and dying.
I was really afraid that he was that sick and he was dying when I
took him there. So we instantly felt relieved that they seemed to be
doing everything.

In the meantime, the doctor started asking lots of questions
about his health and took his temperature and explained that he
would need x rays and just a whole lot of questions about the histo-
ry of his illness.

He took us into an examination room, which was right next to
the in-take desk. He stepped out, spoke to a lady and he came back.
He explained to us how sick Iva was and that he needed to be hos-
pitalized and that he was to make arrangements to transfer him.

I said, "Wait a minute." It really dawned on me how sick this
guy was. It was obvious. I asked him, "Why transfer him if he is
sick?" He told me that they didn't have any beds and he explained
that he didn't have a regular doctor. He just came up with all
these excuses.

I told him if it was because Iva didn't have any insurance or
Medicaid, that this was a Hill-Burton facility and his bills would be
taken care of. He said that insurance was not the excuse. He tried
to convinced me and I said, lookI asked to speak to an adminis-
trator.

It was obvious to me that the reason why they wanted to trans-
fer him wasn't because they didn't have beds. Iva had many symp-
toms. He said over and over again how he should be hospitalized.

I told him that we wanted to stay here. He said, "You might
have to wait 48 hours for a bed, and the law wouldn't allow you to
wait more than 48 hours," or something to that effect. He stepped
outside and talked to someone and came back in and again told me
that Iva should be transferred; that he was very sick. He told me
that .if anything happened to him it was not going to be his respon-
sibility.

I told him that we would prefer to stay here. I again asked to
speak to someone. A woman came down. I called patient services, I
believe, and a woman came down named Pat Granderson.
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I explained the whole problem to her and I told her what I knew
about Hill-Burton and what it meant.

She told me that it did not mean that they had to treat everyone.
She was really kind of short with me, likeit doesn't mean that
we have to treat everyone who comes in. She said that she would
look into it and she would get back to me.

I was worried about this. It was late in the evening. I was think-
ing that we would be around here all night before something wouldhappen.

Finally, I went back to the telephone and I called Brooklyn Legal
Services and I spoke to a lawyer named Jane Stevens. I explained
the situation and she agreed with me that she felt this was a delay-
ing tactic, and that she was going to call everyone she knew who
could do something before everyone left to go home at 4 or 5.

I gave her the names of all the people I had talked to, besides the
woman from patient services. Someone came down from the nurs-
ing department and said, "Mr. Green, the reason has nothing to do
with insurance. We just don't have any beds available."

Again, when I spoke to the doctor, he looked me in the eye and
told me that this was my responsibility; that if I didn't transfer
him, this was totally up to me.

I looked at Iva, at the care that he was getting in this emergency
room. You know, he had got a lot of attention. He was in a little
room. They seemed to be monitoring him. It dawned on me that if
we went anywhere else, he wouldn't be getting that much care.

I asked the doctor what type of treatment would he get in an
emergency roomwhat are you worried about? He said things like
special tests. I asked what kind of special tests, and he said, I don't
know but there are special tests that we can't do here. OK?

I knew then that it was a matter of them trying to ship him
away, so I made the decision to wait until a room became available.

After talking to JaneI called Jane back, and Pat Grander,son
came down and spoke to Iva, and spoke to me. It was a little morethan hour, but during this timeeven though it was a short
amount of time, it seemed like a real long time because we weren't
sure what was going to happen to us.

In the meantime, Iva was starting to look delirious and he looked
sick. Now this time she came down and the attitude was different.
"Oh, Mr. Green. It looks like a bed Might be available, and I ex-
plained to Mr. Boyce a bed might be free. You might have to wait,
but something is going to come up."

I later learned that, after I called Jane Stevens, she called Judy
Wexler at the Community Action for Legal Services, and then she
called the director of the hospital division of the office of health
service management in New York State. A lot went on behind the
scenes; they called a lot of people and eventually they got in touch
with Carlos Perez who called NYU Medical Center and let them
know that he was worried about this particular case.

I believe it took all this high-level intervention to make them
decide to help Iva.

During the time that we stayed there, Iva's temperature went up
to 105.8. He was a little delirious and I made it clear what was
going on. If he did want to transfer, I would have transferred him.But he also was awareyou know, it is not just Bellevue, the
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public hospitals, Brooklyn hospitals and other hospitals, they treat
you a certain way if you come in and you can't pay for it.

Even in that hospital, we heard the woman who did in-take ex-
plain to a Latino man, she didn't care what he did if he didn't
come back here with $105, he was not seeing anyone.

Now she was able to say that to him and get away with it, but it
was a difference the way they treated me and Iva when we were
there.

Iva was later diagnosed as having advanced tuberculosis and at
the time they thought he had pneumonia and we weren't quite
sure what it was. But one thing, over and over again, people have
emphasized how lucky we were that we did get to this hospital,
that we were seen and treated and taken care of.

I live in Brooklyn where there are lots of poor and minority
people. I see around me, and often I hear stories about people get-
ting sick. These are horror stories that you are not going to hear
about.

When people go to a hospital and they are turned away, they go
home. Often they might give you some medicine and you go home.
People are not aware of their rights. When I looked in the emer-
gency room in that hospital, I looked everywhere for any informa-
tion about the Hill-Burton law or act on the walls. I looked every-
where because I thought it would help me as I was explaining to
them why they should not reject Iva.

Them was no information on any of the walls. I think that that
is a problem. I think they have to make information available to
people so they will know about it.

There are laws that already exist; they just have to be rein-
forced. Again, how to go about doing itpeople don't just really
know. When you are really sick, the last thing you want to do is
explain why they should keep you when you don't have insurance.

In this case, I think Iva was lucky that I was around and we had
other people who could explain these things to me. I was also not
ready to give in. It made me nervous to think that my friend could
die because of my decision not to transfer him to another hospital.
I was worried about going to Bellevue, to be perfectly honest with
you, which shares the same grounds with NYU.

The difference is seeing a doctor in 5 minutes, and seeing a
doctor in maybe 8 hours.

Anyway, that is pretty much what I would like to say.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Green follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF MR. JESSE GREEN

JULY 22nd, 1987

OVERSIGHT HEARING OF THE HUMAN RESOURCES AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

IVA BOYCE, 36 years old, and I, Jesse Green, have shared an

apartment in Brooklyn, New York since June of 1981.

Iva worked for T.W.A. for 11 years as a flight attendant

until March of 1986 when he went on strike and was shutout along

with 4,000 other employees. Since that time he has been

unemployed (his unemployment ran out). His union is still in

court trying to get his job back. During the year that he has

been unemployed he used up any funds that he had for food and for

rent and he no longer had health benefits. Iva never applied for

welfare or Medicaid because he believed he would soon go back to

work. But that did not happen, and he became very depressed,

which may have led to him getting sick.

As early as January of this year, we noticed that he was

starring to lose weight. And by March he looked bad, and felt

sick. He felt however that he could not go to a hospital because

he had no way to pay the bills. In early April he stayed in his

room and he was in pain, he was getting night sweats and fevers

and lost more weight and on &pril 12th, I took his temperature

and it was very high.

I told him that he should go to a doctor. But we didn't

have money. Most doctors charge more than a hundred dollars on

the first visit. The hospitals would not even see you if you

1
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didn't have $100 or insurance. With cold rub downs and lots of

Tylenol, his fever came down. But by Monday, April 13th, in the

morning it was up again and rising.

I knew that I had to get him to a hospital, as it was very

obvious that Iva was real sick. I was afraid that he would die.

Last year we had a friend who had many of the same symptoms

and he went to Bellevue, a public hospital in Manhattan, that

shares the same grounds and many of the doctors at N.Y.U. Medical

Center. He waited in the Emergency )om for almost 48 hours

before he got a room, and it was more than 8 hours before he even

talked to a doctor; (this was Lecause the emergency room at that

hospital was so crowded). We did not want this to happen, and we

knew that certain hospitals were better than others. Another

friend told us about N.Y.U. Medical Center, also in Manhattan,

and how he was able to be seen right away by a doctor. He did

not have to wait there for hours to see a doctor. He had first

rate treatment at N.Y.U. We also were worried about being turned

away because of a lack of funds or insurance.

Early on Monday, April 13th, I called Brooklyn Legal

Services, to ask about our rights to hospital care. I wanted to

know if there was a way to not be turned away from N.Y.U. because

we did not have money or medical insurance to pay for the

emergency room visit. I was told about the HillBurton law, and

that N.Y.U. was a HillBurton hospital by Betsy Imholz, an

attorney at South Brooklyn Legal Services. She told me that they

may try to turn us away, but if they did I should ask for

2
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treatment under the HillBurt n law. She informed me that if

they did not know about it to ask to speak Co someone in charge

or an administrator. She also told me that they may try many

tricks in order not to treat Iva at N.Y.U., but that I should

stand my ground and to call back if I had any problems.

We arrived at N.Y.U. emergency room around 3 p.m. in the

afternoon. Right away we were told by the doctor that Iva had

105 degrees temperature, he confirmed the high temperature. They

started the hospital intake process at the same time. The doctor

said to me that this is a very sick man. The woman who was doing

the intake asked if he had any insurance, and he explained that

he did not. She asked if we had any money to pay for the ER fee.

We told her that we did not. Iva explained why he was unemployed

and did not have insurance or money or Medicaid. We averhei9 the

same woman explain to a Hispanic man that if he did not return

with $105 he could not see anyone.

The doctor started asking lots of questions about his

health, the history of his sickness, and seemed very concerned

about his condition. He told us that we were wise to get here,

that Iva was a very sick man.

When we arrived at the N.Y.U. ER, the doctor, Dr. Schwartz,

took blood and tapped Iva on the chest. He said that he had to

get Xrays and asked lots of questions. He stepped out and was

talking to the woman who did the intake and after a while he came

back and said that Iva was a very sick and would have to be

hospitalized, and he was going to make arrangements to transfer
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him. Right away I asked if he was so sick why transfer him. I

told him that even though we did not have money or insurance,

that we wanted HillBurton services, just as I had been told to

do by Betsy Imholz at Brooklyn Legal Services. As best that I

could, I explained what I know about the HillBurton law and that

N.Y.U. was such a facility, and that Iva could not be turned away

because he did not have a way to pay for services. I also said

that if he was not eligible for HillBurton, that there was

always Medicaid, and that N.Y.U. would be covered for Iva's

treatment.

I told him that I expected N.Y.U. to turn us away because of

lack of insurance, and I asked him to check the HIllBurton law

or to let me talk to an administrator or someone who knew about

the law. He stepped outside and talked to someone on the phone

and to the woman who did intake, but I did not hear what they

talked about. When he came back into the room, he again said

that Ira was very sick, and if we did not agree to a transfer it

yould be my responsioility if anything happened to him. I asked

him why we could not wait until a bed was free. He said that it

could take more than 48 hours and that it was against the law to

spend more than 48 hours in the Emergency Room. Besides he said

that Iva could not get the proper care in the Emergency room.

I asked what care was he worried about Iva not being able to

get. He said "some important special testa" that they could not

given in the emergency Room, but would not tell me what test. He

also said that another problem was that Iva did not have an

4
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admitting doctor.

The doctor gave se the name of a person to talk to and a

short while later a woman. Ms. Arsene. a head nurse supervisor.

came down and took me into a little room and explained that there

were no beds. and that he had no admitting doctor. She.said that

they were not trying to transfer Mr. Boyce for a lack of funds.

She said that ve were free to wait. but that there ma; not be a

bed free and Mr. Boyce need treatment right away. and that they

could not be responsible for his care if we did not agree to a

transfer. I was at this point very worried. because they made as

feel if something happened to Iva that it YAW my fault because. I

had the chance to have him transferred and did not agree to this.

I called Patient Services at the hospital and talked to a

Pat Granderson. I explained the problem and I asked her about

HillBurton and what I thought it meant. She told me that it did

not mean that they had to take and treat everyone. I felt that

she was a bit short with me. She told me that she would look

into it and get back to me. This was after 4:30 in the.

afternoon. and I was beginning to get worried that this was a

delaying tactic. Right away I called Brooklyn Legal Services

again. and spoke to Jane Stevens. another attorney there. I told

her that no one seemed to know about the HillBurton law and how

Iva seemed to be getting worse and I did not think that it was a

good idea to have his transferred in that condition.

Jane Stevens said that she would call everyone who she felt

could help and that he had to work fast before people vent hose

5
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at 5 p.m. I gave her the names of the people that I had talked

to. She said that she would try her best and that I should call

back. An hour, mr so later, Pat Cranderson came down and talked

to Iva, and she also talked to me. She seemed very different

now. She was not short with me zs she had been before, and new

this time ve were free to wait in the Emergency Room, and she

said that it looked like there was a good chance that a bed would

be freed up. It vas also no longer a problem that Iva did not

have an admitting doctor. There seemed to be new doctors on the

case. Iva was put on a Hyperthermia machine at 8 p.m. when his

temperature vent up to 105.8. By the next morning Iva had a

room. The admitting diagnosis vas an unspecific type of

pneumonia. Later an advanced tuberculosis was diagnosed.

I later learned that this had all happened, and the tone of

the hospital had changed because of several phone calls that had

been made. Jane Stevens had contacted Judy Wessler at Community

Action for Legal Services. Ms. Wessler had then contacted the

director of the Hospital Division of the Office of Health Systems

Management in the New York State Department of Health to

intervene at H.Y.U. Hospital. It appeared that there had been

several other complaints against this hospital filed with the

State Department of Health, because of their unl.illingness to

serve poor and minority people. The director of the Hospital

Division then called the deputy director of the New York City

regional office of the State Health Department to intervene at

the hospital. Mr. Carlos Perez called H.Y.U. Medical Center and

6
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said that the state was concerned about this case. This is

obviously why the hospital changed their position on giving Iva a

bed. But it took this high level intervention to make the

hospital decide that they could make a bed available.

During his stay, Iva was treeted wonderfully by the nursing

st6ff, but his doctors often complmined about his lack:of

insurance. One doctor complained and raised questions about why

a man his age was unemployed for a year with no health insurance.

This doct,,r also warned that N.Y.U. could not absorb Iva's

medical costs.

On May 6th, I filed a complaint with the New York State

Department of Health because the hospital was trying to release

Iva before he was well or had a way to take care of himself. The

hospital actually kept Iva a week longor after they had a visit,

frow the Health Department because of tLa complaint that I filed.

When Iva was discharged, he was referred for follow-up oare..

to a public hospital in Brooklyn. One of the first things when

he arrived was a nurse asking how he had been a patient at N.Y.U.

when he had no insurance or Medicaid. She was amazed that he had

been a patient at N.Y.U.

RECOMMUDATIONS

There must be an enforcement of all the laws and an effort

to inform people of their rights. I walked in the Emergency Room

and looked everywhere for information on the Hill-Burton law, but

there was no printed information about Hill-Burton or any other

program that would help.
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The laws must be enforced by getting information out to

people, making it available and explaining this information in a

way that people can understand it.

8
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you, very much, Mr. Green.
Ms. Waxman.

STATEMENT OF JUDITH WAXMAN, MANAGING ATTORNEY,
NATIONAL HEALTH LAW PROGRAM

Ms. WAXMAN. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman, and mem-
bers of the subcommittee for inviting me to testify today. I repre-
sent the National Health Law Program, a program which is funded
by the Legal Services Corp. to provide professional advice and as-
sistance to legal service lawyers and clients such as those that you
see here today, on issues that involve access to health care.

We have extensive and ongoing contact with poor people and
their representatives throughout the country. Our testimony today
is based on our experience with those lawyers and those clients.

I have included in my testimony some more examples of inci-
dents, such as the ones you have heard about this morning, and I
assume they will be part of the record.

Mr. WEISS. Your entire statement will be entered in the record.
Ms. WAXMAN. Thank you. Unfortunately, the examples I cite,

which have all happened since the enactment and effective date of
the COBRA statute, and the ones you hear about today are not un-
common. One of the basic problems that is evidenced by the testi-
mony so far is that the statute requires hospitals to stabilize pa-
tients. It is often very difficult to create a legal definition of a med-
ical condition.

What results is that physicians will say an individual is stabi-
lized, even though he or she may in fact still be very ill and the
person is transferred for economic reasons. Therefore, although the
physician may meet the strict criteria of the law, many poor people
are being shuttled around the country, literally going from facility
to facility because of economic reasons.

That is the crux of the problem that we must address today.
When we hear of dumping problems, we advise lawyers to send

complaints to HHS, citing the COBRA statute and the other stat-
utes that have been mentioned today that are within the agency's
jurisdiction. Frankly, lawyers are hesitant to use this process be-
cause they have one of two experiences; either they never hear a
response at all from the agency, or the response is so delayed that
their clients are totally discouraged by the wait and the meager-
ness of the ultimate results.

We also advise attorneys to look at their State statutes. You may
know, a number of States are starting to pass their own statutes
that are actually more stringent than the Federal law. In fact, Ten-
nessee, and we do have representatives from Tennessee here today,
has included in its statute a provision forbidding economic trans-
fers for in-patients. Hopefully they will be getting at the real core
of the problem there.

Texas, also, has an excellent provision which requires that all
hospitals send a memo of transfer with every single patient that is
transferred. The memo must be signed an both ends of the transfer
by the physician that is in the transferring hospital, and the one
that receives the patient.
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This written record puts every hospital and physician on notice
as to what the requirements of the law are and it strengthens the
accountability of those physicians since they have to sign their
name. It also creates a permanent, written record of every single
transfer and allows the State to have much better enforcement ca-
pabilities.

This provision can either be added into the Federal statute, or
added into the Federal regulations, to help enforce the COBRA
law.

California has a billit's not law yetwhich requires posted
notice and written and oral communications about the require-
ments of the law and would get at some of the problems Mr. Green
has mentioned. Again, the Federal law, the COBRA statute, re-
quires no such notice.

This -provision is a tremendous improvement over the Federal
law in that it allows individuals to participate in the enforcement
of the statute. It gives individuals the knowledge to demand the ap-
propriate compliance.

These examples and others illustrate that the Federal law is a
great first step to solving this problem, but in fact it is just a first
step.

Unfortunately, more stringent provisions are needed because a
number of hospitals do attempt to circumvent the law. They will
find new loopholes in the strict letter of the law.

A prime example, which you may have heard about, is the one in
McAllen, TX, where the regional medical center refused to take
any transferees who were uninsured or Medicaid eligible. They ac-
tually made this blanket announcement to this effect.

Under the Federal law, no physician could actually force the fa-
cility to agree to take any transferees. What finally happened and
brought the situation to a climax was the following incident. The
physicians in a small, ill-equipped hospital were faced with the
prospect of having a boy in their possession who had a bullet in his
brain and they just did not have the capabilities to take care of
him.

The physicians decided that they should just release the boy and
tell the parents to take him right to the McAllen regional facility.
That way, if the boy showed up at the door, the Federal law would
require McAllen to take him in, which they did. McAllen staff did
then treat him, but the treatment was so delayed, he died a few
days later.

It seems to me that McAllen felt that they did not violate the
letter of the law, although they certainly violated the spirit of the
law. Here is an example of where one provision should be added to
prevent facilities from getting around the law in that way.

[See appendix for detailed explanation, pp. 461-463.]
Ms. WAXMAN. Another example of the inadequacy of the current

law is evidenced by a rural facility in Idaho, where a family took
their daughter who had severe stomach pains and a high fever, to
the emergency room. They arrived at r time when there was just
on-call physicians. The facility did not have a person in the emer-
gency room at all times. Actually, they had a nurse; they did not
have a physician in the emergency room at all times.
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The nurse made no initial assessment of the severity of the
child's problem, and when she learned the family didn't have any
insurance, she simply told them that the doctor would not be able
to come for quite a few hours. They were left sitting and waiting,
untreated and distraught, for a very long time. In fact, this child
ultimately-was-adequatelylreated,-bUt there could have been disas-
trous results.

Again, the Federal statute really needs a change to requiza phy-
sicians that are on call not to refuse to come into the facility
simply because the patient doesn't have any-insurance.

One other inadequacy of the Federal law has been brought to our
attention by hospitals that are dumped on. Many hospitals of last
resort, some of which Representative Stark referred to this morn-
ing, are the facilities that receive the inappropriate transfers regu-
larly. While the Federal law allows them to bring a private right of
action against the hospitals that dumped on them, they are very
hesitant to do that. They are often in the same hospital association
with the other hospitals in their area, and political pressures pre-
vent them from suing their associates.

If the Federal law had a requirement that all hospitals and phy-
sicians were required to report such violations, then hospitals
would be able to get around those political pressures and in fact
enforce the Federal law in a much stronger way than it is now
being enforced.

My list of changes is certainly not exclusive, and I know other
people this morning will mention some other changes that we cer-
tainly would agree are important, but I didn't want to finish this
list without talking about the administration's enforcement.

Obviously, no matter how strong the Federal law is, it is virtual-
ly useless without administrative enforcement. As far as we have
seen, the HIS enforcement of the COBRA statute is extremely
negligent. There are three various branches of the agency which
will send representatives here to talk to you today, that need to co-
ordinate their activities to enforce this law. From the complain-
ant's perspective, there appears to be no coordination whatsoever.

HCFA, in fact, has delegated much of its responsibilities to the
States, and yet given the States very little guidance on how they
should, investigate the complaint. Additionally, as I am sure you
know, the law as enacted in April 198E, went into effect almost a
year ago and still we have not seen any proposed or final regula-
dens.

We really appreciate your interest in this problem and your
desire to questiori the administration on this.

If the statute is strengthened and enforced properly, it certainly
can go a long way to solve the serious problems of people who are
being denied emergency care because of lack of ability to pay.

The suggestions I made for improvement will reinforce the indi
vidual's ability to receive, and HHS' ability to assure access to
care.

I do have to say one other thing, however. I feel I would be dere-
lict in my responsibility to my clients if I ended just there, and just
talked about this statute. I think, that as evidenced here, many
hospitals will go tc great lengths to get out of serving people that
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are uninsured. The real problem is the fact that people in this
country are uninsured.

For better or worse, our health care system is based on a pay-
ment system of providers primarily through private insurance and
government funded insurance, and most people in this country do
have that kind of coverage.

But according to the Census Bureau, 37 million Americans, men,
women, and children, fall through the cracks because they have no
coverage. Unfortunately for a. variety of reasons, that number is
growing dramatically, at the rate of about 1 million people a year.

There are also about 50 million people who have inadequate in-
surance. The uninsured are people who are primarily workers and
their families, who have no insurance through their place of em-
ployment and have too much income to qualify for Federal pro-
grams. One-third are children and almost three-quarters are mem-
bers of families where there is at least one person who works full
time.

It is these people who are at the highest risk of being dumped.
As already mentioned this morning, the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation did a study that showed 1 million people last year were
actually denied care because they could not afford it, and another
14 million never even sought care because they knew they couldn't
afford it. The only way to ultimately solve the dumping problem is
to get some kind of coverage for each person so that hospitals will
know that everybody who comes to their door has some kind of cov-
erage, and they will be reimbursed.

If we don't have that kind of system, then the hospitals will, un-
fortunatelynot all, of course, but some willfind loopholes and
ways to dump or otherwise get rid of patients who are going to cost
them money.

I want to really end on that note. Unfortunately, stories such as
the ones we have heard will continue to occur until there is some
kind of universal coverage attached to the individuals.

A universal coverage would ensure that every person gets crucial
health care and hopefully patient dumping can then become a
practice of the past.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Waxman follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee

We appreciate your invitation to testify today on a matter

of great importance to our clients.

The National Health Law Program is a health law support

center funded by the Legal Services Corporation to provide

professional advice and assistance to legal services advocates

and their clients. We have extensive and ongoing contact with

poor people and their representatives throughout the country

regarding a vi.tiety of health subjects.

Our testimony is based on our experience in providing

professional assistance to clients and our extensive knowledge

of the problems of access to health care and in particular the

concerns our clients have raised with us about the subject of

today's hearing, access to emergency room care.

You have heard this morning about two examples of the

difficulty poor people have in obtaining emergency care.

Unfortunately these are not isolated incidents. We hear of

cases all the time where people are turned away at the

emergency room door.

In Florida, for example, an indigent woman who suffered

fron severe interruption of blood supply to her right arm

sought emergency treatment at a hospital emergency room. She

suffered from loss of use in her arm, extreme, pain, lack of

pulse and coldness to the touch. She wag in danger of severe

tissue damage, possible yangrcne and eventual loss of her arm

or death.
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The facility at which she sought care told her not to

return to the emergency room until she had the fees to pay for

treatment or "until her arm and hand turned black."

Another example comes from Fredricksburg, Virginia where a

woman who was six and a half months pregnant went to the local

hospital when she began having labor pains and passing blood

clots. Once at the hospital, the woman was told by a nurse

that because she did not have a private doctor, nothing could

be done for her. After a few hours she was told to go on her

own to the University hospital which was a two hour drive

away. The doctor on duty at the University hospital said that

had a doctor treated her earlier, he could have arrested the

premature delivery. However, because so much time elapsed a

premature baby was born that afternoon and died a few minutes

after birth.

When we get calls about such incidents, we advise people to

complain to HHS, asking for enforcement of the COBRA provision,

the subject of this morning's hearing, and the HillBurton

obligation, if appropriate, which requires certain facilities

to treat emergency patients regardless of their ability to

pay. We also advise them to consider citing, if appropriate,

violations of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, which prohibits

racial discrimination and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation

Act, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicaps.

We also advise c.corneys to rely on their state statutes.

A number of states have "emergency room" statutes that go

beyond the r.,quirements of the federal law. Texas, for

example, includes an excellent provision which requires that
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all hospitals send a memo of transfer with each patient when he

or she is transferred. This memo which must be signed by

physicians on each end of the transfer creates a written record

of every transfer. The written record puts every hospital and

physician on notice about the requirements of the law and aids

the state in assuring compliance.

California is considering a bill which requires posted

notice, and written and oral communication advising patients of

their right to emergency care, treatment and appropriate

transfer procedures, No such federal requirement exists at

this time. This provision is a tremendous improvement over the

federal law in that it allows individuals to participate in the

enforcement of the statute by giving them the knowledge to

demand appropriate compliance.

These examples and others I will discuss illustrate that

the federal law is a great "first step" in solving the patient

dumping jroblem, but it does not go far enough. Unfortunately,

more stringent provisions in the law are necessary because

experience has shown us that hospitals will attempt to find

loopholes through which they can circumvent this law.

A prime example is the case in McAllen, Texas where the

Regional Medical Center refused to take any transferees who

were uninsured or Medicaid eligible from ,.he small lesser

equipped hospitals Under the federal law, no physician could

force McAllen tq agrev to take transferees. The physicians,

from a small rural fa-Llity, were unsure how to react when

Mc/Llen refused to take an uninsured teenager who had a bullet

in his brain. Finally, the released the boy and told his
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parentd to take him directly to McAllen even though they lacked

appropriate permission. Because the boy simply showed up at

McAllen's emergency room, the hospital had no choice under the

law but to provide him emergency treatment. The boy was

operated on shortly after he arrived at McAllen but died a few

days later. Certainly McAllen violated the spirit of the

anti-dumping law, yet they feel justified because they were not

violating the letter of the law. The federal law should be

strengthened to close this loophole.

Another example of the inadequacy of the current law is

illustrated by the family in rural Idaho that,went to an

emergency room with their daughter who had severe stomach pains

and a high fever. This incident occurred during the part of

the day when the emergency room has no regular attending

physician, but uses an on-call system. The nurse made no

initial assessment of the severity of the child's condition.

Instead, after ascertaining that the family had no insurance,

told them that the doctor said he would be unable to come to

the emergency room for several hours. They waited unexamined

and untreated and emotionally distraught for a very long time.

Although the child was ultimately adequately treated, the

results could have been disastrous. Again, the federal statute

is insufficient because it does not specifically address the

problem of the emergency room whos physicians are "on call"

and refuse to respond on the basis of the patient's ability to

pay.
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Another inadequacy of the federal law has bean brought to

our attention by hospitals that are "dumped on." Some

officials of such hospitals are very reluctant to complain

about associate hospitals who violate the law. Certain

hospitals that are seen as the facilities of last resort are

the regular recipients of repeated inappropriate transfers.

However, even though the law permits them to bring a private

right of action against the violators, political pressures

usually prevent them from bringing such actions. Hospitals

that are receiving inappropriate transfers are often in the

same association with the hospitals that do the dumping and

therefore hesitate to complain about their associates'

behavior. A change in the law which requires hospitals and

physicians to report violations of the law to the appropriate

authorities would remove political considerations and

enforcement would be enhanced.

Lastly, no matter how strong a, laws are, they are

virtually useless without adminis!-rative enforcement. From

what we have seen so far, HHS enforcement of the COBRA statute

has been extremely negligent. Three different branches of HHS

are involved in various aspects of the enforcement effort. The

branches are the Health Care Financing Administration, the

Office of the Inspector General and the Office of Civil

Rights. From the complainant's perspective it appears that

coordination among the branches is nonexistent. HCFA has

delegated much of its responsibility to the states but has
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given the states almost no guidance on how to investigate

complbints. Additionally, although the law was enacted in

April, 1986 and went into effect almost a year ago on August 1,

1986, no proposed or final regul:tions have been promulgated.

We really appreciate your interest in this problem,

Congressman, and your willingness to question the agency on its

activities in this regard.

The statute, if strengthened and enforced properly, can go

a long way to solve the serious problem of people be,thy denied

emergency care because of their lack of ability to pay. The

suggestions I have made for improvements would reenforce the

individual's ability to receive and HHS's ability to assure

access to care.

I would be derelict in my responsibility to my clients if I

assured you, however, that a stronger federal law and

enforcement would eradicate the "dumping" problem. I fear that

some hospitals will continue to create new harriers to care and

find new loopholes to avoid compliance with the spirit of the

law. Many hospitals will go to great lengths to avoid

providing care for people who have no insurance. The only sure

way to end patient dumping is to guarantee that hospitals will

get reimbursement for every individual who comes to their

facility needing care.

Our health care system is based on payment to providers

primarily through private insurance and government funded

programs. Most Americans have such coverage. However,
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'according to the Census Bureau, thirty-seven million men, ..omen

and children fall through the cracks of the health care system

because they have no insurance coverage. Unfortunately for a

variety of reasons the number is growing dramatically at a rate

of about one million a year. In addition to the uninsured,

over 50 million Americans were at risk of being unable to

afford health care because of inadequate insurance.

Who are the uninsured? They are primarily workers and

their families who have no insurance coverage through their

work and have too much income to qualify for government

programs. One-third of the uninsured are children and almost

three quarters are members of families in which at least one

member works full-time.

It is these uninsured people who are the least desirable to

health care providers and who, as evidenced by the stories you

have heard today, are at the highest risk of being °dumped. A

recent study by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation found that

one million Americans were denied health care last year because

they could not pay for it and an additional fourteen million

did not seek the care they needed because they could not afford

it.

The obvious solution to the patient dumping problem is to

provide every American with health care coverage. Until

everyone can guarantee payment for services, some providers

will skirt or even violate the law to avoid serving uninsured
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patients and sadly "horror" stories such as the ones we heard

today will continue to occur. Universal coverage would insure

that every person gets crucial health care and patient dumping

will become a practice of the past.
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Re: COBRA Emergency Cate Legislation

Dear Congressman Weiss:

As per,your request, I have compiled the following list of
suggested changes to the emergency room COBRA legislation. My
suggestions are based on problems that advocates have brought
to our attention.

In brief the suggestions are as follows:

-- Require that this appropriate transfer rules apply to all
transfers

-- Require that rural tertiary hospitals accept emergency
patients fro= other hospitals

-- Require that physicians who are on call' to emergency
rooms respond to calls regardless of the patient'ss, ability
to pay

-- Require that notice of this law be given to patients

-- Require that J 'memorandum of transfer' be completed and
sent with each transfer

Reice hospitals that are "dumped on to report the
violations

-- Improve erfoccement by requiring one division of HHS to
investigate violations and enforce the statute

Improve enforcement by providing for attorneys' fees for
individuals who are successful in enforcing the law
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The following is a more detailed explanation of the
suggestions:

Require That Appropriate Transfer Rules Apply to All Transfers

The statute currently allows hospitals to either stabilize
or transfer the individual in question. As you told me, the
original intent was to also require an appropriate transfer
after the patient is stabilized. The following underlined
changes in the statute would accomplish the original intent:

R(b) NECESSARY STABILIZING TREATMENT FOR EMERGENCY
CONDITIONS AND ACTIVE LABOR.- -

'(l) IN GENERAL.--If any individual (whether or not
eligible for benefits under this title) comes to a
hospital and the hospital determines that the
individual has an emergency medical condition or is in
active labor, the hospital must provide at a minimum
either- -

(A) within the staff and facilities available at
the hospital, for such further medical
examination and such treatment as may be required
to stabilize the medical condition or to provide
for treatment of the labor, and/or
(B) for transfer of the individual to another

medical facility in accordance with subsection
(c).

Require That Rural Tertiary Hospitals Accept Emergency Patients
From Other Hospitals

Two problems have surfaced in rural hospitals. The first
is illustrated by the McAllen, Texas situation (see attached
article) where a tertiary hospital established a blanket policy
that it would not accopt private pay or Medicaid transfers from
the smaller hospitals in its area. The practical result cf.
this policy was that when a small hospital called McAllen and
was refused the right to transfer the patient, an uninsured
teenager who had a bullet lodged in his brain, the receiving
hospital told the family to take the boy on their own to
McAllen's emergency room. McAllen could not then turn the boy
away. The hospital finally sent the boy in an ambulance and
his family followed in their car. He was ultimately admitted
to McAllen but so much time had elapsed, he could not be saved.

Please consider a statutory change which would require
tertiary hospitals in rural areas to accept patients from
small, unequipped hospitals.
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Require That Physicians Who Are 'On Call to Emergency Rooms
Respond-to Calls Regardless_of the Patient's Ability to Pay

Another problem in the rural area is addiessed by a
California bill which is now winding its way through the
California legislature. This is the problem of the physician
who is needed to treat the emergency condition, but will not
come into the hospital because the patient is private pay.

The following i3 the language from the California bill.
Perhaps it can be adapted for federal use.

As a condition of licensure, each hospital shall
require that, as a condition of staff privileges,
physicians who serve on an 'on call' basis to the
hospital's emergency room cannot refuse to respond to a
call on the basis of .he patient's...ability to pay for
medical services....

Require That Notice of This Law Be Given to Patients

The California bill has three other provisions which you
should consider because they would greatly enhance the
effectiveness of the statute.

The first is requiring a notice to the public in each
'facility about their rights under this law. The California
ianquage is as follows

...(alll hospitals will inform all persons presented
to an emergency room or their representatives if any are
present and the person is unable to understand verbal or
written communication, both orally and in writing, of the
reasons for the transfer or refusal to provide emergency
services and care and of the person's right to emergency
services and care prior to t ansfer or discharge without
regard to ab!-ity to pay. N.,hing in this subdivision
requires noti,Acation of the reasons for the transfer in
advance of the transfer where a person is unaccompanied and
the hospital has made a reasonable effort to locate a
representazive, and because of the person's physical or
mental condition, notification is not possible. All
hospitals shall prominently post a sign in their emergency
rooms informing the public of their rights. Both the
posted sign and written communication concerning the
transfer or refusal to provide emergency services and care
shall give the address and phone number of the...government
agency to contact in the event the person wishes to
complain about the hospital's conduct.
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Require That a "Memorandum of Transfer" Be Completed and Sent
With Each Transfer

The other California section requires that a Memorandum of
Transfer be completed and sent with each person who is
transferred. This creates a record for the patients and the
hospitals that are dumped on of all inappropriate transfers. I
asked HCPA if they would consider putting this requirement in
their rE:ulations and was told that they would not do it
because OMB Would not approve it unless it was statutorily
mandated. The following is California's proposed language:

(f) The records transferred with the person include a
"Memorandum of Transfer" signed by the transferring
physician which contains relevant transfer information.
The form of the "Memorandum of Transfer" shall, at a
minimum, contain the person's name, address, sex, race,
age, insurance status, and medical condition; the name and
address of the transferring doctor or emergency roan
personnel authorizing the transfer; the time and date the
person first presented at the transferring hospital; the
name of the physician at the receiving hospl'al consenting
to the transfer and the time and date of the consent; the
time and date of the transfer; the reason for the transfer;
and the declaration of the signor that the signor is
assured. within reasonable medical proba..ility, that the
transfer creates no medical hazard to the patient. Neither
the transferring physician nor transferring hospital shall
be required to duplicate, in the "Memorandum of Transfer,"
information contained in medical records transferred with
the person.

Require Hospitals That Are "Dumped On" to Report the Violations

Also the California bill requires each hospital that
receives o' physicians that know about inappropriate transfers
to report itch violations to the appropriate authorities. The
reason for the requirement is to remove the.political
considerations from a facility's or doctor's decision on
whether or not to report. The possibility of retribution for
disclosure often prevents the disclosure from occurring. since
the law requires the report, the Facility or physician has .0
choice but to provide the appropriate information.

Improve Enforcement by Requiring One Division of HHS
(Preferably the Office of Inspector General) to Investigate
Violations and Enforce the Statute

The last issue concerns enforcement. HCPA, as you know,
has yet to issue proposed regulations. I understand that part
of the problem is the hassle within the agency of getting HCPA
and the Office of Inspector General (OIG) (each of which have
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responsibility under the statute) to coordinate their efforts.
If they can't get together to decide on the regulations, I have
grave doubts about their ability to coordinate enforcement.

As I understand it, the enforcement procedures are as
follows:

HCPA has assigned the task of investigating complaints to
the Office of Survey and Certification within the Health
Standards andQuality Bureau. This office contracts with each
state to perform certification reviews in nursing homes and
hospitals that are not accredited by JCAE.

The state reviewers have some experience investigating
complaints of violations of the conditions of participation.
Their usual procedure, according to a NHS Central Office
staffer, is to acknowledge receipt of the complaint and then
investigate only those complaints where they have reason to
believe a problem exists. Advocates for nursing home residents
know their work because it is these agencies that investigate
violations of the Medicaid and Medicare conditions of
participation. Advocates have never been pleased with the
timeliness or thoroughness of investigations.

Additionally, the state reviewers are severely handicapped
right now because there are no regulations or official
procedures to follow. Procedures for investigations will not
be official until the final regulations are published.
Probably few, if any, decisions will be issued until procedures
and rules are final. Given the time frame for the rules,
investigation procedures will not be in place until at least
one year from now which will be close to two years after the
law went into effect.

When the system is in place, it should work as follows.
All complaints received by the Office of Inspector General .

(OIG) or HCPA Regional Offices will be referred to the state
agencies. Complaints can be sent directly to the state. The
state agency will investigate and refer to the Central Office
of HCPA those cases the investigators think need enforcement
actions. HCPA will decide whether to seek termination or
sLspension of the contract and will refer cases to the OIG
which will then decide what, if any, actions for civil money
penalties should be taken.

There.are indications, however, that not all complaints
will be investigated. HCPA is currently suggesting that only
flagrant violations (undefined) or violations that show a
pattern of abuse be investigated. Additionally, enforcement
will no doubt vary dramatically around the country.

I do not know how OIG plans to coordinate its
responsibility under the statute with HCPA. However, given the
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fact that BCFA will be coordinating with its regional offices
and fifty one jurisdictions, coordination with OIG will no
doubt result in painfully slow enforcement activities.

The Office of Civil Rights is also involved in the
enforcement of emergency room requirements through its
authority to enforce the Hill-Burton community service
obligation. Currently, over half of the hospitals in this
country have an obligation to provide emergency care regardless
of the person's ability to pay. Any hospital that ever
received Hill-Burton mo.,.ey retains this obligation.

It is unclear to us how OCR plans to coordinate its
enforcement activities with OIG and HCFA. While the statutes
they are charged with enforcing are not identical, they are
au-a enough to require coordination.

Our experience has been that HHS enforcement is abysmal
when only one division of the agency is charged with the
responsibility. The current senario in which HCFA attempts to
coordinate with OIG and OCR is, in my view, destined for
disaster.

We appreciate your interest into examining the agency's
activities and plans in this regard. I suggest that in order
to streamline the agency process only one division of HHS be
given enforcement responsibilities. Until we hear the
testimony at your hearing, however, I am hesitant to suggest
which division can do the best job.

Improve Enforcement by Providing for Attorneys' Fees for
Individual: ho Are S::ccessful in Enforcing the Law

Lastly, on the enforcement question, I would have to
suggest that you think about the possibility of allowing
private attorneys to collect attorneys' fees if they are
successful in bringing private law suits to enforce the
statute. I have received indications from private lawyers that
they are reluctant to bring suits to make the hospital comply
with the statute because unless their client has been severely
physically harmed by the violation, there is no way the
expenses or their fee will be paid. I am afraid that if HHS is
not enforcing the statute and if private lawyers won't bring
the cases, the law will become meaningless. Appropriate
language to accomplish this goal is as follows:

In any action or proceeding charging a violation of section
1867 of the Social Security Act, the court in its
discretion may allow the individual or hospital harmed by
the violation reasonable attorney's fee as part of the
costs.

f"3
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Thank you for considering these suggestions. I'm happy to

discuss any or all of them with you.
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Sincerely,

ktcoukv...__
Ju ith . Waxman
Managing Attorney
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Mr. WErss. Thank you, very much, Ms. Waxman.
Ms. Hill, tell us, if you will, what the reaction of your communi-

ty, or your neighbors was after Mr. Takewell's death.
How did your neighbors in your community feel about the whole

situation of Mr. Takewell, how he was treated and his death?
Ms. Thu.. They felt like I did. They felt that he neededthey

needed to keep him in the hospital; not let him come back home;
not put him out.

They were angry, they were all upset like I was. They were
upset.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Ms. Waxman, how many other States have emergency room leg-

islation? You mentioned a couple of them.
Ms. WAXMAN. Yes, there are about 21 States that do have some

provision in their State statutes and a number of others that have
regu!atory provisions. But many of the laws are extremely broad. It
has only been recently that States are starting to pass statutes that
resemble the Federal statute.

About eight of Clem have new, strider laws and five that have
transfer rules, such as the ones in the Federal statutes.

Mr. WEISS. How about cities? Do any of the cities have local laws
or ordinances that are similar to that legislation?

Ms. WAXMAN. Yes. A number of metropolitan areas are actually
doh- things that help quite a lot. They are getting all the hospitals
together to develop protocols and procedures for transferring
people.

One good example is Dallas where the public facility there, Park-
land Memorial, has worked with other hospitals in the community.
They have a 24-hour hot line which any hospital can call and de-
scribe the patient they want to transfer.

The hot line is staffed by a nurse who reviews the symptoms and
so forth, talks to doctors and makes the decision to accept or refuse
the transfer. This hot line speeds along the process and makes it
more uniform. Also, the conversations on the hot line are tape re-
corded so there is a permanent record of every single conversation
and every single transfer.

They have found that while there has been a great improvement
in the number of inappropriate transfersthey feel there is about
90 percent compliance with their proceduresthey still receive
many stabilized patients who are transferred for economic reasons.

Also, a number of people still die shortly after arrival, but the
situation has improved over what it used to be.

Mr. WEISS. Florida had a regional agreement among five or six
hospitals for emergency treatment and care of patients. It broke
down because apparently some of the hospitals felt that not all the
other hospitals were taking their fair share, and the whole thing
disintegrated. I think it underscores that you really need to have
mutual agreements, that yru :reed to have strong legislation at the
State or Federal level.

What has been your experience with HEM on complaint investi-
gations?

Ms. WAXMAN. As I stated in my testimony, lawyers hesitate to
use the process. Under the COBRA statute, as far as I know, of the
complaints that have been filed, no one has heard any response.
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That is not correct. Someone recently did get a letter stating "we
have received your complaint" and no other followup.

But mostly lawyers never hear back at all. Of course, our experi-
ence in the past with the agency, with OCRand this committee
has looked into that quite extensively, I knowhas been that the
processes are so extremely slow, even when one division of the
agency must look at the problem. Lawyers just don't feel it is
worth the bother to send in a complaint to the agency.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you. Mr. Green, I just want to comment that
your friend was very lucky to have a friend as well versed and
knowledgeable about the situation as you are. He may very well
owe his life to you.

Mr. Lightfoot.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Green, I am curi-

ous, how is your friend?
Mr. GREEN. He is a lot better now. He was transferred to Kings

County Hospital, a public hospital in Brooklyn. When ho was re-
leasedactually, they tried to release him from the hospitaland
we were really worriedbefore he was better. The staff in the hos-
pital treated him really well. But the doctors complained through-
out his stay, how does a 36-year old man have no insurance.

Si, he is being treated at Kings County Hospital in Brooklyn.
Since then he has applied for Medicaid. He stayed in NYU for
more than a month, and when he did arrive at Kings County Hos-
pital in Brooklyn, one of the nurses kind of looked at him and
said how were you at NYU when you don't have any money or
insurance?

He is starting to get better now.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. If I interpreted your story correctly, you selected

NYU because in your opinion they had a reputation for giving good
service. But the problem was getting admitted to the hospital.

Not too many people would have thought to contact legal serv-
ices, as you did. What caused you to do that?

Mr. GREEN. As I said before, I live in Brooklyn. OftenI don't
know how many people are aware of itthere are a lot of people
dying, and I see them dying from different illnesses, or cancer, or
whatever it is. This has been going on for years. I think Margaret
Heckler even wrote a report about it.

This is because people don't have insurance, and these are people
who know that they cannot go to a hospital if they don't have the
money. I think when people are really sick, the last thing on their
mind is that they are dying. They just say, "Well, I am sick." To go
to a doctor, you have to have at least $100 to $150 just to see a
doctor.

To walk into an emergency room, even the worst ones in Brook-
lyn, you have to have $80 to $100, just to walk in the door. I think
a lot of people know that they just can't go to a hospital.

I have seen it. My concern was not to be turned away because I
felt if Iva went to the hospital when he was sick like this, and was
turned away, his resort would not be even to try anymore; he
would have stayed home and died.

That is why I called ahead of time to find out whicn hospitals
would not turn me away by law. Some of them could justfor
whatever reasons--just turn you away.
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Mr. LIGHTFOOT. You are aware of this just by the circumstances
around you and you have observed this?

Mr. GREEN. I am aware of it for that reason, and over the years,
different people I know had experiences where they were turned
away. I see it happen all the time.

, I have to admit, it is one of the things I have always been
worried about. A friend of mine told me if I got sick, my chances
were better to get a $99 flight to London, where I would be treated
in a hospital. It would cone out cheaper than going to the emer-
gency ward in most of the hospitals,

Mr. Liowwoo'r. Then if you get well, you would have a nice trip.
I commend you for taking the initiative that you did. As Mr. Weiss
said, you may very well have saved your friend's life.

I think you alluded to it; lack of information is one of the prob-
lems for people going to hospital emergency rooms. You mentioned
that you didn't see any of the Hill-Burton information posted on
the wall in the hospital. The fact that you knew enough and were
aware enough of the situation that you did turn to legal services is
noteworthy.

Do you have any ideas or recommendations on how other people
in your community could be helped, so that they would be aware of
that information and know those services are available to them?

Mr. GREEN. I think that information is needed. They are quick to
give out information on things that sometimes we don't need. I re-
member in the past with things like food stamps, they would have
announcements on television and the radio, if you needed help it
was available. But when it came time to getting that help, no oneknew how or they always acted like it is available but no one is
coming to get it. There were tricky little laws, like you had to have
a kitchen and you had to have this or that.

The same with this information. These programs are available
and from what I understand, often the funds that they have aren't
even used up. I can't believe for 1 minute that half of the people
waiting at Bellvue, if they knew that they could go just three
blocks away, to NYU's emergency room, if they knew that they
would not be turned away, they would not do it.

I don't think NYU or half of the other hospital3 in New York
want it to be known that they don't have to turn people away.

They have contact with poor people. When they mail out checks
to people or information to poor people, they could put that infor-
mation right in that envelope. It wouldn't hurt. There are a lot of
public service things that could be done which wouldn't take much
money at alljust the letters that the Government mails out, theycould put in information.

Those are just off my head, but it is definitely important thatpeople know this. I would say statistically, if you look at the
amount of people who are dying, they are not dying because they
are that sick. The things that they often die fromfor example, tu-
berculosisI mean, Iva could have died from this, and it is some-
thing that is so treatable.

I think a high percentage of things that people really die from
are easily treated, and if people know that, they could go and getthe service.
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Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Ms. Waxman, you mentioned that Texas has a
very strong State law. I lived there for about 6 years, and am some-
what familiar with the State. Do you know what motivated Texas
to put that law in place? I don't.

Ms. WAXMAN. My understanding is that the Parkland Memorial
Hospital, the major public facility in Texas, was faced with a very
difficult situation of incredibly increased numbers of people being
dumped on them, both unstable patients and patients in stable con-
ditions. Parkland has a very strong administrator who made that
fact known to the public, and then the legislature addressed the
problem.

The administration in Texas also reviewed the law that they cre-
ated and put into place some very good regulations.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Are you relatively happy with it? If we are going
to pick out a model law r other States to look at, would you rec-
ommend the Texas statute?

Ms. WAXMAN. I would also make some improvements to the
Texas law. It goes farther than the Federal law, but there are a
number of things that I think they are finding that would be im-
provements in their own law.

Interestingly enough, out of the 33 complaints that the HHS has
received to date on the COBRA provision, I think 23 of them are
from Texas. That indicates to me that the Texas law is working
better than the Federal law in that either people know that it is
there, or there is some attention to it so people know they can com-
plain. Maybe it is the memo of transfer that I mentizred, or the
recorded transfer information that allows people to be aware of the
possible complaints.

It can't be a coincidence that so many of the complaints that
even made it into the Federal agency have come from Texas. I
think it has to have something to do with their State law.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. With the chairman's permission, and I am not
trying to put you on the spot herewould you submit a letter to
the committee with your recom-nendations on the Texas law and
what improvements you would make to that so we would have it in
writing?

Ms. WAXMAN. Yes, I will. Thank you for inviting me to do that.
[The letter follows:]
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National Health Law Program, Inc.

October 21, 1987
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Honorable Ted Weiss, Chair
Honorable Jim Lightfoot, Ranking
Minority Member

Committee on Government Operations
Human Resources and Intergovernme.:tal Relations
Subcommittee

8372 Rayburn HO8
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressmen Weiss and Lightfoot:

Thank you so much for the opportunity to testify before
your subcommittee on the subject of patient dumping. The
hearing afforded the people who are concerned with the problem
an excellent opportunity to explain the problem and the need
for reform.

You asked me to make suggestions .or changes in the federal
law and to review the Texas law to determine what changes could
improve that law also. The Texas statute was passed before the
federal law and, and I understand it, served as model for it.
Therefore, the same major provisions are in both laws. However
Texas has written regulations which go beyond the statute to
make some specific requirements on facilities. For example,
Texas regulations provide that transfers may not be predicated
upon arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable discrimination based
upon race, religion, national origin, age, sex, physical
condition or economic status." Also, the regulations require
that a "Memorandum of Transfer" containing pertinent
information about the patient, his or her condition and the
circumstances of the transfer be completed, signed by the
transferring physician and sent with each patient who is
transferred. HCFA has not as yet proposed regulations, but
judging by what HCFA officials told you before the hearing,
they are not proposing any requirements comparable to the '"?xas
rules.

California has recently passed an "emergency room" Statute
which the Governor signed into law on September 27, 1987. It
is more comprehensive than other state laws and may provide you
with guidance for improvements in the federal law. I've
attached it, in its entirety, for you.

4
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At your request I have compiled a list of suggestions for
improvements in the federal law. They are all based on
problems that have been brought to my attention by lawyers from
around the country whose clients have had difficulty obtaining
emergency care. I have cited sections of the California law*to
illustrate how one state dealt with a number of problems.

My suggestions are as follows:

1. Require That Appropriate Transfer Rules Apply to All
Transfers

The statute currently allows hospitals to either
stabilize or transfer the individual in question. The
original intent was also to require an appropriate transfer
after the patient is stabilized. The following underlined
changes in the statute would accomplish the original inters:

"(b) NECESSARY STAB ,L7ZING TREATMENT i'OR EMERGENCY
CONDITIONS AND ACTIVE LABOR.- -

"(1) IN GENERAL.--If any individual (whether or
not eligible for benefits unecr this title) comes
to a hospital and the hospital determines that
the individual has an emergency medical condition
or is in active labor, the hospital must provide
at a minimum either- -

11A) within the staff and facilities
available at the hospital, for such fur`hqr
medical examination and such further med.al
examination and such treatment as may be
required to stabilize the medical condition
or to provide for treatment of the labor,
and/or
1(D) for transfer of the individual to
another medical facility in accordance with
subsection (c).

2. Include a Provision to Prohibit Discrimination in the
Delivery of Emergency Services

The California statute, which is a good Wel, reads
as follows:

(b) In no event shall the provision of emergency
services and care be based upon, or affected by, the
person's race, ethnicity, religion, national origin,
citizenship, age, sex, preexisting medical condition,
physical or mental handicap, insurance status,
economic status, or ability to pay for medical
services, except to the extent that a circumstance
such as age, sex, preexisting medical condition, or
physical or mental handicap is medically significant
to the provision of appropriate medical care to the
individual,

* Printed.at the end of this lettei.
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3. Rgguire_That Emergency Services Be Rendered Before the
Persons Ability to Pay is Determined

We often hear of patients who must disclose their
insurance status and ability topay before they are
physi ally screened to determine the extent of their
physiLdl condition. Many people complain that they are
given a "wallet biopsy" before they get any care even in
emergency situations. One way to prohibit this practice is
to incorporate the following California provision:

Emergency services and care shall be rendered
without first questioning the patient or any other
person as to his ability to pay therefor. However,
the patient or his legally responsible relative or
guardian shall execute an agreement to pay therefor or
otherwise supply insurance or credit information
promptly after the services are rendered.

4. Reguire That Rural Tertiary Hospitals Accep _tpmergengy_
Patients From Other Hospitals

Two problems have surfaced in rural hospitals. The
first is illustrated by the McAllen, Texas situation (see
attached article) where a tertiary hospital established a
blanket policy that it would not accept private pay or
Medicaid transfers from the smaller hospitals in its area.
The practical result of this policy was that wnen a small
hospital call McAllen and was refs.sed the right to transfer
the patient, an uninsured teenager who had a bullet lodged
in his bruin, the receiving hospital told the family to
take the boy on their own to McAllen's emergency room.
McAllen could not then turn the boy away. The hospital
finally sent the boy in an ambulance and his family
followed in t'aeir car. He was ultimately admitted to
McAllen but because so much time had elapsed, he could not
be saved.

Please consider a st,cutory change which would require
tertiary hospitals in rural areas to accept patients from
small, unequipped hospitals.

5. Regui That physicians Who Are "On Call" to Emergency
Rooms Respoa to Calls Regaaless of the PatlentT s Ability
to NI

Another problem in the rural area is the problem of
the physician who is needed to treat the emergency
condition, but will not come into the hospital because the
patient has no insurance. We have heard from advocates who
have complained that their clients have waited for hours
unseen by any professional until a doctor comes to the
hospital for his or her regular shift.

3
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The following is California's solution to this problem:

[E]ach hospital shall require that, as a
condition of staff privileges, physicians who serve on
an "on-call" basis to the hospital's emergency room
cannot refuse to respond to a call on the basis of the
patient's race, ethnicity, religion, national origin,
citizenship, age, sex, preexisting medical condition,
physical or mental handicap, insurance status,
economic status, or ability to pay for medical
services except to the extent that a circumstance
such as age, sex, preexisting medical condition, or
physical or mental handicap is medically significant
to the provision of appropriate medical care to the
individual.

6. Require That Notice of This Law Be Given to Patients

Individuals do not know about their rights under the
federal statute. This is evidenced by the fact that they
do not refused inappropriate transfers, nor do they often
complain to the authorities when their rights have been
violated.

Again, California dealt with this problem with the
following language:

...talll hospitals will inform all persons
presented to an emergency room or their
representatives if any are present and the person is
unable to understand verbal or written communication,
both orally and in writing, of the reasons for the
transfer or refusal to provide emergency services and
care and of the person's right to emergency services
and care prior to transfer or discharge without regard
to ability to pay. Nothing in this subdivision
requires notification of the reasons for the transfer
in advance of the transfer where a person is
unaccompanied and the hospital has made a reasonable
effort to locate a representatiie, and because of the
person's physical or mental condition, notification is
not possible. All hospitals shall prominently post a
sign in their emergency rooms informing the public of
their rights. Both the posted sign and written
communication concerning the transfer or refusal to
provide emergency services and care shall give the
address and phone number of the...government agenc:v to
contact in the event the person wishes to complain
about the hospital's conduct.

4
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7. Require That a "Memorandum of Transfer" Be Completed and
Sent With Each Trendier

In order to assure that a record of each transfer is
maintained; it is necessary to require that a "Memorandum
of Transfer" or "Transfer Summary" be completed and sent
with each person who is transferred. Such memos are the
basis for data on all transfers and evidence for complaints
by individuals and hospitals that are "dumped on." Texas
includes this requirement in its regulations. The
California statute requires the following:

The records transferred with the person include a
"Transfer Summary" signed by the transferring
physician which contains relevant transfer
information. The form of the "Transfer Summary"
shall, at a minimum, contain the person's name,
address, sex, race, age, insurance status, and medical
condition; the name and address of the transferring
doctor or emergency room personnel authorizing the
transfer; the time and date the person was first
presented at the transferring hospital; the name of
the physician at the receiving hospital consenting to
the transfer and the time and date of the consent; the
time and date of the transfer; the reason for
transfer; and the declaration of the transferring
physician that the [benefit of the transfer outweighs
the risk]. Neither the transferring physician nor
transferring hospital shall be required to duplicate,
in the "Transfer Summary," information contained in
atedical records transferred with the person.

8. Require That Records Be. Maintained and Reported

To assure appropriate data collection, the California
law requires that "[A]ll hospitals shall maintain records
of each transfer made or received including the 'Memorandum
of Transfer'...for a period of three years." Also
California requires annual reports. The reports must
include a description of "the aggregate number of transfers
made and received according to the person's insurance
status and rease^s for transfer."

9. ResuT.re Hospitals That Are "Dumped On" to Report the
Violations

Sometimes political considerations influence a
axility's or doctor's decision to report or not report
violations to the appropriate authorities. The possibility
of retribution for disclosure often prevents the disclosure
from occurring. If the law requires reporting, the
facility or physician has no choice but to provide the
appropriate information.

5
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The California provision which addresses this problem
is %s follows:

(c) The receiving hospital, and all physicians,
other licensed emergency room health personnel at the
receiving hospital, and certified prehospital
emergency personnel who know of apparent violations of
this article or the regulations adopted hereunder
shall, and the corresponding personnel at the
transferring hospital and the transferring hospital
may, report the apparent violations to the state
department on a form prescribed by the state
department within one week following its occurrence.

I have not included excellent provisions which were

111

suggested to you by other witnesses. Even so, my list is
rather lengthy, and I hope comprehensive.

I am happy to discuss adapting these provisions for federal
law or in making other revisions you deem appropriate. Thank
you very much for the opportunity to provide you with my
suggestions.

6
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Judith G. Waxman
Managing Attorney
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AMENDED .SEN E SEPTEMBER 9, 1987

AMENDED IN SENATE SEPTEMBER 8, 1987._

':AMENDED 'IN:SENATESEPTEMBER,1, 1987

AMENDED IN SENATE _AUGUST 17,..1987

'AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 20, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 24, .1987.

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY FEBRUARY 13, 1987
" fiz .

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-I987-88'REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL , . ; No. 214

Introduced by Assembly Member Margolin

January 7, 1987
. _

An act to amend Sections 1317, 1798, 1798.170, 1798.172,
1798.206, and 1798.208 of, and to add Sections 1317.1, 1317.2,
1317.2a, 1317.3, 1317.4, 1317.5, 1317.6; 1317.7, 1317.8, 1317.9,
1317.9a, and 1798.205 to, the Health and Safety Code, relating
to ;hospital emergency medical treatment and patient
transfer.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 214, as amended, :Margolin. Hospital emergency
patient transfers.

Various provisions of existing law regulate hospitals and the
treatment of patients.

This bill would regulate the treatment of patients, brought
to, hospital emergency rooms and the transfer of those
patients to other medical facilities. It would prohibit basing an
emergency Patient's treatment on the patient's race,
ethnicity, religion, national origin, citizenship, age, sex,
preexisting medical condition,; physical or mental handicap,
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. .
insurance status, economic stabs, or ability to pay for medical
services, unless the circumstances are medically significant to
the provision of appropriate medical care to that individual.
The bill would revise the definition of "emergency services
and care" and "medical hazard" and define "consultation"
and "within the capability of the facility." It would specify
conditions under which emergency medical patients may be
transferred and procedures which may be followed.

The bill would specify under what conditions a hospital is
obligated to accept the transfer of a patient, and would
require a hospital that is unable to accept the transfer of a
patient for whom it is legally or contractually liable,' to make
arrangements for the patient's care. The bill would require
receiving hospitals which do not accept transfers of, or make
other appropriate arrangements for, certain medically stable
patients for which they are contractually or statutorily
obligated to provide care, to be liable, as specified.

The bill would require hospitals to adopt policies and
transfer protocols consistent with the bill and a hospital's
compliance with specified procedures would be a condition of
licensure or revocation thereof. Violators could also be fined;
as specified, for hospital violations, and taking into acoount
certain factors or have their emergency ifiedical service
permits revoked. !This bill would also create certain civil
actions, as specified, and exempt the health facility and
specified health professionals from liability for refusing to
render emergency services under certain circumstances. The
receiving hospital, and physicians, emergency room health
personnel at the receiving hospital, and certified prehospital
emergency personnel would be required to report all
apparent violations known to them to the State Departmmt
of Health Services for investigation. The bill would provide
that a physician shall not be prevented from exercising
professional judgment in conflict with certain state and local
regulations under specified circumstances.

Local emergency medical services agencies would also be
obligated to mandate transfer protocols, guidelines, and
agreements, as specified. These requirements would impose
a state- mindated local program on these agencies.

This bill would create new misdemeanors, thus imposing
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new duties upon local law enforcement agencies, thereby
constituting a state-mandated local program.

This bill would also provide that the Governor shall reque:,t
the federal government to credit- monetary penalties
against subsequent penalties assessed by the federal
government and require the department to take certain
actions to ensure that a specified cumulative maximum limit
of fines assessed under state and federal law is not exceeded.

Under existing law, the medical direction and management
of an emergency medical services system on the local level is
under the control of the medical directs, of the local
emergency medical services agency.

This bill would establish procedures for the medical
director of a base station who questions the medical effect of
a policy of a local emergency medical services agency to have
a hearing on the matter.

This hearing procedure would impose a state-mandated
local program.

The California Coristitution requires the state to reimburse
local agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated
by the state. Statutory provisions establish procedures for
making that reimbursement, including the creation of a State
Mandates Claims Fund to pay the costs of mandates which do
not exceed $500,000 statewide and other procedures for
claims whos,, statewide costs exceed $500,000.

This bill would provide that for certain costs
reimbursement is required by this act for a specified reason.

Moreover, the bill would provide that no reimbursement
shall be made from the State Mandates Claims Fund for other
costs mandated by the state pursuant to this act, but would
recognize that local agencies and school districts may pursue
any available remedies to seek reimbursement for those other
costs.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: yes.
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AB. 214 -4
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 1317 of the Health and Safety
2 .Code is amended to read:
3 1317. (a) Emergency services and care shall be
4 provided to any person requesting services or care, or for
5 whom services or care is requested, for any condition in
6 which the person is in danger of loss of life, or serious
7 injury or illness, at any health facility licensed under this
8 chapter that maintains and operates an emergency
9 department to provide emergency services to the public

10 when the health facility has appropriate facilities and
11 qualified personnel available to provide the services or
12 care.
13 (b) In no event shall the provision of emergency
14 services and care be based upon, or affected by, the
15 person's race, ethnicity, national origin,
16 citizenship, age, sex, preexisting medical condition,
17 physical or mental handicap, insurance status, economic
18 status, or ability to pay for medical services, except to the
19 ext'nt that a circumstance such as age, sex, preexisting
20 medical condition, or physical or mental handicap is
21 medically significant to the provision of appropriate
22 medical care to that individual.
23 (c) Neither the health facility, its emp:ayees, nor any
24 physician, dentist, or podiatrist shall be held liable in any
25 action arising out of a refusal to render emergency
26 services or care if reasonable care is exercised in
27 determining and treating the condition of the person, or
28 in determining the ipriateness of the facilities, the
29 qualifications and aN ..ity of personnel to render the
30 services.
31 (d) Emergency services and care shall be rendered
32 without first questioning the patient or any other person
33 as to his ability to pay therefor. However, the patient or
34 his legally responsible relazive or guardian shall execute
35 an agreement to pay therefor or otherwise supply
36 insurance or credit inhrmation promptly after the
37 services are rendered.
38 (e) If a health facility subject to this chapter does not
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1 maintain an emergency department, its employees shall
2 nevertheless exercise reasonable care to determine
3 whether an emergency exists and shall direct the persons
4 seeking emergency care to a nearby facility which can
5 render the needed services, and shall assist the persons
6 seeking emergency care in obtaining the services,
7 including transportation services,. in every way
8 reasonable under the circumstances:
9 (f) No act or omission of any rescue teamestablishea

10 by any health facility licensed under this chapter, or
11 operated by the federal or state government, a-county,or
12 by the Regents of the University of California, done or
13 omitted while attempting to resuscitate any person who
14 is in immediate danger of loss of life shall impose any
15 liability upon the health facility, the officers, members of
16 the staff, nurses, or employees of the health facility,
17 including, but not limited to, the members. of the rescue
18 team, or upon the federal or state government or a
19 county, if good. faith is exercised.
20 (g) "Rescue team," as used in this section, means a
21 special group of physicians and surge .ins, nurses, and
22 employees of a health facility who have been trained in
23 cardiopulmonary resuscitation and have been designated
24 by the health facility to attempt, in cases of emergency,
25 to resuscitate persons who are in immediate danger of
26 loss of life.
27 (h) This section shall not relieve a health facility ofany
28 duty otherwise imposed by law upon the health facility
29 for the designation and training of members of a rescue
30 team or for the provision or maintenance of equipment
31 to be used by a rescue team.
32 SEC. 2. Section 1317.1 is added to the Health and
33 Safety Code, to read:
34 1317.1. Unless the context otherwise requires, the
35 following definitions shall control the construction of this
36 article:
37 (a) "Emergency services and care" rr eans medical
38 screening, exar,..:nation, and evaluation by a physician, or,
39 to the extent permitted by applicable law, by other
40 appropriate personnel under the supervision of a ,
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1 physician, to determine if an emergency medical
2 condition or active labor exists and, if it does, the care,
3 treatment, and surgery by a physician necessary to
4 relieve or eliminate the emergency medical condition,
5 within the capability of the facility.
6 (b) "Emergency medical condition" means a medical
7 condition manifesting itself by acute symptoms of
8 sufficient severity (including severe pain) such that the
9 absence of immediate medical attention could reasonably

10 be expected to result in any of the following:
11 (1) Placing the patient's health in serious jeopardy.
12 (2) Serious impairment to bodily functions.
13 (3) Serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.
14 (c) "Active labor" means a labor at a time at which
15 either of the following would occur:
16 (1) There is inadequate time to effect safe transfer to
17 another hospital prior to delivery.
18 (2) A transfer may pose a threat to the health and
19 safety of the patient or the unbOrn child.
20 (d) "Hospital" means all hospitals with an em: ;ency
21 department licensed by the state department.
22 (e) "State department" means the State Department
23 of Health Services.
24 (f) "Medical hazard" means a material deterioration
25 in medical condition in, or jeopardy to, a patients'
26 medical condition or expected chances for recovery.
27 (g) "Board" means the Board of Medical Quality
28 Assurance.
29 (h) "Within the capability of the facility" means those
30 capabilities which the hospital is required to have as
31 condition, of its emergency medical services permit and
32 services specified on Services Inventory Form 7041 filed
33 by the hospital with the Office of Statewide Health
34 Planning and Development.
35 (i) "Consultatioa" means the rendering of an opinion,
36 advice, or prescribing treatment by telephone and, when
37 determined to be medically necessary jointly by the
38 emergency and specialty physicians, includes review of
39 the patient's medical record, examination, and treatment
40 of the patient in person by a specialty physician who is
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1 qualified to give an opinion or render the necessary
c., treatment in order to stabilize the patient.
3 SEC. 3. Section 1317.2 is added to the Health and
4 Safety Code, to read:
5 1317.2. No person needing emergency services and
6 care may be transferred from a hospital to another
7 hospital for any nonmedical reason (such as the person's
8 inability to pay for any emergency service or care) unless
9 each of the following conditions are met:

10 (a) The person is examined and evaluated by a
11 physician including, if necessary, consultation prior to
12 transfer.
13 (b) The person has been provided with emergency
14 services and care such that IL can be determined, within
15 reasonable medical probability, that the transfer or delay
16 caused by the transfer will not create a medical hazard to
17 the person.
18 (c) A physician at the transferring hospital has notified
19 and has obtained the consent to the transfer by a
20 physician at the receiving hospital and confirmation by
21 the receiving hospital that the person meets the hospital's
22 admissions criteria relating to appropriate bed,
23 personnel, and equipment necessary to treat the person.
24 (d) The transferring hospital provides appropriate
25 personnel and equipment which a reasonable and
26 prudent physician in the same or similar locality
27 exercising ordinary care would use to effect the transfer.
28 (e) All the person's pertinent medical records and
29 copies of all the appropriate diagnostic test results which
30 are reasonably available are transferred with the person.
31 (f) The records transferred with the person include a
32 "Transfer Summary" signed by the transferring
33 physician which contains relevant transfer information.
34 The form of the "Transfer Summary" shall, at a
35 minimum, contain the person's name, address, sex, race,
36 age, insurance status, and medical condition; the name.
37 and address cf the transferring doctor or emergency
38 room personnel authorizing the transfer; the time and
39 date the person was first presented at the transferring
40 hospital; the name of the physician at the receiving
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1 hospital cons:.;nting to the transfer and the time and date
2 of the consent; the time and date of the transfer; the
3 reason for the transfer; and the declaration of the
4 transferring physician that the transferring physiCian: is
5 assured, within reasonable medical probability,, that the
6 transfer creates no medical hazard to the patient. Neither
7 the transferring physician nor transferring hospital shall
8 be required to duplicate, in the "Transfer Summary,"
9 information contained in medical records transferred

10 with' the person.
11 (g) The transfer conforms with regulations established
12 by the state department. These replations may
13 prescribe minimum protocols for patient transfers. ,

14 (h) Nothing in this section shall apply to a transfer of
15 a patient for medical reasons.
16 (i) Nothing in this section shall prohibit the transfer or
17 discharge of a patient when the patient or the patient':.
18 representative requests a transfer or discharge and gives
19 informed consent to the transfer or discharge against
20 medical advice.
21 SEC. 4. Section 1317.2a is added to the Health and
22 Safety Code, to read:
23 1317.2a. (a) A hospital which has a legal obligation,
24 whether imposed by statute or by contract to the extent
25 of that contractual obligation, to any third ?arty payor,
26 including, but not limited to, a health maintenance
27 organization, health care service plan, nonprofit hospital
28 service plan, insurer, or preferred provider organization,
29 a county, or an employer to provide care for a patient
30 under the circumstances specified in Section 1317.2 shall
31 receive that patient to the extent required by the
32 applicable statute or by the terms of the contract, or,
33 when the hospital is unable to accept a patient for whom
34 it has a legal obligation to provide care whose transfer will
35 not create a medical hazard as specified in Section 1317.2,
36 it shall make appropriate arrangements for the patient's
37 care.
38 ,(b) A county hospital shall accept a patient whose
39 transfer will not create a medical hazard as specified in
40 subdivision (b) of Section 1317.2 and who is determined
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1 by the county to be eligible to receive health care
2 services required under Part 5 (commencing with
3 Section 17000) of Division 9 of thb Welfare and
4 Institr4ons Code, unless the hospital does not have
5 appropriate bed capacity, medical personnel, or
6 equipment required to provide care to the patient in
7 accordance with accepted medical practice. When a
8 county hospital is unable for any of these reasons to
9 accept a patient whose transfer will not create a medical

10 hazard as specified in subdivision (b) of Section 1317.2, it
11 shall make appropriate arrangements fur the patient's
12 care. The obligation to make appropriate'arrangements
13 does not mandate a level of service or payment, doesl.ot
14 modify the county's obligations under Part 5
15 (commencing with Section 17000) of Division 9 of the
16 Welfare and Institutions Code, and does not create a
17 cause of action of limit a county's flexibility to manage
18 county health systems within available resources, but this
19 flexibility shall not diminish a county's responsibilities
20 under Part 5 (commencing with Section 17000) of
21 Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code or the
22 requirements contained in Chapter 2.5 (commencing
23 with Section 1440).
24 (c) When a patient is transferred pursuant to
25 subdivision (a), the receiving hospital shall provide
26 personnel and equipment reasonably required in the
27 exercise of good medical practice for the care of the
28 transferred patient.
29 (d) Any third-party payor, including, but not limited
30 to, a health maintenance organization, health care
31 service plan, nonprofit hospital service plan, insurer,
32 preferred provider organization, or employer which hds
33 a statutory or contractual obligation to provide or
34 indemnify emergency medical services on behalf of a
35 patient shall be liable, to the extent of the contractual

. 36 obligation, for the reasonable charges of the transferring
37 hospital and the treating physicians for the emergency
38 services provided pursuant to this article, except that the
39 patient shall be responsible for any deductible or
40 copayment obligation. Notwithstanding this section, the
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1 liability of a third-no/iv payor which has contracted with
2 health care.. 3 for the provision of these
3 emergency st. be set by the terms of that
4 contract. Notw,....israutling this section, the liability of a
5 third-party payor that is licensed by the Insurance
6 Commissioner or the #.,:ommissioner of Corporations and
7 has a contractual obligation to provide or indemnify
3 emergency medical services shall be determined in
9 accordance with the. terms of that contra& and shall

10 remain under the sole jurisdiction of that licensing
11 agency.
12 fie) A hospital which has a legal obligation to provide
13 care for a patient as specified by subdivision (a) of
14 Section 1317.2a, to the extent of its legal obligation,
15 imposed by ,statute or by contract to the extent of that
16 contractual obligation and which does not accept transfer
17 of, or make other appropriate arrangements for,
18 medically stable patients in violation of this article or
19 regulations adopted pursuant thereto shall be liable for
20 the reasonable charges of the transferring hospital and
21 treating physician for providing services and care which
22 should have been provided by the receiving hospital.
23 (f) Subdivisions (d) and (e) do not apply to county
24 obligations under Sec.don 17000 of the Welfare and
25 Instutitions Code.
26 (0 Nothing in This section shall be interpreted to
27 require a hospital to make arrangements for the care of
28 a patient for whom the hospital does not have a legal
29 obligation to provide care.
30 SEC. 5. Section 1317.3 is added to the Health and
31 Safety Code, to read:
32 1317.3. (a)' As a condition of licensure, each hospital
33 shall adopt, in consultation with the medical staff, policies
34 and transfer protocols consistent with this article and
35 regulations adopted hereunder.
36 (b) As a condition of licensure, each hospital shall
37 adopt a policy prohibiting disci imination in the provision
38 of emergency services and care based on race, ethnicity,
39 religion, national origin, citizenship, age, sex, preexisting
40 medical condition, physical or mental handicap,
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1 insurance status, economic status, or ability to pay for
2 medical services, except to the extent that a circumstance
3 such as age, sex, preexisting medical condition, or
4 physical or mental handicap is medically significant to
5 the provision of appropriate medical care to that
6 individual.
7 (c) As a con ,,ion of licensure, each hospital shall
8 require that, as a condition of staff privileges, physicians
9 who serve on an "on-call" basis to the hospital's

10 emergency room cannot refuse to respond to a call on the
11 basis of the patient's race, ethnicity, religion, national
12 origin, citizenship, age, sex, preexisting medical
13 condition, physical or mental handicap, insurance status,
14 economic status, or ability to pay for medical services,
15 except to the extent that a circ7, %stance such as age, sex,
16, preexisting medical condition, or physical or mental
17 handicap is medically significant to the provision of
18 appropriate medical care to that individual. If a contract
19 between a physician and hospital for the provision of
20 emergency room co% erage presently prevents the
21 hospital from imposing those conditions, the conditions,
22 shall be included in the contract as soon as is legally

*23 permissible. Nothing in this section shall ba construed as
24 requiring that any physician serve on an "on call" basis.
25 (d) As a condition of licensure, all hospitals will inform
26 all persons presented to an emergency room or their
27 representatives if any are present and the person, is
28 , unable to understand verbal or written communication,
29 both orally and in writing, of the reasons for the transfer
30 or refusal to provide emergency services and care, and of
31 the person's right to emergency services and care prior
32 to transfer or discharge without regard to ability to pay.
33 Nothing in this tubdivision requires notification of the
34 reasons for the transfer in advance of the transfe where
35 a person is unaccompanied and the hospital has made a
36 reasonable effort to locate a representative, and because
37 of the person's physical or mental, condition, notification
38 is not possible. All hospitals shall prominently post a sign39 in their emergency rooms informing the public of their
40 rights. Both the posted sign and written communication ,
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1 concerning the transfer or refusal to provide emergenc
2 services and care shall give the address of the stat
3 department as the government agency to contact in th
4. event the person wishes to complain about the hospital

.5 conduct.
6 (e) If a hospital does not timely adopt the policies an
7 protocols required in this article, the hospital, in additio
8 to denial or revocation of any of its licenses, shall
9 subject to a fine not to exceed one thousand clonal

10 ($1,000) each day after expiration of. 60 days' write
11 notice from the state department that the hospital
12 policies or protocols required by this article ar
13 inadequate unless the delay is excused by the stat
1.4 department upon a showing of good and sufficient caw
15 by the hospital. The notice shall include a detaile
16 statement of the state department's reasons for i

17 determination and suggested changes to the hospita'
18 protocols which would be acceptable to the star
19 department.
20 (f) Each hospital's policies and protocols required
21 or under this article shall be submitted for approval to tl
22 state department within 90 days of the state departrnea'
23 adoption of regulations under this article.
24 'SEC. 6. Section 1317.4 is added to the Health ar
25 Safety Code, to read:
26 1317.41 (a) All hospitals shall maintain records
27 each transfer made or reeived, including ti-
28 "Memorandum of Transfer" described in subdivision (i
29 of Section 1317.2, for a period of three years.
30 (b) All hospitals making or receiving transfers shall f
01 with the state department annual reports on fora
3:2 prescribed by the state department which shall desc
33 the aggregate number of transfers made and receiv(
34 according to the person's insurance status and reasons f
35 transfers.
36 (c) The receiving .hospital, and all physicians, oth
37 licensed emergency room health personnel at tl
38 receiving hospital, and certified prehospital emergen(
39 personnel who know of apparent violations of this artic
40 or the regulations adopted hereunder shall, and tl
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1 corresponding personnel at the transferring hospital and
2 the transferring hospital may, report the apparent
3 violations to ,;:he state department on a form prescribed
4 by the state department within one week following its
5 occurrence. The state department shall promptly send a
5 copy of the form to the hospital administrator and
7 appropriate medical staff committee of the transferring
8 hospital and the local emergency medical services
9 agency unless the state department concludes that the

10 complaint does not allege facts requiring further
11 investigation, or is .otherwise unmeritorious, or the state
12 department concludes, baser,-upon the circumstance of
13 the case, that its investigation of the allegations would be
14 impeded by disclosure of the form. When two or more
15 persons required to report jointly have knowledge of an
16 apparent violation, a single report may be made by a
17 member of the team selected by mutual agreement in
18 accordance with hospital protocols. Any individual,
19 required to report by this section, who disagrees with the
20 proposed joint report has a right and duty to separately
21 report. A failure to report shall not subject the individual
22 or institution to the penalties bet forth in Section .317.6.
23- (d) No hospital, government agency, or person shall
24 retaliate against, penaliie, institute a civil action against,
25 or recover monetary relief from, or otherwise cause any
26 injury to a physician or other personnel for reporting in
27 good faith an apparent violation of this article or the
28 regulations adopted hereunder to the state department,
29 hospital, medical staff, or any other interested party or
30 government agency.
31 (e) No hospital, ,government agency, or person shall
32 retaliate against, penalize, institute a civil action against,
33 or recover monetary relief from, or otherwise cause any
34 injury to a physician who refused to transfer a patient
35 when the physician determines, within reasonable
36 medical probability, that the transfer, or a _lay caused by
37 the traner, will create a medical hazard to the person.
38 (f) Any person who violates subdivision (d) or (e) is
39 subject to a civil money penalty of no more than ten
40 thousand dollars ($10,000). The remedy specified in this
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1 section snall be in addition to any other remedy pro sided
2 by law.
3 (g) The state department shall on an annual basis
4 publish and provide to the Legislature a statistical
5 summary by, county on the extent of economic trunsfers
6 of emergency patients, the frequency of medically
7 hazardous transfers, the insurance status of the patieri.
8 populations being transferred and all violations fingily
9 determined by the state department describing the

10 r ,.ture of the violations, hospitals involved, and the action
11 taken by the state department in response. These
12 summaries shall not reveal the identity of individual
13 persons transferred.
14 (h) Proceedings by the state department to iml Ise a
15 fine under Section 1317.3 or 1317.6, and proceedings by
16 the board to impose a fine under Section 1317.6, shall be
17 eenehteteti i t fteeerdenee with the previsions ef Gliapter
18 5 ieern.terteing with Seetien 44.509)- ef Pert 4 ef 134704546ft
19 3 of Title of the Government Gede conducted as
20 follows:
21 (1) If a hnspital desires to contest a proposed fine, the
22 hospital shall, within 15 business days after service of the
23 notice of proposed fine, notify the directo, .in writing of
24 its intention to contest the proposed fine. If iequested by
25 the hospital, the director or the director's designee, shall
26 hold, within 30 business days, an informal conference; at
27 the conclusion of which he or she may affil:n, modify, or
28 dismiss the proposed fine. If the director or the director's
29 designee affirms, modifies, or dismisses the proposed fine,
30 he or she shall state with particularity in writing his or her
31 reasons for that action, and shall immediately transmit a
32 copy thereof to the Iv .fital. If the hospital desires to
33 contest ,a determination, the hospital shall inform the
34 directoi in writing within 15 business days after it
35 receives the decision by the director or director's
36 designee. The hospital shall not be required to request an
37 informal conference to contest a proposed fine as
38 provided in this section. If the hospital fails to notify the
39 director in writing that it intends to protest the proposed
40 fine within the times specified in this subdivision, the
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1 proposed fine shall be deemed a final order of the state
2 department and :shall not be subject to further
3 administrative review.
4 (2) Ha hospital notifies the director that it intends to
5 'contest a proposed fine, the director shall immediately
6 notify the Attorney General. Upon notification, the
7 Attorney Gen, 'al shall promptly take all appropriate
8 action to enforce the proposed fine in a court of
9 competent jurisdiction for the county in which the

10 hospital is located.
11- (3) If a judicial proceeding is prosecuted under the
12 provisions of this section, the state department shall have
13 the burden of establishing by a preponderance of the
14 evidence that the alleged facts supporting the proposed
15 fine occurred, that' the alleged facts constituted a
16 violation for which a fine may be assessed under Section
17 1317.3, 1317.4, or I3176, and that the proposed fine is
18 appropriate. The state department shall also have the
19 burden of establishing by a preponderance of the
20 evidence that on appeal the assessment of the proposed
21 fine would be upheld. If a hospital timely notifies the
22 state department of its decision to contest a proposed
23 fine, the fine thall not be due ..nd payable unless and until
24 the judicial proceeding is terminated in favor of the state
25 department.
26 (4) Actions brought under the provisions of this
27 section shall be set for trial at the earliest possible date
28 and shall take precedence on the court calendar over all
29 other cases except natters to which equal or superior
30 precedence is specifically granted by law. Times for
31 responsive pleading and for hearing the proceeding shall
32 be set by the judge of the court with the object of
33 securing a decision as to subject matters at the earliest
34 possible time.'
35 (5) If the proposed fine is dismissed or reduced, the
36 state department shall take action immediately to cnsure
37 that the public records reflect in a prominent manner

- 38 that the proposed fine was dismissed reduced.
39 (6) In lieu of judicial proceeding, the state
40 department and the hospital may jointly elect to submit
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1 the matter to binding arbitration. The parties shall agree,
2 upon an arbitrator designated from the American-
3 Arbitration Association in accordance with the.
4 association's established- rules' and procedures. The

arbitration hearing shall be set within 45 days of the
6 parties' joint election, but in no event less than 28 days
7 from the date of selection of an arbitrator. The arbitrator
8 hearing may he continued up to 15 days if necessary at
9 the arbitrator's discretion. The decision of the arbitrator

10 shall be based upon substantive law and shall be binding
11 on all parties, subject to judicial review. This review shall
12 be limited to whether there was substantial evidence to
13 support the decision of the ..rbitrator.
14 (7) proceedings by the board to impose a fine under
15 Section 13174 shall be conducted in accordance with the
16 provisions of Chapter 5 (commencing with Section
17 11500) of Part2ofDivision 3 of Title 2 of the Government
18 Code.
19 SEC. 7. Section 1317.5 is added to the Health and
20 Safety Code, to read:
21 1317.5. (a) All alleged violations of this article and
22 the regulations adopted hereunder shall be investigated
23 by the state department. The state department, with the
24 agreement of the local EMS agency, may refer violations
25 of this article to the local EMS agency for investigation.
26 The investigation shall be conducted pursuant to
27 procedures established by the state department and shall'
28 be comrleted i.o later than 60 days after the report of
29 apparent violaticn is received by the state department.
30 (b) At the conclusion of its investigation, the state
31 department or the local EMS ager. ly shall refer any
32 alleged violation by a phySioian to a board of medical
33 quality assurance unless it is determined that the
34 complaint is without a reasonable basis.
35 SEC. 8. Section 1317.6 is added to the Health and
36 Surety Code, to read:
37 1317.6. fa) Hospitals found by the state department
38 to have committed, or to be res,.onsible for, a violation of
39 the provisions of this article or the regulations adopted
40 hereunder may ei..ch be fined by the state department in
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1 an amount not to exceed twenty-five thousand dollars
2 ($25,000) for each hospital violation. However, with
3 respect to licensed physicians, the board shall have sole
4 authority to impose a fine. Fines imposed under this
5 section shall not be cumulative.
6 (1) In determining the amount of the fine for a
7 hospital violation, the state department shall take into
8 account all of the following:
9 (A) Whether the violation was knowing or

10 unintentional. -

11 (B) Whether the.violation resulted, or was reasonably
12 likely to result, in a medical hazard to the ,patient.
13 (C) The frequency or gravity of the violation.
14 (D) Other civil fines which have been imposed as a
15 result of the violation under Section 1867 of the federal
16 Social Security Act.
17 It is the intent of the Legislature that the state
18 department has primary responsibility for regulating the
19 conduct of hospital emergency., rooms and that fines
20 imposed under this section, should not be durhcated by
21 additional fines imposed by the federal government as a
22 result of the conduct which constituted a violation of this
23 section. 'I o effectuate the Legislature's intent, the
24 Governor shall inform the Secretary. of the federal
95 Department of Health and Human Services of the
26 enactment of this section and request the. federal
27 department to credit any penalty assessed under this
28 section against any subsequent civil monetary penalty
29 assessed pursuant to Seetion 1867 of the federal Social
30 Security 'Act for the same .violation.
31 (2) Physicians found by the board to have committed,
32 or to be responsible for, a violation of this article or the
33 regulations adopted pursuant thereto are subject to any
34 and all penalties which the board may lawfully impose
35 and may be fined by the board in an amount not, to
36 exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000) for each violation.
37 The board may impose fines when it finds any of the
38 following:
39. (A) The violation was knowing or willful.

-40 (B) The violation was reasonably likely to result in a
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1 medical hazard.
(C) There are repeated violations.

3 The board shall take into account all of these factors
4 when determining the amount of the fine. Fines imposed
5 under this paragraph shall not duplicate federal fines, and
6 the board shall credit any federal fine against fines
7 imposed under this paragraph.
8 (3) There shall be a cumulative maximum limit of
9 thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) in fines assessed against

10 either physicians or hospitals under this article and under
11 Section 1867 of the federal Soda' Security Act for the

sans circumstances. To effectuate this cumulative
13 maximum limit, the state department shall do both of the
14 following:
15 (A) i s to state fines assessed prior to the final
16 conclusion, including judicial review, if available, of an
17 action against a hospital by the federal Department of
18 Health and Human Services under Section 1867 of the
19 federal Social Security Act, (for the same circumstances
20 finally deemed to have been a violation of this article or
21 the regulations adopted hereunder, because of the state
22 department action authorized by this article), remit and
23 return to the hospital within 30 days after conclusion of
24 the federal action, that portion of the state fine necessary
25 to assure that the cumulative maximum limit is not
26 exceeded.
27 (B) Immediately credit against state fines assessed
28 after the final. conclusion, including judicial review, if
29 available, of an action against a hospital by the ferIeral
30 Department of Health and Human Services under
31 Section 1867 of the federal Social Security Act, which
32 results in a fine against a hospital (for the same
33 circumstances finally deemed to have been a violation of
34 this article or the regulations adopted hereunder,
35 because of the state department action authorized by this
36 article), the amount of the federal fine necessary to
37 assure the cumulative maximum limit is not exceeded.
38 (b) Any hospital found by the state department
39 pursuant to procedures established by the state
40 department to have committed a violation of this article
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1 or the regulaVons adopted hereunder may have its2 emergency medical se-vice permit revoked or
3 suSpended by the state department.
4 (c) Any administrative or medical personnel who
5 knowingly and intentionally violates any provision of this
6 article, may be charged by the local district attorney with
7 a misdemeanor.
8 (d) The penalties listed in subdiviions (a), (b), and
9 (c), shall only be applied for violations of Section 1317,

10 1317.1, or 1317.2.
11 (e) Notification of each violation found by the state
12 department of the provisions of this article or the
13 regulations adopted hereunder shall be sent by the state
14 department to the Joint Commission for the
15 Accreditation of Hospitals, and state and local emergency
16 medical services agencies.
17 (f) Any person who suffers personal harm and any
18 medical facility which suffers a financial loss as a result of
19 a violation of this article or the regulations adopted
20 hereunder may recover, in .a civil action against the
21 transCerring t'tospital or responsible administrative or
22 medical personnel, damages, reasonable attorneys' fees,
23 and other appropriate relief. Transferring hospitals from
24 which inappropriate transfers of persons are made in
25 violation of this article and the regulations adopd
26 hereunder shall be liable tnr the normal charges of the
27 receiving hospital for proviumg the emergency services
28 and care which should have been provided before
29 transfer. Any person potentially harmed by a violation of
30 this article or the regulations adopted hereunder, or the
31 local district attorney or the Att "rney General, may bring
32 a civil action against the responsible hospital or
33 administrative or medical personnel, to enjoin the
34 violation, and if the injunction issues, a court shall award
35 reasonable attorney's fees. The provisions- of this36 subdivision are in addition to other civil remedies and do
37 not li-iit the availability of the other remedies.
38 (g) Neither the health facility, its employees, nor any
39 physician, dentist, or podiatrist shall be liable in any40 action arising out of a refusal to render emergency
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1 services or 'care if the refusal is based on the
2 determination,, exercising reasonable care, that th'e
3 person is: not suffering from an emergency medicl
4 condition, or that the health facility does not have the
5 appropriate facilities or qualified personnel available to
6 render those services.
7 SEC. 9. Section 1317.7 is added to the Health and
8 Safety Code, to read:
9 1317.7. This article shall not preempt any

10 governmental agencies, acting within their authority,
11 from regulating emergency care or patient transfers,
12 including the imposition of more specific duties
13 consistent with the requirements of this article and its
14 implementing regulatiok. s. Any inconsistent
15 requirements imposed by the Medi-Cal program shall
16 preempt `,he provisions of this article with respect to
17 Medi-Cal beneficiaries. To the extent hospitals and
18 physicians enter into contractual relationships with
19 governmental agencies which impose more stringent
20 transfer requirements, those contractual agreements
21 shall control.
22 SEC. 10. Section 1317.8 is added to the HePiel and
23 Safety Code, to read:
24' 1317.8. If any. provision of this article 3 -clared
25 unlawful, or unconstitutional in any judicial action, the
26 remaining provisions of this chapter shall remain in
27 effect.
28 SEC. 11. Section 1317.9 is added to the Health and
29 Safety Code, to read: . ;

30 1317.9. The state department shall adopt on an
31 emergency basis regulations to implement the provisions
32 of this article by July 1, 1989.%
33 SEC. 12. Section 1317.9a is added to the Health and
34 Safety Code, to read:
35 1317.9a. This article shall not be construed as
36 repealing Section 2400 of the..Business and Professions
37 Code. Nothing in Sections 1317 to 1317.9a, inclusive, and
38 Section 1798.170 shall prevent a physician from exercising
39 hE or her professional judgment in conflict with any state
40 or local regulation promulgated under these sections, so
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1 long as the judgment conforms with Sections 1317, 1317.1;
2 and 1317.2, except for subdivision (g) of Section 1317.2,
3 and is made in *:he best interests of medieal treatment for
4 the patient and acting in compliance with the state or
5 local zegulations would be contrary to the best interests
6 of the patient.
7 SEC. 13. Section 1798 of the Health and Safety Code
8 is amended to read:
9 1798. (a) The medical directici and management of
10 an emergency :cal set vices system shall be under the
11 medical control of the medical director of the local EMS
12 agency. This medical cofitrol shall be maintained in the
13 following manner:
14 (1) Prospectively by written medical policies and
15 procedures to provide standards for patient care.
16 (2) Immediately by direct voice communication
17 between a certified EMT-P or EMT-II and a base hospital
18 emergency physician or an authorized registered nurse
19 and, in the event of temporary unavailability' of voice
20 communications, by utilization by an EMT-P or EMT-II
21 of alit! orized, written orders and policies established
22 pursuant to Section 1798.4.
23 (3) Retrospectively by means of medical audit of field
24 care and continuing.education.
25 (b) Medical control shall be within an EMS system
26 which complies with the minimum standards adOpted by
27 the authority, and which is established and implemented
28 by the local EMS agency.
29 (c) In the event a medical director of a base station .
30 questions the medical effect of a policy of a local EMS
31 agency, the medical director of Lue base station shall
32 submit a written statement to the medical director'of the
33 local EMS agency requesting a review by a panel of
34 medical directors of other base stations. Upon reeeipt of
35 the request; the medical direeter of a leeal EMS' agency
36 immediately eetreene ft panel of medieal&feet-ors of
37 * ler }ease station* Upon receipt of the request,.the
38 medical director of a local EMS agency shall within 24
39 days promptly convene a panel Of medical directors of
40 base stations to evaluate the written statement. The
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1 panel shall be composed of all the medical directors of the
2 base stations in the region, except that the local EN
3 mclical director may limit the panel to five member
4 This subdivision shall be operative only until ti
5 authority adopts more comprehensive regulations that
6 supersede this subdivision.
7 SEC. 14. Section 1798.170 of the Health and Safety
8 Code is amended to read:
9 1798.170. A local EMS agency may develop triage and

10 transfer protocols to facilitate prompt delivery of patients
11 to appropriate designated fP":- "ties within and without its
12 area of jurisdiction. Considerations in designating a
13 facility shall include, but shall not be limited to, the
14 following:
15 (a) A general acute care hospital's consist,mt ability to
16 provide on-call physicians and services for all emergency
17 patients regardless of ability to pay.
18 (b) The sufficiency of hospital procedures to ensure
19 that all patients who come to the emergency department
20 are examined and evaluated to determine whether or not
21 an emergency, condition exists.
22 (c) The hospital's compliance with local EMS
23 protocol, guidelines, and transfer agreement
24 requirements.
25 SEC. 15. Section 1798.172 of the Health and Safety
26 Code is amended to read:
27 1798.172. (a) The local EMS agency shall establish
28 guidelines and standards for completion and operation of
29 formal transfer agreements between hospitals with
30 varying levels of care in the area of jurisdiction of the
31 local EMS agency, consistent with Sections 1317 to
32 1317,9a, inclusive, and Section 1798. Each local EMS
33 agency shall solicit and consider public comment in
34 drafting guidelines and standards. These guidelines shall
35 include provision for suggested written agreements for
36 the type of patient, necessary initial care treatments,
37 requirements of interhospital care, and associated
38 logistics for transfer, evaluation, and monitoring of the
39 patient.
40 (b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (a),
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1 and in addition to the'provisions of Section 1317, a general
2 acute care hospital licensed under Chapter 2
3 (cornsLencing with Section 1250) of Division 2 shall not
4 transfer a person for nonmedical reasons to another
5 health facility unless that other facility receiving the
6 person agrees in advance of the transfer to accept the
7 transfer. Draft guidelines and standards shall be the
8 subjeet of a publie hearing:
9 SEC. 16. Section 1798.205 is added to the Health and

10 Safety Code, to read:
11 1798.205. Any alleged violations of local EMS agency
12 transfer protocols, guidelines, or agreements shall be
13 investigates by the lees! EMS agony: The investigation
14 shall be completed within 60 days after the apparent
15 violation is reported: If the lees! BM.; agency shall be
16 evaluated by the local EMS agency. If the local EMS
17 agency has concluded that a violation has occurred, it
18 shall take whatever corrective action it deems
19 approp.iate within its jurisdiction, including referrals to
20 the district attorney under Sections 1798.206 and
21 1798.208, and shall notify the State Depat tment of Health
22 Services that a violation of Sections 1317 to 1317.9a,
23 inclusive, has occurred.
24 SEC. 17. Section 1798.206 of the Health and 5,,dety
25 Code is amended to read:
26 1798.206. Any person who violates this part, the rules
27 and regulations adopted pursuant thereto, or county
28 ordinances adopted pursuant to this part governing
29 patient transfers, is guilty of a misdemeanor. The
30 Attorney General or the district attorney may prosecute
31 any of these misdemeanors which falls within his or her
32 jurisdiction.
33 SEC. 18. Section 1798.208 of the Health and Safety
34 Code is amended to read:
35 1798.208. Whenever any person who has engaged, or
36 is about to engage, in any act or practice which
37 constitutes, or will constitute, a violation of this part, the
38 rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, or
39 local EMS agency protocols, guidelines, or transfer
40 agreements mandated by the state, the superior court in
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1 and for the county wherein the acts or practices take
2 place or are about to take place may issue an injunction
3 or other appropriate order restraining that conduct on
4 application of the authority, the Attorney General, or the
5 district attorney, of the county. The proceedings under
6 this section shallbe governed by Chapter 3 (commencing
7 Section 525) of Title 7 of Part 2 of the Code of Civil
8 Procedure, except that no undertaking shall be required.
9- SEC. 19. No reimbursement is required by this act

10 pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California
11 Constitution for those costs which may be incurred by a-
12 local agency or school district because this act creates a
13 new crime or infraction, changes the definition of a crime
14 or infraction, changes the penalty for a crime or
15 infraction, or eliminates a crime or infraction.
16 Moreover, no reimbursement shall be made from the
17 State Mandates Claims Fund pursuant to Par:. '7

18 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title
19 2 of the Government Code for other costs mandated by
:110 the state pursuant to this act. It is recognized, however,
21 that a local agency or school district may pursue any
22 remedies to obtain reimbursement available to it nder
23 Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) and any other
24 provisions of law for those other costs.
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M.-. LIGHTFOOT. I thank all three ofyou for coming.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Clearly you describe a

circumstance where the existing Federal law is apparently insuffi-
cient to deal with the problem. It seems almost silly to me, but I
want to ask this question anyway. Whatever happened to the ethi-
cal standards of the professions that we now find have to be
pressed into compliance by force of law? Do they have no bearing
in the treatment of patients anymore?

Ms. WAXMAN. I am afraid I cannot answer that. You will have to
ask the doctors that question.

Mr. WEISS. The following panel will have some medical profes-
sionals on it.

Mr. SAWYER. A second question that perhaps goes more to your
profession. The chairman mentioned the State of Florida, where I
was a couple of weeks ago at a hearing, in which there has been
reported a pattern of dumping that was the product of a perceived
absence of liability coverage in emergency rooms.

Has there been a pattern of litigation, not so much over the
matter of mistreatment, but over the matter of nontreatment; and
are hospitals and their administrations and their physicians liablefor failure to treat? Is there a duty or obligation to deal with the
patient as they come before them, under oven the most general
kinds of statutes.

Ms. WAXMAN. Well, certainly there are common law require-
ments that facilities treat patients, and the COBRA law does allow
for a private right of action against hospitals. Therefore, an indi-
vidual who is harmed in this situation can directly sue the facility.

The Federal law does allow, as I said, hospitals who are dumped
on to sue, but we haven't seen that provision actually being used.

Mr. SAWYER. I understand the problem that you described was
the relationship among hospitals within a community. But 1 am
surprised that there have not been more individual actions.

Ms. WAXMAN. I think it is as Mr. Green indicates. People don't
know that they can sue for not being treated. Also, if you think
about it, if you are poor and you don't have insurance and you are
sick, how much energy do you have to sue the facility? Suing really
doesn't take care of your problem.

We need the facilities to do what they are supposed to. It is not
enough to have this remedy be available to allow people to turn
around and sue hospitals if they don't treat properly. It doesn't
really solve the problem. Maybe if some people do sue, then hospi-
tals will get the idea that they are not supposed to be dumping pa-
tients; they are supposed to be following the law.

Suing is a remedy that most people are not that interested in
pursuing.

Mr. SAWYER. It just struck me as shocking that, a hospital would
feel greater risk from trying to provide service than they would
from refusing to try.

Ms. WAXMAN. I really think that "malpractice liability" is an-
other excuse. We will add that to Mr. Green's long list of excuses.Since there has been attention, particularly in the press in a
number of States on this "malpractice crisis," we do hear of a lot of
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doctOrs now saying they are not going to treat poor people because
they sue more. However, this assumption is absolutely a myth.

As has been said, when you are sick and you are poor, you don't
really have the resources or the energy to go out and sue either a
physician or a hospital. Nor do you have the desire particularly.
Statistics bear out these facts that the poor do not sue more. Yet
we are hearing this myth again and again. Doctors tell us, "We
won't take poor people because they will sue us and our malprac-
tice insurance is high enough."

It is just another on the long list of excuses, along with "we don't
have beds," or whatever else.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Konnyu.
Mr. KONNYU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ms. Waxman, about 4

weeks ago; I met for an extended period of time with about six or
seven hospital administrators in northern California. We discussed
a number of things, and given that there is no national health
care, the notion that patients have the "right to choose" through
the emergency care provisions was under severe attack by the ad-
ministrators.

Basically, their argumentone of them that struck me that I re-
member, is that when patients choose not to go to the public hospi-
tal designated by the system to take care of indigents who are not
on welfare, and instead go to a private hospital, the severity, that
is, the frequency of patients making such independent choices for
"emergency" care in nonemergency situations that would in fact
bring down the level of services that private hospitals could give
their patients. There is a limit to how much of the costs you can
transfer to those who have the insurance, and those who have the
money if they don't have the insurance, to pay for the regular serv-
ices.

So, Mr. Green's anecdote becomes a conceptual one as to when
do patients have the right to shop for services, just 1: ecause they
are indigent?

Ms. WAXMAN. First of all, in emergency situations, most patients
are not shopping. In New York City, you have the situation that
Mr. Green described, where you have two facilities within four
blocks of each other. But that is a very unusual situation. It exists
mainly in high density, metropolitan areas.

When somebody has a bullet in the brain, like the boy I men-
tioned in Texas, he doesn't shop. He goes to whichever facility is
the closest.

Mr. KONNYU. I am focusing specifically on that anecdote as to
shopping, because there was a clear decision not to go to the public
hospital, which had an appropriate reputation, according to the tes-
timony. Instead, a visit was made to legal services to find out if
there was a better place to go and how they could get into that hos-
pital. Legal services then explained how they could get into a
better hospitai. So that is patient shopping to me.

Ms. WAXMAN. In that regard, I don't know what was in the
minds of these particular lawyers, but from what Mr. Green said,
they went to their list of facilities which have a Federal obligation
to provide a certain amount of uncompensated care. They told him
NYU has a Hill-Burton obligation. This obligation lasts for 20
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years, and they have allocated x amount of dollars that they are
supposed to give out in uncompensated care. NYU incurred that
obligation when it took money from the Federal Government. I am
assuming that that is why that lawyer saidNYU has an obliga-
tion that they have not completed for this year.

So, one, the Federal law requires that they take people in an
emergency, and this person was deemed to be in an emergency sit-
uation, and, two, if. he qualifies under these Federal Hill-Burton
guidelines, then that facility has to give him uncompensated care
by virtue of the Federal obligation that it incurred.

Therefore, he wasn't just picking any facility out of the blue; he
was picking one that was on the Hill-Burton list.

Mr. KONNYU. What is the impact if private hospitals were re-
quired to give op. a repeated basis emergency and continuing care
until the patient was well enough to be "transferred"? The hospital
administrators told me that their ability to deliver services to
paying patients would be reduced to the extent that they can't re-
cover cor.ts of uncompensated care by reaching into the pockets of
insurance companies or private-pay pockets to pay for that care.

Ms. WAXMAN. Well, two things. One is I am not sympathetic if
they have a Hill-Burton obligation that has not been fulfilled as
yet, but I am sympathetic to the overall problem that there should
be reimbursement for these people, to some degree or other.

The other problem is that sometimes these facilities don't even
want to take people who do have reimbursement because it is not
large enough.

Mr. KONNYU. We have that problem in California because Medi-
Cal doesn't pay the kinds of fees that doctors and hospitals get on a
private-pay basis. In California there are a significant number of
physicians who refuse to treat the indigent because the State forces
them to give welfare care by underpaying them.

Ms. WAXMAN. I guess that is the debatable part. I mean, is th3
amount of money they get sufficient to cover the patients, or is
that just another excuse? Is it that they really don't want these
"people" here in their facilityI assume there is some of that
and there is also, in some extremes, the legitimate reason that they
really are starting to hurt financially.

I think Mr. Stark is trying to address that particular problem, of
those hospitals who do indeed take a lot of these people who are
uninsured, by getting them some kind of relief, which, I think it is
a great idea. But we are never going to really solve the problem
unless the coverage is attached to the individual so that hospital
administrators can't say, "I can't take them, they are hurting me."

Mr. KONNYU. The specific story I remember, there is a husband
and wife, a physician-couple, both OB-GYN specialists, in Califor-
nia. As you know, in California we have that $250,000 liability
limit when you sue doctors so that their exposure is not that great.
Yet each of themand this was about 2 years agowere paying
$35,000 of liability insurance, which translated, based on the
number of babies- they delivered, to about $300 par baby per deliv-
ery.

I imagine that in other States where there is no liability ceiling
it is even higher. So, he was saying, how do I justify, given my high
costs, transferring that $300 per delivery when I deliver babies for
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indigents who don't go to the public hospital for health care? He
said that he does some because he is a person of charity and be-
lieves in that, but there is a limit to how much he is willing to do
because he has a fiscal responsibility to himself and the things thathe earns.

So there is a real conflict, not only in that couple but in society
as a whole, as to how you create national health care withouthaving national health care. That is what we era trying to do
through other means.

Ms. WAXMAN. I appreciate their problem. I think that a lot of
people in their situation would say, "I can't take indigent patients
because they will sue me," which I said is not borne out by statis-tics.

Mr. KONNYU. They have insurance, so I presume--
Ms. WAXMAN. Well, nobody likes to be sued even if they have in-

surance. But additionally, you say they say they have a financial
obligation to themselves or to the facility. I am not going to judge
what I think is "enough" for someone to bring into their family,
but my experience is that two physician families are doing OK fi-
nancially, given the levels of income in the country. If they have to
take a few extra poor people, I don't feel that bad about it.

Mr. KONNYU. Yes, but do we have the right to take from them
their servicesthe Government forcing it. You see, that is the con-cept.

Ms. WAXMAN. The forcing, according to this Federal law is only
if the patient is in active bor and delivery is imminent. If there is
not time to transfer the woman to another facility, then according
to this law, they can sayyour delivery will not be for some time
and you should go to the other facility. However, if delivery is im-
minent, we are not going to let you deliver in the parking lot
which, unfortunately, happens all too frequently. They have a lim-
ited obligation.

Mr. KONNYU. Let's go back to the original question which waswith respect to patient shopping, and this anecdote. The thing that
justified it, as I best understood you, was that it was a Hill-Burton
facility that had not completed its obligation.

Now what if it was not a Hill-Burton facility and the patient
goes on an emergency basis, and insists on treatment because it is
an emergency condition even though they have the choice of goingto the public hospital?

Ms. WAIIMAN. They would have to take the person and care for
him until he was stabilized. I think ethics require that.

Mr. KONNYU. So that the definition of when a person is stabilized
is the critical element.

Ms. WAXMAN. That is how the Federal law reads right now.
Mr. KONNYU. Sure, but the question is when is
Ms. WAXMAN. Right. Ideally, I would like to say that the facility

should just keep the patient and give the care needed. We have one
physician that works with us that explains the definition of stabili-
zation this way. He says "one doctor's stabilized is-another doctor's
dump." The transfer hinges on how the doctor applies a legal
standard to a medical condition. This flexibility creates a lot of
problems. Ideally, every facility should be required to care for
people who come to their door, but there is this financial burden
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which gets us back into the circle of the main problem with our
health care system.

Mr. KONNYU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Konnyu.
Let me take note of and welcoine to her first hearing of this sub-

committee, our newest Member in Congress, Ms. Nancy Pelosi,
from California. Welcome.

Ms. PELOSI. Thankyou, Mr...Chairman.
Mr. WEISS.. Thank you for your participation. Do you have any

questions at this point?
Ms. PELosi-I am afraid they may have already been asked. I do

ask unanimous consent that my opening remarks. be included into
the record.

Mr. WEISS. Without objection, that will be done.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Pelosi follows:]
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Mr. Chaiman, Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to be a part of this important hearing today.

The problem of patient dumping is a growing concern, and

especially for those who are in the greatest medical need, and

yet without the means to guarantee their medical treatment. It

is shocking to me that individuals in our modern age could be

denied the right to health based on th...ir economic position.

I am also quite concerned about recent reports of patients

. being dumped because of the nature of their illness. People who

are dumped because they have A/DS,or someone believes that

they have AIDS,is simply unacceptable. We need to hear what the

Administration is planning to do about this problem.

I look forward to hearing from our witnesses and learning

more about the possible solutions to this grave health care crisis.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Ms. PELOSI. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I must leave. We are
having a Banking Committee meeting.

Mr. WEISS. I did say at the beginning that Members would_ be
coming in and out because of other obligations.

Again, I want to express my appreciation and that of the entire
subcommittee to our first, panel of witnesses. You have added an
important component to our deliberations on this issue. Thank you.
We look forward to your submission; Ms. Waxman.

Ms. WAXMAN. Thank you, very much.
Mr. WEISS. The next panel consists of Dr. Arnold Reiman, editor,

New England Journal of Medicine; Dr. Arthur Kellermann, medi-
cal director, Emergency Services, the Regional Medical Center,
Memphis, TN; and Dr. David Ansell, attending physician, Division
of Genera_ l Medicine/Primary Care, Cock County Hospital, Chicago,
IL.

We have a tradition on this subcommittee of swearing in our wit-
nesses.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WEISS. Let the record indicate that the responses are in the

affirmative.
I understand, Dr. Relman, that you have a personal concern and

that you have to leave early. What we will do is listen to your testi-
mony and ask a few questions. Then we will excuse you with our
gratitude, and go on to hear the testimony of the other panel mem-
bers.

We have your prepared statement which will be entered into the
record in its entirety. You may proceed ES you see fit.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARNOLD RELMAN, EDITOR, NEW ENGLAND
JOURNAL. OF MEDICINE

Dr. RELMAN. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman, for the op-
portunity of expressing my opinions on patient dumping and the
equity of access to health care.

I am Arnold S. Relman, M.D., editor of the New England Journal
of Medicine, for 10 years, and a professor of medicine at the Har-
vard Medical School.

I have been a physician for over 40 years and have practiced and
taught internal medicine in major academic medical centers for
most of my professional life. Before coming to my present post, I
served for 9 years as physician-in-chief at the hospital of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, where I was responsible
for riot only the in-patient medical services, but for the supervision
of large and very busy out-patient and emergency services.

In addition, as a visiting consultant and teacher, I have had an
opportunity over the years to become familiar with the emergency
mediCal services of many hospitals all over the country, large and
small, public and private. My comments on medical care are there-
fore based on experience, as well as personal conviction.

Before offering these comments, however, I want to make it very
clear that the opinions I express do not necessarily represent the
official position of the New England Journal of Medicine, or the
Massachusetts Medical Society, which owns the journal. Neither do
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I speak for any of the institutions or organizations with which I am
affiliated.

In short, the views I offer, even though I have presented many of
them in signed editorials in the journal, are strictly my own.

In my view the practice of dumpingthat is the unrequested
transfer of patients from one hospital to another for purely eco-
nomic reasonsis one of the saddest and most reprehensible conse-
quences of the growing crisis in the provision of health care for the
poor and uninsured.

Medical judgment and patient preference should always prevail
over economic and administrative considerations in decisions about
the movement of acutely ill or injured patients from one hospital
to another. Otherwise, much harm can result.

Urgent illnesses and injuries should be diagnosed and treated
promptly. Any doctor knows that. Delays can be dangerous. When
a seriously ill or injured emergency patient is transferred to an-
other hospital, there are apt to be risks and discomfort even when
the patient is thought to have been "stabilized."

"Stabilization" is a nebulous concept in emergency care, which
assumes that appropriate initial treatment can at least relieve
symptoms and prevent or delay further deterioration of the pa-
tient's condition, thus allowing time for carrying out more defini-
tive diagnoses, or preparing the patient for operation, or arranging
for transfer to another facility.

However, the fact is that medical predictions made soon after ad-
mission to the emergency room are fraught with uncertainty. Medi-
cal judgment under those circumstances is even more difficult
when the emergency room medical staff is being pressured by the
hospital administrators to transfer the patient as soon as possible.
That, I might interject, speaks to the question that Mr. Sawyer
asked, what about the ethics of docturs under these circumstances?

Doctors are often under the thumb of the administrator who says
"do it, or else."

That is why emergency transfer, unrequested by the patient, can
be justified only when there are clear and compelling medical rea-
sons for it, such as the unavailability of the necessary staff and fa-
cilities at the transferring hospital.

When medical justification is lacking, unrequested transfers of
emergency patients should be prohibited. Period.

Dumping of indigent patients is becoming more common these
days, and there is a lot of evidence to that effect, because fewer pa-
tients have hospital insurance and because most insurers, Medicare
and Medicaid includect, are no longer willing to pay hospitals for
the extra costs of cross-subsidizing the care of those who are unin-
sured and those who are unable to pay for themselves.

Such patients were never welcomed at investor-owned, for-profit
hospitals, which, even before the recent change in hospital funding,
generally discouraged the admission of nonpaying patients and reg-
ularly transferred indigent emergency patients as soon as possible.

But, now the voluntary, not-for-profit hospitals are feeling new
competitive pressures to reduce costs. Many of these tax exempt,
supposedly philanthropic institutions, are also shifting their indi-
gent emergency patients to the nearest public hospital.
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This is especially true of the smaller, voluntary, not-for-profit
hospitals. The larger, tertiary care teaching hospitals are still
trying their best to provide definitive care for all emergency pa-
tients, regardless of funding. We heard a story today, which I have
no doubt is true and illustrative of many others, which would indi-
cate that even the major tertiary care hospitals are up against the
wall and for economic reasons feel constrained to limit the number
of indigent, uninsured patients that they take in.

Nevertheless, the economic pressures on all the voluntary hospi-
tals, both large and small, are mounting and there is certainly
much less willingness now to subsidize emergency care than there,
was a decade ago.

Nearly two-thirds of the hospital care of the indigent has tradi-
tionally been provided in private, voluntary hospitals. Please re-
member that. It is not the case that the public hospitals of this
country have taken care of most of the indigent, urgently ill pa-
tientsnot the case at all. It has always been the case that more
than halfalmost two-thirds--of all the acutely ill patients are
taken care of in the voluntary, not-for-profit, nonpublic, private
hospitals.

Therefore, the trend in funding which is making it increasingly
difficult for the voluntary hospitals to cross-subsidize the care of
the indigent is jeopardizing the health of many poor people and.
putting greater strains on the overloaded and underfunded .re-
sources of our public hospitals.

Many public hospitals are now reporting increasing use of their
emergency facilities by indigent patients transferred from other
hospitals. I am sure you will hear that from Cook County Hospital,
and Parkland Hospital, and every other major public hospital, in
the country. Reports confirm that a substantial fraction of these
patients receive substandard care before transfer and some arrive
at the receiving hospital in worse condition than if they had been
properly attended to before transfer, or if they had not been trans-
ferred at all.

Moreover, there is evidence, I am sorry to say, that some unnec:
essary deaths result from this practicc.

On the other hand, it should be clearly recognized that some seri-
ously ill or injured patients who ought to be transferred immedi-.
ately to a tertiary facility may be unwisely held in the first hospi-
tal simply because they are insured.

Some emergency patients can never be "stabilized"whatever
that may meanuntil they receive definitive therapy available
only in another tertiary, specialized institution.

Economic considerations of any sort should not be allowed to
delay the transfer of such patients any more than Ckey should be
allowed to precipitate the hasty transfer of patients wno don't need
to go to another hospital for adequate care.

So it works both ways. In short, medical, not economic consider-
ations, should always determine the unrequested transfer of emer-
gency patients from one hospital to another. Otherwise, grave
dam. aige can be done and patients may not receive the standard of
care that all Americans are entitled to.

Turning now to the amendment to COBRA that was przsed last
year, regarding patient transfer, I believe the intent of this legisla-
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tion is laudable, but I find it flawed in at least one important re-
spect. As I read the law, it allows purely economic or administra-
tive transfers of emergency patients once they have had "stabiliz-
ing treatment." Only transfers of unstabilized patients are required
to have medical approval and meet the other requirements for so-
called appropriate transfer.

As I have already explained, stabilization is hard to define and
unreliable. The definition of stabilization given in subsection
(EX0b) in the law is deceptively oversimplified and potentially
risky to the patient. Regardless of whether appropriate initial
treatment intended to stabilize the patient has been given, no
emergency patient should be transferred unrequested without a
written statement from a competent attending physician, certifying
that in his or her judgment the transfer is in the best interest of
the patient and explaining why.

I think that the law should have been framed in that way; it
would have been simpler. You wouldn't have left it open to discus-
sions about what is stabilization and what is not. The law ought to
make clear that only if a competent physician certifies that trans-
fer is in the patient's best interest, should transfer be permitted.

If a doctor insists that it is necessary, even though the patient is
economically attractive to the hospital that he first came to, the
patient should be transferredif it is in his best medical interest
and he egrees.

Furthermore, the requirements for appropriate transfer as speci-
fied in section (CX2) of the amendments should apply to all emer-
gency transfers, not simply to those of unstable patients. There
always ought to be a memo of transfer; the receiving hospital
should always know about and agree to the transfer, and so on.

The present version of the COBRA amendment is clearly a step
in the right direction, as Ms. Waxman testified, and the modifica-
tions I am suggesting would, I believe, make it even more effective
and simpler to enforce. She has suggested some other modifications
that I agree with.

There are other ways in which Federal legislation could assure
fair treatment of indigent emergency patients, and improve the
quality of emergency care for all patients, rich or poor. But there is
no time to discuss them now, and I am not going to go into that
any further, unless you are interested.

I would prefer to use the remainder of my time to consider a
much more basic issue that is at the root of the dumping problem.
It is the issue Ms. Waxman hinted at; namely, funding of indigent
care. We should be under no illusion about what even the most ef-
fective kind of antidumping legislation can accomplish without ade-
quate funding.

The elimination of dumping is important, of course, but it leaves
the fundamental question untouched; who will pay for the essential
medical care of those who have no insurance and cannot afford to
pay for themselves? Mr. Konnyu told us that the administrators of
these private hospitals quite reasonably and rationally said they
would be destroyed economically if they were forced to treat all the
emergency patients who choose to come to their emergency rooms.

It is ethically essential that they meet their responsibilities to
these patients and the law should require that they do, but we
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can't ignore the other side of the question which says, who is going
to pay? You cannot turn your back on the question. It has been
variously estimated that between 30 and 40 million of our citizen
are in this category. How should health services for these patients
be financed in an increasingly price-sensitive and commercialized
system that leaves no room for charity or cross-subsidization?

Competitive markets, even assuming they could operate effective-
ly in medical care, which they certainly cannot, are at best effi-
cient mechanisms for distributing goods and services according to
ability to pay, but markets give no attention to those .who don't
have the money.

Free markets may control prices but they don't do anything to
achieve equity, nor may I add do they control total expenditures,
particularly when there are third-party payers.

The present administration appears to be relying mainly on the
market in health care, however imperfectly it might work. For the
delivery of care to those 15 percent Gf our peopie who are now
priced entirely out of the health care market, the administration
seems to be relying on State and local agencies. State and local re-
sponses have, to date, been erratic and largely inadequate. The
States are simply not prepared, most of them, to assume the finan-
cial burden. It is the basic failure of government to provide for nec-
essary health care to the poor that is primarily responsible for the
dumping problem.

Legislation against dumping is fine as far as it goes, and I enthu-
siastically support what the COBRA amendments have tried to do,
but it doesn't get to the heart of the matter. Without more support
for indigent care, hospitals caring for uninsured emergency pa-
tients will be put at a serious economic disadvantage.

The heaviest burden will fall not only on the tax-supported
public hospitals, but on the private, not-for-profit teaching hospi-
tals, which constitute the major source of tertiary care in this
country and carry the main responsibility for medical education
and clinical research.

These hospitals, which receive most of the transfers of indigent
emergency patients, cannot be expected to carry this burden with
out new funding. Although most of the free hospital care given in
the past was for emergency and obstetrical services, I would ask
you to remember that poor people also need nonemergeney mee..cal
care, both in and outside the hospital.

They need at least as much care as insured patients do, and
probably substantially more.

Mr. Stark, in his opening statement, pointed out that the system
has provided in the past for about $7 billion of uncompensated care
for the uninsured and the poor. That is grossly inadequate. That
only takes care of the tip of the iceberg for urgent emergency
cases, short-term acute care and obstetrical care.

Think about it. Hospital care in this country is a roughly $200
billion item;.$7 billion is 3 percent. Poor people in this-country who
can't afford health care are probably at least 10 to 15 percent of
the population, if not more. It is obvious that what we have been
doing in the past has been grossly inadequate, and it is getting
more inadequate because the old system is being torn apart by the
loss of the ability to cross-subsidize.
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To require that hospitals provide adequate care to all emergencypatients, regardless of their ability to pay, is a fine gesture, but it
begs the question of who will pay for them, and it also leaves unan-
swered who will pay for all the other medical services the poor and
the uninsured require.

Unless we are prepared to say that we don't care about the
health care 'needs of 30 or 40 million of our citizens, we must ad-dress these questions now. It is morally and politically unaccept-
able for the Federal Government to turn its back on this problem,
while doing all it can to reduce the Federal commitment and turn
health care over to private markets.

In my view, only a few States and iccalitiea ran be expected to
have the resources and the social commitment to provide adequate
care for their poor. It seems clear to me that this is a problem call-
ing for a national eelution. That solution will undoubtedly require
the appropriation of new tax funds.

Those who advocate competitive markets in health care and
focus on price control are not being honest with the public if theydo not also explain that private health markets are for the insured
and the well-to-do. The uninsured, the underinsured and the poorand their numbers are growing rapidlywill need public help.

Taxes will have to replace the charity and the cross-subsidization
which formerly dealt with the problem, although as I have pointed
out, inadequately. As I see it, the question is not whether we need
more public funding of health care, but how, and in what type of
system this funding should be applied.

The Congress and the administration cannot avoid facing this
issue because the publio, when it becomes aware of the problem,
will insist that Government meet its obligation to provide neces-
sary medical care to all who need but cannot afford it.

The task will be to see that this care is provided in a way that
preserves quality and is not prohibitively expensive.

In my opinion, those who are adequately insured through their
place of employment should continue to be insured in that way.
And employers not now providing health care insurance to their
employees should be required to do so. People who are self-em-
ployed or unemployed, but whose incomes are adequate to pay for
their own insurance should assume that responsibility.

Tax funds, in my view, should be used to buy health care for
those who cannot do it for themselves.

Federally subsidized health insurance for the poor should provide
for delivery by the private sector, but the quality as well as the
cost of the care should be carefully regulated to ensure that poorpeople do not get inferior care and that they have access to the
main stream, not to separate and therefore inevitably unequal fa-cilities.

To avoid the errors of Medicare, and they were enormous in my
opinion, Federally subsidized insurance in the future will need to
rely on better methods of payment, and more regulation. Those
who claim that an unregulated health care market will achieve the
goals of cost control, equity and preservation of quality either don't
ur_derstand what medical care is all about, or are not being forth-
right with the public.
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We will clearly need more regulation in the future, not less.
What we must insist on, however, is that the regulation be sensible
and fair and that it reflect the views and legitimate needs of pa-
tients aid providers.

In closing, I would simply make a few observations on what
needs to be done by physicians to help achieve better access at an
affordable cost. The medical profession will need to participate in
cost and quality control to a far greater extent than it has ever
done before. To make this possible, physicians' organizations will
need to support some revision of current fee schedules and encour-
age more salaried and group practice arrangements.

We will also need much more information about technology as-
sessment to help physicians make better, more effective decisions
for their patients, and we will have to deal with the growing imbal-
ance between the numbers of specialists and generalists. We have
too many specialists and too few doctors delivering primary care,
which contributes to the impossible cost burden that we have been
staggering under.

All this will require careful planning, field trials, demonstration
projects, and much cooperation among government, doctors, and in-
stitutional providers. It is a formidable, but by no means impossi-
ble, agenda. We ought to waste no more time in getting on with the
task.

Thank you, very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Reiman-follows:1
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Testimony of Dr. Arnold S. Relman before the U.S. House of
Representatives Human Resources and Intergovernmental
Relations Subcommittee of the Committee on Government
Operations, July 22, 1987.

Subject: Equity of Access. Patient Dumping

Mr. Chairman: Thank you for the opportunity of expressing
my opinions on patient dumping and equity of access.

I am Arnold S. Relman, M.D., for the past ten years
Editor of The New England Journal of Medicine, and Professor
of Medicine ata a Harvard-NE0M Scnool. I have been a
physician for over forty years and have practiced and
taught Internal Medicine in major academic medical centers
for most of my professional life. Before coming to my
present post, I served for nine years as Physician-in-Chief
at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in Phila-
delphia, where I was responsible not only for the inpatient
medical services but for the supervision of large and very
busy outpatient and emergency services. In addition, as a
visiting consultant and teacher I have had an opportunity
over the years to become familiar with the emergency medical
services of many hospitals, large and small, public and
private. My comments on medical care are therefore based
on experience as well as personal conviction.

Before offering these comments, however, I want to make
it very clear that the opinions I express do not necessarily
represent the official position of The New England Journal-

'of Medicine or the Massachusetts Merasi-Tociety, waaraWns
taTSUFEir. Neither do I speak for any of the institutions
or organizations with which I am affiliated. In short, the
views I offer, even though I have presented many of them in
signed editorials in the Journal, are strictly my own.

In my view, the practice o "dumping," i.e., the un-
requested 'transfer of patients from one hospital to another
for purely economic reasons, is one of the saddest and most
reprehensible consequences of the growing crisis in the
provision of health care for the poor and the uninsured.

Medical judgment and patient preferences should always
prevail over economic and administrative considerations in
decisions about the movement of acutely ill or injured
patients from one hospital to another; otherwise much harmcan result. Urgent illnesses and injaries should be
diagnosed and treated promptly. Delays can be dangerous.
When a seriously ill or injured emergency patient is
transferred to another hospital, there are apt to be risks
and discomfort, even when the patient is thought to have
been "stabilized". "Stabilization" is a rather nebulous
concept in emergency care, which assumes that appropriate
initial treatment can at least relieve symptoms and prevent
or delay further deterioration of the patient's condition,
thus allowing time for carrying out more definite diagnosis,
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or preparing the patient for opeiation, or arranging for
transfer to another facility. However, the fact is that
medical predictions made soon after admission to the
emergency room are fraught with uncertainty. Medical
judgment is even more difficult when the emergency room
medical staff is being pressured by the hospital adminis-
trators to transfer the patient as soonas possible.

That is why emergency transfer unrequested by the
patient can be justified only when there are clear and
compelling medical reasons for it such as the unavail-
ability of the necessary staff and facilities at the
transferring hospital. When medical justification is
lacking, unrequested transfers of emergency patients
should be prohibited.

Dumping of indigent patients is becoming more common,
these days because fewer patients have hospital insurance
and because most insurers -- Medicare and Medicaid included
-- are no longer willing to pay hospitals for the extra
cost of cross-subsidizing the care of those who are
uninsured and unable to pay for themselves. Such
patients were never welcome at investor-owned for-profit
hospitals which, even before the recent change in
hospital funding, generally discouraged the admission of
non-paying patients and regular transferred indigent
emergency patients as soon as possible. But now that
private not-for-profit hospitals are feeling new competi-
tive pressures to reduce costs, many of these tax-exempt,
supposedly philanthropic institutions are also shifting
their indigent emergency patients to the nearest public
hospital. This is especially true of the smaller voluntary
hospitals. The larger, tertiary care teaching hospitals are
still trying theirbest to provide definitive care for all
emergency patients, regardless.of funding. Nevertheless, the
economic pressures on all the voluntary hospitals -- both
large and small -- are mounting,and there is certainly
much less willingness now to subsidize emergency care
than there was a decade ago.

Since nearly two thirds of the hospital care of the
indigent has traditionally been provided in private
voluntary hospitals, this trend is jeopardizing the health
of many more poor people and putting greater strains on the
overloaded and underfunded resources of our public hospitals.
Many public hospitals are now reporting increasing use o`
their emergency facilities by indigent patients transferred
from other hospitals. Reports confirm that a substantial
fraction of these patients receive substandard care before
transfer and some arrive at the receiving hospital in worse
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condition than if they had been properly attended to
before transfer or if they had not been transferred
at all. Moreover, there is evidence that some unnecessary
deaths result from this rractice.

On the other hand, it should be clearly recognized
that some seriously i' or injured patients who ought
to be transferred diately to a tertiary care facility
may Le unwisely held in the first hospital simply because
they are insured. Some emergency patients can never be
"stabilized" until they receive definitive therapy that
is available only in another institution. 'Economic
considerations should not be allowed to delay the transfer
of such patients any more than they should be allowed to
precipitate the hasty transfer of patients who don't need
to go to another hospital for adequate care. -

In short medical, not economic, considerations should
determine the unrequested transfer of emergency patients
from one hospital to another. Otherwise, grave damage can
be done and patients may not receive the standard of care
that all Americans areentitled to.

Turning now to the amendment to COBRA that Was passed
last year regarding patient transfer: I believe the intent
of this legislation is laudable, but I find it flawed in
at least one important respect. AsI read the law, it
allows purely economic or administrative transfers of
emergency patients once they have had "stabilizing" treat-
ment. Only transfers of unstabilized patients are required
to have medical approval and to meet the other requirements
for a so-called "appropriate" transfer. As S have already
explained, "stabilization" is hard to define and unreliable.
The definition given in subsection (e) (4) (B) is
deceptively oversimplified and potentially risky to the
patient. Regardless of whether appropriate initial treat-
ment intended to stabilize the patient has been given, no
emergency patient should be transferred, unrequested, with-
out a written statement from an attending physician certi-
fying that in his or hei judgment the transfer is in the
best interests of the patient -- and explaining why. Fur-
thermore, the requirements for "appropriate" transfer, as
specified in subsection (c) (2) of the amendment should
apply to all emergency transfers, not simply to those of
unstable patients.

The present version of the COBRA amendment is cleaYly
a step in the tight direction, however, and the modifications
I am suggesting would, I believe, make it even more
effective and simpler to enforce.

However, we should be under no illusions about what
even the most effective kind of anti-dumping legislation
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can accomplish. The elimination of dumping is important,
but it leaves the fundamental questiOn untouched: Who will
pay for the essential medical care of thOse.who have no
insurance and cannot afford to pay for themselves? It has
been variously estimated that between 30 and 40 million of
our citizens are in this category. How should health
services for these people be financed in an increasingly
price-sensitive and commercialized system that leaves no
room for charity or cross-subsidization? Competitive
markets, even assuming they could operate effectively in
medical care -- which they certainly cannot -- are at best
efficient mechanisms for distributing goods and services
according to ability to pay. But markets pay no attention
to those who don't have the money. Free markets may control
prices, but they don't do anything to achieve equity.

The Reagan Administration appears to be relying mainly
on the market in health care -- however imperfectly it may
work. For the delivery of care to those 15% of our people
who are now priced entirely out of the health care market,
the administration seems to be relying on state or local
agencies rather than the federal government. But state
and local responses have to date been erratic and largely
inadequate.

It is the basic failure of government to provide for
necessary health care to the poor that is primarily respon-
sible for the dumping problem. Legislation against dumping
is fine as far as it goes but.it doesn't get to the heart of
the matter. Without more support for indigent care, hospitals
caring for uninsured emergency patients will be put at a
serious economic disadvantage. The heaviest burden will fall
not only on the tax-supported public hospitals, but on the
private not-for-profit teaching hospitals which constitute
the major source of tertiary care in this country and carry
the main responsibility for medical education and clinical
research. These hospitals, which receive most of the transfers
of indigent emergency patients, cannot be expected to carry
this burden without new funding.

Although most of the free hospital care given in the
past was for emergency and obstetrical services, I ask you
to remember that poor people also need non-emergency medical
care, both in ar. outside the hospital; they need at least
as much care as insured patients do -- probably substantially
more.

To require that hospitals provide adequate care to all
emergency patients, regardless of their ability to pay, is
a fine gesture -- but it begs the question of who will pay
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for them. And it also leaves unanswered who will pay for
all the other medical services the poor and'uninsured
require.

Unless we are prepared to say that we don't care
about the health needs of 30 or 40 millions of our citizens,
we must address these questions now. It is simply morally
and politically unacceptable for the federal government to
turn its back on this problem, while doing all it can to
reduce the federal commitment and turn health care over to
private markets.

In my view only a few states and localities can be
expected to have the resources and the social commitment to
provide adequate care for their poor. It seems clear to me
that this is a problem calling for a national solution. That
solution will undoubtedly require the appropriation of tax
funds. Those who advocate competitive markets in health care
and focus on price control are not being honest with the
putlic if they do not also explain that private health
markets are for the insured and the well-to-do. The unin-
sured, the underinsured and the poor (their numbers are
rapidly growing) will need public help. Taxes will have to
replace the charity and cross-subsidization which formerly
dealt with the problem, however inadequately.

As I see it, the question is not whether we need more
public funding of health care but how TREIE-What type of
system this funding should be applied. Congress and the
Administration cannot avoid facing this issue, because the
public will insist that government meet its obligation to
provide necessary medical care to all who need but cannot
afford it.

The task will be to see that this care is provided in
a way that preserves quality and is not prohibitively
expensive. Those who are adequately insured through their
place of employment should continue to be insured in that
manner. Those who are self-employed or unemployed but whose
incomes are adequate to pay for their own insurance should
be expected to do so. Federally subsidized health insurance
for the poor should provide for delivery by the private
sector, but the quality as well as the cost of the care
should be carefully regulated, to insure that poor people do
not get inferior care.

To avoid the economic errors of Medicare federally
subsidized insurance in the future we will need to rely on
better methods of payment and more regulation. Those who
claim that an unregulated health care market will achieve
the goals of cost-control, equity of access and preseivation
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of quality either do not understand. what medical care is
all about or are not being forthright with the public. We
will clearly need more regulation in the future, not less.
What we must insist on, however, is that the regulation be
sensible and fair and that it reflect the views and legi-
timate needs of patients and providers.

In particular, the medical profession will need to
participate in cost and quality control to'a far greater
extent than it has ever done before. My guess is that to
make this possible, physicians' organizations will need to
support some revision of current fee schedules and encourage
more salaried and group practice arrangements. We will also
need much more information about technology assessment to
help physicians make better, more effective decisions for
their patients; and we will have to deal with the growing
imbalance between the numbers of specialists and generalists.
We have too many specialists and too few doctors delivering
primary care.

All this will require careful planning, demonstration
projects, and much cooperation between government, doctors,
and institutional providers. It is a formidable, but by
no means impossible, agenda. We ought to waste no more
time in getting started with the task.
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you, very much, Dr. Reiman. Eecause your
statement has been so thorough, and because of your time con-
cerns, I am going to limit my questions and then ask the other
members if they have questions before we excuse you.

I assume that the readers of your journal are predominantly
physicians, right?

Dr. RELMAN. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. I assume that you have been writing signed editorials

which, in essence, reflect the same viewpoint that you have pre-
sented to us today.

What has been the reaction of your physician/subscribers to the
proposals, or thrust of your thinking?

Dr. RELMAN. It is hard to say, Mr. Weiss. Doctors are not in-
clined to take pen in hand and write letters to the editor. Those
letters that we get, I would say, are mixed in response. In general,
it has been my experience over the years that those who object to
what you have to say are more likely to write than those who
agree.

Nevertheless, it is my impression from traveling around the
country and talking to groups of physicians, that the majority of
doctors agree with what I am saying.

Mr. WEISS. That is, I would assume, a significant change. I think
back to the days when we were fighting over the adoption of Medi-
care legislation, when almost the entire medical professionnot to-
tally, but almost allseemed to be in opposition to the thrust of
that program.

Things have changed now?
Dr. RELMAN. Yes. It is a different world now. The economic cli-

mate has changed. We see the consequences of many of the policies
and the attitudes that we lived by a generation ago.

Second, I would point out to you that the medical profession is
changing. The American population is graying, but the medical
profession is greening. We are getting younger. Also, we are getting
more females, I am glad to say. Young, increasingly female physi-
cians, have a different social outlook.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Doctor, the proposal

that you have outlined on the third page of your testimony, about
written explanations accompanying any transfer, explains the med-
ical reasons. What should we reply to the inevitable argument that
we will receive from some in your profession; probably even others
among administrators of hospitals, that we will be creating unnec-
essary paperwork and in fact perhaps standing in the way of
timely and appropriate medical treatmentanother bureaucratic
burdenyou have heard all the arguments. I won't repeat them
here.

How do we reply to what I suspect is really more concern, per-
haps even fear, of establishing a paper trail that is unnecessary
and imposing?

Dr. RELMAN. Mr. Sawyer, the answer to your question is very
simple. The answer is that what I am suggesting is what every di-
rector of a medical service demands of members of his or her staff.
It is considered good medical practice. It is expected that when an
acutely ill patient is transferred, the physicia-.1 whe is making the
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decision to transfer and the physician who agrees to accept state
clearly what the medical reasons are.

As a director of a medical service, when I received sick patients
transferred from another facility without that kind of statement
explaining why it was medically important, I was very unhappy. I
suspected, usually, correctly, that there was inadequate medical at-
tention being paid to the problem.

That is no more paperwork than good medical care would re-quire. Any good medical record would have that information.
Mr. SAWYER. Any good, responsible medical record.
Dr. RELMAN. Correct.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Sawyer. Ms. Pelosi.
Ms. PELOSI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Relman, I was very pleased to hear some of your remarks

this morning. Thank you.
I am very concerned about AIDS, and I wondered if you saw inthis issue of dumping any special precautions that may be neces-sary, or any special problems that are likely to arise that we

should be prepared for in relationship to AIDS.
Dr. RELMAN. AIDS is a terrible national and international prob-lem. It is having an enormous impact on the health delivery

system in certain areas of the country. I am sorry to say that somemembers of my profession seem to be expressing the view that they
don't want to take care of patients with AIDS, or that they must
know what the blood test is before they undertake to provide medi-cal treatment.

I think that is unfortunate. I am certain it represents a minority
view, and I don't think it will, or should, have any impact on the
way patients are treated in emergency rooms.

Being a doctor is a privilege and also a responsibility. Certain
risks come with the territory. It is AIDS now, but when I was a
young doctor, it used to be tuberculosis that you worried about get-ting. But if you are an ethical physician, you take care of the pa-tients who come to you whether or not you are at risk and youtake your chances.

Ms. PELOSI. So you don't see the dumping of patients who aresuspected of having AIDS as a current problem?
Dr. RELMAN. I am not aware of that problem. It may happen in

the future, but what I am saying is that it runs directly contrary to
the ethical consensus of the profession, and such behavior would be
condemned by the g..,at majority of American physicians.

Ms. PELOSI. Thank you, Dr. Relman.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, very much, Dr. Reiman. I know that youhave urgent reasons for leaving us as quickly as possible. We very

much appreciate your joining us this morning and giving us the
benefit of your knowledge.

Dr. Kellermann, we will continue with you. Again, your entire
statement will be entered into the record, and if you can summa-
rize or present it in a highlighted fashion, it would be appropriate
to do that.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR L. KELLERMANN, MEDICAL DIREC-
TOR., EMERGENCY SERVICES, REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER,
MEMPHIS, TN

Dr. KELLERMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of
the committee. for inviting nu. today. I am chief of the Division of
Emergency Medicine at the University of Tennessee, Memphis, and
the director of the emergency department at the Regional Medical
Center at Memphis ("the Med"), the major provider of health care
for the poor and uninsured citizens of Memphis, TN, Shelby
County, and the surrounding Midsouth area.

I will add a qualifier, as Dr. Reiman did a few minutes earlier,
and state that the opinions that I am about to present are mine
only and do not necessarily represent those of the University of
Tennessee, Memphis.

What I would like to do, Mr. Chairman, with your kind permis-
sion would be to preface my remarks with a short tape recording of
a telephone conversation, and if it would please the chairman, I
can provide you with a brief transcript that will allow you to follow
the dialog. I think it will help set the stage for what we are talking
about this morning.

Mr. WEISS. Fine.
[The information referred to follows:)
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REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT MEMPHI's
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

Transcript Dated 91141116

(Comnients nand optinetions are Indicated by parentheses)

MED PHYSCAN:

Hello, this is Dr. Souther

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Dr. Souther?

MED PHYSICIAN:

Yes

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

HI, this is ... (omitted)

MED PHYSICIAN:

This conversation Is being recorded It is uh, 0505 on 9/14/86, please go ahead.

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Okay, Ns got a gentleman 36 years old theta gotan acute Inferior infarction, no prior history of this or
Chest pain, has a past history of kidney stones on no medication. He was having difficulty starting his lawn
mower when h developed chest pain and diaphoresis (sweating). He came In here containing of chest pain
and dlephoreSc (revealing), Oaf skins stable and an EKG shows an acute inlarction (a heart attack), and I was
wondering I maybe the city would (accept this patient) ... This hospital doesn't do cardiac catherization,
which this guy probably n..d.

MED PHYSICIAN:

Urn, is um, that, the only reason for the transfer?

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Uh, of course he Is indigent too, although he is gainfully employed.

MED PHYSICIAN:

Okay, Is Kr a Shelby County resident?

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

He's.

MED PHYSICIAN:

And uh, Is he currently pain free?

Editorial note: cardiac catherization is a diagnostic procedure that is normally delayed for several days or
weeks until a patient Is stable - blowing a heart attack. It If tar& Indicated during the event itself.
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TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Uh, yea he got pretty good relief wth one nitrogtycerine, went, however after that I went ahead and gave
him 4 more uh, gave him 4mg of Morphine IV (intravenously). He's had 10,000 units of heparin IV and he's got
uh, 6liters of 02 (oxygen) and D5W (IV fluid) to keep open (a slow rate of Infusion).

MED PHYSICIAN:"

Uh, hold on Just a moment.

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Okay

MED PHYSICIAN:

Do you have any uh indigent care beds there at your hospital?

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

We do not

MED PHYSICIAN:

Do you have arty beds at all at your hospital?

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Yes.

MED PHYSICIAN:

Okay

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

See most of these, most of the acute infarctions from here we transfer out because of cardiac cath.

MED PHYSICIAN:

Okay, uh, we do have unit beds available so yes we can accept the uh transfer.

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Okay

MED PHYSICIAN:

Um, Is has he had any uh ventricular ectopy (abnormal heart beats that can warn of a possible cardiac

arrest)

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

He has not. I'm gonna give him 75 of lidocaine (a potent intravenous medication to stablize the heart
beat) and put him on a drip Just for precautionary measures until you know, until he gets down there. Ho, as I
said, he's had 10,000 of heparin, 4mg of morphine, 1 nitro and uh the uh lidocaine which rm gonna give prior
to transfer. He wit be accompanied by a nurse.

12
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MED PHYSICIAN:

Okay, good.

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Hey, I suns appreciate k.

MED PHYSICIAN:

And could you give me his name please?

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Yea, *my...

MED PHYSICIAN:

Okay, we will be expecting him.

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

I will call you brit Dr. Souther If there .'s any change In his status for whatever reason.

MED PHYSICIAN:

Okay, good dunk you.

TRANSFERRING PHYSICIAN:

Okay, thank you

Follow Up:

The patient arrived at SSIPM after receiving an additional 2mg (milligrams) of Morphine Intravenoush.
He arrived In distress wkh severe ongoing chest pain and received an additional 6mg of intravenous
Morphine as well as intravenous streptokinase, a potent medication used to dissolve clots In coronary
arteries. He was then admitted to the medical intensive care unit.
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Dr. KELLERMANN. A few followup comments are in order. This
patient arrived 45 minutes later at the Regional Medical Center at
Memphis emergency department.

After receiving an additional dose of intravenous morphine rior
to transfer, on arrival he was experiencing severe substernal chest
pain. He received an additional three doses of intravenous mor-
phine in our emergency department, as well as streptokinase, a
potent medication used to dissolve clots in coronary arteries. He
was then admitted to our medical intensive care unit.

Lab tests subsequently revealed that he had, in fact, sustained a
myc.?.ardial infarction, or what most of us refer to as a heart
attack. He was having that heart attack during his transfer from
the other hospital.

I would hasten to add that the facility in question was fully capa-
ble of providing medical care to this gentleman. The argument ad-
vanced by the transferring physician was that this patient needed
a procedure called a cardiac cath. That procedure is normally done
several days and sometimes weeks after an acute heart attack,
when a patient is stable.

This individual did subsequently undergo cardiac catheterization
in our hospital, 9 days following his transfer.

Now, this case was only one of an estimated 1,100 patients trans-
ferred to the med emergency department over the past 12 months
for primarily economic reasons. This estimate of 1,100 is almost
certainly very conservative because I don't include in that count
patients that are transferred to one of the med's four regional cen-
ters of excellence: Our trauma center, our burn unit, our neonatal
intensive unit, or our high-risk obstetric service.

In fact, two patients are transferred to one of these four units for
every one that is sent to our emergency department.

Now, I know from experience and from talking to my colleagues,
that probably half of the high-risk obstetric emergency referrals
are in fact poor women with uncomplicated pregnancies, tsid prob-
ably 15 to 20 percent of the "trauma center referrals" are relative-
ly minor or easily manageable injuries, but are sent because the
patient is unable to pay.

But to be fair and not to go on a case-by-case basis and try to
tease that out, we simply assumed for purposes of those numbers
that I quoted you, that all of those patients in fact represented le-
gitimate tertiary care referrals.

Now that is a point that I think we really need to understand
because it is oftentimes blurred or confused by critics of antidump-
ing regulations. We are not talking about the referral of unstable
patients who desperately need special services unavailable at the
hospital that they first go into.

We are talking about the transfer of patients who are sick, who
are ill, who are seriously injured and who could very, very well
obtain necessary services at the hospital where they are first seen
but instead are transferred for economic reasons.

Mr. WEISS. Because there is a vote on the floor of the house, we
will take a recess for approximately 10 minutes.

Dr. KELLERMANN. Thank you.
[Brief recess.]
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Mr. WEISS. The subcommittee will resume its session. If the wit-
nesses will resume their seats at the witness tablebefore we start
up again, let me just indicate that after having checked with the
schedule on the floor, as well as the timeframe that we will be op
erating in, at the conclusion of this panel of witnesses, we will
recess for an hour for lunch and then resume to complete the hear-
ings.

Dr. Kellermann, we had interrupted your testimony with the
bells.

Dr. I1ELLERMANN. That is all right; thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I was saying immediately before the break, our estimate of

1,100 patients over the past 12 months is a conservative one be-
cause we did not include patients sent to one of the four centers of
excellence that are operated by the Regional Medical Center at
Memphis. These are clinical units that offer a level of service and
expertise unavailable at other hospitals in the Midsouth area.

The situation with my emergency department is quite different.
Memphis his several large, very well financed, very powerful, pri-
vate hospitals, all of whom offer identical emergency services to
those available at our facility.

In our case, the vast majority of patients transferred to the Med
emergency department are therefore in fact sent because the hospi-
tal, while capable of providing needed medical care, has chosen not
to for financial or for economic reasons.

Before you, on the table in front of me, are patient ID wristbands
that are used in every hospital in this country to help identify a
patient. These are taken from the wrists of patients transferred to
the emergency department at the Med over about a 4-month
period.

I have counted out 271 of those wrist bands to give you and the
rest of the members of the committee some idea of what 271 means
in this case. I know all ofyou are used to dealing with much larger
numbersoftentimes millions and billions, and 271 may not seem
like many, but it is important to remember that this is not an ab-
stract figure but in fact represents 271 human beings.

As others have emphasized before me and as I want to empha-
size, this is very clearly a national problem. These bands represent
the total number of cases transferred to the Med for primarily eco-
nomic reasons, over a 92-day period. This is only a single, publicly
supported hospital.

If we included the patients documented in the study by Dr.
Ansell, my colleague at this table, we would need two more tables
like this one. If we included the patients dumped at Highland Gen-
eral Hospital in Oakland, CA, documented in the American Jour-
nal of Public Health, we would need an additional two tables.

Add the cases reported by the 26-member institutions of the
much larger National Association of Public Hospitals, and we
would need four additional tables. Those cases were documented in
those 26 hospitals in only a 2-week period.

If we included the annual total of patients transferred to Park-
land General Hospital in Dallas, the vast majority of which are
sent for economic reasons, we would need six more tables. So we
are talking about a major problem, both in distribution and in
terms of magnitude.
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Dr. Relman and others have stated, more eloquently than I can,
the dynamics that are leading to patient dumping. I believe that
any city or metropolitan area that has one or more private hospi-
tals locked in intense competition, and one or more hospitals that
have identified themselves as willing to provide necessary medical
care to all, regardless of their ability to pay, will have dumping.

As long as you have a hospital under financial constraints or
pressures to reduce bad business practicesand believe me, from
an entrepreneur's perspective, taking care of charity patients is
bad businessand if you have another hospital that says, "We
have a mission to care for these people," they will be sent from the
first hospital to the second hospital.

The bulk of my data, the quantitative data, has been submitted
to the committee in written form. In the interests of time, I will
not walk through all of it now. I do believe that our data and the
research of Dr. Ansell and others has amply documented that
dumping is common, that patients are frequently sent to receiving
hospitals without any authorization and oftentimes without any ad-
vance telephone contact; that many are sent in unstable or even
critical condition from hospitals fully capable of providing neces-
sary emergency services; a:id that most cases of dumping, the great
majority, occur without the patient being aware of the real nature
or reason for their transfer. Most occur without the patient's con-
sent.

Now, I have also included in my written report eight case histo-
ries, all of which are true, that have occurred in the past 9 months,
since the implementation of the provisions of COBRA. All of them
involve serious cases of patient dumping, all of them involve criti-
cal patients.

Three of the patients cited in those eight case histories died. Two
died in our hospital, actually one died itamediately prior to trans-
fer.

We have addressed within that written report some additional
suggestions for changing, amending or helping to craft regulations
that will plug some of the loopholes that I think these cases illus-
trate.

Given the seriousness of this situation, my colleagues and I in
Memphis and in the State of Tennessee have not been idle. We
have been trying, through a series of hearings in Nashville,
through press reports in Memphis, and through other public com-
mentary, to raise this issue and increase the public's awareness of
the problem of dumping.

When there has been media attention to dumping, in my hospital
at least, we have seen the rate of transfer of indigent patients dra-
matically decrease for about 10 or 12 days. But when the floodlight
of public scrutiny is snapped off and goes on to another issue, we
are very rapidly back to what can only be called "business as
usual."

In Tennessee and elsewhere, local and State efforts to regulate or
stop patient dumping have been largely ineffective. They have
often been frustrated by the power of the hospital lobby, or efforts
have simply been ignored.

For example, in Tennessee, lobbyists for the Tennessee Hospital
Association successfully amended draft legislation to regulate
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dumping just before it was passed in the Tennessee General Assem-
bly. Specifically, they were able to amend, wherever it appeared in
the bill, the word "patient" to read "in-patient," a rather clever
maneuver when you consider that 95 percent of patient dumping,
in my estimation, occurs in the emergency department. In effect,
they gutted the bill before it ever got out of the general assembly.

I have a memorandum that was circulated to executives of the
hospital association, proudly attesting to how they had successfully
limited the damage that otherwise would have occurred from this
bill.

In subsequent hearings before the State Board for Licensing
Health Care Facilitiesincidentally, the same body that reviewed
the Terry Takewell complaintwe have submitted our documenta-
tion of patient transfers, and they have heard testimony from a va-
riety of consumer groups and grass roots organizations from
around the State.

Unfortun..tely, the board has been remarkably ambivalent about
taking concrete steps to draft regulations to deal with dumping.
After three hearings and assurances from the State attorney gener-
al's office that they could go beyond the restrictive language of the
State law, the board has reluctantly agreed in principle that they
will include emergency department patients in regulations.

However, those regulations have yet to be drafted, and under fur-
ther pressure from the State hospital association, the board has de-
cided that we need four more hearings in the major cities of Ten-
nessee to allow private hospitals time to review the draft regula-
tions and respond to their implications for finances and operations.

A year and a half ate.. the Tennessee law was passed, we have
yet to have any kind of effective regulations on our books. That
states, I think, more clearly than anything else the power that we
are likely to encounter on a State level' when attempting to deal
with patient dumping.

Now, COBRA, as it was passed or implemented in August of last
year, could be effective. It is an important beginning step. Howev-
er, its effect has also been very limited. I have not personally ob-
served it to have any effect whatsoever on the nature, the number
or the types of patients transferred to the Med for primarily eco-
nomic reasons. I again refer to the eight case histories in our writ-
ten report.

I believe this has been due, in part, to the fact that physicians
and hospitals are really unfamiliar with the specific requirements
of COBRA.

I think that public hospitals, and I would add to that, regretta-
bly, my own, are reluctant to inform the health care financing ad-
ministration of potential violations of COBRA. We all have to work
with each other in these cities, and many times administrators feel
that it is better to try to work "through channels" or through colle-
gial relationships than to "bring in the Feds." So there has been a
real reluctance by hospitals to report cases.

Most patients, as I have already commented, are unaware that
they have been "dumped." If they are aware, they simply don't
have the energy or the courage to tackle a major health care insti-
tution.
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HCFA has failed to develop a comprehensive monitoring or re-
porting system to detect cases of patient dumping. Basically, they
are more than content to sit back and wait for the phone to ring,
and I have already commented tnat that is an unlikely event at
best.

Finally, I believe HCFA has failed to review potential violations
in a manner which can be shielded from local or State level politi-
cal considerations, a comment we may want to discuss later in the
question and answer period.

We have several recommendations that we have submitted in
written form to address .draft regulations to implement the effects
of COBRA. I won't go through all of them, but I do consider three
to be particularly important. Some will echo the comments of earli-
er speakers.

I believe we clearly, have to address what in the world we mean
by "stabilization," otherwise, it is a loophole big enough to drive a
tank through. Whether we use a national standard of care, similar
to malpractice litigation, whether we use Dr. Relman's rule, that in
any case of transfer, the medical benefits to the patient should out-
weigh the riskswe simply have to get a handle on that issue.

The second major point, and I would echo Dr. Reiman's opinion.
very strongly, is that, I believe a requirement for written certifica-
tion is essential. We must insist on: documentation of the reason-for
transfer, the patient's.;condition at the time of transfer, and the
risks and benefits associated with transfer. Those should be speci-
fied in every case prior to transfer, so that if Dr. Ansell asks to
transfer a patient- to my hospital, and he: is 10 miles away, down
the street, and he says, yes; this patienbis- stableand if the pa-
tient then arrives in life-threatening conditionI want a piece of
paper with Dr. Ansell's name on it saying "I certify that this pa-
tient is stable for transfer; there are no risks-associated with.trans-
fer and the benefits are * * *" whatever. Then I can protest the
transfer. While this will be a single piece of paper, it will be a very
important one, and records should-be kept in every case of transfer
in both sending and receiving hospitals. I would suggest that HCFA
or perhaps the Joint.Commission for Accreditation of Hospitals, or
some other delegated body should periodically review these records,
starting with publicly supported hospitals, and perhaps look at
every fourth or fifth case. HCFA should not wait for a complaint,
but should audit hospitals periodically to see if transfers are being
accomplished in .a reasonablemanner.

Finally, I would strongly urge this committee to consider recom-
mending that we include a provision for patient consent. It is a
fundamental American right that a patient should not be subjected
to a potentially hazardous procedure, whether that be an operation
or interhospiti transfer, without informed consent. I think in-
formed consent should be required in the case of any interhospital
transfer.

If the patient is incompetent, or a minor, consent should be ob-
tained from a responsible legal guardian. If no guardian is avail-
able, the patient is unconscious or in extremely critical condition,
then the principle of implied consent can be invoked, the same way
we do now when we rush a critically ill or injured patient to emer-
gency surgery.

r3 n
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I do not see a requirement for patient consent obstructing or hin-
dering the legitimate transfer of emergency patients for tertiary
care. It will simply safeguard the patients that we are discussing
here today.

As Dr. Reiman has said, basically, dumping is simply a symptom
of a much more serious national illness; that illness is inadequate
health care financing in this country for poor and uninsured Amer-
icans.

It is estimated there are over 35 million Americans without ade-
quate health insurance. While many of them are like the gentle-
man in the tape recording you heard, and are "gainfully em-
ployed," they are still subjected to the risks and hazards of transfer
in a totally inappropriate manner.

I think that antidumping regulations are therefore a critically
needed bandaid. They are a bandaid for sure, but a very, very nec-
essary bandaid to deal with an extremely serious and visible prob-
lem.

Many hospital administrators in this country, and many privat3
physicians, have regretted that antidumping regulations are being
passed, discussed or implemented. Those of us who work in public
hospitals regret that they are necessary.

Thank you for your time.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Kellermann follows. See app. pp.

385-432 for additional information.]
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SUMMARY STATEMENTS

This report is based on data collected in the Emergency Department (ED) of the Regional Medical Center
at Memphis, the major provider of adult indigent health care for Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee.
Conclusions are based primarily on an Intensive audit of interhospital transfers to the Med ED conducted
between June 1 and August 31, 1986. Preliminary analysis of interim data from a second audit currently in
progress is also presented. Based on these studies we make the following observations:

1) Private hospitals and tree standing emergency centers frequently transfer patients
to the Med ED for primarily economic reasons. In over 80 percent of 161 telephone
requests for transfer to the Med received during the summer of 1986, 'no money' or 'no Insurance
was identified by the requesting physician as the primary reason for transfer.

2) Private hospital physicians frequently transfer patients without any telephone
request for authorization. In almost two thirds of cases, patients arrive at the Med without
advance telephone authorization.

3) Private hospitals often try to send patients in critical or unstable condition. During
the 1986 study period, a total of 66 telephone requests for transfer were refused. Over half of these
refusals Involved patients who would have required an Intensive care unit bed when none were
available or who were judged to be too unstable for transfer by a Med Emergency Department
physician. An additional 41 percent of refusals Involved patients who would have required
subsequent hospitalization when the Med had no vacant ward beds.

4) "Dumping" permits private hospitals to shift a substantial proportion of their charity
health cars costs to already crowded, financially strapped public hospitals. During
the summer of 1986 a total of 88/271 patients (33.2 percent) transferred to the Med for primarily
economic reasons required emergency hospitalization. Sent during a time when the Med was already
operating at or above its functional capacity, these 'economic" transfers accounted for an additional
634 bed-days of hospitalization (enough to fit the entire medicaVsurgicalfintensive care capacity of
the Regional Medical Center for 2.4 days). Subsequent financial analyses Indicate that transfer of
these patients directly shifted over $330,000 of uncompensated care from area private hospitals to
the Regional Medical Center at Memphis. In addition, patient 'dumping' generated substantial fail=
costs by forcing the Med to delay admission of elective paying patients or arrange for their care
elsewhere. Umited bed availability also forced the Med to occasionally transfer indigent emergency
department patients to neighboring private hospitals. Promise of reimbursement by third party payors
or the Med was required by these hospitals prior to accepting any of these patients In transfer.

5) mispits this screening process, many patients transferred for primarily economic
reasons arrive In serious or unstable condition. By previously published explicit cnteria,
over 20% of 271 patients transferred for primarily economic reasons were unstable on arrival to the
Med ED. Ten patients required emergency surgery and/or intensive care.

6) To date, COBRA, Tennessee state hearings, adverse local publicity and an
ongoing program of directed negative feedback have had limited Impact on the
magnitude or nature of patient dumping In Shelby County, Tennessee. Preliminary
analysis of 1987 data for the Regional Medical Center at Memphis suggests that there has been little
change in practice since last year.

3
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

1) Medically unnecessary transfer of emergency department patients due to inability to pay is a serious and
growing problem nationwide.

2) Patient welfare and safety are often jeopardized by precipitous transfer, failure to provide adequate
stabilization, failure to establish contact with the receiving hospital and failure to routinely provide relevant
medical records.

3) In Tennessee and elsewhere, local and state efforts to regulate and/or stop patient dumping have either
been frustrated or have been shown to be largely inefffotive.

4) COBRA represents an Important federal attempt to limit the worst abuses of patient dumping by requiring
emergency departments to provide adequate stabilization and care to patients with emergency medical
conditions and women in active labor prior to transfer.

5) The effectiveness of COBRA to date has been extremely limited. This is due, in part to:

a) Physician and hospital unfamiliarity with the specific requirements of COBRA.
b) Public hospital reluctance to inform the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) of potential

violations of COBRA.
c) HCFA's failure to develop a comprehensive monitoring and reporting system to identify potential

violations of COBRA.
d) HCFA's failure to review potential violations of COBRA In a manner which can be shielded from local

political considerations.

6) We recommend that several key elements be addressed in drafting regulations to implement COBRA.
They Include:

a) Definitions for terms such as 'appropriate screening exam' and 'stabilization' should be Judged
against a national standard of care.

b) Transfer without advance authorization by the receiving hospital should be considered a serious
violation of COBRA. Both the transferring physician and the transferring hospital should be held
accountable.

c) Written certification of the patient stability at the time of transfer and the reason(s) for transfer should
be specified in writing. When a patient is unstable, certification that the medical benefits of transfer
outweigh the risks should also be required. A copy of this certification should be sent with the
patient. No unstable patient should ever be transferred from a hospital equipped to provide needed
Care.

d) Appropriate medical records must be specified to accompany the patient in transfer.
e) Duty to treat and responsibility for the patient's condition during transport should clearly rest with the

transferring hospital and physician.
f) Written, Informed consent should be obtained from the patient (or legal guardian) prior to transfer

and a copyshould be sent with the patient.
g) Monitoring of hospital compliance should be conducted on a periodic basis to Insure compliance with

the provisions outlined above. This can be done under the auspices of HCFA, the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals, or possibly Physician review organizations or some other appropriate
body. Federal oversight Is essential, because the potential for politicization of this process is simply
too great to be trusted to administrative review on a state or local level.

7) The Regional Medical Center at Memphis, Its medical staff and the authors of this report strongly urge that
the Human Relations Subcommittee of the Committee of Government Operations, U.S. House of
Representatives strongly support immediate implementation 01 effective: tederal regulations to meet the
full scope and intent of COBRA.

4
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A NATIONAL PROBLEM

Recent changes In both the health are Industry and the nation's economic and political climate have had
an er.hrerse Impact on the deliver/ of medical services to the poor. Economic pressures generated by new
competitive forces In the heath are Industry have increased the Incentive to transfer patients with
inadequate insurance to publicly supported facilities. Unfortunately, recent pressure to cut taxes and spiraling
budget def icits have caused local governments and state legislatures io fix or reduce funds available to
support public hospitals. At the same time, Implementation of the Prospective Payment System for Medicare
reimbursement Is reducing the margin that used to be available for financing Indigent health care. As these
forces have begun noticeably to effect the health are industry nationwide, public concern over provision of
adequate emergency services to indigent and uninsuredpersons has grown. (1)

Interhormeal transfer has long been considered appropriate when a patient needs specialized are that Is
unavailable at the transferring hospital. Some also consider inability to pay for hospital services to be an
acceptable reason for frenetic While transfer of stabilized patients from private to public hospitals has tong
been practiced in American heath cars, the transfer of emergency patients for purely economic reasons (a
practice that has come to be termed patient 'dumping') has dramatically increased in recent years (2, 3)
Transfers to D.C. General Hospital increased from 169 to needy 1,000 annually between 1981 and 1984 (4).
Likewise, Cook County Hospital In Clucega reported 1295 patients transfers In 1980. By 1983, this total had
increased to 6,789. (5)

Rome descriptive studies confirm that many economically motivated Interhospltal transfers :.evolve
seriously ill Or inlured patients. In 1963, Schiff, Ansel and colleaguesstudied 467 consecutive cases In which
patients were transferred to Cook County Hospital and subsequently admitted to a medical or surgical service.
Transferring hospitals identified lack of Iiiitsance" as the primary reason for transfer in 87 percent of the 245
cam for which this keormation was available. Only is percent of patients provided written, Informed consent

- prior to transfer. Many of these transferred patients were seriously IN; 24 percent were found to be unstable
on arrival by explicit clinical criteria. 1Wereptivo percent required intensive are within 24 hours of admission
to Cook County Hospitel. (5)

In 1964, Hlmmeistein and coworkers documented 458 patient transfers from area private hospitals to
Highland 011Oftli Hospital in Oakland, CaMomla. Sixty-three percent of these patients had no medical
I surance. Over hall of patients transferred required emergency hospitalization, and 22 (five percent)
rewired intensiiterye. In 33 oases, transfer was )udged to main potentially dangerous delays to are (6).

In 1985, the National Association of Public Hospitals askedmember Institutions to report total patient
twelve to their emergency departments over a two week period. A total of 1066 interhospital transfers were
noted by 26 member hospitals. In more than 70 percent of cases, transferred patients required emergency
anon antral. Over hell of 471 patients who required emergencycars and hospitalization lacked any form ofmedical Immo. (7)

M 1903, problems with patient dumping winded officials atPaddand Memorial Hospital In Dallas, Texas
to adopt a strict transfer policy. Parkland receives approximately 150 patient transfers per month, many of
whom an sent due to WA of adequate insurance. Paddand established skid clinical and financial Merle for
determining the approvieness of transfer and required transferring hospitals to call for approval prior to
Initiating transfer. Foliar/Iry implernentation of this policy (1964 -1985), tremors without prior notification
decreased from 28 percent of the total to 17 percent. However, 22 patients were sent despite refusal by
Parkland and total patient transient, the number of transfers requiring hospitalization and total deaths In the
Parldand emergency room did not change significantly folbeing adoption of this policy. (8)

The impost of 'patient diming' on the operation of the nation's public hospitals should not be
underestimated. Nationally, a sutoterelal proportion of Indigent health are has been traditionally provided by
publicly supported facilities. These Institutions are now being forcedto accept an even greater burden of
dirty can through patient dunping. Draping. therefore, not only complicates (and sometimes Jeopardizes)
the an of poor people, It also puts an even greater strain on already overloaded public hospitals, further
throsbning their suniad. (2)

The private sector of health an Industry has shown tale Interestor willingness to restrict the banner of
patients for purely economic reasons. The strongest opposition to regulations by the Texas Board of Health
to regulate dumping In that state has been lead by investor owned, for-profit hospitals. (9) In Tennessee,
legislative action and state regulations have been vigorously fought by the Tennessee Hospital Association.
Community based programs of voluntary restraint have not worked; protests from public hospitals regarding
individual abuses are generally ignored. (3)
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PATIENT TRANSFERS IN THE MIDSOUTH

The Regional Medical Center at Memphis (also known as 'the Med) is a 450 bed, adult, acute are
hospital supported In part by the government of Shelby County ,Tennessee. In addition to its historic mission
to provide heath an to at citizens of the county without regard to their ability to pay, the hospital also
provides highly specialized Unites for care of major trauma, bums, high risk obstetrics and neonatal intensive
cars. The Emergency Department at the Med also provides a comprehensive range of adolescent and adult
emergency services to art patients requiring emergency medical care, regardless of their ability to pay. Unike
the Med's special care:units, however, the services of the Med Emergency Department are also readily
available In all major private hospealamergency departmorts IrrShelby County and the Mid-South.

Between March 1 and May 31, 1988, physiclansAn the Med Emergency Department informally noted in
an ER log all ambulancetransfers from privatalceptalk-The transferring physician's stated reason for transfer
was also recorded in a majority of cases. Many of these requests were also tape recorded. While these
figures were Informal and Incomplete, a total of 142 ambulance transfers were noted during this 92 day period.
In 108 cases(74.8%), lack of money', lad( of Insurance' or 'Shelby County indigent' was staled by the
requesting physician as the primary reason for transfer. In the buk of remaining cues, no reason was
recorded.

Based on these figures and a small reinter of skidoos incidents involving transfer of extremely unstable
patients for purely economic reasons, we conducted a detailed audit of Emergency Department patient
transfers to the Regional Medical Center at Memphis during the subsequent throb month period (June 1, to
August 31,19C8). (10) In November of 1988 data from this audit was presented to the Tennessee Board for
Licensing Health Care Facilities, which was (and still is) considering regulations to control patient dumping in
Tennessee. Intensive coverage by the local news media and discussions within the Memphis/Sheby County
Medical Society followed. In response to problems Identified by this 1986 audit, a more aggressive approach
to dealing with inappropriate transfers was Implemented by the physician staff of the Med Emergency
Department. In order to assess the Impact of these initiatives, an Identical audit of emergency department
transfers between June 1 and August 31, 1987 is currently In progress.

STUDY GOALS (Summer, 1986 Audi)

1. To detaibe the romber and type of emergency department transfers to the Replonal Medical Center at
Memphis over a three month period and identify ifti froportion of these due to Inability to pay.

2. Identify the number and type ci patients transform economic reasons who are unstable at the time of
transfer.

3. Identify and assess the magnitude of emergency department transfers Involving patients sent from other
hospital mernency departmentswithout preceding telephone authorization.

4. Assess the clinical and financial impact of 'dumping' on patients by determining the delay In medical are
and by calculating the additional costs of ambulance and emergency department service to patients
transferred due to Inability to pay.

5. Assess the Impact on costs and additional bed utilization caused by 'economic transfers' to the Regional
Medical Center, both In absolute terms and ass proportion of the hospitars total provision of Indigent
care.

STUDY GOALS (Summer, 1987 Audit - In progress)

6. To reassess all of the factors outlined above, and by doing so, to assess the Impact of COBRA, slate
hearings, public opinion and directed feedback on the practice 01 Emergency Department patient
'dumping' to the Regional Medical Center at Memphis.
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CASE IDENTIFICATION

During both audit periods (June 1 August 31, 1986 and June 1 August 31, 1987) we attempted to
Identify all patients transferred lo the Emergency Department of the Regional Medical Center at Memphis from
focal and regional hospital emergency departments (Errs) and affiliated free-standing emergency centers(EC's)

Patients sent from county health department neighborhood cants, private physician offices and nursing
homes were not included. U transfers from other hospitalwere also not included. ED and EC transfers were
identified by one or more of the following methods:

1. Documentation of all telephone requests for transfer and all acceptedtransfers.2. Identification of the point of origin for al patients arriving by ambulance to detect all sent from another
hospital ED or affiliated bye-standing emergency center.

3. Brief Irdeniews with all ambulatory patients presenting to the Med EDassessment desk (triage) to Identify
all who were referred to the Med on a 'same-day' basis from other area emergency departments. (Note:
patients who received care at another ED but came to the Med for further care on their own accord werenot included).

4. All Med ED patients records were also carefully reviewedto identify patients not otherwise noted by one
of the three mechanisms outlined above.

DATA RECORDED

Internal Medicine residents on duty in the Regional Medical Center ED handled all telephone requests for
transfer. For each call received. they systematically recordedthe physician and hospital requesting transfer
and the minding MD's primary reason for requesting transfer. it a transfer request was denied, the reason for
refusal wits also noted.

The day following transfer and subsequent emergencycare, copies of all Med ED records and copies of
any documents received from the transferring hospital were collected for later review. A copy of the discharge
summary was subsequently obtained In each case which required emergencyhospitalization.

A list of all study cases was also submitted to the business office of the Regional Medical Center at
Memphis for computation of total ED end hospital charges. Physician fees at the Med are billed separately and
were not Included. Hospital collections from each patient were tabulated beginning six months following ED
care and/or subsequent hospital discharge. Unpaid bills six months following discharge were assumed torepresent uncotectable accounts.

DEFINITIONS

A transfer was considered 'authorized' if telephone contact was made with a staff or resident physician at
the Regional Medical Center at Memphis prior to transfer and the transfer request was accepted.
Transfers without a preceding telephone call, transfers despite refusal and transfers initiated eijsz to a
notifying telephone call were considered to be -unauthorized%
Tra.tsferS were considered to be made for primarily economic reasons whenever the physician
requesting transfer Identified ' lack of insurance% Ito money', or 'Shelby County Indigent" as the primary
reason for transfer. Patients sent to the Med ED without prior telephone contact or authorization were
also presumed to have been transferred for primarily economic reasons.

7
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RESULTS

TABLE 1
TOTAL INTERHOSPITAL AND EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT TRANSFERS TO THE
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT MEMPHIS, JUNE 1,1966 TO AUGUST 31,1906

SPECIAL CARE AREAS:

Trauma Center 199 (22.9%)

Bum Carder 5 ( 0.6%)

Obstetrics 342 (39.4%)

Neonatal Intensive Care 42 ( 4.8%)

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 280 (32.2%)

TOTAL' OM (100%)

*Total excludes Inpatient transfers directly admitted to inpatient services other than the
special are services noted above.

During the 1998 three month study Interval, transfers to the Med Emergency Department accounted for less
than a third of emergency Interhospital transfers to the Regional Medical Carder at Memphis. While many of
the 546 patients transferred to the hospital's bum, trauma and obstetric units may have been sent for primarily
economic reasons, we assumed for purposes of this analysis that alt patients transferred directly to these
areas truly required the highly specialized services they provide. The magnitude of these numbers, however,
further reflects the Importance of the Regional Medical Center at Memphis for providing regional centers of
excellence for the care of major trauma, bum, high risk obstetric and neonatal ICU patients, regardless of their
abidy to pay.

8
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Reason for Transfer Request
June 1 - August 31. 1986

1111=112 11111111,1
Indigent patient No charity beds Special care Patient request No ward beds Otherrequired

Advance telephone contact was made with a physician in the Med Emergency DepartmentIn 168 cases. In 137 cases (81.5%), 'Inability to par or no charity beds available' wasexplIcloty Identified by the transferring physician as the primary reason for transfer. In 76caw, both the time the call was received and the time the patient arrived were recorded.By this measure, definitive can in these 74 cases was delayed an average of 4.1 hoursper case.

136
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Refused Transfer Requests by Reason for Refusal

June 1 August 31. 1986

n . 66

3 (4.5%)3 (4.5%)

26 (39.4%)

27 (40.9%)

7 (10.65)

No ICU beds El Patient too
unstable

Not appropriate D Not Tennessee
for Med resident

No v and beds

In 66 of168 cases (39 percent) requests for transfer were refused by physicians of the
Regional Medical Center at Memphis. In 34 of these 66 cases (52 percent), the patient
was judged to be too unstable for transfer or the patient required an intensive care unit
bed when none was available at the Med. Transfer of unstable patients was not refused if
necessary services for the care of the patient were unavailable at the referring hospital or
Its parent facility. In all cases In which transfer was refused because the patient was too
unstable, necessary services for care of the patient werc readily available at the
requesting hospital to paying patients. In these cases, the request for transfer was
motivated by the patients' inability to pay.

In most of the remaining cases (39 percent), lack of vacant ward beds at the Med was
noted to be the primary reason for refusal. During the summer months, the daily bed
census of the Med routinely exceeds 95.98 percent. This situation became especially
critical in August of 1986, when daytime bed counts frequently exceeded 100 percent of
the hospital's staffed capacity. A total of 38 (58 percent) refusals were recorded In the
month of August alone.

10
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ECONOMIC TRANSFERS VS. THE GENERAL MED ER POPULATION
A DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

SEX

STUDY (N=2711 GENERAL ED (N=56941 )?

Female 144 (53%) 3088 (54%) .72
Male 127 (47%) 2606 (46%)

RACE

Black 191 (70%) 4608 (81%) .0001
White 79 (29%) 1070 (19%)
Other 2( 1%) 12(<1 %)

AGE

Mean 31.9 ( ±14.3) 35.4 (±15.6) .0003

10.19 47 (17%) 555 (10%) .0003
20.29 102 (38%) 2032 (36%)
30.39 55 (20%) 1389 (24%)
40-49 26(10%) 654(11 %)
50.59 27(10%) 506( 9%)
60.69 11( 4%) 317 ( 6%)
70 + 3 ( 1%) 241 ( 4%)

COUNTY

Shelby 250 (92%) 5424 (95%) .02
Other 21 ( 8%) 266( 5%)

ADMITTED

Yes 87 (32%) 592 (10%) .0001
No 184 (68%) 5050 (90%)

CARRIER

Self Pty 182 (67%) 3154 (56%) .0001
Medicaid 60 (22%) 1234 (22%)
Medicare 10 ( 4%) 481 ( 8%)
Private 2( 1%) 593(10%)
Other 17 ( 6%) 207 ( 4%)

Patients sent to the Med ED tended to be younger and were more frequently white than the hospital's
general ED population. Group severity of illness and/or injury was also greater, since patients transferred to
the Med were mora than three times more Ike!), to require emergency hospitalization. A substantially larger
percentage of patients transferred for economic reasons lacked any form of health insurance.

138
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Economic Transfers by Type

June 1 August 31, 1986

n 271

156 (57.56%)

S Ambulance, authorized in Ambulance.
unauthorized

Nonambulance, Nonambulance,
authorize 1 unauthorized

Despite attempted telephone screening, a total of 280 patients were transferred to the
Regional Medical Center at Memphis Emergency Department. In 177 (64 percent) of
these cases, the patient was sent by ambulance or private automobile without prior
telephone contact or authorization. Few patients transferred without prior authorization
arrived with relevant medical. records.. We believe that patients. sent- without prior
telephone contact were referred for primarily- economic reasons. If this - s Indeed the
case, then 271 of these 280 emergency department patients (97 percent) were either
Implicitly or explicitly transferred' to the Med due to Inability to pay.

12
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MOST COMMON MAJOR MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF
'ECONOMIC TRANSFERS'

June 1- August 31,1986

(N=271)

!A
Laceration/Blunt Trauma

24 8.9Fracture Upper Limb
21 7.7Cellulitis/Abcess
14 5.2Acute Abdominal Pain
14 5.2Drug Overdose
12 4.4Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
9 3.3Seizures
8 3.0Acute Psychosis
7 2.6Pyelonephritis
7 2.6Facial Fracture(s)
7 2.6Chest Pain/MI
7 2.6Pneumonia
6 2.2Asthma/COPD
6 2.2Pancreatitis
6 2.2Ui3rine Hemorrhage
6 2.2Gastrointestinal Bleeding 5 1.8Incomplete Abortion 5 1.8Acute CVA
5 1.8

Other Diagnosis Included: Hypertensive Crisis (4), CHF (3), DKA (2), Kidney Stone (2),and many others.

The most common diagnosis of patients sent to the Med ED from neighboring privatehospital are extremity fractures and complex lacerations. Almost all of those patientsarrived by private automobile, generally whhout advance notification. Most were simplysplinted or bandaged at the original facility and then sent to the Med for definitive care.One should 'tote, however, that a substantial number of these transfers involved patient'with far more serious nineties, including: chest pain/myocardial Infarction (heart attack),salzures, drug overdose, acute abdominal emergencies and diabetic kotoacidosIs. In allof these cases, "dumping" subjected patients to the hazards of a medically unnecessarytransfer and Introduced additional delays to definitive care.
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ECONOMIC TRANSFERSTUDY:
SEVERITY OF ILLNESS CRITERIA

(AT TIME OF ARRIVAL IN ED)

VITAL SIGNS

a. Heart Rata > 140 or <50

b. Respiratory Rate > 28 or <8

e. BP Diastole <40 or > 130

d.Tomperature > 94 or> 102

CARDIOVASCULAR

a. Chest pain with suspicion of ischemia

b. Rhythm: PSVT or flutter/lb with heart rate 2140, heart block
(second degree mobar II or greater) ventricular tachycardia
or high grads edopy

e. IV antianhythmics or IV pressors (eg, dopamine, dobutamine,
morepinephrine, lidocaine procainamide, bretyllium) during
transport

RESPIRATORY

a. Hypoxia (PO2 s 60 mm Hg regardless of FI02)

b. Rasp rate 228 or intubated or 'rasp distress'
Rasp rate s8 or 'rasp failure

e. Airway obstruction with stridor

d. Respiratory acidosis (pH <7.30 with pCO2>45)

INFECTIONS

a. Meningitis (suspected or diagnosed)

b. Sepsis (suspected or diagnosed)

e. Active infections in immunocompromised hosts. (Cancer
patients, leukemia, AIDS)

SHOCK

a. BP <100. with tachycardia (Pal 00), other findings of
hypopertusion: decreased m entation cool extremities, dusky
extremities, evidence of organ dysfunction

METABOLIC

a. DKA (pH < 7.30, HCO3 <14 with BG > 200 and Ketonuria)

b. Hypoglycemia BG <40, chemstrip S 40 with mental
status changes

e. Hyperglycemia: BG > 800

d.K S3.0 or 26.0

5. Acidosis (pH < 7.30) (any cause)

f. Drug toxicity (Dig level >2.0, theo >20.0,
Dilantin level > 30 0, Li > 2.0, drug screen positive of
tricyclic antidepressants with suspicion of overdose)

g.Na>150orNa<125

NEUROLOGIC

a. Altered mental status (lethargic, confused. comatose,
unable to answer questions)

b. Acute CVA. new focal neurologic deficits, nontraumatic

e. Focal neuro deficits or altered mental status secondary
to trauma

OB/GYN

a. Suspected ectopic pregnancy

b.Active labor

HEMATOLOGY

a. Severe anemia (Hit <25% with evidence of actual blood
loss per NG tube, rectal bleeding, and/or vaginal bleeding)

b. Blood transfusion during or prior to transport

e. Active blood loss upon arrival of >500cc with evidence
of shock regardless of hematocrit

GASTROENTEROLOGY

a. Active upper/lower GI bleeding

b Possible acute abdomen (abdominal tenderness, with
signs of acute peritonitis) or pancreatitis.

All ER charts of patients transferred to the emergency department of the Regional Medical Center at Memphis
during the summer of 1986 were raviewed by a team of nurses from the hospital's quality assurance
departments to Identify patients who were seriously III and/or unstable on arrival to the Med. ER
documentation was compared to a moddied list of previously published explicit criteria (see appendix A and ref
3) to identify these cases. Based on this review, a total or 74 out of 271 patients (77 percent) transferred for
economic reasons were found to be unstable by at plicit criteria. While 46 or these 74 patients were
transferred by ambulance, 38 arrived via private automobile.
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Length of Stay for Admitted Patients
June 1 - August 31, 1986

1) total admissions - 87
2) average days per patient - 7 3
3) total inpatient days - 634

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 19 20 22 30

Number of inpatient days

A total of 90 patients required emergency hospitalization (87 at the Med and three at
Memphis Mental Health Institute). Ten required emergency surgery and/or intensive care.
Given the extremely heavy demand for ICU services experienced by the Med during this
summer audit, It is likely that some patients admitted to ho3pital ward beds would have
otherwise been admitted to Intensive care. During this period of extreme Inpatient
crowding, emergency Department patients transferred for primarily economic reasons
accounted for an additional 634 bed days of hospitalization (enough to fill the entire
medical/surgical/ICU capacity of the Med for 2.4 days).

Hospital crowding was at times so ektreme during the 1986 study Interval that the
Regional Medical Center at Memphis Emergency Department was forced to transfer gld a
small number of patients for care In private hospitals. Guarantee of payment by the Med
or third party paycrs was required by private hospital administrators prior to accepting any
of these patients In transfer.
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ED PATIENT 'DUMPING' IN THE MID SOUTH:

UNNECESSARY MEDICAL CHARGES DUE TO
TRANSFER FOR ECONOMIC REASONS

N = 271 CASES

AMBULANCE TRANSFERS: ($75.00 X 83 CASES) $6,225

MED ED CHARGES (271 ED TRANSFERS) $46,205

TOTAL CHARGES $52,430

AVERAGE EXTRA CHARGES PER CASE $194.00

A single private ambulance company provides almost all of the interhospital transfers In.
Memphis. According to a company executive, the transferring Institution rarely pays the
costs for transporting patients sent to the Med for primarily economic masons. As a
result, the patient Is billed $75.00 by the ambulance company. During- our study, patient
charges for a second Emergency Department evaluation at the Med totaled over 46
thousand dollars. Based on these- figures, decisions to transfer these 271 patients due
to Ineb;;Ity to pay directly increased their health-cars charges by 194 dollars per case.
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ED PATIENT 'DUMPING' IN THE MID SOUTH:

TOTAL UNCOMPENSATED MEDICAL CARE TO 267. ED PATIENTS
TRANSFERRED FOR ECONOMIC REASONS

N % TOTAL CHARGES COLLECTIONS UNCOMP. CARE

MEDICARE 12 4.5% $31,312 $19,379.28 $11,932.72

MEDICAID 59 22.1% $87219.76 $50,304.42 :36,915.40

PRIVATE INSURANCE 19 5.0% $30,629.84 $3,163.45 $27,166.39

SELF PAY 177 66.3% $263,538.78 $1.868.46 $261.670.32

TOTAL 267 100.0% $412,700.38 $75,015.61 $337,684.83

*Total excludes 9 patients transferred for medical reasons and four for whom no billing data could be found.

+Receipts six months following ED visit and/or subsequent hospitalization.

Total charges for care of the 271 Emergency Department cases transferred to the Regional Medical Center
at Memphis for economic reasons exceeded four hundred twelve thousand dollars. Collections 6 months
following the end of the study totaled ;evenly five thousand dollars Transfer of these 271 patients to the
Regional Medical Center at Memphis tl srefore shifted the need over three hundred thirty thousand dollars in
uncompensated care from local private hospitals to the Regional Medical Center at Memphis.

Given the extreme Inpatient crowding noted clutter in our report, transfer of these patients generated
substantial indirect costs as well. During the summer of 1986, the Regional Medical Center at Memphiswas
repeatedly forced to delay or defer elective admission of paying patients due to lack of available beds. By
postponing or redirecting admission of elective patients, the Med risks losing its final, critically needed source
of operating revenue - the paying patient (11).

A conservative estimate of the annual direct costs of patient "dumpirg' to the Med is one million dollars.
This fIgure Is less than two percent of the Mecfs annual total for uncompensated care (currently reported to
sxceed seventy three million dollars). Clearly the Med pr ,rides a massive amount of free and reduced cost
care to citizens of Shelby County and neighboring counties in the Mid South. In part, as a result of this level of
uncompensated care, the Regional Medical Center at Memphis reported a net operating loss of three million
dollars In 1985. In 1986, net losses of the Med exceeded seven million dollars.

In contrast, in 1985 the major private hospitals Ir, Shelby County reported combined net earnings (after
allowaz _*s for charity care) of more than sixty two million dollars. Cumulative financial data for 1986 is not yet
avalab P.

(Cont'd)
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Newsweek recently commented on the financial health of a major Memphis based hospital system in its
January 26, 1987 Issue, titled 'The Revolution In Medicine":

'Nonprofit hospitals can be more profitable than for-profit hospitals. Baptist Memorial
Hospital of Memphis, the nation's largest nonprofit, had a 16.2 percent profit ratio in 1984,
according to documents obtained under the Freedom of Information Act by the Memphis
Commercial Appeal. The similar figure that year for HCA, the largest for-profit hospital chain
was 8.5 percent; for Humana Inc., 9.9 percent; for At&T, 4.1 percent". (12)

In 1984, this 16.2 percent profit amounted to net revenues of over thirty two million dollars for Baptist
Hospitals (which Includes Baptist Memorial Hospital - Central and Baptist Memorial Hospital East and related
corporate holdings). In 1985, net revenues were down, but still exceeded seventeen million dollars. For
these same two years, the Regional Medical Center at Memphis reported net losses of six million and three
million, respectively (13).

During the summer of 1986, the two Memphis hospitals In the Baptist system transferred a total of 34
patients to the Med ED for primarily economic reasons.

In the May 14, 1987 Issue of the Memphis Commercial Appeal, reporter Steve Tompkins noted that
Methodist Health Systems, Inc., (another large IV-for-profit hospital system based In Memphis) reported net
eamings of 17.1 million dollars for 1986. This figure represented an Increase of 39% over net earnings for the
previous year. Methodist Health Systems also noted that its three Memphis hospitals and seven regional
hospitals provided 16.6 million dollars In charity care for 1986 up from 13.4 million In 1985. In response to
these figures on charity care, John T. Casey, President and CEO of Methodist Hospital Systems said, 'I don't
want to pat ourselves on the back too much about that, because frankly, that's more than we feel we ought to
be doing' (14).

The three Memphis hospitals of the Methodist Hospital System (Methodist Central, North and South)
transferred 120 emergency departrnant patients to the Regional Medical Center at Memphis for primarily
economic reasons during the Summer of 1986.

Since the end of the summer of 1986, ER patient dumping has continued. Data from our summer 1987 audit
is currently being analyzed.

DocumenteJ Authorized Emergency Department' Transfers to the Emergency
Department of the Regional Medical Center at Memphis

June 1986- May 1987

Note:

June 49
July 50
August 28
September 36
October 15"
November 37
December 40
January 9..
February 24"
March 47
April 65
May 43

Total 443

'Health department, nursing home and doctors office referrals not included.
"Data recording Incomplete

Approximately two additional unauthorized transfers are received fcr ry patient sent with
prior telephone at, norization. This suggests that the actual number transferred over this 12
month period has probably exceeded 1,300 patients.
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AN INSTMMONAL RESPONSE

Concurrent with the accumulation of data during the summer of 1986. the medical staff of the Emergency
Department of the Regional Medical Center at Memphis begana more aggressive program of responding to
problem transfer cases. This largely consisted of specific, formal written complaints to the directors of local
emergency departments and their hospital administrators. Testimony on the state level before the
Tennessee Board for Licensing Health Care Facilities and extensive news coverage by local print and
television media further dramatized the problem of emergency department patient dumping'. In August of
1986, the provisions of COBRA dealing with the transfer of seriously III or injured patients and women In active
labor became law.

STATE REGULATORY EFFORTS TO DATE

During the 1985.86 session of the General Assembly of the State of Tennessee, a bill (S.B. 1410) Intended
to stop the transfer of patients for 'purely economic reasons' was passed and signed into law. Unfortunately,
prior to passage, lobbyists for the Tennessee Hospital Association were successful In efforts to have key
language In the bill amended.

In a June 12. 1986 memorandum to member institutions, Charlie Cato, Corporate Counsel for the Tennessee
Hospital Association noted this effort as follows:

Significantly, we were able to amend the bill (S.B. 1410) to provide that
such (transfer) regulations deal only with transfers of Ingallents, thus
excluding consideration of emergency room cases where no inpatient
relationship has been established ... Although we cannot speak to the
final form which the regulations wilt take, we hope they will turn out to be
far less burdensome that the Federal Act (COBRA) summarized above'.

The state's Board for Licensing Health Care Facilities was charged with writing regulations to Implement the
legislative Intent of this Bill. In two hearings before the Board (one In November 1986 and one In January
1987), representatives of the Regional Medical Center at Merrehis and grass-roots organizations from across
the state presented compelling evidence that emergency departre 41 patient -dumping* was a serious
problem In 1 ennessee. When first prr sented with this evidence, a majority of the Board declined tc extend
regulatory protection to emergency department patients, arguing that to do would exceed their authority
under the legislative intent- of the new law.

This decision prompted harsh criticism from the original sponsor of the legislation. State Senator John Ford
(DMerephis). Ford requested a formal opinion from the State Attorney General and demanded that the Board
reconsider its deeisbn. Given AG assurance that regulation of emergency department transfers was indeed
within the Boards tanhodly. the Board unanimously voted last spring to reverse Its earlier decision and extend
regeiatory proles" on to emergency department patients. Unfortunately, under pressure from the Tennessee
Ho'Titai Associate "le Board voted to post;: final consideration of regulatory language pending four
additional hearings n' + tree !Frost cities of Tennessee. These ate currently scheduled for August aad are
primank; Ihtierded to provide private hospitals In the state an extended period of time t) examine the
proposed regulatioi4 and respond to them. More than .* year alter SB 1410 was passed, Tennessee is no
closer to having effective regulations kr.op patient %tuning..
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CASE STUDIES IN PATIENT "DUMPING"

The following sight cases am selected from files In the emergency department of the Regional Medical
Center at Memphis (The Med). While the names of the patients, the transferring hospital and the date of
transfer have been omitted, an of the information deserted is true. Quoted comments are drawn from
transcripts of taped conversations between transferring physicians and ER residents of the Regional Medical
Center at Merrphis. Comments In parentheses ( ) arc. Intended to simplify confusing medical terminology. M
eight cases occurred within the past nine months.

CASE 81
Diabetic KetoacidosIs

On a ream- morning, a young white mate with Insulin-dependent diabetes came to the emergency
department of a large Memphis private hospital with rapid breathing, nausea, vomiting and chills. Initial
laboratory tests revealed he was In life threatening diabetic ketoacidosis. Within an ;:our of the patient's arrival,
a physician In the hospitara emergency department contacted the Med by telephone to state "I've got a
gentleman over here, a twenty year old white male who Is a Memphis city resident, who Is In diabetic
ketoacidosts and he needs to be hospitalized and he doesn't have Insurance". Vital signs, pulse, respirations
and blood pressure were reported to the Med but no other evidence of serious ketoacidosis was
volunteered. The Med phystian requested that the patient receive addition intravenous fluid prior to transfer.
Immediately following additional fluid, the nurses at the transferdn) hospital sent the patient by ambulance to
the Med without further examination and without final authorization for transfer. The patientarrived at the Med
In extremely critical condition with ongoing ketoacidosis and possible sepsis. Following an intensive 90
minute period of stabilization In the Med ER, he was admitted to a bed in the hospital's medical Intensive care
unit.

CASE 82
Tricyclic Antidepressant Overdose

At a suburban Shelby County Lospital, a young white male was brought to the emergency department
following an intentional overdose of tricyclic antidepressant medication, a class of drugs that can cause coma,
seizures, cardiac instability and death. During initial treatment he became combative and was placed in police
custody under Tennessee Code Annotated 336403, which deals with emergency commitments for
psychiatric evaluation, A call was placed to the Med ED requesting transfer since the patient was now a 'under
arrest'. Noting that the patient had Ingested a potentially lethal amount of tricyclic drugs, the Med ER resident
Informed the requesting MD that transfer could not be accepted because the Med had no vacant Intensive
care unit beds for necessary cardiac monitoring. The transferring MD agreed not to Initiate transfer. A few
moments later, an ER nurse at the transferring hospital cased back to inform the Med resident that while the
previous can was taking place, the patient had been loaded Into an ambulance and was enroute to the Med. A
short time later, the patient arrived. Severely obtunded and hypotensive, hewas stabilized in the ER until an
overflow ICU bed could be prepared. Perhaps coincidentally, It was also noted that the patient had no heath
insurance.

CASE 8:3
Meningitis

Hospital affiliated but free standing emergency centers can also be the source of serious patient
'dumping'. Recently, one such corder caned the Med ER seeking to transfer a young man with no insurance
and 'possible meningitis'. At the time the call was received, the Mods bed census was above 98% of
capacity and the few Evaitable beds were exceeded by the total number of emergency room patients on hand
who were going to require admission. Having been told not to accept any transfers because the hospital was
full, the Med ER resident refused to authorize transfer and suggested that the patient be admitted to the large
private hospital hich supports the emergency center. Apparently, the center's directorthen called the Mods

imissions office and found out about these few unoccupied beds. The director then calledback and
accused the ER resident of lying. During a subsequent conversation a short time later with the Med ER
director, this physician repeated his charge and stated n was the Med's obligation tocare for the poor of the
county. Admission to his parent hospital was not appropriate, this physician added, because the young man
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and his family could not pay. He then stated that the patient had been discharged In the custody of his
parents and that they had been instructed to come to the Med. About an hour later, the patient arrived via
private autonobffe. Examination revealed a delirious young man with a stiff neck, a severe headache and a
fever of 104. An emergency CAT scan was obtained and a spinal tap was positive for meningitis. Shortly after
arrival In the Med ER the patient had Iwo generalized seizures and required emergency ndotracheal
intubation and mechanical ventilation. He was then admit ed to an intensive care unit on multiple antblotkm
Seven days later, he died.

Comment: (Cases 1, 2 anc13)

One of the most Important elements of the COBRA law governing Interhosphal transfers Is the
requirement that contact mist be mtabIshed with the receiving hospital and that authorization must be
granted prior to sending the patient in transfer. Precipitous, unauthorized transfers can be particularly
dangerous to the patient and potentially disruptive to the receiving hospital if It is fully occupied or lacks
proper facillUes for the are of the patient. If and when such cases occur, both the transferring hospital
&ante transferring physician should be held accountable.

Petaps the molt difficult part of writing regulations for COBRA will kwoive defining terms which are
central to the scope and Intent of the law. Concepts Ike 'appropriate screening exam' and 'stabilization'
mean different thieve to different people. In the first of these three cases, a formal complaint was
disregarded by the transferring hospital on the grounds that the patient had received 'all necessary
treatment' and was in 'stable condition' at the time of transfer. The Med has since requested Medical
Society review, tut no formal mechanism currently exists in Shelby County to examine such cases. We
suggest that documented medical care in such cases be examined In light of the commonly accepted
standard of are practiced in the state in which the transfer occurred. Since dumping is often an Interstate
problem, It may prove even more desirable to invoke a national standard of care. Both standards are
oomnonly applied in malpractice cases and either should be appropriate to an analysis of the quality of
are during Novae' transfers. We also recommend that a viotation be considered to occur whenever a
patient is placed in serious )sopardy by a medically unnecessary transfer, regardless of whether or not the
patient actually suffers an adverse outcome as a muff.

CASE /4
Painful Sickle Cell Crisis

A young black male with sickle cell anemia presented to a neighboring private hospital with severe Wat and
bone pain consistent with painful crisis. He had no heath insurance and was not covered by Tenn?ssee
Medicaid. Rather than receiving a prolonged course of Intravenous fluids and pain medication (steneard
therapy tor crisis pain) he was given a shod course of fluids and a single shot of pain medication. His dit4turge
Instructions read 'Home - if no better In 2 - 3 hours, go to Med. The patient subsequently found his way to the
Med Emergency Department and received 9 hours of additional treatment.

CASE 1/5
Acute Myocardial Infarction (Heart Attack)

A woman hospitalized in the coronary are unit of a large Memphis private hospital for seven days was
discharged home because her Insurance had fun out. Al ho time of discharge she was advised by her private
physician that 11 she began to experience chest pain she should seek immediate medical attention at the
Regional Medical Center at Memphis. Shortly following discharge, she developed severe chest pain and
came to the Med. In the Med ER she was stabilized and subsequently admitted to an Intensive care unit
where she was diagnosed as having an acute myocardial Infarction (a heart attack). A formal complaint to the
transferring hospital was dismissed with the comment that discharge was emedical decision' and as such 'did
not Involve an employee or agent of the (transferring) hospital*.

Comment: (Cases 4 and 5)
COBRA does not offer protection to patients who are not formally transferred but simply discharged In
unstable condition and told to seek help elsewhere. If the current provisions of COBRA are aggressively
enforced, Inappropriate discharges such as these may occur more frequently In the future.
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CASE IS
Bowel Obstruction

A 59 year old women with two recent abdominal operations ret.:ned to the hospital where her most recent
surgery had been performed only 16 days eerier cornplaiNng of severe abdominal pain. Coveredonty by
Tennessee Medfald, she had exhausted her days of Mgloilly during her two prior hospitalzations. Despite
being diagnosed as having moment small bowel obetruction (a complication of her recent surgery) an
administrator of the hospital refused to allow her to be readmitted. In two separate discussions with the'
transferring physician, the patient refused to agree to transfer to the Regional Medal Center at Memphis.
Following additional persuasion, she reluctantly agreed. Necessary abdominalsurgery was subsequently
prklomted at the Med.

Comment: (Case 6)

The need for patient consent Is not clearly addressed In COBRA, other than In cases involving an
unstable patient who demands to be transferred. We believe no patient with an emergency condition
should be forced to accept transfer without Infomed uonsent.

CASES?
Cardiac Arrest

A physician working in a small hospital in Arkansas recently Wad the Med ED resident late one night and
said, 'I have a patient, she's kbigent and I cbri1 know If youl take her of nor. The patient was a Jehovah's
Witness and had SOWN anemia horn chronic blood box. When asked why admissionwas not considered'
appropriate to his own hospital, the transferring physician replied, V* admitted her to the hospital, but she
doesn't have any money and she will become an indigent. Since the patient was not a Shelby County
resident, the transferring physician was asked to contact other 17111101' private hospitals in Memphis to see If any
would accept the patient before calling back. A short time later the doctor called back to state that no
neighboring hospital In Arkansas and no private hospital In Memphis would accept the patient. He added that
the farNly had 'borrowed $300 to pay an ambulance to get her down there (to Memphis)'. Asked I the patient
was safe to transfer, the transferring physician replied 'Yoh, she will be stable, they can give her 02 (oxygen)
on the way'.

Given reason to conclude that emergency transfer of an apparently stable patient was being requested
for primarily economic reasons, the Med ED resident delayed accepting transfer for ten minutes pending
authorization by his ED director. Upon calling back the referring physician to clarify whether transfer was for
medical or economic reasons, the resident was shocked to learn the patient had Just sustained a cardiac
arrest. An air ambulance helicopter was immediately dispatched but the patient died priorto transfer.

CASE IS
Intracranial Hemorrhage

Late one night the Med ED was requested to accept In transfer a patient with elevated blood sugar
(diabetes), 'somewhat elevated' blood pressure and a single episode of seizure activity. Transfer was
requested to the Med because the patient was a 'Shelby County Indigent'. At the time transfer was
requested, the Med had no vacant ICU beds. However, the transferring physician assured the Med ED
resident that the patient was stable for transfer. When the transferring nurse called Med EG nursing to give
additional clinical Information, the Med ED resident became more suspicious and recontactedthe referring
physician to remind him that the Med could not accept a patient who might require Intensive care. The ED
resident was again told that the patient was stable.

On arrival in the Med ED, the patient was noted to be delirious and combative, with a blood pressure of
230/130 mg/Hg (extremely elevated). Immediately following arrival she had another seizure, thenstopped
breathing. Following emergency endotracheal intention, she was placed on a respirator and given massive
doses of medications to control recurrent seizure activity. She was held In the ER on a respirator untl an
overflow Intensive are unit bed could be stalled. She died live days later.
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COMMENT: (Cases 7 and 8)

Both of these cam demonstrate the limitations of 'telephone screening' to detect unstatie patierts prior
to transfer. Screening will only be as effective as the quality of information volunteered at the time the
transfer Is requested. If the patient from Arkansas had ban accepted at the time the original call was
received, she would have died In the ambulance. We recommend that regulations based on COBRA
require not only contact with the receiving hospital, but also accurate and complete exchange of
information. We also recommend that In al cases of interhospNal transfer, the sen:ang physician should
be required to wily either that the patient is stable and able to be transferred without signiicard risk. IN
that the medical benefits of transfer for specialty care outweigh the risks of transferring an unstable
patient (og, a referral to a trauma center). The reason for transfer should also be specified. In cases in
which a patient is sent WE= proper documentation, we recommend that a Presumption be made that
the transferring physician judged the patient to be stable. In any case, patient assassm ent. stabahation
are ortermination of appropriateness of trarmler should be clearly Identified as the duty of the hospital
Initiating hanger.
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POUCY RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, we believe that several key elements can and should be addressed in drafting regulationsto Implement COBRA. They include:

1. Clear requirements for evaluation, stabilization and care prior to transfer, judged against a state or nationalstandard of care.
2. Required contact with the receiving hospital, adequate exchange of accurate Information and requiredauthorization prior to transfer. In the "vent of violations, both the transferring hospital and the transferringphysician should be held accountable.
3. Physician certification of the patient's condition at the time transfer and the primary reason for transfer

should always be noted in writing. Records should be kept. If transfer of an unstable patient is needed toreach necessary specialty care, the transferring physician should document that potential benefitsoutweigh the potential risks of transfer. In cases in which transfer Is not medically necessary.documentation regarding the reason for transfer and certification that the patient is stable for transfer;-ould also be required. A copy of this certification should accompany relevant medical records uponinsfer. Absence of certification should be deemed to Indicate that the transferring physician
considered the patient stable for transfer.

a. The requirement that 'appropriate medical records must be provided* should be clarified to state thatsuch records trust accompany the patient intransfer. Otherwise, records submitted days or even weekslater may be argued to meet the statutory requirements
of COBRA, even though such delayed exchange

of medical information would be practically useless in the management of an emergency room patient.5. Given the limitations inherent to telephone screening, any potential liability for inadequate assessmentand/or complications during transport should rest entirely with the transferring physician and hospital. Noother party is In a position to objectively and independently
assess appropriateness of transfer.6. Once a hospital with adequate facilities receives

a patient and identifies that an emergency condition oractive labor exists, that hosphal should be considered to have a duty to provide necessary emergencycare (including emergency hospitalization) unless:

a) The patient requires emergency, specially care not mailable in the transferring hospital, such
that the benefits of transfer outweigh the associated risks, and/orb) The patient (or the patient's legal representative) requests or agrees to transfer after being
adequately informed of the reason for transfer, associated benefits and risks.

In either case, informed consent should bedocumented In writing and a copy shouldaccompany thepatient upon transfer. The principle of informed consent is an integral part of American health careand is normally required before a patient can be subjected to the hazards of invasive treatment (eg,
surgery) and other major procedures. Given the potentikl hazards and associated costs of
emergency transfer, informed consent should be required in these cases as well. In obvious
emergency situations where expeditious transfer to a higher level of care Is deemed necessary (eg, avictim of major trauma) and the patient is a minor or incompetent to consent, informed consent
should be obtained from a legally responsible third party. If no such individual is readily available,
transfer can be accomplished based on the principle of implied consent, in much the same way anunconscious patient can be rushed to emergencysurgery to save life or limb.

By incorporating the principle of informed consent into transfer regulations based on COBRA. HCFA
can dramatically strengthen the overall effectiveness of these rules. It can be expected that manyprivate hospitals and for-profit health care corporations will object to a requirement for informedconsent, arguing that it will delay or hamper medically

necessary emergency transfers. Informed
consent should pose no more barrier to emergency transfer than it currently does to emergency
surgery. The principle of Implied consent in emergency situations will be adequate for cases
involving time critical transfer to life-saving tertiary care.
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H) Enforcement of COBRA should not be limited to investigation of patient or hospital complaints. Most
patients placed at risk by dumping are unaware of the true circumstances of their transfer or are unwilling
to file a complaint against a hospital. Most public hospital administrators are extremely reluctant to request
a federal investigation of what is often pe- ad as a local problem. City-wide hospital relations must
continue to function long after a complaint is investigated and many will be reluctant to risk long-term
relations for a short-term problem.

Patients and/or hospital complaints, if and when received, should not be simply referred back to the state
level. Most state hospital associations are extremely powerful and many regulatory boards are defined by
statute to contain a majority of members from the very industry that is being regulated. Objective review
under these circumstances will be extremely difficult.

We recommend that hospitals be required to document al cases of interhospital transfer, (whether sent
or received). Files should include copies of certification of stability for transfer and the reasons(s) for
tInsfer and a copy of each patient's written consent. Adequate identifying information should also be
retained to allow the complete medical record to be retrieved for review.

These files should be audited periodically (particularly in metropolitan public hospitals) to detect potential
cases of 'dumping'. Suspicious cases can then be followed up with both the receiving and the
transferring hospital.

This mechanism, while cumbersome, will be tar more effective for detecting and regulating dumping than
a system which relies on investigation of complaints. Clear documentation of transfer practices and
transfer rtcords should also be examined more carefully during periodic visits by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals. We believe patient dumping will not cease until transferring hospitals perceive
that treating a poor patient is preferable to the financial and regulatory risks of an inappropriate transfer.
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CONCLUSION

The poor and uninsured patients of Tennessee and the nation need protection from medically unnecessary
and potentially dangerous transfers for primarily economic reasons. Transfer of unstable patients due to
inability to pay has increased despite the fact that this practice is contrary to the transfer guidelines of the
American College of Surgeons, the American College of Emergency Physicians, the American Hospital
Association and the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. Adverse public opinion, voluntary
restraints, generally worded legislation and local complaints have proven largely ineffectivefor dealing with the
problem of 'dumping'.

In recent years. many have come to view American health care asan Industry' rather than a force for social
good. Competition, profit margins. -product line management" and promise of reimbursement are rapidly
replacing the sense of mission that once characterized the best ideals of medicalcare in this country. Faced
with the need to compete to survive, many private hospitals now consider charity healthcare to be little more
than a 'bad business practice'. Under these circumstances, it becomes easier to place an institution's
economic selfinterests above the best interests of an individual patient. Physicians have not proven to be
immune to these pressures and many now refuse to admit a patient to the hospital without adequate promise
of payment.

Lost in this process has been the implicit social contract that once characterized the relationship between
hospital, physicians and the public. Short of a fundamental reordering of fiscal and social priorities in the
United States, it seems likely that competitive pressures on private hospitals and physicians will increase. In
this increasingly hostile environment, carefully worded regulations backed up by clear, consistent
enforcement appears to be our only hope for safeguarding the welfare of patients at risk for -dumping". Many
private hospital administrators regret that anti-dumping regulations are being implemented. Those of us who
work for public hospitals regret that they are necessary.
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Dr. Kellermann.
Dr. Ansel'.

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID ANSELL, ATTENDING PHYSICIAN, DI-
VISION OF GENERAL MEDICINE/PRIMARY CARE, COOK
COUNTY HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, IL
Dr. ANSELL. It is hard to follow Dr. Relman and Dr. Kellerman,and much of what I am going to say will echo and amplify their

comments.
Mr. WEISS. Your entire prepared statement will be entered in therecord, without objection, so you may jut highlight those points

which you think are the most important.
Dr. ANSELL. Just to introduce myself, I am an attending physi-

cian at Cook County Hospital in Chicago, IL, which is a public hos-
pital. I have been there for 9 years. I am also an assistant professor
of community health sciences at the Public Health School at the
University of Illinois in Chicago.

I want to preface my statements by saying that what I am going
to say here today is based on my research and experience in this
area and does not necessarily reflect the opinions of my institu-tions.

First of all, I want to thank everyone for inviting me here today.I want to give a little background so you can understand the na-
tional perspective of this.

During the past 6 years, there have beer dramatic increases in
patient dumping reported throughout the United States. This chart
just represents Cook County Hospital, which has seen over a three-fold increase between 1980 and 1986. We have a blip there in 1983and 1984 that I will explain if people are interested in the question-
and-answer period.

[The chart follows:]

Patient Transferred to Cook County Hos, '21, 1980-86
1980

1,2951981
2,9061982
4,6381983
6,7691984
5,6521985
4,2231986
4,273

Dr. ANSELL. But this increase has been reported in other placesaround the country. Dallas' Parkland Hospital has experienced a
twofold increase. D.C. General Hospital, here in Washington, hashad a sixfold increase.

To put this number in perspective in Chicago, Cook County Hos-
pital gets transferred to its door more patients than most Chicago
area hospitals admit during the year.

This is a problem. as I mentioned, of national scope. There are
an estimated quarter of a million patients a year who get trans-ferred for economic reasons.

I define patient dumping as denial or limitation in the provision
of medical services for economic reasons, and the referral of that
patient elsewhere. That is a broad definition.

I will be focusing here just on the economic transfer of patients,
specifically in need of emergency hospitalization.
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I will first outline the reasons for this increase in patient dump-
ing and I will then describe the results of a study that my col-
leagues and I performed in Chicago. I just want to say that we did
the study because we heard anecdotes, and we all experienced
anecdotes, and we wanted to follow a number of these patients and
see what happened to them.

Just a little of the background, and I will be very brief. To under-
stand the background of this increase in patient dumping, one has
to look at the broader issue of access to health care in the United
States. It has been mentioned three or four times today, there are
about 35 to 40 million individuals in this country, up from 25 mil-
lion in 1977.

In Chicago, there are 600,000 uninsured, or one in five citizens in
the city of Chicago has no health insurance.

Obviously, the implications, when a patient like this gets sick,
are enormous, both for the individual patients and for the institu-
tions.

In 1982, 1.4 million families in this country, or 5 million individ-
uals were denied medical care for economic reasons, and there is
every reason to believe that that number is greater now.

Over the same period of time as has been discussed here, reim-
bursement practices have changed for hospitals, leading many hos-
pitals to establish restricted admission policies for the uninsured.
Just as an example, in Chicago recently, the University of Illinois
Hospital, a State-run, public hospital, has adopted a policy such as
this.

There has been concern raised in many quarters that these eco-
nomic considerations, and some refer to this as the wallet-biopsy, is
the major determinant and takes precedence over medical reascns
as a determinant of hospital transfer policy.

I think that has been said by the other panelists here.
Let me just briefly review the study that we did in Chicago. We

did this in late 1983. We interviewed and reviewed the charts of
500 consecutively transferred patients who were admitted to the
medical and surgical'services. We didn't look at obstetric patients;
we didn't look at pediatric patients; and so it is limited in that way.

Patients transferred were predominantly black and Hispanic,
and this is a finding that has been shown in other studies, that
dumping predominantly affects minority patients.

Only 11 percent of these patients were employed full time; a
small proportion had part-time work.

The next chart shows the insurance status of these patients, as
compared to all patients who come to Cook County Hospital. You
have to understand that patients who come to Cook County Hospi-
tal are largely the medically indigent.

[The chart follows:]
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Dr. ANSELL. We found that about half of our patients had no in-
surance and half had limited form of public aid, and they were
more likely to be uninsured than the rest of the Cook County Hos-
pital population. Thirty-five percent of these patients were trans-
ferred from teaching hospitals, and the reasons given for transfer
was no insurance for 87 percent of.these patients.

The medical implications- of patient dumping are serious and
sometimes shocking, as has been recorded here today. Almost a
quarter of our patients ended up in an intensive care unit after ad-
mission. Twenty-four percent were unstable at the time of transfer.

Patients with metrical conditions who were transferred to Cook
County Hospital had a morality rate about three times that of
nontransferred medical patients:to Cook County Hospital. Almost 1
out of 10 medical patients transferred to Cook County Hospital
died.

I would describe just some of the patients; they are attached to
the testimony. Patient No. 3 was a 36-year-old man with a stroke
and dangerously elevated blood pressure. Patient No. 10 had a gun-
shot wound to- the neck, was bleeding profusely from the major
artery going to the brain. Patient No. 290 fell from a third-story
window. Patient-No. 584 was a 40-year-old woman with meningitis.
Patient No. 587 was a 49-year-old woman with heart failure, diffi-
culty breathingand dangerously highshlood pressure.

We felt that these 106 patients were unstable, and every-day pa-
tients similar to this are beingAransferred for economic reasons
not just in Chicago, but all around. the country:

A followup study was done to our study in April 1985, which
showed similar. results, both in terms of patient. stability and the
proportion of patients transferred because of no insurance.

Just to tell youhow this was-done, the transfer as initiated by
a phone call from.the transferring hospital. We h. ,e a system in
Chicago that purportedly guides this transfer process. The reason
for transfer was that which was given to the Cook County Hospital
physician over the phone from the transferring, hospital.

In 87 percent in both studies. in 1983 and in 1935, the reason for
transfer was no insurance. This iiica widespread,. national problem:

The clinical implications of patient-dumping, I want to just go
over a little bit. These" are the key issues and speak to what I think
are the weaknesses of the Federal' law.

Patients in need of emergency hospitalization are-often in an un-
stable condition. For many conditions, stabilization can only occur
after definitive surgery has occurred, or after days of intensive
medical treatment. Patient stability cannot be easily predicted or
guaranteed during transfer to another hospital.

All transfc,:- carries some risk, and when a patient is emergently
ill, the risk sometimes is difficult to measure. Remember these are
patients whose conditions warrant emergency hospitalization.
These are not elective admissions; they are seriously ill patients
whose medical conditions can change from moment to moment.
Even among the patients that we considered stable in our study, 15
percent required admission to an intensive care unit after admis-
sion to Cook County Hospital.

This demonstrates the degree of error that exists in instability
rating. This convinces us that to transfer a patient from one hospi-
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tai to another can only be justified when that transfer is made to
provide services not available at the transferring hospital. That is
echoing I think what Dr. Kellermann and Dr. Reiman said.

Treatment delay is another factor that needs to be understood. I
think this is where the communication between physicians andlawmakers has to be clear.

The decision ,tot to admit an emergently ill patient for economic
reasons will delay that patient's treatment beyond that which it
would normally have been delayed. In our study, the delay in treat-ment due to this transfer pi ocess ranged reom 1 to 18 hours, and
averaged over 5 hours.

For some patients, delay in treatment may lead to premature
death. This has been shown for a number of different disorders. A
study of patients with severe head trauma at Cook County Hospital
found that those transferred from other hospitals had a highermortality rate than those directly admitted.

This differential in mortality was attributed to treatment delay.
Again, the risk that this treatment delay may carry for an individ-ua: patient is only acceptable when that transfer is made to pro-vide care not available at the transferring hospital.

In this situation, the transfers should be made to the closest hos-
pital that has the facilities that can appropriately treat this pa-tient. In our study, the overwhelming majority of patients had
emergency conditions that could be treated at a presenting hospi-

Another issue that has been to.iched upon today is the ethics of
this whole business. We looked at this in our study, specifically the
issue of informed consent for transfer, which is not only an expec-tation in medical practice, but is a basis for lawsuits in multiple
areas of medicine.

It is established practice for physicians to obtain informed con-sent prior to any intervention that may pose risk to a patient. Inour study, only 6 percent of the patients had signed consent fortransfer. Transfer for economic reasons provides no obvious benefit
for a patient, and because the risks for transfer are often unpre-dictable, a physician faced with the situation of having to provide
informed consent to a patient being transferred for economic rea-sons, is faced with an ethical dilemma.

We found in our study the practice was to tell the patient the
reason for transfer was one reason, while telling the Cook County
Hospital physician, the reason was no insurance. One hospital here
in Washington, DC, has had the practice of giving the patient anoption of signing a consent for transfer, or signing out of the emer-
gency room against medical advice.

In Texas, in their State 1-w, and I have read this careful] rI
found this interestinghas f aced this ethical dilemma by stipulat-
ing in this antidumping law the.. obtaining patient consent for eco-nomic transfers is not necessary, thus letting the hospitals off the
hook.

There are ethical guidelines published by the American College
of Physicians; the patient bill of rights by the American Hospital
Association stipulates that informed consent must be given for
transfer, and yet it is not being done.
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Let me quickly go to the deficiencies I see in the laws. As I men-
tioned, Chicago has had a set of local guidelines since 1977 that are
supposed to guarantee patient stability and well-being in the trans-
fer process.

Illinois and 26 other States have the law requiring hospitals to
provide emergency treatment to all patients. Despite these guide-
lines and laws, patient dumping continues to be a problem.

There are three central deficiencies in the State and Federal
antidumping laws. The first is,the definition of,what constitutes an
emergency lacks clarity. In_the case of the Federal law, the defini-
tion is too general and vague. I have some recommendations after-
wards that I could give.
,Second, all patient dumping laws provide for the patent being

transferred as being stabilized, and as mentioned before, that is not
something that is necessarily predictable, and is not necessarily
even desirable for a patient to be stabilized. It is an elusive con-
cept; there is going to be disagreement among physicians, and pa-
tients' conditions are such that it is often unpredictable to define
stability.

So, the requirement of stability is going to render the law unen-
forceable.

The third weakness of the current Federal law is the question of
monitoring and enforcement. I think they have been raised pretty
extensively here today, and I won't belabor it. I will just add a
little bit to that by asking how will we keep track of these patients,
how will patients be informed of the law? You know, these patients
who don't have access to medical services, often don't have access
to legal services, also.

How will determinations of violations be made? I am of the firm
opinion because of the vague definition of emergency, the unrealis-
tic expectation of stabilization, that,the Federal antidumping legis-
lation will not be effective and the dumping of emergency patients
will continue.

The only way to protect all emergency patients from the poten-
tial ill effects of patient dumping is to prohibit the practice of
transferring any patients in need of emergency care for economic
reasons. Transfer of emergency patients from one hospital to an-
other should only be allowed when the transfer is motivated to pro-
vide medical services not available at the transferring hospital.

A permanent solution to the problem of patient dumping will
occur only, as others have said, when the larger issue of health
care financing, both for the individuals and the hospitals is ad-
dressed. I applaud the recognition that Congress has begun to give
to this problem, and urge that in addition to legislative initiatives,
that you begin to devek., A national health program, such that all
sick people are guaranteed equal access to our medical care system,
regardless of ability to pay.

Just for the additions to the law, I would support Dr. Ilelman's
suggestion about a written physician's form for every transfer, and
that the transfer only be for medically justifiable reasons, and I
would support Dr. Kellermann's suggestion that informed consent
be required.
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I think when we start requiring hospitals to give informed con-sent, we will find more appropriate triage of these patients.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Anse 11 follows:]
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TESTIMONY

DAVID ANSELL, M.D.

Attending Physician
Department of Medicine
Cook County Hospital
Chicago, Illinois

Assistant Professor
Community Health Sciences
University of Illinois
School of Public Health
Chicago, Illinois

I want to thank the chairman and members of the committee for
inviting me here today.

During the past six years there have been dramatic incr rses in
patient dumping throughout the United States. Between )80 and
1986 there was a 3 fold increase in transfers to Cook County
Hospital in Chicago, Illinois; Dallas' Parkland Hospital
experienced a 2 fold increase; D. C. General Hospital experienced
a 6 fold increase. To put this in perspective, Cook County
Hospital gets transferred to its door more patients than most
Chicago area hospitals admit during a year. This is a problem of
national scope. There are an estimated 250,009 emergency
patients each year who get transferred for economic reasons.

I define patient dumping as the denial or limitation in the*
provision of medical services for economic reasons and the
referral of that patient elsewhere. I will be focusing
specifically on the economic transfer of patients in need of
emergency hospitalization.

I will first outline the reasons for this increase in dumpig.
I will then describe the results from the study that my colleagues
and I performed in Chicago. Finally, I will comment on proposed
solutions fer the problem with particular reference to the Federal
law designed to stop dumping.

To understand why dumping has increased, one has to look at the
issue of access to health care in the U.S. of which the dumping
of emergency patients is but one manifestation. There are
between 35 and 40 million uninsured individuals in the United
.1tatt.s up from 25 million in 1977. In Chicago for example
600,000 people or one out of every five individuals has no
health insurance coverage.

In 1982 1.4 million families in the United State (5 million
people) were denied medical care for economic reasons. This
includes emergency and non-emergency care. There is reason to
believe that this number is ever greater now.

Over the same period of time, changes in reimbursement practices
for hospitals have caused many hospitals to adopt policies
restricting admission for the uninsured. Recently, for example,

1
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in Chicago, the University of Illinois Hospital, the state run
public hospital adopted such a policy.

There has been concern raised in many quarters that these
economic considerations-some refer to this as the "wallet biopsy"
-takes precedent over patient well-being as a major determinant
of hospital transfer policy. -

I would like to briefly review the study my colleagues and I
performed at Cock County Hospital in Chicago in 1983. WI
interviewed and reviewed the charts of 500 patients who were
transferred to Cook County Hospital from other hospital emerger.:y
rooms and required admission. Then we compared these patients to
patients at Cook County Hospital who were not transferred.

Patients transferred were predominately black and Hispanic males.
That the practice of dumping disproportionately affects
minorities has been demonstrated in other studies also.

Only 11% of these patients were employed full-time. About half
(46%) had no insurance and half (46%) were recipients of limited
aid from the Illinois Department of Public Aid. Compared to all
Patients who get admitted to Cook County Hospital these patients
were significantly less likely to be insured. These patients
were transferred from all types of hospitals. Thirty-five
percent were transferred from teaching hospitals. The reason
given for transfer was "no insurance" for 87% of the patients.

The medical implications of patient dumping are se,ious and
sometimes shocking. Almost one quarter of the patients were
admitted to an Intensive Cart Unit. In addition 24% were
unstable at the time of transfer. Patients with medical
conditions who were transferred had a mortality rate almost
three times that of non-transferred medical patients at Cook
County Hospital; almost one out of every ten medical transfers
died.

I would like to describe some of the patients. Included for
your review is a list of the clinical characteristics of the 106
patients that we felt were unstable. Patient 3 was a 36 year old
man with a stroke and dangerously elevated blood pressure. Patient
10 had a gunshot wound to the neck, and was bleeding profusely
from the major artery going to the brain. Patient 86 was 41
year old man with gun shot wounds to his head, chest and abdomen
in a coma and on a respirator. Patient 116 was an unconscious
woman with suspected drug overdose. Patient 290 fell from a 3rd
story window. Patient 584 was a 40 year old woman with meningitis.
Case 587 was a 49 year old woman with heart failure, difficulty
breathing and dangerously high blood pressure. Everyday, patients
similar to this are being put at risk by economically motivated
transfers.

A follow up study to our 1983 study was performed in 1984/85 and
showed similar results. Studies from Oakland and Dallas have
also confirmed our experience. Reports of patient dumping from
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rural areas suggest that this is a widezpread problem.

That are the clinical implications of patient dumping? Patients in
need of emergency hospitalization are often in an unstable
condition. For many conditions, stabilization can only occur
after definitive ylrgery has occurred or after days of intensive
medical treatment. Patient stability can not be easily predicted
or guaranteed during transfer to another hospital. Remember these
are patients whose conditions warrant emergency hospitalization.
These are not elective admissions. They are seriously ill patients
whose medical conditions can change abruptly from moment to
moment.

Even among the patients we considered "stable" in our study, 15%
required admission to an intensive care unit after admission to
Cook County Hospital. This demonstrates the degree of error
that exists in instability rating. This convinces us that the
transfer of patients from one hospital to another can only be
justified when that transfer is made to provide services not
available at the transferring hospital.

Treatment delay is also a factor that needs to be considere.1 in
economic transfers. The decision not to admit an emergently ill
patient for economic reasons will delay that patient's treatment.
In our study the delay in treatment due to this transfer proceas
ranged from one to eighteen hours. For some patients, delay in
treatment may lead to premature death. A study of patients with
severe head trauma at Cook County Hospital found that those
transferred from other hospitals had a higher mortality rate
then those directly admitted. This differential in mortality was
attributed to treatment delay.

Again, the risk that treatment delay may carry for an individual
patient is only acceptable when that transfer is made to provide
care not available at the transferring hospital. And in this
situation, the transfer should be made to the closest hospital
with the appropriate facilities. In our study the overwhelming
majority of patients had emergency conditions that could be
treated at the presenting hospital.

One obler important factor is the issue of informed consent. It
ie established practice for physicians to obtain informed consent
prior to any intervention that might pose risk to a patient.
In our stuOy, only 6% of patients had signed consent for
transfer. 'because transfer for economic reasons provide no
benefits to the patient and because the risks of transfer are
often unpredictable - a physician in an emergency room is forced
with a ethical dilemma when transferring' a patient for economic
reasons. We found that in our study, the practice in many cases
was to =11 the patient he was.being transferred for some other
reason while telling the Cook County Hospital physician the
reason was "no insurance."

One hospital here is Washington, D.C. has had the practice of
giving the patient an "option" of signing a consent for transfer

3
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or signing out of the emergency room against medical advice.

And Texas has faced this ethical dilemma by stipulating in its
anti-dumping law that obtaining patient consent for economic
transfers is not necessary-thus letting transferring hospitals
"off the hook."

I would like to conclude by discussing t 1 shortcomings of
existing local guidelines, state Laws anc. specifically the
federal anti-dumping law. Chicago has had a set of local
guidelines since 1977 that are supposed to guarantee patient
stability and well-being in the transfer process. Illinois (and
21 other states) has a law requiring hospitals to provide
emergency treatment to all patients. Despite these
guidelines and laws, dumping continues to be a problem.

Stere are three central deficiencies in state and federal "anti-
dumping" laws. The first is that the definition of what
constitutes an emergency lacks clarity in most laws. In the
case of the federal law the definition is too general and vague.

Secondly, all patient dumpinG laws provide for patients to be
transferred after being stabilized. As articulated a few years
ago by Dr. Arnold Relman, "Stabilization of emergency cases is a
notion used by hospital managers to justify transfer for economic
reasons." As I mentioned before, for many emergency cases,
stabilization requires days of intensive therapy and cannot
necessarily be accomplished in an emergency room. Thus the
requirement for prior stabilization runs counter to what is
often medically possible or even desirable. P..esently, there
are no accurate medical protocols that allow a physician to predict
for all patients who is stable and who is not. Therefore, unstable
patients will continue to be transferred for economic reasons.

The third weakness.of the current federal law is the question of
monitoring and enforcement. The federal anti patient dumping
legislation went into effect in August 1986 and to date we have
not seen the proposals for monitoring and enforcement. How will
the government seep track of these patients? What kind of
follow up procedures will be provided? How will patients be
informed? How will determinations of violations be made? I

an of the firm opinion that because of the vague definition of
emergency and the unrealistic expectation of prior stabilization,
the federal anti dumping legislation will not be effective and
the dumping of emergency patients will continue.

The only way to protect all individual emergency patients from
the potential ill effects of patient dumping is to prohib:.t the
practice of transferring any patients in net._ of emergency care
for economic reasons. TranSfer of emergency patients from one
hospital to another should only be allowed wen that transfer is
motivated to provide medical services not available at the
transferring hospital.

A permanent solution to the problem of patient dumping will occur
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only when the larger issue of health care financing is addressed.
I applaud the recognition that Congress has begun to gie the
shocking and uniquely American problem of patient dumping, and
urge that in addition to legislative initiatives, you begin to
develop a national health program such ttat all sick people are
guaranteed equal access to our medical care system regardless of
ability to pay.
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TRANSFERS TO A PUBLIC HOSPITAL

A Prospective Study of 467 Patients

Robert L. Schiff, M.D., David A. Ansell, M.D.; et al;

(N Engl J Med 1986;314: SS2 7)

CATEGORY 1: TRAUMATIC INJURIES WITH SHOCK, BLOOD LOSS > 500 CC, VITAL ORGAN

DAMAGE, OR VASCULAR DAMAGE

Study 1 Age/Sex Unstable Clinical Parameter(s)

10 20/M Gunshot wound to neck, bleeding profusely from ttansected external

carotid artery branch, > 500 cc blood loss..

12 38/M Stab wound to right arm with brachial artery injury, absent

brachial pulse.

:8 25/M Stab wound to left neck.

43 20/M Open fracture of ankle with cold foot and absent pulse.

52 37/F 11% 1st and 2nd degree burns of face and chest with RR 44.

57 30/M Blunt abdominal trauma with falling hematocrit, and syncope. Re

quired blood transfusion before transfer.

62 62/M Gunshot wean,' to both thighs, initial BP 74/48, left pedal pulse faint.

70 33/M Multiple gunshot wounds to abdomen, BP 90/60, hecaturia, and

diffusely tender abdomen.

71 35/M Partial acputation of both hands with initial BP C3/60.

85 26/M Gunshot wounds to chest and abdomen rIguiring blood transfusions

before transfer.

120 18/M Stab wound to chest, hemopneurothorax, 575cc blood loss, hecatocrit

drop from 43% to 24%.

172 42/n Multiple stab wounds, 1' 95', BP 70/40.

215 21/M Stab wound to chest, initial BP 90/50, 450cc blood loss.

221 2F./M Multiple stab wounds, chest tube dratneu 600cc blood, acidotic

(arterial pH 7.30).

253 28/H Multiple trauma with probable splenic rupture, hematuria, and drop

; he:dtocrit from 44% tt, ;6%.

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Study i Age/Sex

384 23/m

426 25/M

431 31/F

433 19/M

487 55/H

503 50 /M

162

Unstable Clinical Parameter(s)

multiple blunt trauma, loss of consciousness, subluxation of C2

over C3 spine.

Pelvic and radial fractures, BP 90/50.

,J1tiple blunt trauma, multiple fractures, BP 95/0, confused.

Gunshot wound to chest, initial BP 70/30, 1000cc blood loss from chest.

Stab wound to face with swelling, dysphsgia, and choking sensation.

Multiple trauma with flail chest, Hb 8 gmX, required 2 units packed

red cells before transfer.

CATEGORY 2: NON-TRAUMATIC CAUSES OF ABNORMAL MENTAL STATUS OR ACUTE COMPLICATED

CEREBRONASCULAR ACCIDENTS

42 58/F Chronic lymphocytic leukemia with progressive confusion and loss

of vision.

73 74/M .Recent syncopal episodes, orthos.atic BP change from 180/100 supine

to 0 on standing.

100 54/F Acute cerebral embolism, atrial fibrillation.

116 27/1 Unknown drug overdose, unresponsive, initial RR 36.

117 33/M Diabetic ketoacidosis, axillary T 101% confused.

136 61/M Delerium tremens.

138 28/M Delerium tremens.

16I 62/M Acute cerebzovasculAr accident, stuporous, BP 198/320.

211 3./M Delerium tremens.

259 27/M Delerium ttemens, seizures, acute pancreatitis.

302 40/m Acute cerebrovascular accident, unresponsive with decorticate posturing.

332 33/h Delerium tremens.

376 27/m Altered mental status (delerious) and seizures.

396 34/M Delerium tremens.
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22.

Table 2 (continued)

Study # Age/Sex Unstable Clinical Parameter(s)

479 56/M Acute organic brain syndrome.

515 58/M Confusion, fever, wet gangrtne of foot.

523 53/H Confusion, diabetes mellitus, with T 99.5°.

581 16/M Multiple seizures, abnormal mental status.

609 22/M Gunshot wound to arm with altered mental status (difficult to arouse).

CATEGORY 3: TRAUMATIC CAUSES OF ABNORMAL MENTAL STATUS AND/OR FOCAL NEUROLOGIC DEFICITS

1 31/M Blunt head trauma, stuporous, diagnosis subdural hematoma.

21 30/M Multiple trauma, hematuria, right pupil constricted, left pupil

dilated, initial BP 96/50.

46/M Blunt head trauma with possible basilar skul, fracture, was vomiting

in Emergency Department.

79 40/M Comatose, anisocoria, diagnosis subdural hematoma, incubated, given

mannitol.

86 41/M Comatose with gunshot wounds to head, chest, and abdomen. Incubated,

given mannitol.

108 50/M Delerium, T 101.8% diagnosis possible subdural hematoma.

114 27/M Motor vehicle accident, coma, decerebrate posturing, no spontaneous

respirations, intubated, given mannitol.

163 53/M Head trauma, stuporous, BP 300/160.

167 58/M Head trauma, nfusion, pupils reacting differently, T 93.4°.

173 24/M Blunt head trauma with sku.' and multiple facial fractures, dis-

oriented, BP 80/60, 0 46.

240 38/M Abn,rmal mental status, having seizures, diagnosis rule-out sub-

dural hematoma.

290 32/M Fell from third story, confused.
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Table 2 (continued)

)Study # Age/Sex Unstable Clinical Parameter(s)

454 57/M Motor vehicle accident, head trauma, comatose, BF 95/73 in military

antishock trousers, T 91%

5Gi 51/H Multiple trauma, multiple fractures, confused.

597 43/H Head trauma, lethargic, diplopia.

599 39/H Skull fracture, possible subdural hematoma.

CATEGORY 4: ACUTE RESPIRATORY FAILURE OR SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISTRESS

18 48/M Pneumonia with hypoxia, p02 57, RR 26-33.

31 32/H Acute pulmonary edema, ABC: pH 7.37, p02 54, pCO2 29 on 5L 02 by

nasal cannula.

30/F Brcnchial asthma, initial ABC: pH 7.11, p02 103, pCO2 81.

83 63/F Congestive heart failure, ABC: pH 7.24, p02 80, pCO2 79, P 43-63

with pacemaker not always capturing.

165 54/M Acute cholecystitis, right lower lobe infiltrate with hypoxia,

p02 58 on 3L 02.

195 29/F Pneumonia, RR 40, P 140, ABG: pH 7.54, p02 51, pCO2 20, HCO3 17 on 4L 02.

226 53/H Respiratory distress, RR 32, P 112, ABG: pH 7.40, p02 69, pCO2

34 on 4L 02.

235 61/F Congestive heart failure, respiratory distress, atrial fibrillation,

pneumonia, T 95', P 102.

238 43/H Pneumonia, RR 36, P 120-140, ABG, pH 7.42, p02 67, pCO2 10, HCO3

19 on room air.

353 42/M Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease with pneuoothorax, ABC:

pH 7.33, p02 59, pCO2 43 on 2L 02.

358 61/F Pulmonary edt..a with initial ABC: pH 7.41, p02 73, pCO2 14.

519 55/M Asthma and pneumonia, initial ABC: pH 7.31, p02 74, pCO2 43, HCO3 21.

540 57/M Pneumonia with hypoxia p02 56, RR 28.

170
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cable 2 (continued)

Study 0 Age/Sex Unstable Clinical Parameter(s)

566 19/F Asthma and pneumonia P 132, RR 32, ABC: pH 7.43, p02 78, pCO2 35

on 40% 02 by cask.

600 30/M Pneumonia congestive hear. failure, P 110, RR 28, ABC: pH 7.55,

p02 78, pCO2 24, HCO3 22 on 3L 02.

^SGORY 5: SEVERE ACUTE METABOLIC ABNORMALITIES

111 59/m Hypoglycemia with initial glucose 0 mg% by Cbemstrip, after 50%

glucose i.v. mental status remained abnormal.

157 26/F Diabetic ketoacidosis, T 95.4', ABC: pH 7.26, p02 106, pCO2 26,

HCO3 11, WBC 17,000/m03.

A.0 55/F Hy:wglycemia, delerium, initial glucose 9 mgt.

373 42/F Ascites, hyponatrecia (serum Na 112 meq/L), hypoxia, ABC: pH 7.51,

p02 76, pCO2 22, WBC 13,700/mm3.

410 40/m Hypoglycemia, glucose 2 mg%.

448 40ki Diabetic ketoacidosis, ABC: pH 7.25, p02 130, pCO2 23, HCO3 10,

P 140, BP 90/60.

481 53/m Diabetic ketoacidosis, ABC: pH 7.28, p02 85, pCO2 29, HCO3 14.

537 50/m Pancreatitis with metabolic acidosis, ABC: pH 7.34, p02 123,

pCO2 26, HCO3 14.

541 56/m Metabolic acidosis with initial ABC: pH 7.12, p02 140, pCO2 30,

HCO3 10.

CATEGORY 6: SEVERE ANEMIA OR ACUTE INTERNAL BLEEDING

88 44/M Upper CI bleed, Jehovah's Witness, refusing blood transfusion,

hematocrit 24%, P 144.

90 74/M Cross hematuria, hematocrit 23%, 95.8'.

236 33/m Coombs positive hemolytic anemia, hematocrit 10%, BP 100/50.
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Study 0 Age/Sex Unstable Clinical Parameter(s)

343 34/F Right lower lobe pneumonia, vaginal bleed, hematocrit 21%.

424 53/F Upper GI bleed, BP 90/70 initially, hematocrit 17%, stuporous,

metabolic acidosis (HCO3 17).

462 30/M Upper GI bleed, hematocrit 23%, required i.v. vasopressin and

2 units packed cells before transfer.

560 58M Upper GI bleed, BP 90/64, T 95.9°, hematocrit 29%.

576 37/M Hemoptysis of 700cc, Hb 11.5 gma.

^v"GORY 7: sEaulus ACUTE INFECTIONS

.,1/F Rectal bleeding, hematocrit 27%, T 104°, ABG: pH 7.53, p02 67,

pCO2 29, HCO3 24 on room air, WBC 19,000/mm3.

58 21/M Diabetes mellitus with pneumonia, RR 32, T 102.3% NBC 26,500/mm3.

368 21/4 Diabetes mellitus with T 101', possible septic shoulder, NBC 28,500/mm3.

406 53/4 Lung cancer, T 95*, RR 32, BP 90/70, ABG: pH 7.42. P02 63, RCO2 32

on 3L 02.

432 29/M Hepatitis with coagulopathy and GI bleed, hematocrit 30%, T 100.5',

BP 106/50, WBC 17,000/mm3.

584 40/F Meningitis, NBC 13,700/mm3, T 103*.

CATEGORY 8: SEVERE HYPERTENSIVE CONDITIONS

3 36/M Acute cerebrovascular accident, initial BP 230/130.

142 26/4 Hypertension with initial BP 212/150, over-medicated, BP dropped

to 102/90 25 minutes later.

225 36/M Hypertension u h epistaxis, initial BP 240/170.

587 49/F Hypertension and congestive heart failure, BP 240/180, ABG: pH

7.35, p02 59, pCO2 30.
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

TRANSFERS TO A PUBLIC HOSPITAL

A Prospective Study of 467 Patients

ROBERT L. SCHIFF, M.D., DAVID A. ANSELL, M.D., pans E. SCHLOSSER, M.D., AHAMED H. IDRIS, M.D.,
ANN MORRISON, M.D., AND STEVEN WHITMAN, PH.D.

Abstract In recent years there has been a dramatic In-
crease In the number of patients transferred to public hos-
pitals In the timed States. We prospectively studied 467
medical and surgical patients who were transferred from
the emergency departments of other hospitals In the Chi-
cago area to Cook County Hospital and subsequently
admitted.

Eighty-nine percent of the transferred patients were
black or Hispanic. and 81 percent were unemployed. Most
(87 percent) we transferred because they lacked ade-
quate medical Insurance. Only 6 percent of the patients
had given written informed consent for transfer. Twenty-
two percent required admission to an Intensive care unit.

HE transfer of patients from one hospital to an-
-I. other is a widespread practice throughout the

United States. Transfer is considered appropnate
when there is a need for specialty or tertiary care that
is unavailable at the transferring hospnal.',2 Inability
to pay for hospital services is also regarded by some as
an acceptable reason for the transfer of patients from
pnvate to public hospitals. This has been a longstand-
ing practice in such cities as Chicago, Oakland, Los
Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta, and Washington, D.C."

In recent years there have been increases in the
number of mterhospital transfers of patients to public
general hospitals across the United States. In Wash-
ington, D.C., for example, transfers from pnvate hos-
pitals to District of Columbia General Hospital rose
from 169 to nearly 1000 annually° between the years
1981 and 1984; similar increases have been .ioted in
other cities.° At Cook County Hospital in Chicago,
the number of interhospital transfers has risen stead-
ily from 1295 in 1980 to 2906 in 1981, 4368 in 1982,
and 6769 in 1983.

These increases in the numbers of transfers have
occurred during a period of cutbacks in federal and
state health care funding for the poor. Some have ex-
pressed concern that economic considerations may
take precedence over patient well-being as a major
determinant of hospital transfer policy ".° There
have also been reports that delays in treatment may be
harmful to some patients.1"3 Interhospnal transfers
for economic reasons cause such delays and may
therefore have detrimental consequences for patients
in some cases.

From the Divisors of Gem& Modlcanc sad Adult Erncracocy 'mikes, Dc
pumas of Malone. Cook Com), Nowa sad the Coma kg Urban Altura
sad Poky Rossuck.Nordiwcucra Uoversay. Moto Address repulse rcgossu
tour. Schlosser a. Adult Eintrasocy Sorvxxs.Coot County Hapgul. 1133 Wou
Hunson St . amp. IL 60612.

usually within 24 hours of arrival. Twenty-four percent
were in an unstable clinical condition at the transfemng
hosprtal. The proportion of transferred mechcalsemce pa-
tients who died was 9 4 percent. which was significantly
higher than the proportion of me4icalsennce patients who
were not transferred (3 8 percent, P<0.01). There was no
significant difference in the proportion of deaths on the
surgical service between patients who were transferred
and those who were not (1.5 vs. 2.4 percent).

We conclude that patients are transferred to public hos-
Mats predominantly for economic reasons. In spite of the
fact that many of them are In an unstable condition at the
time of transfer. (N Engl J Med 1986: 314:552-7.)

This report describes a prospective study of pa-
bents transferred to a public general hospital. Five
hundred patients consecutively tran,ferred to Cook
County Hospital from other hospital emergency dc-
partmcnts in the Chicago area formed the study sam-
ple. We present a demographic profile of the trans-
ferred patients and report the reason for patient
transfer, whether there was admission to the !Menu% e
care unit, thelength of hospital stay, patient charges,
and outcome. In addition, we evaluate the stability of
the patient's condition at the time of transfer and ex-
amine various aspects of the transfer process, includ-
ing treatment delay caused by transfer and the in-
formed-consent procedure. Finally, we report the costs
incurred by Cook County Hospital as a result of these
transfers.

METHODS

The study was conducted at Cook County Hospital, Chicago's
only public general hospital, which had 1342 beds, 40,016 admis-
sions, and 242,000 emergency-department visits in 1983. Data were
collected on 500 consecutise adult patients who were transferred
from another hospital's emergency department to Cook County
Hospital fro, November 20, 1983, to January I, 1984. and subset
quently ad mitiwr to the medical or surgical services. Excluded from
this study were patoyts admitted to the obstetncat, gynecologic, or
pediatric services

The transfer process was initiated by a phone call from the trans-
fcnng hospital to our emergency department. During this call, a
medical or surgical resident filled out a transfer form with the name
of the patient and the transfernng hospital. vital s gas, a brief
clincal summary, and the reason for the requested transfer. The
resident caber accepted or rejected the transfer request. Dunng the
study penod, 93 percent of the requests for transfer were accepted.
Reasons for refusal included that hospitalisation was not indicated.
that the patient's condition was not sufficiently stable to perm
transfer (most frequently because of possible myocardial infarc-
tion), and that there was noncompliance with transfer protocols
Neither the physicians at the transferring hospitals nor those at
theCook County Hospital were aware that this study was being
conducted.

Reprinted from the New England journal of Medicine
314:552557 (February 27), 1986
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Abstract In recent years there has been a dramatic In-
crease In the number of patients transferred to public hos-
pitals In the United States. We prospectively studiod 467
medical and surgical patients who were transferred from
the emergency departments of other hospitals In the Chi-
cago area to Cook County Hospital and subsequently
admitted.

Eighty-nine percent of the transferred patients were
blacker Hispanic. and 81 percent were unemployed. Most
(87 percent) we transferred because they lacked ade-
quate medical Insurance. Only 6 percent of the patients
had given written informed consent for transfer. Twenty.
two percent required admission to an Intensive care unit.

HE transfer of patients from one hospital to an-
-I. other is a widespread practice throughout the

United States. Transfer Is considered appropnate
when there is a need for specialty or tertiary care that
Is unavailable at the transferring hospztal.'a Inability
to pay for hospital services is also regarded by some as
an acceptable reason for the transfer of patients from
pnvate to public hospitals. This has been a longstand-
ing practice in such cities as Chicago, Oakland, Los
Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta, and Washington, D.C."

In recent years there have been increases in the
number of interhospital transfers of patients to public
general hospitals across the United States. In Wash-
ington, D.C., for example, transfers from pnvate hos-
pitals to District of Columbia General Hospital rose
from 169 to nearly 1000 annually° between the years
1981 and 1984; similar increases have been .toted in
other cities.10 At Cook County Hospital in Chicago,
the number of interhospital transfers has risen stead-
ily from 1295 in 1980 to 2906 in 1981, 4368 in 1982,
and 6769 in 1983.

These increases in the numbers of transfers have
occurred during a period of cutbacks in federal and
state health care funding for the poor. Some have ex-
pressed concern that economic considerations may
take precedence over patient well-being as a major
determinant of hospital transfer policy 611.12 There
have also been reports that delays in treatment may be
harmful to some patients.1"3 Interhospital transfers
for economic reasons cause such delays and may
therefore have detrimental consequences for patients
in some cases.
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usually within 24 hours of arrival. Twenty-four percent
were in an unstable clinical conttition at the transfemng
hosprtal. The proportion of transferred medical - service pa-
tients who died was 9 4 percent. which was significantly
higher than the proportion of medical - service patients who
were not transferred (3 8 percent, P<0.01). There was no
significant difference In the proportion of deaths on the
surgical service between patients who were transferred
and those who were not (1.5 vs. 2.4 percent).

We conclude that patients are transferred to public hos-
Mats predominantly for economic reasons. In spite of the
fact that many of them are In an unstable condition at the
time of transfer. (N Engl J Med 1986: 314:552-7.)

This report describes a prospective study of pa-
tients transferred to a public general hospital. Five
hundred patients consecutively tran,ferred to Cook
County Hospital from other hospital emergency dc-
partmcnts in the Chicago area formed the study sam-
ple. We present a demographic profile of the trans-
ferred patients and report the reason for patient
transfer, whether there was admission to the !Menus e
care unit, thelength of hospital stay, patient charges,
and outcome. In addition, we evaluate the stability of
the patient's condition at the time of transfer and o.-
amine various aspects of the transfer process, includ-
ing treatment delay caused by transfer and the in-
formed-consent procedure. Finally, we report the costs
incurred by Cook County Hospital as a result of these
transfers.

METHODs

The study wan conducted at Cook County Hospital, Chicago's
only public general hospital, which had 1342 beds, 40,016 admis-
sions, and 242,000 emergency-department visits in 1983. Data were
collected on 500 consecutise adult patients who were transferred
from another hospital's emergency department to Cook County
flrapihl low. November 20, 1983, to January I, 1984, and subsci
quently ad to the medical or surgical services. Excluded from
this study were patievts admitted to the obstetneal, gynecologic, or
pediatric services

The transfer process was minted by a phone call from the trans-
fc'inng hospital to our emergency department. During this call, a
medical or surgical resident filled out a transfer form with the name
of the patient and the transfernng hospital, vital s cos, a brief
clinical summary, and the reason for the requested transfer. The
resident other accepted or rejected the transfer request. Dunng the
study penod, 93 percent of the requests for transfer were accepted.
Reasons for refusal included that hospitalisation was not indicated.
that the patient's condition was not sufficiently stable to permit
transfer (most frequently because of possible myocardial infarc-
tion), and that there was noncompliance with transfer protocols
Neither the physicians at the transferring hospitals nor those at
theCook County Hospital were aware that this study was being
conducted.

Reprinted from the New England journal of Medicine
314:552-557 (February 27), 1986



Diiit t the study period. 602 adult medical and surgical patients
%ere transferred from other hospitals to our emergency department.
and SOO ',ere admitted. Detaded resew of the hospital records
identified 16 patients who dui not meet our study cntena and were
therfor, excluded. eight because they were inpatient transfers, and
tight because they were not transfers to the medical or surge
tai senne. Inpatient charts were located for 467 of the 484 patients
(96 percentl. These 467 patients constituted the study population.

Each pahent was identified rospectivtly by daily resins of the
Cool County Hospital emergency-dxpaitment records, transfer
forms, hospital admission records, and traumaunn admission
book. Patient intenuws were conducted by one of the four mesh.
gating ',Winans (I) /i.. It R S., or.I.S ) or a fourthlear medical
student 0.31 usually withm the first 24 bows of admission. The
intense% ins, Ned questions about employment, insurance status,
and wPet her the patient had been informed of the transfer and had
risen ascent. After discharge, data acre absolved (men the trans.
fer form, the transferring hospital's ernergeney.depa;sment record
(photocopies of % kith Mere usually sent with the patients), the
Cook County Ilospitafs emergency.department record. and the in.
patient chart. Items that were abstracted included basic demo.
graphic data. sisal signs, laboratory data, and the time.* and dates
of all major hospital emergency.department and warn admissions
and discharges of the patients. The physician inseragaton were not
involsed in the care of the study patents.

The assessment of the stability of the patient's condition was
based on MI!w of the clinical information available In the records
of the transfetswv hospi tal. MI patients whoa condition was class,.
fied as unstable had clea: n 'dente at at least one of the following
conditions at the transferring hospital sh;sck (systolic blood prey
sure <100 mm IIg in a patient with the clinical signs of shock);
acute cardiac or respiratory insufficiency (artenal partial pressure
of oxygen <60 mm Hg, respirator ondosts, or evidence of severe
mpiratory du ). sere acute metabolic abnormalities (diabetic
ketoacidons or other unc:(xlained causes of metabolic andosu,
by pogly cemia, or severe hyponaormia), abnormal mental status or
focal neurologic deficits caused by trauma; abnormal mental status
or acute complicated cerebrovascu'ar accidents ol nontraumatic
ongtn, sestet anemia or active interr al bleeding (with evidence of a
dropping hematoent or hematocnt <25 percent. shock, or blood
loss >500 m1), sestet traumatic in)unes (with evidence of shock,
blood loss 5....90 ml. a low or dropping hematottit, vitahorgan or
SaKIllar injury, unstable spinal fracsares, flail chest, or inert facial
burns); acute abdominal conditions with signs of peritonitis or per.
foration; men hypertension (blood pressure 5.200/130 mm Hg,
with signs of end-organ damage); or potentially Itfelhreatening
infections (including meningitis. suspected sepsis. or complicated
infections in diabetic patients or other compromised hosts).

MI data from the transfemng hospital were reviewed by one of
the four ins estigating physicians to determine stability status. The
patients whose condition was thought to be unstable were then
presented to the three other project physicians. For any patient's
condition to be classified as unstable, the other three investigators
had to COACUr after reviewing the pertinent clinical data. If even one
physician dui not concur, the patient was classified as rabic. Pa-
tients with surgical diagnmes above condition was thought to be
unstable were reviewed secondarily by a boarchcenified general
surgeon. Surgical patients ere considered in an unstable conchtion
onh if all fist clinicians agreed.

1 reatment delay was defined is the time that elapsed from the
tranntrrequen pho. .e call to Cook County Hospital until the time
the patient was discharged from the ("sok County Hospital emer.
gems department. The phone call marked the point at which the
physician at the transferring hospital deeded that the patient
should be transferred to Cook County Hospital. The discharge time
from our emergency department represented the point at which the
patient sat actually admitted to the hospital for definatise treat
mew helnitits during the interval between these two events in
eluded calling for the ambulance, transportation of the pattern to
and from the ambulance, the ambulance ride, reg ion and rent-
al11111.11101 at Cook County Hospital, and repeat or additional rant.
gelmeraphy or laboratory tests P. 'seeded. This elapsed time tonsil.
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tined the additional delay in treatment caused by the trans.
process.

The data a ere abstracted by the investigating ph, stnans, entered
on specially prepared and pretested code sheets, and then entered
into a Control Data Corporation Cyber 1701730 system at Slorth-
westem truly under the supervision a one of us who is the
project epidemiologist (2 1V ) Fuse percent ot the charts were
randemly selected and receded to examine the accuracy of the air
stracting process There was a 92 percent rate of exact avec.
ment between the retoded and ongmally coded items. MI data
went through three separate editing programs designed to ensure
accumy and consistency MI data items were not always math
able for each patient, and percentages were therefore based on
the number of patients in each category for whom data were

Statistical tests hue been computed as elnsquare with I degree
of freedom (corrected for continuity) unless otherwise specified.

Rastivrs

Demographic DNS

Forty-two hospitals. transferred the 467 patients,
sending between 1 and 36 each (median, 6). The aver-
age age of these patients was 36 years, and 78 percent
were male. Seventy-seven percent vac black, 12 per-
cent Hispanic, 10 percent white, and 1 percent of oth-
er ethnic or .racial origin. Eighty-one percent of the
patients ware unemployed, I I percent worked cull
time, and 8 percent worked part time.

An evaluation of the medical-insurance status of
430 of the patients showed that 46 percent were recipi-
ents of aid from the Illinois Department of Public Aid
(this includes Medicaid), 46 percent had no insur-
ante, 4 percent had private insurance, 3 percent had
Medicare, and '1 percent had other, miscellaneous
coverage. In comparison, 30 percent of all the 40,076
persons admitted to Cook County Hospital in 1983
had no health insurance coverage (P<0.0001, Fig. 1).
Nationally, only 8.2 percent of patients in short-term
general hospitals have no insurance.I6

The reason for transfer given to the Cook County
Hospital resident in the transfer-request phone all
was lack of insurance for 87 percent of the 245 patients
for whom this information was available. The need for
tertiary or specialty are was given as the reason for
transfer in 4 percent of the cases, a lack of beds at the
transferring hospital in 3 percent, the patient's request
in 1 percent, and other reasons in 5 percent.

Resource Us. and Patient Outcome

Seventy-three percent of the patients were admitted
the singical service, and 27 percent to the medical

service. Of those admitted to the surgical service, the
majonty wer admitted to the trauma (53 percent),
orthoped . (20 peromt), general surgical (12 percent),
or neuro.srgical services (4 percent). Eleven percent
were admitted to other surgical services. Twenty-two
percent (104) of the study patients were admitted to
an Intensive are unit during their howitalization,
most of these (88 percent) within the first 24 hours.
The average length of hospital stay for the study pa-
tients was 91/2 days.

17:5
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Cook County Hospital uses an all-inclusive six:1y
rat- for all patient charges (e g., room, board, physi-
cians, laboratory, and ancillary services and supplies)
of $630 per day for patients on the wards and $1500
per day for patients in the intensive are unit. The
total charges for the transferred patients, based on the
actual number of their intensive are and ward days,
amounted to $3.35 million.

We also evaluated patient outcome. Seventeen
(3.6 percent) of the study patients died dunng the
hospitalizatio 1. An additional 18 (3.9 percent) wcrc
discharged to a chronic care facility. The proportion
of transferral path nts admitted to the medical serv-
ice who d.ed was 9.4 per :ent (12 of 128), whereas
the proportion of non transferred medicalservice pa-
tients admitted to Cook County Hospital during the
study pcnod who died was 3.8 percent (43 of 1120)
(P<0.01). The proportion of transferred surgical pa-
tients who died was 1.5 percent (5 of 339), which
is not significantly different from the proportion of
nontransferred surgical patients (2.4 percent, 28 of
1149) admitted t sg the study period (P>0.10,
Table I).

tnstablllty and Treatment Delay

We made a clinical assessment of the stability of the
patients' condition based on the transferring hospitals'
records. Of the 467 charts reviewed, 435 (93 percent)
had sufficient information to make a determination of
stability. Of these, 106 patients (24 percent) wcrc clas-
sified as being in an unstable condition. Table 2 lists
20 randomly selected patients wi.o were in an unstable
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condition, with their key clinical
features! In son.n patients, treat-
ment was initiateG before transfer,
but definitive treatment was usual-
ly not begun. Examples of defini-
tive :-..:cures not begun include
emergency surgical procedures (e.g.,
exploratory surgery, repair of vcc-
sels or vital organs or both, and
craniotomies), antibiotic therapy,
and emergency invasive diagnostic
tats.

The fatality ratio was 7.5 per.
cent (8 of 106) among the patients
in unstable condition and 1.5 per-
cent (5 of 329) among those in
stable condition (P<0.005). Near-
ly 39 percent of the unstable pa-
tients (41 of 106) were admitted
to an intensive are unit, as com-
pared with 14.6 percent (48 of 329)
of the stable patients (P<0.001,
Table I).

Transfer Process

TIT transfer process resulted in
an average treatment delay of 5.1

hours (range, I to 18 hours; median, 4.6) after the
need for hospitalization had been determined at the
transferring hospital. A signed informed conseitt for
transfer was present in only 25 percent) of the
437 transferring-hospital records that wcrc available
for review; 21 of these wcrc from a single hos-
pital. Thirteen percent of the patients we interviewed
reported that they wcrc not informed in advance
of their impending transfer to Cook County Hos-
pital. Of those informed of transfer, 36 percent report.
ed that they wcrc not told why they were being
',ansferred.

When the reason for transfer was known by the pa-
tient, it was frequently different from the reason given
to the resident at Cook County Hospital during the
transfer-request phone call. For example, when "no
insurance" was the reason reported for transfer, there
was a discrepancy between the frequency with which
this reason was given during the requesting phone call
(87 percent) and the frequency with which it was re-
ported by the patients (64 percent) (P<0.001).

Thirty-four percent of all patients wcrc transferred
from teaching hospitals. Thirty-five percent of the
patients in an unstable condition wcrc transferred
from teaching hospitals. For 99 percent of the unstable
patients transferred from nonteaching hospitals, there

Sec NAPS 6xualesi no 05)74 fix isTisrlsts of supstesiusug muinal as
as 106 puma is as soak melon. Order from NAPS ow ).bowlotw
Rebate.. P0. Boa )31). GuM Cam! Swim Nov York, NV 1016)
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was a closer teaching hospital than Cook County
Hospital.

DISCUSSION

Reductions in federal and state funding for medical
care began in earnest in 1980. Since that time, damage
to the linancisl integrity of public hospitals and to
the wellbeing of patients has been predicted and re-
ported.' "'Fhe marked increase its
the number of patient transfers to
Cook County Hospital since 1980
coincides with these cutbacks. Hos
pital reimbursement by the Illinois
Department of Public Aid is deter-
mined by the patient's category of
public aid. In Illinois, as a result
of a 1983 publicaid cutback, total
hospital reimbursement for a single
1103001123111011 was limited to 8500 37

for those in the General Assistance
category, who receive the most limit-
ed form of public aid./I

Most (88 percent) of the rt,ipi
cnts of aid front the Illinois De-
partment of Public Aid who were
transferred to Cook County Hospi
tal were in the General Assistance
category. In fact, publivaid
ems transferred to Cook County
Hospital were more likely to be
receiving Central Assistance than
were all the public-aid recipients
admitted to our hospital (38 per-
cent) in 1983 (P<0.001). Nearly
half the patients transferred had no
Pealth insurance. Our study pa.

tuts were also more likely to have
had no insurance than all the pa.
nets admitted to Cook County llos
pital in 1983 (Fig. I).

The weal majority of the pa
hems (87 percent) were transferred

because of lack of insurance. Although data on the
reason for transfer were available for only 243 of the
study patients (52 percent), our analyses suggest that
this subgroup was representative of the entire study
sample. Regardless of the service of admission or the
stability status, the distributions or masons for trans.
fa were similat. The predominance of transfers made
because the patient lacked insurance supports the con-
tention that the increase in the number of transfers to
Cook Cour..y Hospital and other public hospitals
since 1980 has been aributable to economic reasons.
Although 89 pe:cent of the transferred patients were
black or Hispanic, we were unable to determine
whether race was a fac:ar in the decision to transfer
independent of insurance status.

A noteworthy and unexpected finding was that the
proportion of the transferred medical-service patients
(9.4 percent) who died was more than twice that of the
patients who were not transferred 0.8 percent) during
the study period (P<0.01). Although this study did
not attempt to determine the cause of this morta.ity
difference, the 'ransferrcd patients may have tad a
different case mix or been more severely ill, or some
aspect of the transfer process, such as treatment delay,
may have affected outcome adversely.

Table 2. Cknical Feabses 01Pabents Unstabto Condon Transtonod
to Cook Canty Heatato.
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The absence of a difference in the mortality of
transferred as compared with nontransferred surgical
patients may have resulted from the preponderance of
patients with trauma in the surgical group. It is well
known that mortality among such patients is highest
du.ing the first three hours after injury, when 80 per-
cent of deaths from trauma occur." Thus, the most
severely injured patients with trauma may not have
survived long enough to be transferred to Cook Coun-
ty Hospital.

According to our criteria, 24 percent of our study
population were in an unstable condition at the trans.
(erring hospital. It is often difficult to determine the
seventy of illness and the potential stability of serious.
ly ill patients.'123 Objective severity-ofillness scales
are available for specific types of i nesses,24' but
there are no scales that have been t. I prospective!,
in a population with the dh ersity of conditions that
ours represented. Thus, the criteria we used ir.volved
the clinical judgment of trained physicians about the
urger.cy of immediate medical or surgical treatment.

Our requirement that all reviewing physicians agree
selected against the likelihood that a patient's con-
dition would be dauifted as unstable. There was um
certainty about the condition of 39 patients, and they
were classified as being in a stable condition. Thus,
the 106 patients we classified as king in an unstable
condition may have represented an underestimation
of the total number of patients in unstable condition

ho were transferred to Cook County Hospital during
the study. That the patients classified by us as being in
an unstable condition had a significantly higher mot,
tality rate, were significantly more likely to be ad.
mined to an intensive are unit (Table 1), and had
significantly longer hospital stays (14.7 vs. 7.7 days;
t xi 4,18, P<0.001) than those we classified ss stable
suggests that our rating system is valid,

For appropriately selected patients, the benefit of
transfer to another facility may outweigh the risk.1.2
The patienttransfer guidelines of the Chicago Hospi.
tat Council stipulate that pattern well.being must take
precedence over all other reasons for transfer." The

Joint Commission o- Accreditation of Hospitals re-
quires that -(i)ndividuals shall be accorded impartial
secess'to treatment or accommodations that arc avail
able or medically indicated regardless of race, creed,
sex, national origin or sources of payment for care.""
Our data suggest that these guidelines are infrequent.
ly adhered to in transfers to Cook County Hospital.

The mean treatment delay caused by the transfer
process in this study was 5.1 hours. Although our
study did not assess the eff-ct of treatment delay on
patient outcome directly, treatment delay has been
shown to affect outcome adversely in patients with
certain conditions.''""

In addition to treatment delay, we reviewed the In
fornied.consent process. The American Hospital As.
sociation's Potimil Bill of Risks states that -when
medically permissible, a patient may be transferred to
another facility only after he has received complete
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information and explanation commit s the treed: for
and alternatives to such transfer."" 1% disturbing
number of patients reported that they tine not in
formed of their impending t-ansfer or vice not told
why they were being transferred toCce, County Hos-
pital. For most, there west -0 04' in
formed consent to the trans(

Another important inar fm on
public hospitals of Iconorn Riling to
Cook County Hospildata a similar
distribution of insurance coverage. 8/r percent of the
$3.35 million charged to the transferred patients, or
$2.81 million, was nonreirsbursa: le. Thin we esti
mate that in 1983 the nomeimbursable co, , 10 Cook
County Hospital of providing care to transferred pa
tients was S24.1 million, or i2 percent of the total 1983
operating budget. This data not includ the cost of
care for transferred patients admin« t 1 the obstet.
ricd, gynecologic, or pediatric service., or for in.
patient transfers, Neither does it reflect the cost of
are for patients referred to Cook County liozpital
from other hospitals and not a-trained. These nori
reimbursable services represent a shift of costs from
Cilitittet private hospitals to a financially strapped
publi- hospital. If our patients are representative of
medial and surgical emergency-depattment transfers
in other areas of the country, extrapolation to a na
tional level suggests an annual cost shift of hundreds
of millions of dollars from the private to the public
sector. With prospects of further cutbacks in federal
and state support for health care, we expect thetrans.
fee for economic reasons of patients with little or no
insurance coverage to continue.

We conclude that patients are transferred to Cook
County Hospital from other hospital emergency de-
partments predominantly for economic reasons. The
fact that many patients are in a medically unstable
condition at the time of transfer raises serious clue,
Lions about the private health sector's ability to con
sidcr the condition and welbetng of patients cave.
lively, given the strong economic incentives to transfer
the uninsured. The delay in providing needed medical
services as a result of the transfer process pesscnts
serious limitation of the access to and quark.; health
care for the poor.
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Special Communications

Patient Dumping
Status, Implications, and Policy Recommendations
David A. Anse.. MD. Hobert L Sauk MD

DURING the past five years, there
have been dramatic increases in patient
dumping throughout the Umted States.
Patient transfers increased from 70 per
month in 1982 to aore tan 200 per
month in 1983 In Dallas; from 169 per
year to 930 per year from 1981 to 1985 in
Washington, DC(Waskington Rut, Feb
27,1986, p A141-, and, in Chicago, from
1295 per year al980 to 5662 per year in

For 'Modal commas's p 1519.

1984. Initial reports of this escalating
problem were from large urban public
heepitals, and it has now also been
reported in smaller cities and rural
areas (Wall Street Journal, March 8,
1965, P 27)." Patient dumping his been
recently documented at more than 40
public hospitals in Thcas alone! We
define patient dumping as the denial of
or limitatien in the provision of medical
services to a patient for economic rea-
sons and the referral of that patient
elsewhere. Common reasons for patient
dumping include the absence of or insuf-
ficient medical insurance and the lack of
an admission deposit. In addition, pa-
tients with "undesirable conditions
(sach as intoxication or overdose condi-
tions) may be the victims cC patient
dumping. In this article, w focus on the
dumping of patients in need of emen .
gency are.

Several recent studies have detailed
the types of patients and settings in-
volved In the emergency department
dumping of patients. A study' at High-
land General Wapiti' in Oakland, Calif,
found that of 458 patients transferred to
the emergency department from other
hospitals, 63% .ad no insurance, 21%
had Medicaid, 13% had Medicare. and
only 3% `.ad private insurance. This
study also presented evidence that a
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disproportionate!, large number 6:
transferred patients were minorities A
study' of 1021 patients transferred from
other hospitals to the emergency de-
partment of Parkland Memorial Hospi-
tal in Dallas found that 77% of the
transferred patients lacked thirdpaty
coverage. A study' from Cook County
Hospital in Chicago of 467 patients
transferred to the emergency depart-
ment from other hospitals found that
the transferred patients were predomi-
nantly black or Hispanic (89%), were
largely unemployed (81%), and were
usually transferred ;Amuse they lacked
adequate health insurance (87%).

Representatives from the private
health sector have challenged the con-
tention that patient dumping is a wide-
spread problem. Vs, contend that case
reports of patient dumping are anec-
dotal and represent rare isolated ina-
dents (Long Beach Presselegram
July 6-16, 1980).' The Cute largest
transfer stuclies`" suggest the op-
posite, le, that patient dumping is a
widespread, underrecognized problem
that has become accepted and institu-
tionalised in the United States. Extrap-
olating from data in available studies,"
we estimate that ..60000 patients in
need of emergency care annually are
transferred for economic reasons.

Concerns have ban expressed that
patient dumping will soon increasingly
affect other patient populations as a
result of cost-cutting efforts and of cut-
backs In the (finding of federal, state,
and local health are programs. Patient
dumping by unprofitable diagnosis re-
lated groups has been predicted' and
dumping of Medicaid patients (Chicago
71-ilmne, March 9,1986, section 2, p ''
Chicago Tribune, April 3,1983, section
1, p 5; Chicago Defender, Dee 14,1981,
p and a patient with the acquired
Immunodeficiency syndrome has been
reported.

Economic, Ethical, and Logs, Issues
Rapidly using health care-at:tin the

1960s and 1970s have led to efforts to

decrease health care spenduig In the
1986... Cutbacks in government health
programs for the poor and elderly (such
so Medicaid and Medicare) have been
shown to have deleterious health e5
frets. Evidence inclades an increase in
the incidence ci low birth weight,'
premature discharge of Medicare pe-
tit' a,* the worsening health status d
a ents following Medicaid cuts," and

escalating patient charming (Wall Street
Journal, March 8,1985, p 27).'

Patient dumping has had a major
financial impact on public hospitals. In
Chicago, transfers to its emergency de-
partment d patients from other hospi-
tals who required media) and surgical
are coat Cook Cot :ay Hospital an esti-
mated 324.1 million in 1983 In main-
pensseed care.' If the patients trans.
ferred to Cook County Hospital are
representative of the patients trans.

ferred to public hospitals nationwide,
the cost to public hospitals in the United
States just of transferred patients re-
quiring medial and surgical care would
be $1.04 billion annually. This consti-
tutes a direct shift of costs from the
private health sector to financially trou-
bled public hospitals. This $1.04 billion
estimate cleats would be substantially
higher if patients requiring pediatric,
obstetric -gyr .ologie, and psychiatric
are were included.

Ethical and legal guidelines to pro-
tect patients from dumping do exist.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation
ci Hospitals" states that 'individuals
shall be accorded impartial access to
treatment or accommodations that are
available or medically indicated, re-
gardless of race, creed, sex, national
origin, or sources of payment for are."
The emergency care guidelines of the
American College of Emergency Physi-
cians" state that 'emergency are
should be provided to all patients with.
out regard to their ability to i ray'
HillBurton legislation har set fveth
community service emet 0747 are
requirement," fa hoop. ac. 7Wenty-tWO
states have enacted statutes with sach
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features as requiring hospitals to pro-
vide emergency rarer regardless of &bd.
Ity to pay and requiring that patients be
stabilized before transfer." There are
also precedents for legal action against
hospitals that fail to provide emergency
care."

In addition, a recently passed federal
anti-patient dumping law called Ex-
amination and Treatment for Emer-
gency Medical Conditions and Women
in Active Labor took effect on Aug 1,
1986." This law applies to all patients
who present to the emergency depart-
ment of a Medicare-participating hospi-
tal Possible penalties for o lolation of
the federal law include suspension or
terminationof participation in the Medi-
care program and a monetary penalty.

However, in spite of the ethical and
legal guidelines, measures to prevent
patient dumping have many shortcom-
ings and are often ineffective. Hill-Bur-
ton legislation includes community
service of a medical emergency and no
effective means for enforcement.' In
addition, the poor are usually not aware
of the Hill-Burton legtslationk commu-
nity service emergency care require-
ments; even if they are aware .f these
requirements, they often lack access to
legal assistance.'

There arethree central deficienciesin
state laws des'inted to prevent dump-
ing. The first wtnkness is narrowness
and lack ef clarity in definitions of w hat a
medics: inatgency is. The semnd probe
lem iSG-..r.mgwhat it means to stabilize
pti!....t.ms before transfer. Many of the
state laws allow patients with antr
gency condimns to be transferred once
their condiron has been stabilized. As
stated in an editorial in the New Eng-
land Journal of Medicine, `ktabi-
tion of emergenc) casesis a notion used
by hospital managers to justify t.rans-
fern for economic reasons, but It is an
elusive and dangerousconcept."Sfabi-
lire is a term that should not be define:
at all in the context of economic trans-
fers, since the transfer of emergency
Patients always carries some risk. The
third deficiency of these laws is that
they often Lack adequate means for mon-
itonng and enforce mint.

The federal anti-patient dumping
law also suffers from these deficiencies
Its definition of an emergency medical
condition usesgeneral and vagueterms.
In addition, the federal law permits
patients with emergency conditions to
be transferred after being stabilized."
Although it has only recently been en-
acted, we believe that monitoring, en-
forcement, and the effectiveness el this
federal law will be crippled by these
deficiencies.

Moral and ethical guidelines to pro-

JAW., Marts 20.1987 -ton 257. No it
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tort patients are being increasingly
ignored by hospitals given strong eco-
nomic incentives to transfer the ur.in
surel. At many private hosplaLl' emer-
gency departments, pressure .3 placed
on physicians to retrain from admitting
uninsured patier.'s." A patientk con-
dition might even be misrepresented in
efforts to transfer them to a public
htspital." The rights of indigent pa-
tients are frequently ignored in eine!,
gency departments decisions to trans,
fer them. At Cook county Hospital,
only 6% of transferred patients had
evidence of written informed consent
for transfer.'

Medical Aspects of Patient Dumping
The mech.:1i implications of patient

dumping are serious and sometimes
shocking. The forecast is that patients
in need of emergency care a.-e denied
appropriate treatment and are being
transferred for economic re-ions. This
practice has been well documented at
several public hospitals. Resear -3at
Highland General Hospital in Ota.and,
Calif footed that 32% of transferred
patients had their well-being jeopar-
dized by transfer. in that they either
were at risk to- life - threatening compli-
cations or required immediate therapy
that was delayed by transfer.'

The administration of Parkland Me-
morial Hospital in Dallas has reported
that indigent patients are much more
likely to suffer unnecessary risk and
injury during transfer. They also noted
that 11 of 1021 patients died shortly after
transfer to Parkland and that only oneof
the 11 had insurance.' At Cook County
Hospital in Chicago, 24% of transferred
patients were in an unstable condition
C. the trans.ernng 1apital. And, 22%
wine transferred patient- required ad-
mission to an intensive are unit at Cook
County Hosr".1

These palm are often transferred
without man_ fer the seventy of their
medical conditions. In one instance. an
18-yeareld man presented to a local
Dallas hospital and was thought to have
bacterial meningitis. He was trans-
(erred to Parkland Memorial Hospital
with a note on a prescription blank as
the only physichto-physician commu-
nicarion. On arrival at Parkland several
hours after his initial presentation, he
collapsed and suffered a cardiopulmo-
nary arrest. He was pronounced dead
one hour later." An exampled& patient
transferred to Cook County Hospital in
Chicago was a 41-yeanold man with
gunshot wounds to his head, chest, and
abdomen. He was in a coma and on a
respirator. The reason for the transfer
was that he had no insurance.' These
are not isolated cases, similar instances
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have been reported by many institu-
tions and individual physicians across
the country."

At most hospitals, a patient's insur-
ance status is clearly marked on the
emergency departmentk recta d. In one
Chkago hospital, a reminder to avoid
admission, in the form of a 5 x 5-a
yellow sticker, is placed on the front o'
the charts of patients not covered b)
insurance or Medicaid." Ons medical
implication of this Insurance labs ling"
is that pat* as might be discharged
from hospitals emergency departments
with conditions that actually require
hospitalization.

Two other issues merit discussion.
Patients with no insurance who are
thought to require admission have their
treatment delayed by the transfer proc-
ess Ties delay has been reported to be
as long as 18 hours, with an average
delay of five hours in transfers fr.-,
other hospitals' emergency depart-
ments to Chicago Cook County Hospi-
tal.' In Chicago, transferred patients
requiring medical (ie, nonsurgical) care
had more than twice the mortality rate
of patients directly admitted to Cook
County Hospital. While differences in
case mix and seventy of illness may have
explained some of the mortality discrep-
ancy, treatment delay may also hat t
been a contributing factor "Treatment
delay has been shown to cause an in-
crease in morbidity and mortality in
patier.ts with certain conditions, inciud-
hig acute subdural hernatomas," pelt
Uric trauma," bacterial meningitis,"
and appendicitis.'

Another problem in the transfer proc-
et the frequent necessity of repeat-
ing blood tests and roentgenograms
after a patient has been transferred. In
addition to the costs of duplicated see
vices and the unnecessary radiation,
repeating these procedures contributes
to the c'elay In treating patients with
emergency ad 'ass. A study of 100
consecutive patient transfers found that
complete medical records, laboratory
data, and radiological data were sent
with only 27% of the patients trans-
ferred.'

Finally, little attention has been
given to the incased pain and suffer
mg for patients raised by the transfer
process and the attendant delay in
treatment. Patients with fractured
bones, respiratory distress, or acute
abdominal crises and women in 'abor
may experience ext.:me du .mfort as
they are transported.

Solutions to the Dumping Problem
Why has patient dumping increas,d?

Thirty-five million Americans are now
%Wheat health insurance, an increase
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you, very much, Dr. Ansell.
For. Kellermann, the tape that you played indicated that it takes

two to tango. The transferring physician spoke about catheteriza-
tion being the reason and yet there was -a clear indication in the
conversation that a heart attack, in essence, had taken place, was
ongoing at that very moment, and that in fact catheterization
could not possibly be administered under those circumstances.
There was reference to-the fact that the patient was indigent and
yet the receiving physician in essence agreed to take that patient.

Dr. Ansell, in your testimony r think you said that both in the
original study and the follewup study, some 87 percent of the
transferred patients did not have insurance coverage, and 'et Cook
County Hospital accepted those patients; no insurance was the
reason given to Cook County.

Why, in thosc instances, and I assume that the tape is only Indic-
:give of other cases like it, would the receiving hospitals have ac-
cepted patients when it was quite clear that medical reasons would
have, if anything, militated against acceptance, and certainly the
ground for it was economic?

Dr. KELLERMANN. In the specific case that 1 played, the patient
was accepted in transfer primarily on the reassurances that he was
currently pain-free and that fairly elaborate precautions were
going to be taken for his stability during transfer.

Despite that assurance, I would not have made that decision had
I handled that particular telephone call. We do occasionally accept
patients, that with hindsight, or with a different or more experi-
enced. physician on the phone, we might not have accepted. Be-
cause our information is limited, I think it is important that any
responsibility 'Ind liability for a patient who suffers an adverse out-
come during, ''ansfer should rest with the facility initiating the
transfer. Hence, the certification process.

If it is a legitimate referral for necessary tertiary care and the
patient does poorly in route, T don't have any problems with that.
But if it is a referral for economic reasons and the patient does
badly, we are not in a position at the receiving hospital, over the
telephone, to clearly know what condition the patient is in.

I refer the committee to our other illustrative cases where we
were given lavish assurances that. the patient was stabl-.

In one case; my resident doctor even called t'Le hospital back and
said, "Wait a minute; I just heard the nurses-talking to each other
on the phone and this person sounds terribly sick. We don't have a
vacant intensive care unit bed in this entire building." The emer-
gency doctor in the other hospital said, "Don't worry about it; the
nurse is hysterir-al; the patient is really stable." In fact, the patient
was in terribly critical, condition on arrival. She later died. So we
have real information exchange problems.

We at the Med have traditionally provided.care to anyone in the
Midsouth area who desperately needs it..For this reason, we genet--
ally.try not to get into major battles ever the phone whezi-a hospi-
tal indicates that they don't wish to provide care to a Otient. We
do refuse many unstable transfers and I have documented them in
my repot. The cases involve patients who were either too unstable
for transfer, or who required an intensive care unit bed when none
was vacant at the Med.
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But it is not a perfect system, and I think your question, itself,
points out the fact that relying on telephone screening is not an
adequate subLatute for an overall, general philosophy that unsta-
ble patients will not be transferred, unless they require services
and care that are unavailable at the hospital where they are cur-
rently being treated. That is the only acceptable reason to transfer
an unstable patient.

Mr. WEiss. Dr. Ansell.
Dr. ANSELL. Yes; I think that is sort of the heart of the issue. I

think one problem is there are differences among physicians about
defining stability. I think that is an issue. There are other physi-
cians who feel that unstable patients should just be transferred, re-
gardless; if the hospital is not going to provide the care, get them
here as quickly as possiblewe will provide the care.

You know, I think there are real disagreements and I think that
is the problem with the word "stability" and "unstable;" we are
trying to define something that is really elusive and not definable.
It is difficult, I think,,in the situation that he describedthe physi-
cian in the transferiiig hospital, the guy wasn't having pain, but
when he came to the hospital he was having pain. You eliminate
that condition from being transferrld by preventing economic
transfer.

There are multiple medical conditions. There are hundreds of
things that people come to the hospital with and I think that rea-
sonable people will disagree about which patients are stable and
which are not, whether they be economic transfers or noneconomic
transfers. That is why we emphasize that if that transfer is made
to provide services otherwise not available, then that sort of degree
of uncertainty won't affect patient outcomes.

Mr. WEISS. Right, but in the study that you reported, it occurred
before the adoption of the COBRA legislation, and I don't know
whether stability was a factor.

Dr. ANSELL. Let me just explain. In Chicago, since 1977, there
have been very explicit guidelines, similar to those that are cur-
rently adopted in Dallas, which outline appropriate reasons for
transfer. Included in that mas the patient's stabilit: as being one of
the prerequisites. Unfortunately, that goes against what -is possible.
or even desirable for many patients.

Mr. WEISS. But, you said that the patient was told one thing, and
the receiving physician was told Something else. What the receiv-
ing physician was told in 87 percent of the cases was that the pa-
tient had no insurance coverage. The.decision was not being made
or. either side, as between the 'professionals, on the basis of stabili-
ty of condition, but on the basis of economics.

Dr. ANSELL. But yot see, you have differences of opinions, evez,
within the hospital. Even within our hospital there are those Who,
sayI don't want you to spend any time stabilizing a patient be-
cause that is going to delay that patient's treatment; if you are not
going to treat the patient, send them here. There are differences of
opinion, even within that context.

Mr. WEIsii, Is it your position that had Cook County Hospital
said, "Sorry, economics, lack of insurance coverage is not good
enoughwe are not pin,: to take that patient," that the transfer-
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ring hospital v ould have in. fact discharged that patient in any
event?

Dr. ANSELL. Let me just speak about two things. One is, responsi-
bility in these situations comes in an individual phone call, a per-
sonal relationship from physician to physician, about an issue that
is really a health policy issue. . an individual basis, we are
making decisions that are sometimes right and sometimes wrong.

For example, at Cook County Hospital, the official policy is to
accept indigent transfers. We are a hospital to provide care for the
indigent. And so the lines do blur. Well, this patient,is indigent
do we accept the transfer? Few transfers are reftthad routinely. I
think what you see is the volume of transfers has just increased so
much over the past few ,Iears. I don't think it is a new problem.
The volume bas increased so muchI don't think individual physi-
cians is the place where the decision needs to be made.

I think it needs to be a policy, and that is why I am arguing for
clear-cut policy, that sets the terms, and I think the terms need
be that the patient needs services that are not at this hospital
then it is OK to transfer him. It makes it ,ary easyand then sta-
bility doesn't matter, because you will transfer an unstable patient
in that situation.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Kellermann has pointed out the difficulty that
they have in Tennessee in trying to get that kind of legislative
change. What,, if anything, has happened in Chicago or Illinois on
that subject leg datively?

Dr. ANSELL. Nothing. Since the publication of our article, nothing
has happened. There is a State law that requires emergency care,
but it is vague. It doesn't define emergency, it doesn't define what
emergency care is.

Emergency care means more than care in an emergency room. It
may mean care in a hospital, in an intensive care unit, or au oper-
ating unit. So really nothing has happened. We have a State law
and we have local guidelines, and yet it continues to be a problem.

Dr. KELLERMANN. Mr. Chairman, I would add to my earlier com-
ments on your question about the economic issue and the role of
both the sending and receiving hospitals. In many communities
with publicly supported hospitals whether they are run by private
corporations or publicly owned there is a very clear set of expec-
tations or a consensusthat has existed for decades that the poor in
that community. are the sole responoibility of that public hospital,
even if they are in an emergency condition and.come into another
facility. That belief, that conviction, is oftentithes echoed in my
own residents, interns, and some of my fellow faculty as well.
Therefore, when a resident receives a phone call, "I have an indi-
gent patient here who is having a heart attack, but now he is pain-
free," it is perceived as our responsibility to go ahead and take that
patient, even in a fairly emerge; cy condition, unless they are so
grossly unstable that any' one would agree that to accept the pa-
tient would be a very foolish thing to do.

That attitude can get very pervasive. An example of it occurred
yesterday, when I received a letter requesting payment from a very
wealthy private hospital in town. It is a not-for-proilt institution,
but it had net revenues of $17 million last year in comparison to
our losses of $7 million. They were sending us a bill for two pa-
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tients who were "Shelby County indigents" that they admitted at apoint in time when our hospital was filled to capacity and we
would not incept them as economic transfers.

This hospital expects that we will pay out of our revenues or op-
erating funds, the medical bills of these two patients since they
went ahead and admitted them to their hospital, after we refused
the patients because we lacked availal- beds. That is the mind at
that we have to deal with.

Mr. WEISS. That is important. I wanted to get that context into
the record.

Dr. Kellermann, as we heard from Ms. Hill earlier, Terry
Takewell died from complications related to diabetes after the
Methodist Hospital in Somerville, TN, refused to treat him. Was
any action taken against the hospital, do you know?

Dr. KELLERMANN. That case was reviewed on the State level by
the Tennessee State Boar!! for Licensing Health Care Facilities.
That is the same board that received our proposals and recommen-
dations regarding antidumping regulations in Tennessee.

There was an excellent, very well conducted investigation by th.;
deputy counsel for the Department of Health and Environment in
Tennessee, which resulted in 'a long list of allegations against the
hospital. All but two of those allegations were not upheld by theboard and the case was largely dismissed with only corrective
action recommended for general management of patients.

I would add that the composition of this board in Tennessee, by
statute, is that 10 of the 13 members of the board must be repre-
sentatives of the very institutions and professions regulated by the
board. While I cannot speak to the objectivity or lack of it in this
particular case, I will say that a couple-,1 old county prosecutors
that I have dealt with in Tennessee have always Ad me that it is
fro:ish to attempt to try a man when his kinfolk and his neighbors
are,on the jury.

I think you are dealing with a similar situation when you go to a
State agency with that type of composition. Objectivity can be quitedifficult.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Kellermann, HCFA has adopted a policy of relv-
ing on the State agencies to investigate complaints of patiek...
dumping, rather than using Federal resources. In your opinion,
does the State agency in Tennessee have the will and resources to
carry, out this responsibility?

Dr. KELLERMANN. In the case of Tennessee, the State agency in
question would again be the Board for Licensing Health Care Fa-
cilities. For the reasons that I just addressed, I do believe that
while that board would in fact have the resourcesthey have ex-cellent staff at their disposalI am not at all confident that they
would have the will to vigorously enforce the regulations of
COBRA.

Mr. WEISS. I think one or both of you may have already an-
swered this question, but let me get it for the record clearly. Has
the new Federal law, that is the COLAA legislation, had any
impact on your hospitals?

Dr. ANSELL. None.
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Kellermann.

KELLERMANN. I have seen no perceptible impact v.hatsoever.
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Mr. WEISS. Would you be able to tell us why you think it has had
no impact?

Dr. ANSELL. I don't think anybody knows about it, No. 1; and
two, I believe, as written, it is unenforceable. We have actually
callet,HCFA to see what the rules and regulations are, and have
not been able to get them.

I wanted to read them but I don't think they will be enforceable
because of the problems of the definitions in the law. We haven't
seen anything.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Kellermann.
Dr. KELLERMANN. For several of the reasons outlined earlier, I

thini-. that patients aren't going to file complaint. I think many
hospitals are very reluctant to get into a major battle with their
neighbors, and I think that the ,lack of any actual regulations to
implement the law has really crippled its pt tcmtial effectiveness.

For all- those reasons, I think basically 7:e have a very worthy
piece of paper that has not worked at this point in time. It will not
until we put the teeth into it to make it work.

Mr. WEISS. Again, this is to both of you. Do you believe that phy-
sicians who witness dumping feel reluctance to b whistlebiawers,
that is, to charge another hospital or another physician with violat-
ing antidumping laws?

Dr. ANSELL. That is a hard question to answer. I think I can
speak for physicians I know in my institution; I tink it is more of
a frustration. I thought about it a little bit coming over here today.

You know, people are working, say in the context of Cook County
Hospitalthere are hundreds of patients; you are very busy. These
cases come in; there is really no official place to turn to. There is
no claar-cut mechanism to protest. You do it within the administra-
tion and is the administration's responsibility to take that some-
where.

It is kind of a haphazard procedure. I think that the physician
out there in the trenches, faced with all these patients, and just
trying to do his job of being a physicianI think this kind of proc-
ess interferes with that, and I think both with notification of poten-
tial violationsthat means taking an extra step beyond what you
would normally do. This also occurs when someone wants to trans-
fer such a patient to you. You have to fight, you have to struggle to
deny a transfer, and you have enough work to do and it is hard
enough to do that.

That is why we need some kind of external kind of support for
this.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Kellermann.
Dr. KELLERMANN. I think as Ms. Waxman said earlier this morn-

int, there really are a lot of unfortunately encumbering local polit-
ical considerations that oftentimes get entered into that decision.
Many times, administrators in hospitals, will say, "We understand;
that was a terrible problem. We support your wanting to file a
complaint, but we are trying to work out a trauma center designa-
tion system in the area," or "We are trying to work out some refer-
ral mechanism," or "We are trying to work out some method of
compensation," or some other very major political issue in the com-
munity, "and we need the cooperation of those, other hospitals.- If
we file the complaint right now, we will lose that. So let's just send
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a letter over there; we rill get them together at lunch and try to
talk to them about it." There is just a real reluctance to -invoke a
full-scale Federal investigation.

I think that complaints should be filed in particular cases. One
way rf dealing with the reluctance to file would be to have an on-
going process that requires documentation and filing of transfer re-
ports and have periodic auditing of those files to detect cases inde-
pendent of whether theyare reported by the transferring or receiv-
ing hospital or not.

We keep such files:, We-even keep files on the cases we refuse
and the reason that we refuse them, m the event that later we are
criticized for not accepting a patient in transfer. I think every hos-
pital in this country shridd keep such records.

Mr. WEISS. What is the best way, in your opinion, to let patients
know their rights and how they may file a complaint about the
hospital if they-have been transferred inappropriately?,

Dr. ANSELL. I don't know the answer to that. I think providing
informed consent and letting people know at the time of the trans-
fer, and letting their families knowI mean, I would say that we
should not haye transfers for .economic reasons, but if you are
going to allow that practice to continue, then at the time of trans-
fer, people should be informed of what their rights are, afterwards,
and informed that they have a right to hospitalization at this hos-
pital.

That would be the only thing. I don't know an easy answer to
that question.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Kellermann.
Dr. KELLERMANN. I have proposed, out of a sense of frustration,

that my hospital adopt a unilateral policy requiring informed con-
sent, m writing, prior to our accepting the eatient in transfer. This
is currently undergoing internal review.

I would suggest that any consent document include reference to
COBRA, or reference to the future regulations that are written and
state that the patient acknowledges that they have a right to
refuse transfer for nonmedical reasons, et cetera. That is probably
the best way. I can't see a real, mass public education program
being effective.

I think you have to educate the person at the time that transfer
is being proposed to them. They need to understand the real rea-
sons for the transfer, as well as the risks and expected benefits of
transfer.

Mr. WEISS. What should be done to prevent reverse dumping,
which' is the refasal of patients for emergency treatment by a terti-
ary care center? Dr. Ansell.

Dr. ANSELL. Could-you restate the question?
Mr. WEISS. Suppose a hospital which says they don't have the

technicaLor scientific facilities to deal with the particular illness or
problem of that patient calls a secTd hospital with the necessary
equipment and the second hospital .4ys we are not going to take
that patient.

How do you deitl with that problem of reverse dumping?
Dr. ANSELL. You know, we encounter that once in awhile. We are

a tertiary care center, so that is not too much of a problem, and I
don't know how to deal with that.
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In some ways, there is a larger problem which is how do you deal
with people who end up in an emergency room and get sent away
with a little slip of paper, and then show up the next day, 24 or 48
hours later, in your county hospital emergency room with a slip of
paper. In terms of magnitude that is probably a much greater prob-
lem.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Kellermann.
Dr. KALERMANN. I do think it is uncommon. In Memphis, we

don't have that problem because private hospitals require that we
guarantee payment out of our operating revenue to them for any
patient that doesn't have adequate insurance, regardless of our
reason for referring them.

I think that on a national levelin particular communities in
rural areasit may involve, Congressman Lightfoot, refusal to re-
ceive a rural patient with a bad. farm injury, for example, at a
major tertiary care hospital. I think, again, records need to be kept
not only in cases of actual transfer, but also when a transfer is re-
quested,and refused, the reason for refusal. If there is a problem in
that case, or an audit suggests that there may have been a prob-
lem, then that hospital needs to explain why they refused the pa-
tient and be held accountable, if necessary.

It can be accomplished with the same auditing process that I re-
ferred. to earlier. It's bureaucratic, I know. Any time you have
people coming in and nosing through soineone else's books, it in-
volves a little extra work. But I thinkif- the intent of these regula-
tions are tt.) protect the patients rather than to protect the hospi-
tals, it is.gonig to take an auditing process before we are really
going to have liffective regulations.

Mr. WEISS: `11:.?2ak you. Dr. Ansell.
Dr. ANFIELL. I just wanted to say, we have been in the ironic situ-

ation on occtision,,of having a patient transferred from a hospital
because of hick of 1. surance, and then needing is be transferred
back to that hospital for a specialized test, or for admission to an
intensive care unit for some reason:

It is ironic, and I think that the county pays for it in Cook
County, but you can see what that does for a patient.

Mr. Wziss. Thank you. Mr. Lightfoot.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Kellermann, ear-

lier when I asked Ms. Waxman about the motivation behind the
Texas law, I noticed you 'perked up in the audience. I thought
maybe you had a response that youswould like to put on the record.

Dr. KELLERMANN. I would like to acknowledge the individual
who put a lot of his heart and soul into it. That is Ron Anderson.
His work lead to the Texas law. He is a physician, also an adminis-
trator, for Parkland Memorial Hospital and he, I think, deserves in
large part the creuit for what has happened in Texas and he has
inspired a lot.of our work around the country.

It in a shame, really, that he was not here today. I think he
really is the, one that took the battle to heart much earlier than
any of us.

Mr. ImirrFoor. He will appreciate those comments.
One question that nags away somewhat, because we are all here

for the purposes of trying to provide the best care we can for the
people involved, but in your opinion, as physicians, do we get into a
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crossed swords position where regulation usurps clinical judgment?
I know clinical ,judgment is something that physicians value very
highly, as they should.

Are we going to get at cross purposes here in this law and low
do we resolve that particular situation? Many of these things, I
assume, have to be judgment calls just by the nature of the particu-
lar situation. How do we know when someone is stable? Are there
specific parameters we can put together so that you can go to the
book to find out, so to speak?

Dr. KELIZRMANN. I don't think you can write a cook book. There
are so many different ways, so many different permutations of the
human condition that you could not possibly write them into stat-
ute. I th;rik the best that you could come up with, perhaps on a
review-baths, would be, as is done in malpractice cases, to refer to a
State standard of care or a national standard of care. You may end
up in a given case having to hear expert testimony or expert
review by physicians, uninvolved politically or medically with the
case, to look it over and say, "Yes, this was appropriate, and this
was a proper transfer," or, "My God, this was really outrageous."

One of the cases that I included in my report was a patient with
life-threatening diabetic ketoacidosis. The transfer was actually ini-
tiated within an hour of his arrival at a very wealthy Memphis
hospital that had revenues in millions of dollars last year. It oc-
curred at 11 a.m., in a half empty ER, that was not busy and was
certainly not going broke. Nonetheless, the transfer was initiated
and the patient was sent before we authorized transfer.

When I filed a very strcng complaint with ,hat hospital, their re-
sponse was, "We have looked over the case and he was obviously
stable; what are you talking about?" Now, I am not sure which
planet they are on, but it was like we were talking two different
languages. I would welcome an independent physician review of
that type of transfer, and I think that that is what it is going-to
take.

Dr. ANSELL. I will second that. We have had the same kind of
experience in Chicago. You get cross purposes, and that is why the
best thing might be to limit physicians to making clearly medical
judgments, independent of the financial condition of the patient in
these emergency casea.

I think that would make things a lot easier. I keep arguing for
that, because I think you get into these areas of conflictthis other
factor gets entered in there, a pressure factorthe financial status
of the patient and what the hospital is going to do.

One hospital in Chicago has a sticker on the chart when the pa-
tient has no insurance. When you see the patient, you know the
patient has no insurance. That may affect your medical judgment.
You may say, the patient needs to be hospitalized, but I have to
call County and they may refuse the patient. I will send the pa-
tient home.

I just think when a physician is put in that situation, and I think
emergency room physicians will tell you, it is a very uncomfortable
position to be put in, and I don't think they should.

Dr. KELLERMANN. I do think, because it didn't come up earlier,
there are a couple of quick, important corollary points that need to
be added.
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One of them is that many timeswhile we have talked about
emergency room physicians today, sometimes they are almost° is
mut.h the victim as the patient. The emergency room physiciars
are laboring under oftentimes verbal, rarely written, policies sot
`forth by their hospital administration that explicitly state, "You
will not admit a patient who lacks any insurance." To do so is
going to get them in hot water with their employer.

So they are really caught in au, vise. That is why I was very
gladdespite the fact that we have been picking at -COBRA all
dayI was very pleased that COBRA listed explicitly in its lan-
guage that both the hospital and the physician would be held ac-
countable in those patient dumping cases..

In fact, I understand that in Texas, there! has,beem pressure by
the hospital. association to absolve the hospitals and -only go after
the physicians, -'filch I consider to be an interesting abdication of
responsibility.

I would add that sometimes the ER physician is also trapped by
the private doctor or the admitting physician. We work in the
emergency department. I don't go upstairs and admit patients. I
stabilize them, treat -them andlurn over their care to another phy-
sician.

In many private hospitals, I have had ER doctors call me and
say, "Dr. Kellermann, I am sorry. I can't get a doctor to come in
tonight and admit ..his patient. No one will admit this charity case.
Will you please help me. I don't have anywhere else to turn to with
him. I can't get a private doctor to admit him."

It is not alv ays the emergency physician's fault in these cases.
That doesn't speak well for my profession, and I am ashamed of
that. But, as we get more and more under financial, commercial,
and competitive pressures, and everybody starts worrying about
the bottom line financially, we are beginning to forget that the
very, very first conside.ation should always be to care for the
emergency patient. Treat first, and worry about finances later; not
the other way around.

MI'. Liowrvoor. While we are on that line of thinking, do you
think that financial pressures are going to outweigh political pres-
sures, as far as not reporting violations?

Dr. KELLERMANN. I thi ik they certainly could. That is why you
have to have an independent mechanism, almost, to pick these
things up. HOSpitals will stop dumping when either of two things
happen; either we fix the national health care system and make
'health care available for alland, absent a major reprioritization
of everything in this country, that is not likely to happen real
soonor the other way that hospitals will stop dumping is when
the penalties render it against their financial and polit al inter-
ests to do so. As long Z3 the margin favors transfer rd. Ier than
keeping the patient, they will continue to transfer.

I think we simply have to engineer the system such that it is in
the private hospital's interest to keep that patient, rather than to
transfer that patient, .nce they will suffer greater penalties by
transferring than they will by just acceptiug the fact that they
may have to provide some more uncompensated care to an emer-
gency natient.
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I am not talking about health care on demand. We are not talk-
ing about a patient with no money who wants a tummytuck or a
face lift. We are talking about heart attacks and seizures, and
strokes and gastrointestinal bleedingemergencies that need care
then, that can't wait later.

That is the patient that I think we are all talking about today.
Mr LIGHTFoom I suppose, going back to what we were talking

about a moment ago, that in a pure sense, the type of atmosphere
that physicians would best function in and probably would prefer
to function in is where the only judgment that they have to make
is medical decisions as to what that patient needs or does not need,
that they are just a human being in trouble and you are there to
try to help them in any way you can.

In this process, can a physician be put in that kind of a vacuum,
so to speak, where you don't have a sticker on a chart that says
this person can't pay, or whatever? Can they be taken out of the
loop that far?

Dr. ANSELL. I don't think in the way in which health care has
been defined in this country increasingly over the past few years
that that can occur without some directive; that for these types of
patients, this won't occur.

I don't see any other way. There is pressure at the public hospi-
tal. There is local political pressure against us to say that dumping
is not a problem; there is the fit.ancial pressure. On the individual
physician basis, his or her hands are in many cases tied. So it has
to be some sort of directive, I would think.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Doesn't that force you into an administrative po-
sition to a great extent which is maybe above and beyond the call
of duty to some degree?

Dr. ANSELL. It may, but I think the issue here is patientsemer-
gently ill patients who need to be hospitalized, whose medical con-
ditions may depend on the nonmedical steps that you take that
might delay transfer.

I think that we have to protect the patients and this is the only
way we can protect all these patients.

Mr. LIGHTFoor. In Ms. Hill's testimony this morning, they took
him to the doctor and as I read the testimony, the doctor picked up
on the diabetes situation and recommended he go into a hospital.
Of course, then it was stopped later on.

In an emergency room type situation and looking throughI
don't mean this as a derogatory remark, but looking through your
testimony from the type of people that come in, it looks like you
are almost in a war zone sometimes: stab wounds, shots, and people
falling out of windows, and this type of thing.

That has to put a lot of pressure, I would tank, on people work-
ing in an emergency room, and then to have to make these kinds of
decisions on top of that. That is a bit unfair.

Dr. ANSELL. The interesting thing about these patients, they
were transferred to other emergency rooms and then were second-
arily transported to Cook County Hospital. They were presented to
emergency rooms somewhere else in the city.

There is a lot of pressure and, again, it is not easy to know what
a clear-cut solution can be.
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There are so many different angles from which this occurs: We
are just talking about emergency patients.

When I knew I was coming for this testimony, just in the past 2
or 3 weeks, I came across five or six casesnot all of them were
emergency cases, some in-patient transfers. One patient who was
an Iranian and was in a car accident at a hospital about 15 miles
away from Cook County. They found out he had cancer at the base
of his tongue and removed his tongue, and he had respiratory dis-
tress.

He just showed up at the emergency room at Cook County Hospi-
tal unannounced. I happened to be going into the hospital and saw
him going up the stairs with a bag from that hospital. Cases like
this are not common. It turns out, independently I found out that
the social worker at this hospital saidoh, we have been trying to
get rid of that patient for months, because he was a financial
burden on the hospital.

There is a human element that gets missed in here, and some-
how we have to bring that back to the forefront because that is
what doctors are best attaking care of patients. The rest of it gets
into sort of a cloudy zone, and we are not good at making these
kinds of decisions.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. There are no black and white answers.
Dr. KELLERMANN. I really do think that the physicians in private

hospital emergency departments are caught in the middle. I abso-
lutely and fundamentally believe that if my colleagues could be in-
sulated from the financial and political considerations of accepting
a patient and admitting him to their hospital, they would do it in a
second.

I don't think anyone goes through 4 years of medical school and
3 to 5 years of residency to turn people away.

I think it is a gut-wrenching decision for any doctor in this coun-
try to have to make, and a very, very difficult one for any doctor
with any degree of conscience. But they are being put under tre-
mendous pressures by the institutions and organizations that they
are working for.

I am the president of the Tennessee tate Chapter of the Ameri-
can College of Emergency Physicians, and while I am not speaking
for them, many of my members do work for private hospitals. They
are good people, but they are trying to .play by a very, very tough
set of rules, and I don't envy their position.

In a publicly subsidized hospital, I am insulated, in a way, from a
lot of those considerations. I have the moral high ground of being
able to say to anyone that comes to my door from Mississippi, Ar-
kansas, or another west Tennessee county that doesn't pay any
money, that it is OK. Our philosophy is we always take care of the
patient; we never send them back. We never-deny access to a pa-
tient who is in an emergency condition, and I can go home and go
to sleep at night.

I mey be beat to death from being in a war zone, but I haven't
had to look anybody in the eye that day and say, "You are going to
hospital B." I don't envy the people who have to do that, or feel
like they have to do that.

I think we need to make sure that the institutions that those
physicians are working for are the primary party that is held ac-
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countable, because I don't believe that the physicians, themselves,
are making that decision independent of institutional policy, either
written or unwritten.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. One last question. Dr. Ansell, you made a com-
ment earlier that there are some rural transfers taking place, and
so on. Are you aware of any studies that have been done along that
line that we could review to see what the numbers are?

Dr. ANSELL. No. Just the anecdotes, and I think it would be a
useful place to look. As was mentioned, I think Ms. Pelosi men-
tioned about AIDSthere have been reports of AIDS dumps, a
number of them.

Dumping occurs when you have something that is undesirable
about you. could be financial or it could be in certain instances
medical. I think it is something that we have to keep our eyes on. I
think the rural issue needs to be explored.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I appreciate it. Thank you, both of you gentle-
men. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you. Ms. Pelosi.
Ms. PEWS!. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My question regards the difference in facilities in some of these

hospitals we are talking about. Just on the face of it, we have all
agreed and you said that no one should be transferred unless it will
improve the lot of the patient.

Private hospitals do not have some standard procedures to deal
with some of the conditions on the list? Or, they can maintain, at
least, that they do not have facilities to deal with these problems?

Dr. ANSELL. There are some private hospitals that for certain
types of patients do not have facilities, or adequate facilities to
take care of those patients. Decisions then should be made to trans-
fer that patient to the closest facility that has the appropriate fa-
cilities.

A lot of patients, even though they seem like they are in severe
medical condition, all they really need is a doctor who will minister
to them. That is really all they need.

In Chicago we have a regional trauma system which takes the
most severely injured patients from the site of the accident to the
regional trauma unit. Even despite that, which is a good concept
and a concept should apply to all emergently ill patients--you
should be taken to the nearest place that can take care of you
despite that patient dumping still occurs.

Ms. PEWSI. In Dr. Kellermann's example, cardiac catheteriza-
tion, is that an unusual procedure?

Dr. KELLERMANN. It is not a procedure that is done at every hos-
pital. In this particular case, interestingly, the hospital. question
is a satellite facility for a major, downtown central hospital of the
same corporation, and the central hospital advertises itself as a na-
tional leader in cardiac procedures.

Our hospital, in fact, does not have cardiac catheterization facili-
ties, but pays on a contract basis to a neighboring institution to do
them.

The argument in this case, the taped transfer, becomes gray be-
cause the hospital the patient was coming from does not perform
cardiac caths. They could have sent the patient to their central
hospital, which would have been the transfer destination of choice,
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if anything were going to be done transferwise. But, in fact, given
the procedure we discussed earlier, the patient really didn't require
transfer. He did not need to be moved for the first several days,
and could have been cared for very effectively at the original hospi-
tal.

This is a really important point. It is difficult on a case-by-case
basis to sort out when the referring facilities are adequate and
when they are not. We have to be very careful, Dr. Ansell and I,
for occasionally people misperceive our comments and believe we
are arguing against transfers of any sort. Clearly, particularly in
the case of trauma patients, regionalized trauma centers are very
important mechanisms for the appropriate and speedy care of pa-
tients. These cases oftentimes involve transfer from lesser or lower
centers of care to a regional center of excellence. In most cases,
these trauma centers are housed in county or publicly subsidized
-hospitals, though not invariably.

Ms. PELOSI. But nonetheless, most of the cases of dumping could
have been handled in the hospital, or the people could have been
transferred to a closer hospital if the first hospital did not have the
services.

Dr. ANSELL. The overwhelming majority, from our study, had
conditions that could be adequately taken care of in the hospital
that transferred them.

Those patients--we even looked at our unstable patients,
SayingOK, this. is the worst case scenario. Let's argue for a
second that therE s some degree of appropriateness, which even for
the sake of argument that I don't think is that valid, but even if
you look at those, 35 percent came from tertiary care hospitals.
Ninety-nine percent of those patients bypassed a closer hospital
that had appropriate facilities. It supports our contention that the
reason for transfer was economic.

Dr. Reiman mentioned this issue, and I think we should talk
about it. This mostly affects the indigent, but the opposite of dump-
ing is skimming; deciding a hospital admission based on economics
can work both ways.

Our patients who are transferred to Cook County Hospital were
poorer than even the patients who came to the front door of Cook
County, which suggested to us one possibility was that they were
skimming the paying patients off, and then transferring these non -
paying patients. That is unacceptable, also.

I don't know how one gets to that issue, but medical care has to
be the common denominator for any transfer.

Ms. PELOSI. I would think that some of these indigent patients
are:not likely to make a big public case about getting taken care of
.in the hospital if the cause of their going to the hospital in the first
place might be a source of some embarrassment to them, through
no fault of their own.

So it seems to me that there needs to be something in the regula-
tions that again addresses the rights of these individuals. Whatever
the-political situation is, and whatever the financial situationbe-
cause of hospitals, or doctors, or what their future needs aresome
of -the people just personally do not seem like they are likely to
speak up.

Would you agree with that?
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Dr. ANSELL. Yes, I would agree with that. These are, in a lot of
cases, the disenfranchised, and who are sick. I think they are the
least likely to know what their rights are and what they can do.
Again, in terms of legislationthis is just the tip of the iceberg.
This is a bandaid to a particular aspect of a problem when large
numbers of people don't have access to routine types of health care.

I think if we can solve this, you know, this is a very glaring ex-
ample, and-I think a very poor show,for our country.

Ms. PELOSI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS: Thank you, Ms. Pelosi. Again, I want to express the

subcommittee's appreciation and my personal appreciation to both
of you for coming here, and for sharing your knowledge and exper-
tise and wisdom with us.

Dr. KELLERMANN. I thank you on behalf of our patients. We ap-
preciate your interest and that of the committee on this issue.
Thank you.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
The subcommittee will now stand in recess until 2:15 p.m.
[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 2:15 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. WEISS. Good afternoon. The subcommittee is now back in ses-
sion. Our next panel will be Dr. William Roper, who is Administra-
tor of the Health Care Financing Administration in HHS; Richard
Kusserow, inspector general for HHS; and Audrey Morton,.Dhec-
tor for the HHS Office for Civil Rights.

Before we continue, would you please stand and raise your right
hand to be sworn in.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WEISS. Let the record indicate that each of the witnesses has

responded in the affirmative.
Dr. Roper, I understand that you have an opening statement_ We

will commence with you, and then proceed to questions.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. ROPER, M.D., ADMINISTRATOR,
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD
P. KUSSEROW, INSPECTOR GENERAL, AND AUDREY F. MORTON,
DIRECTOR, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

Dr. ROPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As I said to you just a
moment ago, I apologize for keeping the subcommittee waiting. I
am going to present a joint statement for the Department of
Health and Human Services.

With me today are the inspector general, Mr. Richard Kusserow,
r.nd the Director of the Office for Civil Rights, Ms. Audrey Morton,
and we will be pleased to respond to your questions.

We are here to discuss the important issue of patient treatment
in hospital emergency rooms. Our Department is committed to as-
suring that all patients needing emergency medical care receive
prompt and appropriate treatment, regardless of their financial cir-
cumstances.

1
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We are especially pleased to have the chance to discuss our im-
plementation of section 9121 of the COBRA legislation, otherwise
known as the antidumping legislation. In addition, we will discuss
the Hill-Burton Community Assurance Program, and the present
status of the Department's implementation of these laws.

COBRA added a new requirement to the Medicare law, effective
August 1 of last year, for all Medicare participating hospitals with
emergency rooms that would assure corrective action or penalize
hospitals that refuse to treat all patients who seek treatment in
emergency rooms with emergency medical problems.

This legislation was enacted because you, the Congress, were con-
cerned about the increasing number of reports what hospital emer-
gency rooms were refusing to accept or treat patients with emer-
gency conditions if the patients did not have the means to pay.

This section of COBRA amended the law to require Medicare
participating hospitals with emergency departments to provide ap-
propriate medical screening and treatment for all individuals with
emergency conditions, and women in active labor, and to provide
medically appropriate transfer to another facility when indicated.

The enhanced enforcement mechanisms authorized by COBRA
protect individuals who seek treatment in hospital emergency
rooms and ensure that they are medically evaluated, properly
treated and, if appropriate, properly transferred. Failure of the
hospital to treat or stabilize a medical emergency within a hospi-
tal's capabilities will jeopardize that hospital's status as a Medi-
care-approved institution.

COBRA provides for three responses if there is a problem. We
may terminate or suspend the hospital agreement, thus ending or
interrupting their involvement in the Medicare Program. It pro-
vides for civil monetary penalties, up to $25,000 for each case, and
civil actions may be initiated by the patient or other hospital up to
2 years after the violation.

Under the termination procedures, the hospital has an opportu-
nity to take corrective action immediately, and remedy the prob-
lems that cause the violation, thus assuring that quality is main-
tained and access to health care is not interrupted.

The legislation also provides for suspension of the hospital's Med-
icare provider agreement. Termination is oriented toward compli-
ance and, by contrast, suspension could be used for compliance, as
well as a sanction or a penalty for past acts. Both of these tools are
intended to protect patients from being dumped, and to deter un-
lawful dumping in the future.

Under a separate statutory provision, the Department has the re-
sponsibility to ensure that hospitals who received loans under Hill-
Burton provide medical care to all individuals in their community.
Hill-Burton assisted facilities are required to make their services
available to all persons without egard to race, color, national
origin, creed or any other ground unrelated to the need or avail-
ability of the service.

This requirement under Hill-Burton relating to the provision of
emergency services prohibits a Hill-Burton facility from denying
emergency services to any person who resides in that facility's
area.
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A review of the problem of patient dumping must consider the
realities of the changing health care environment. It, for example,
should not be assumed that increases in patient transfers necessar-
ily mean patient care has deteriorated.

We know that many patients who seek care in emergency rooms
do not have urgent or unstable medical problems, and could appro-
priately be transferred to other treatment facilities. COBRA clearly
intends the provision to apply to persons whose conditions are un-
stable, or whose health could be placed in jeopaizly without prompt
treatment.

The goal of our policy is to ensure that emergency rooms provide
appropriate evaluation or treatment, or transfer such patients only
after they are medically stable. We emphasize that we are commit-
ted to assuring all patients tile right to receive prompt and appro-
priate medical treatment.

If I could, Mr. Chairman, just make a couple of comments in ad-
dition. We look forward to responding to your questions and enlarg-
ing on specific cases that we have received, our investigations of
those cases and how we have handled them.

We are vigorously enforcing this provision of the law. We feel
like it is important and are pleased to be doing what we are doing.
I understand Mr. Stark, in his testimony this morning, pointed to
sc Ile problems in the language of the legislation that may need

ification.
are glad to hear of his interest in that area. My colleague,

Mr. Kusserow, has made some recommendations for clarification
that I support, but let me be clear in making that statement, the.
problems in language have not impeded our ability to act aggres-
sively, to protect people who seek care in Medicare hospital emer-
gency rooms.

Further I am told that there have been some before you today
commenting on the fact that we have not yet fully promulgated the
regulations called for under this legislation.

We take seriously writing regulations and we are drafting these
regulations and will publish them shortly. But let me emphasize
firmly that the absence of fully promulgated regulations has not
kept us from using this important new statutory tool to protect
people who seek care in emergency rooms in Medicare hospitals.

With that, let me pause and turn to my colleagues.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Roper followsl
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WE ARE PLEASED T., BE HERE TODAY TO DISCUSS THE IMPORTANT ISSUE OF

PATIENT TREATMENT IN HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOMS. THE DEPARTMENT IS

COMMITTED TO ASSURING THAT ALL PATIENTS NEEDING EMERGENCY MEDICAL

CARE RECEIVE PROMPT AND APPROPRIATE TREATMENT REGARDLESS OF THEIR

FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES. WE ARE IMPLEMENTING THE RECENT

PENALTIES THAT WERE AUTHORIZED BY THE CONGRESS AGAINST HOSPITALS

THAT FAIL TO ADEQUATELY TREAT PATIENTS WITH EMERGENCY MEDICAL

CONDITIONS OR WOMEN IN ACTIVE LABOR.

WE WOULD LIFE TO DISCUSS THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 9121 OF

THE CONSOLIDATED OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1985

(COBRA), OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE ANTI-DUMPING LEGISLATION.

ADDITIONALLY, WE WILL DISCUSS THE HILL-BURTON COMMUNITY ASSURANCE

PROGRAM: AS WELL AS PRESENT THE STATUS OF THE DEPARTMENT'S

IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE LAWS.

THE CONSOLIDATED OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT (COBRA) ADDED

A NEW REQUIREMENT, EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1986, FOR ALL MEDICARE

PARTICIPATING HOSPITALS WITH EMERGENCY ROOMS THAT WOULD ASSURE

CORRECTIVE ACTION OR PENALIZE HOSPITALS THAT REFUSE TO TREAT ALL

PATIENTS WHO SEEK TREATMENT IN EMERGENCY ROOMS WITH EMERGENCY

MEDICAL PROBLEMS. THIS LEGISLATION WAS ENACTED BECAUSE CONGRESS

WAS CONCERNED ABOUT THE INCREASING NUMBER OF REPORTS THAT

HOSPITAL EMERGENCY DENATMENTS WERE REFUSING TO ACCEPT OR TREAT

PATIENTS WITH EMERGENCY MEDICAL CONDITIONS IF THE PATIENT DID NOT
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HAVE MEANS TO PAY FOR TREATMENT. THERE WAS ALSO CONGRESSIONAL

CONCERN THAT PEOPLE WITH MEDICAL EMERGENCIES WERE NOT BEING

TREATED APPROPRIATELY OR WERE NOT STABILIZED BEFORE BEING

TRANSFERRED TO OTHER HOSPITALS.

SECTION 9121 OF COBRA AMENDED THE LAW TO REQUIRE MEDICARE

PARTICIPATING HOSPITALS WITH EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS, AS A

CONDITION OF THEIR MEDICARE PROVIDER AGREEMENT, TO PROVIDE, UPON

REQUEST AND WITHIN THE HOSPITAL'S CAPABILITIES:

0 APPROPRIATE MEDICAL SCREENING EXAMINATIONS AND TREATMENTS

FOR ALL INDIVIDUALS WITH EMERGENCY MEDICAL CONDITIONS AND

ALL WOMEN IN ACTIVE LABOR; AND

0 A MEDICALLY APPROPRIATE TRANSFER TO ANOTHER FACILITY WHEN

INDICATED, UNLESS PATIENTS OR THEIR LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE

REFUSE TREATMENT OR TRANSFER.

THE ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS AUTHORIZED BY COBRA PROTECT

INDIVIDUALS WHO SEEK TREATMENT IU HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOMS AND

ENSURE THAT THEY ARE MEDICALLY EVALUATED, PROPERLY TREATED AND IF
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APPROPRIATE, PROPERLY TRANSFERRED. FAILURE OF A HOSPITAL TO

TREAT OR STABILIZE A MEDICAL EMERGENCY WITHIN THE HOSPITAL'S

CAPABILITIES WILL JEOPARDIZE A HOSPITAL'S STATUS AS A MEDICARE

APPROVED INSTITUTION.

COBRA PROVIDES FOR THREE RESPONSES THAT THE DEPARTMENT CAN TAKE

IF A HOSPITAL FAILS TO COMPLY WITH THE STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS.

THE FOLLOWING BRIEFLY SUMMARIZES THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LAW.

O WE MAY TERMINATE OR SUSPEND THE HOSPITAL AGREEMENT, THUS

ENDING OR INTERRUPTING THE HOSPITAL'S PARTICIPATION IN THE

MEDICARE PROGRAM;

O CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES OF UP TO $25,000 FOR EACH CASE OF

DUMPING MAY BE ASSESSED AGAINST. THE HOSPITAL AND PHYSICIAN;

AND

O CIVIL ACTIONS MAY BE INITIATED BY THE PATIENT OR ANOTHER

HOSPITAL UP TO TWO YEARS AFTER THE VIOLATION.

THE CONGRESS PROVIDED FOR EITHER TERMINATION 0 SUSPENSION OF A

MEDICARE PROVIDER AGREEMENT OF A HOSPITAL THAT EITHER KNOWINGLY

AHD WILLFULLY 52$ NEGLIGENTLY VIOLATED THE LAW. UNDER THE

TERMINATION PROCEDURES THE HOSPITAL HAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE

CORRECTIVE ACTION IMMEDIATELY, AND REMEDY THE PROBLEMS THAT CAUSE

THE VIOLATION, THUS ASSURING THAT QUALITY IS MAINTAINED AND
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ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE IS NOT INTERRUPTED.

THE LEGISLATION ALSO PROVIDES FOR THE SUSPENSION OF THE

HOSPITAL'S MEDICARE PROVIDER AGREENENT. SUSPENSIONS CAN BECOME

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY AFTER REASONABLE NOTI^E HAS BEEN MADE TO

THE HOSPITAL.

A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TERMINATION AND SUSPENSION IS

THAT THE FORMER ENCOURAGES THE HOSPITAL TO IMMEDIATELY CORRECT

ITS BEHAVIOR AND AVOID LOSS OF ITS PROVIDER AGREEMENT.

THEREFORE, TERMINATION IS ORIENTED TOWARD COMPLIANCE. BY

CONTRAST, SUSPENSION COULD BE USED AS A COMPLIANCE TOOL AS WELL

AS A SANCTION DESIGNED TO ASSURE THAT A HOSPITAL IS PENALIZED FOR

ITS PAST ACTS. BOTH OF THESE TOOLS ARE INTENDED TO PROTECT

PATIENTS FROM THE POSSIBILITY OF BEING DUMPED AND TO DETER

UNLAWFUL DUMPING IN THE FUTURE.

THE DEPARTMENT ALSO HAS AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE A CIVIL MONEY PENALTY

(CMP) OF UP TO $25,000 PER INSTANCE WHERE A HOSPITAL HAS

KNOWINGLY "DUMPED" ANY INDIVIDUAL. A CMP MAY BE IMPOSED 1r LIEU

OF TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION, OR IN ADDITION TO THESE R.:MEDIES.

MORE IMPORTANTLY, A CMP MAY BE IMPOSED NOT ONLY ON THE HOSPITAL

BUT ON TIE RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN OR PHYSICIANS.

FURTHERMORE, INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE BEEN INJURED AS A RESULT OF A

HOSPITAL'S DUMPING MAY INSTITUTE A SUIT TO RECOVEI MONETARY
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DAMAGES AND ALSO FOR EQUITABLE RELIEF. SIMILARLY, A HOSPITAL

THAT HAS RECEIVED SUCH PATIENTS MAY INSTITUTE A SUIT AGAINST

THE OFFENDING HOSPITAL SEEKING TO RECOVER THE COSTS OF TREATMENT

AS WELL AS INJUNCTIVE RELIEF.

UNDER A SEPARATE STATUTORY PROVISION, THE DEPARTMENT ALSO HAS THE

RESPONSIBILITY TO ASSURE THAT THOSE HOSPITALS THAT HAVE RECEIVED

LOANS UNDER THE HILL-BURTON PROGRAM PROVIDE EMERGENCY MEDICAL

CARE TO ALL INDIVIDUALS IN THEIR COMMUNITY.

UNDER THIS PROGRAM, HILL-BURTON ASSISTED FACILITIES ARE REQUIRED

TO MAKE THEIR SERVICES AVAILABLE TO ALL PERSONS RESIDING (AND,

FOR TITLE XVI FACILITIES, WORKING) IN THE FACILITY'S SERVICE AREA

WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, COLOR, NATIONAL ORIGIN, CREED, OR ANY

OTHER GROUND UNRELATED TO THE NEED FOR OR AVAILABILITY OF THE

SERVICE.

THE HILL-BURTON PROGRAM PROVIDED FEDERAL FUNDS FOR THE

CONSTRUCTION OR MODERNIZATION OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE NON-PROFIT

HEALTH CARE FACILITIES. THOUSANDS. OF HOSPITALS, PUBLIC HEALTH

CENTERS, NURSING HOMES, AND REHABILITATION FACILITIES WERE BUILT

ACROSS THE COUNTRY USING FUNDS FROM THIS PROGRAM.

THE COMMUNITY SERVICE REQUIREMENT UNDER HILL-BURTON RELATING TO

THE PROVISION OF EMERGENCY SERVICES PROHIBITS A HILL-BURTON
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FACILITY FROM DENYING EMERGENCY SERVICES TO ANY PERSON WHO

RESIDES (OR, FOR TITLE XVI FACILITIES, WORKS) IN THE FACILITY'S

SERVICE AREA BECAUSE THAT PERSON IS UNABLE TO PAY FOR SUCH

EMERGENCY SERVICES. A FACILITY MAY DISCHARGE A PERSON WHO HAS

RECEIVED EMERGENCY SERVICES OR IT MAY TRANSFER A PERSON TO

ANOTHER FACILITY ABLE TO PROVIDE NECESSARY SERVICES. HOWEVER,

UNDER HILL-BURTON A DISCHARGE OR TRANSFER IS ALLOWED ONLY WHEN

APPROPRIATE MEDICAL PERSONNEL DETERMINE THAT SUCH ACTION WILL NOT

SUBJECT THE PERSON'S MEDICAL CONDITION TO A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF

DETERIORATION.

ANY REVIEW OF THE PROBLEM OF PATIENT DUMPING MUST CONSIDER THE

REALITIES OF THE CHANGING HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENT. FOR EXAMPLE,

IT SHOULD BE ASSUMED THAT INCREASES IN PATIENT TRANSFERS MEAN

PATIENT CARE HAS DETERIORATED. WE KNOW THAT MANY PATIENTS WHO

SEEK CARE IN EMERGENCY ROOMS DO NOT HAVE URGENT OR UNSTABLE

MEDICAL PROBLEMS AND COULD APPROPRIATELY BE TRANSFERRED TO OTHER

TREATMENT FACILITIES. COBRA CLEARLY INTENDS THE PROVISION TO

APPLY TO PERSONS WHOSE CONDITIONS ARE UNSTABLE OR WHOSE HEALTH

COULD BE PLACED IN JEOPARDY WITHOUT PROMPT EMERGENCY TREATMENT.

THE GOAL OF OUR POLICY IS TO ENSURE THAT EMERGENCY ROOMS PROVIDE

APPROPRIATE EVALUATION OR TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH MEDICAL

EMERGENCIES OR TRANSFER SUCH PATIENTS ONLY AFTER THEY ARE

MEDICALLY STABLE.
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WE WOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT WE ARE COMMITTED TO ASSURING ALL

PATIENTS THE RIGHT TO RECEIVE PROMPT AND APPROPRIATE EMERGENCY

MEDICAL SERVICES.

2 0 7
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Mr. WEISS. Mr. Kusserow.
Mr. KUSSEROW. I think it would be best just to use the time to

answer any questions of concern the subcommittee might have.
Mr. WEISS. Fine. Ms. Morton, do you have any opening com-

ments?
Ms. MORTON. That would be my reaction, too.
Mr. WEISS. OK. I am going to start by asking some questions of

Dr. Roper, and then turn it over to Mr. Lightfoot at that point, and
then ask questions of you, Mr. Kusserow, and Ms. Morton.

Dr. Rop Let me start with the point at which you closed your
comments. We heard some compelling testimony this morning
about a very serious problem. You are aware that in enacting the
antidumphIg law, the Congress was expressing its great concern
about the increasing number of reports that hospital emergency
rooms are refusing to accept or treat patients with emergency con-
ditions if the patient does not have medical insurance, and that
medically unstable patients are not being treated appropriately.

Do you agree with this assessment of Congress' concern about
this issue, and did you support enactment of the legislation last
year?

Dr. ROPER. Did I personally, or did the Department?
Mr. WEISS. The Department.
Dr. ROPER. I wasn't in the Department, but if I can get to the

heart of your question, if patients are turned away inappropriately,
that is a problem and I think the Congress took a wise step and we
are vigorously enforcing this provision.

Mr. WEISS. Right. The amendment, as you have indicated, was
adopted in April 1986 and was given an effective date of August
1986 so that there would be time for the adoption of regulations.
Yet, as late as today, not even proposed regulations have been pub-
lished; isn't that correct?

Dr. ROPER. That is correct, yes, sir.
Mr. WEiss. Has even a notice of proposed rulemaking been pub-

lished?
Dr. ROPER. That is proposed regulations; no, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Then let me ask you, when does the Department plan

to _publish a notice of proposed rulemaking on this issue?
Dr. ROPER. As soon as possible, Mr. Chairman. Let me comment

in two fashions. One, the fact that the Congress gave us a law that
could be implemented without regulations, we are pleased for and
we have proceeded to implement it without the regulations. I
would just reemphasize the point I made in my opening statement.

We take seriously the need to write regulations and are well
along in that process, but to give you what I assume must sound
like a bureaucratic response, COBRA and OBRA gave us a total of
83 regulations to write.

The fact that we are sorting out what we see to be problems in
the wording of the statute is one of the things that has slowed
down the process. Dick Kusserow is, I think, better able to describe
for you the problems that we face. But we are pressing ahead with
writing the regulations, nonetheless.

Mr. WEISS. You sent us two drafts of proposed regulations, one
dated May 1986, and the other dated April 1987, both of which very
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closely track the statute itself. Those regulation', could not have
been that difficult to draft, so, again, why such a long delay?

Dr. ROPER. Just the process of getting concurrence first within
my agency, and then the Department, generally, on some matters
that have some confusion attached to them in the statute.

But, also, again I cite the regulatory burden that we face; the
large number of regs. We knew that there were some provisions
that the Congress gave us in OBRA and COBRA that could not be
implemented absent regulations. We put those at the top of our
list.

This one was self-implementing.
Mr. WEISS. The first interim operating instructions for enforcing

the COBRA antidumping amendment were issued in a June 4,
1987, memo to HCFA regional administrators. That was 10 months
after the COBRA amendment became effective, right?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, but we had had extensive discussions with our
regional administrators in December 1986, explaining to them how
they ought to handle complaints that came forward to them. June
4 is when we formally put it in writing and sent it to the regions.

Mr. WEISS. Those interim instructions piace the primary investi-
gative responsibility on State licensing and certification agencies,
don't they?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, that is, the State agencies are the prime investi-
gators of our quality and enforcement activities, generally, for com-
pliance.

Mr. WEISS. Are the State agencies reimbursed for their investiga-
tory work?

Dr. ROPER. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. At what rate; do you know?
Dr. ROPER. I would be glad to find out for you.
Mr. WEISS. Our information is that it is 75 percent of cost. You

have no reason to disagree with that, do you?
Dr. ROPER. I will be glad to supply the figures for the record, sir.
[The information follows:]
For complaint surveys during FY 1987, the HCFA pays the total cost at a national

average hourly rate of $32.13. This figure represents hourly salary/fringe benefits
travel/per diem and secretarial/administrative overhead, which varies from State to
State.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Only a small percentage of hospitals in the
United States are not accredited by the Joint Commission on Ac-
creditation of Hospitals, or the American Osteopathic Association
The State agencies survey these hospitals for licensure and certifi-
cation purposes, and to assess eligibility for Medicare and Medic-
aid. Most of the surveys, I understand, are paper reviews rather
than onsite investigations. Is that your understanding, also?

Dr. ROPER. I think so, yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Right. And patient dumping violations should be in-

vestigated onsite, right?
Dr. ROPER. They are all investigated onsite.
Mr. WEISS. How can you expect the State agencies to have the

expertise or even the personnel to adequately investigate dumping
complaints, when they are basically a paper review apparatus?

Dr. ROPER. Let me go back and correct. The State agencies do
many paper reviews, but they are fully capable of doing onsite re-
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views where necessary. And, clearly, as we have instructed our re-
gions, a case of this sort is one where it would need immediate, ex-
pedited, onsite review; no question about it.

Mr. WEISS. Have you reviewed the capacity of the various State
agencies to do onsite investigations, and the extent to which they
do undertake onsite investigations?

Dr. RopER. No, sir. I have not. Our staff does that continually,
though.

Mr. WEISS. I would appreciate your submitting to us for the
record the review that you have of the capacity of the State licens-
ing and certification agencies to do onsite inspections?

The information follows:]
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The State Survey agencies are required by HCFA to employ qualified
professionals to perform surveys of facilities participating in the
Medicare and Medicaid programs. These- individuals are required to complete
Federal training programs to ensure that they can reliably ascertain
whether Federal- participation requirements are met. In addition to these
certification surveys, the States respond to complaints relative to the
health and safety of patients, including the "dumping" of patients.

HCFA's regional offices employ a cadre of qualified health professionals
that are responsible for monitoring the performance of State agency
personnel. The regional office staff routinely conduct Federal monitoring
surveys of health care providers to ensure that the State surveyors apply
the requirements consistent with Federal protocols. Also, Federal
surveyors may conduct additional surveys based on complaints received from
the public, ombudsman programs and other sources. This would include
surveys conducted to investigate allegations regarding "dumping" cases.

In addition, HCFA has instructed Peer Review Organizations to provide
medical expertise to support either State Agencies or HCFA staff if
additional medical personnel are needed to evaluate a case. We believe
that the full range of resources that can be brought to bear on any
complaint are more than adequate to ensure a full and proper investigation.
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Dr. ROPER. Sure. If I could, Mr. Chairman, make a general point
in response to your question. While we do have, we believe, ade-
quate capacity to investigate these, and we will make certain we
have whatever the capacity is necessary, it is our view that the
prime moving force of this piece of legislation is a deterrent effect,
and 't is our belief that the vast number of hospitals in America do
not want to do dumping. We are carefully pointing out to them
what the law is, and urging them to be vigorous in instructing
their emergency room staff and other staff as to what the law is so
that there won't be any of these cases.

My point simply is that we place immediate first-line focus on
making sure these things don't happen, but of course, we need to
have the resources to follow up and investigate thobe cases that do
happen.

Mr. WEISS. The fact is that the Congress adopted this legislation
because the problem of dumping has been growing year by year by
year; isn't that correct?

Dr. ROPER. There have been growing allegations, yes, air. I be-
lieve it was the Congress' intention that the prime focus be a deter-
rent, a message

Mr. WEISS. Indeed, but in order to do that you have to acknowl-
edge that-there is a growing problem; and you have to make sure
that the capacity of the agencies to undertake the proper investiga-
tion so that they can serve as a deterrent effect is there; isn'tthat

Dr. ROPER. True.
Mr. WEISS. Right. Dr. Kellermann had testified earlierI don't

know if you heard any of his testimony-
Dr. ROPER. No, sir. I missed it.
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Kellermann is the medical director of emergency

services at the Memphis Regional Medical Center. He testified ear-
lier that the Methodist Hospital in Tennessee dumped a young
man named Terry Takewell, who died the next daywhich, literal-
ly was a case of dumping. They had taken Mr. Takewell from the
emergency room, placed him out in the parking lot. He crawled
under a tree, which is where he was found by the friends who had
taken him to the hospital to begin with, and he died the following
day.

Dr. Kellermann testified that the State agency reviewed the ac-
tions of the hospital and found that they had not violated State
law. He said that in Tennessee, the board which supervises the
agency responsible for surveying a hospital for a potential dumping
violation is controlled by persons directly related to private hospi-
tals and nursing homes.

My question is, would you expect that a State agency under the
control of a board such as the one in Tennessee would be able to
conduct an adequate, impartial investigation and render an impar-
tial judgment regarding the private hospital for violating this law?

Dr. ROPER. Mr. Chairman, I am not personally acquainted, but I
will be glad to look into it with State law and the provisions of this
board in the State. I would presume that the citizens of Tennessee
would constitute a board that would be able to carry out their
given duties.

[The information follows:]
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The two State agencies are separate and distinct. One
agency reports to the Federal Government for purposes
of the survey; the other to the GoVernor of the State.

The Tennessee Department of Health and Environment's Division of Health
Care Facilities is responsible for State licensing and Medicare and
Medicaid certification. There is a program director and staff for each of
these areas and a director in charge of the division. The licensure staff
performs licensure surveys and makes recommendations to the Board of
Licensure. The Medicare/Medicaid certification staff conducts surveys of
Medicare and Medicaid facilities and submits its findings to the HCFA RO.

The Tennessee Board of Licensure is appointed by the Governor and is
composed of 13 members of the health care industry as followst

o Public hospital affiliations
Pharmacist
Dentist
Administrator

o Private hospital affiliations
Doctor of osteopathy
Three administrators
Surgeon

o Nursing home/home health agency affiliations
Owner of a private nursing home
President of a private nursing home
Administrator of a home health agency

o Two consumer representatives

2 31
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Mr. WEISS. That may be a very naive assumption, Dr. Roper, be-
cause the testimony that we had was that the problem that the
public hospitals face is trying to ward off dumping. The very board
they have to take their complaints to is controlled or, for the most
part, composed of people who are involved with the boards of the
private hospitals whc are engaged in the transferring, dumping,
itself.

I asked the question to hark back to the question as to whether
the State agencies are really appropriate agencies to do this k. lid of
investigative work.

Dr. ROPER. In general, I believe strongly that the State agencies
are. I worked as the head of an urban county health department
and assistant head of a State health department, and know what
those agencies are all about.. I believe strongly that the State agen-
cies are closer to the problem and the best vehicle for us to depend
on at the first order.

We need to have a look behind, a followup process at the Federal
level. An to the situation in Tennessee, I would be glad to look into
the allegations made by the doctor from Memphis. We take that se-
riously.

Mr. WEISS. I wish you would, but I wish that you would look
beyond this and at it as an example of the kinds of concerns that
people have expressed about the utilization of the State boards
which may be dominated by the very people who are being investi-
gated.

We have the second bell at this point for a quorum call. We are
going to take a break, hopefully for no more than 10 minutes.

[Whereupon, a short break was taken.]
Mr. WEISS. The subcommittee is back in session.
I think we will now have probably about an hour before we get

another interruption.
Dr. Roper, the interim instructions direct State agencies to con-

duct a survey to investigate a complaint within five working days.
The survey, the memo explains, must investigate emergency serv-
ices and medical staff.

Is that the extent of the guidance offered? Does it indicate addi-
tionally what questions to ask, whom to interview, and what
records to examine?

Dr. ROPER. No, sir. The document gives general instructions that
the State agency is to investigate the case and these are trained
professionals that do whatever is necessary to get the full facts of
the case.

Mr. WEiss. So that aside from stating that the survey must inves-
tigate emergency services and medical staff, the memo does not tell
the State agency anything at all about how to conduct the survey;
is that right?

Dr. ROPER. It tells them to use their professional training.
Mr. WEISS. Isn't evidence of dumping likely to be found by sur-

veying the receiving hospital, as well as the transferring hospital?
Dr. ROPER. By surveying, you mean talking to people at the re-

ceiving hospital?
Mr. WEISS. Right.
E ROPER. Sure, yes, sir.
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Mr. WEISS. Do the interim instructions suggest that the State
agency survey the receiving hospital?

Dr. ROPER. It doesn't mention it, but I would, again, depend on
the professionalism of the investigators to do that. It is an impor-
tant part of many investigations.

Most of the complaints that we have received, 70 percent to date,
have come from the receiving hospital, and so they would be not
only an important part of the investigation, they were the initiator
of the whole process.

Mr. WEISS. But there is nothing in the memo that suggests that
both hospitals be surveyed; inJ that right?

Dr. ROPER. That is right.
Mr. WEISS. OK. What has happened to the cases filed before the

interim instructions were issued last month?
Dr. ROPER. We hae received 35 cases, and I can go down those in

detail, if you would wish. I believe we provided that information to
you.

Mr. WEISS. Let's leave it at that at this point. We have the detail
of that and it will be entered into the record.

[The information follows:]
[See appendix for cases as of October 9, 1987.]
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LOG or SECTION 1867 CASES

Region Date Complaint Name of Hospital Section of COBRA n n Out of
_Allkokditan URDU

III R1/16/87 Mary %:..hington
Fredericksburg. VA

Treatment and trans-
fer for active labor

X

IV 04/27/87 Methodist. Somerville,
IN

Stabilizing treatment.
transfer

X

12/04/87 Jennie Stuart
Hopkinsvills, KY

Stabilizing treatment,
transfer

X

01/08/87 Marymount, London. KY Stabilizing treatment X

01/27/87 George County/Mobile
Lucchile, MS

Treatment. transfer
for active labor

X

02/24/87 Goodlark, Dickson. TN Stabilizing treatment X

04/08/87 Jackson-Madison. Stabilizing treatment X

Jackson. TN

04/01/81 Methodist Evangelical Treatment. transfer X

Louisville. KY

VI 01/05/87 Humana, Clear Lake,
TX

Stablizing treatment.
transfer

X

01/06/87 Dermot -Chicot
Dermot. IX

Screening, treatment,
transfer active labor

X

04/08/87 South Plains Treatment. transfer X
Amherst, TX

05/05/87 Fannin County. Treatment. transfer
Bonham. TX

05/05/87 Lillian Treatment. transfer X

Sonora. TX

05/05/87 Wintergarden Memorial lreritment, transfer X

Dilly. TX

05/05/87 Charter Community lreatment, transfer x (terminatim undemay)
Cleveland, TX

05/12/87 Trinity Memorial
trinity, TX

lreatment, transfer X

r
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Region Date Complaint NO* of Hospital Section of COBRA in In Out of
pcelved alleoed Noncompliant PrODUSSCCadielito..SODDiiarlre

05/12/87 Riverside Treatment. transfer X
Corpus Christi. TX

05/12/87 Terrell Community Treatment. transfer X
Terrell. TX

05/12/87 San Saba Treatment. transfer X

San Saba. TX

05/12/87 Mitchell County Treatment. transfer X

Colorado City. TX

05/12/87 South Arlington Treatment, transfer X
Medical Center

Arlington. TX

05/27/87 Oalgrove Louisiana Treatment. transfer X
West Carroll Parish. LA

05/27/87 Central Texas Medical Treatment, transfer X
Center

Hearne, TX

04/15/87 Trinity Memorial Treatment. transfer X
Trinity. TX

12/30/85 LevlsvIlAe Medical Treatment X
Lewisville, TX

01/28/87 McAllen Medical
McAllen, TX

Refuse to accept
indigent transfers

X

02/17/87 Detar, Victoria. TX Treatment transfer
for active labor

X

02/20/87 Alvin Community Treatment, transfer X
Alvin. TX

11/21/86 MCA Valley Treatment. transfer X
8rovnsville. TX

P4/01/87 Colonial Treatment. transfer X
Terrell. TX

04/01/87 Wilson N. Jones
Sherman. TX

Screening, treatment.
transfer

X

IX 03/18/87 Brookside. San Treatment, transfer X (termination rescinded)
Pablo. CA

04/9/87 Losltedanos Transfer X

Pittsburg. CA
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Mr. WEISS. Earlier this morning, we heard some discussion of the
fill-Burton community service obligation. Do the State agencies

have any experience with this Federal law, to your %-owl Ige?
Dr. ROPER. I would defer to the Director of the "lice for Civil

Rights. I am not that familiar with the Hill-Burton legislation,
since my agency does not enforce that.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Kusserow, do you have any information on that?
Mr. KUSSEROW. As he has pointed out, that is with the Offici for

Civil Rights.
Mr. *Ems. Ms. Morton.
Ms. MORTON. To my knowledge, they are not that familiar with

our regulations.
Mr. WEISS. Right. Would State agency staff, to your knowledge,

Ms. Morton, be trained to identify Hill-Burton violations?
Ms. MORTON. I am not aware of any speciFc training related to

Hill-Burton.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Let's see if we can follow a complaint. An investi-

gation is triggered, I understand, only when an HCFA regional
office determines that a COBRA complaint is warranted; is that
correct, Dr. Roper?

Dr. ROPER. Complaints come to us and we investigate them. They
come to us in a variety of ways, as I said, 70 percent of them have
come from the receiving hospital; others have come from family
members, or members of the community. A number of them have
come because our staff read the local newspaper an
learned about an incident.

Mr. WEISS. But it is a fact that it is only triggered at your office
when an HCFA regional office determines tad a COBRA com-
plaint is warranted.

Dr. ROPER. Yes, that is the beginning point of the process.
Mr. WEISS. Now complaints can also be filed with the State

agency, directly; is that correct?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Would the State agency then have the power to

decide if a complaint is warranted?
Dr. ROPER. They would have the power and the authority to

begin an investigation on their own. They have the responsibility
for their own citizens.

Mr. WEISS. Do the interim instructions set forth any guidelines
for either HCFA or the Office of Inspector General, or the State
agencies to determine whether a complaint is warranted or unwar-
ranted?

Mr. KUSSEROW. I can answer one part of that, Mr. Chairman,
while we are waiting. There is absolutely nothing in there for the
inspector general at this time. We have no authority to act on any
investigation until the regulations go into effect and the delega-
tions come from the Secretary.

So, I will tell you that we have no guidelines for our staff, and
we are not able to act at this point.

Mr. WEISS. It is not accurate to suggest that because the statute
went into effect, that you don't need regs. For this purpose, you
need regulations. Is that correct?

Dr. ROPER. For the sanctions part of the process, yes, sir. But if I
could go back and answer your question, if I remember it, it was-
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does anything in our June 4 instructions tell the regional office
how to handle the facts once they have gotten them? The answer is
yes. It says that if the results indicate the hospital is out of compli-
ance with one or more conditions of participation, initiate a fast-
track termination of that hospital from the Medicare Program.

Mr. WEL.ss. Read it again, slowly, for me, please.
Dr. ROPER. "If the results"that is the results of the investiga-

tion by the State agency, and when appropriate by the peer review
organization"indicate that the hospital is out of compliance with
one or more of the conditions of participation, which results in pa-
tients being dumped, that is transferred or otherwise discharged in
unstable medical condition, initiate"this is speaking to the re-
gional office"initiate a fast-track termination."

Mr. WEISS. That is in essence a conclusion. There are no guide-
lines as to how you arrive at that position, to make that determina-
tion.

Dr. ROPER. This memo doesn't set forth those guidelines.
Mr. WEISS. Right, and doesn't set forth any criteria to be fol-

lowed; is that correct?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, but my answer is that the people in the regional

offices have detailed instructions about how to judge whether or
not an agency is in compliance with the conditions of participation.
It is a major part of our work.

So the fact that this memo doesn't set them forth doesn't mean
they don't exist.

Mr. WEISS. What does exist? Tell me, again, what exists?
Dr. ROPER. "Conditions of participation" is a detailed document

that explains what hospitals, in this case, have to do to be a part of
the Medicare program. Our staff have detailed instructions about
how to apply those conditions of participation to specific hospital
situations, and therefore, judge whether or not a hospital is in com-
pliance with the conditions of participation.

What the June 4 memo says is, "if they are not in compliance,
start the termination process."

Mr. WEISS. That is conditions of participation in the Medicare
program. Right?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. That does not relate to the COBRA legislation.
Dr. ROPER. That is a separate requirement, yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Right. Are you saying then there are no regulations

or guidelines, or criteria that are required beyond the conditions of
participation in the Medicare Program? That the new legislation,
the new COBRA amendment, doesn't require anything further to
be spelled out as far as guidelines or criteria are concerned?

Dr. ROPER. The regulations will entail in clear-cut fashion what
is already a practice for how to handle these complaints procedur-
ally. But the regulations will not be setting forth criteria and
guidelines, if I understood your words.

Those are already on the books, so to speak.
Mr. WEISS. Then why is COBRA needed? I mean, if conditions of

participation are that clear cut, and they exclude dumping general-
ly, then you wouldn't need the COBRA legislation at all. Right?
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Dr. ROPER. No, sir. The COBRA legislation said, and this was
reaffirmed in the Tax Reform Act in October, that in addition to
the conditions of participation, will be the matter of dumping.

Mr. WEISS. I have been asking you about dumping, itself, and the
question, again, if I can go back, is whether there are any criteria
or guidelines spelled out either to HCFA or OIG, or anybody in the
State agencies, to determine whether a complaint is warranted
under the antidumping provisions. The answer has to be, in fact,
that no, there have been no criteria or guidelines spelled out. Is
that correct?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Let's turn to the draft regulations. They provide

that hospitals will be subject to termination or suspension of their
provider agreements if "the evidence available establishes a defi-
nite pattern of knowing, willful nr negligent non-compliance." Is
that correct?

Dr. ROPER. I don't have the draft regulations in front of me, but
that sounds right. Yes, sir.

Mr. WEiss. We take that from page 32 of the draft regulations.
The regulations fLrther provide, on pages 32 and 33, that the deter-
mination of noncompliance will be "based on such factors as the
number of violations substantiated, the period of time during
which the violations occurred, the seriousness of the individuals'
conditions," and other factors; is that correct?

Dr. ROPER. Again, I don't have it in front of me, but I take it that
you are reading from our draft.

Mr. WEISS. Yes. Again, we take that quote directly from the draft
regs.

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Is it correct that single, isolated instances of illegal

dumping would not be enough to cause suspension or termination;
that there must be a definite pattern?

Dr. ROPER. No, sir. What we are saying is that a single case i.
sufficient cause for an antidumping action, but in the review b
the agency, the State agency in this case, they are to evaluate, loo
for a pattern of noncompliance. A single violation is sufficient
cause to initiate termination.

In fact, in the cases that we have handled already, some of them
were because of specific, single complaints.

Mr. WEISS. My understanding is that that applies if there is a
"flagrant violation"; isn't that correct? The draft regulations sug-
gest a patternevidence establishing a definite pattern of knowing,
willful or negligent noncompliance, unless you are able to demon-
strate a flagrant violation, and then a single act would be suffi-
cient. Is that correct?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. One really bad one is enough though.
Mr. WEISS. Is there- -
Dr. ROPER. If I could just add, Mr. Chairman, that is parallel to

the way we handle quality of care cased in the peer review organi-
zation process, as well. The PRO's overlook the Medicare program
and they look for patterns of inappropriate care. But again, a
single dumping case, if it is bad enough, is enough to warrant
action.
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Mr. WEISS. So that nothing less than a pattern, or a particularly
flagrant instance, will trigger monetary penalties; is that correct?

Dr. ROPER. Nothing less than a problem will not lead to a penal-
ty, you are right. If we find a problem

Mr. WEISS. No, no.
Dr. ROPER [continuing]. Either through a pattern of cases, or a

single bad case, we will take action.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Now, doesn't the statute specify that any single

instance of illegal dumping can lead to these penalties?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. That is why we are enforcing it the way we

are.
Mr. WEISS. Well, you have gone beyond it, though. What you

have said is that a single, flagrantwhatever that meanscase
will do it.

Mr. KUSSEROW. If I may add, Mr. Chairman, so we don't get con-
fused. One of the problems that we are having with the regulations
L: the difference between termination, which is primarily a compli-
ance mechanism, and suspension, and then CMP. The original leg-
islation, I think, was intended to go from the more severe to the
less severe.

Dr. Roper is quite correct when he is talking about the fact that
when you terminate a hospital, or you suspend them, it really
would require a pattern, or a real flagrant case.

But as far as the civil monetary penalty is concerned, I think it
was envisioned by the Congress that a single act would not have to
be gross and flagrant, but could in fact result in a monetary penal-
ty. So it depends on what provision you are looking at in the law.

Mr. WEISS. I wish you would double check that. My understand-
ing, as I read that, is that for a suspension or termination, you re-
quire a pattern of violations. For a monetary penalty, you need
either a pattern or a flagrant violation.

For suspension you could not use a flagrant violation standard,
single flagrant act. Right? For that you need a pattern and then
for a monetary penalty, it is not enough that you have a violation
of the antidumping statute, but that you need a flagrant violation.

Mr. KUSSEROW. De facto, you are absolutely right because the
standard of proof that you have, under the CMP, is that you knew
or knowingly, rather than what is traditional under the civil mone-
tary penalty standard, which knew or had reason to know, which is
a negligence standard.

So the end result of that is quite as you stated. It requires it to
be flagrant because if you do it knowingly or with intent, then in
fact it is flagrant by definition. So you are quite right. But what
you are pointing out also is one of the problems we are having with
the legislation.

It parallels, but is not exactly the same as, the terminology used
in other legislation that is already on the books.

Mr. WEISS. Who decides if a case is a flagrant violation?
Mr. KUSSEROW. We have that in the statute; it becomes flagrant,

almost by definition, when you say they have done it knowingly. In
other words, with intent; that is flagrant by definition.

If it stands on the books that way, that will in fact be the defini-
tion.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Roper, do you agree with that?
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Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. How many patient dumping complaints has HCFA re-

ceived?
Dr. ROPER. Forty.
Mr. WEISS. We have 34. How recent is the 40?
Dr. ROPER. Forty is the count as of-this morning.
Mr. WEISS. Of those, our information was that out of the 34, 23

were filed in region 6, the Dallas office. Was that correct?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. The more recent ones
Mr. WEISS. How many of the 40 were filed from the Dallas office,

do you know?
Dr. ROPER. I would be glad to count. Can you bear with me for a

moment?
Mr. WEISS. Sure.
Dr. ROPER. Twenty-two of the forty are from the Dallas region.
[The following information was subsequently provided:]
The total number of cases of alleged dumping violations filed in the Dallas Region

was, in fact, 23.

Mr. WEiss. We counted 23 out of the 34 that you submitted to us
a couple of weeks ago. Why have there been _so many complaints
from that single region, would you- know ? -Do you have any idea?

Dr. ROPER. Why the number in this specific region, I don't have
an answer for you.

Mr. WEISS. The testimony that we had this morning suggested
that because of the special concern that the administrator of the
Parkland. Hospital in Dallas has shown- in the dumping area

Dr. ROPER. Excuse me, sir. The State of Texas has shown special
concernthey have passed their own legislation.

Mr. WEISS. They passed that legislation to a great extent, I
gather, because of the administrator, and because there was a large
amount of media attention, both local and national, on the dump-
ing cases in Texas. As a result, people, were aware of the COBRA
amendment and filed complaints.

Would you draw,the same.conclusion?
Dr. ROPER. The same conclusion?
Mr. WEISS. That the reason that there were so many complaints

filed in region VI, that is in the Dallas, TX, area, is because people
seemed to be aware, the public attention focused

Dr. ROPER. I think that is a reasonable assumption, yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. If this number of dumping incidents has been identi-

fied in a single region, 22 or 23, would you assume that there must
be many more than the 34 that we had a couple of weeks ago, or
the 40 that we now have nationwide that could fall udder COBRA?

Dr. ROPER. There must be more. There are some unreported
cases, I am sure. Yes, sir.

Mr. WEISS. Right. Will there be a requirement in the regulations
that you are considering now, that a notice be posted in the hospi-
tal emergency rooms, informing patients of their rights under the
COBRA amendment?

Dr. ROPER. That is one of the things we are studying right now,
Mr. Chairman. It may well be that that is something we cannot do
through regulation; it may require specific statutory authority to
post a notice. Our legal counsel is reviewing that right now.
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Mr. WEiss. What are your plans for informing people about the
law?

Dr. ROPER. First of all to communicate this in whatever forums
we can, specifically to the hospital industry. I have written to the
National Association of Public Hospitals and asked them to be
helpful in identifying cases that come to their attention. The public
hospitals are the likely recipients of dumped cases. I have also
written to the American Hospital Association and the Federation
of American Health Care Systems. I think occasions like this hear-
ing that you are holding today will inform the public of this impor-
tant provision of law.

Mr. WEISS. But how about at the point of contact? Would you
have any thoughts as to how you could possibly make sure that
there will be a better opportunity for people who are in the situa-
tion themselves, to be aware of what their rights are under the
law?

Dr. ROPER. The inspector general reminds me that he is doing a
study of that subject. I would like to let him talk. I would just say
that we want people to be fully informed of all aspects of the Medi-
care law, but I think we ought to think carefully about what we
would say to people, how to communicate an appropriate message.

The idea of a posted notice I would have to think carefully about
before giving an opinion.

Mr. WEISS. One of those suggestions that was made by some of
the medical people on the earlier panel was that perhaps having a
certification requirement by the transferring physician, which
would include the statement that he or she has advised the patient
of all of the rights under the COBRA amendment would be appro-
priate, or if you had a statement by the patient or the patient's
guardian or dose person who is with the patient, if the patient is
not able to certify that they have been so notified, might be a way
of doing that.

That would at least provide for, if not the actual transferring of
the information, somebody having to state that they have provided
the information, or that they have been provided the information.

Dr. ROPER. I would, again, want to give that some thought. As a
practicing physician, having worked in emergency rooms, myself,
what we are talking about is how to make sure people get the care
that they need.

My reticence in seconding your suggestion about a certification
is

Mr. WEISS. Not my suggestion; the suggestion of doctors who are
familiar with this particular work.

Dr. ROPER. I stand corrected. But the reason I want to think
about that some more is that it has the tendency to put it in very
legal terms. We have people on the firing line trying to render care
in a doctor-patient relationship, or whatever, and that may have
the tendency to polarize

Mr. WEISS. If you put it in the guise or context of informi con-
sent so that people know what is happening to them.

Dr. ROPER. I understand the point.
Mr. WEISS. Your draft testimony states that you have "recom-

mended that two hospitals be terminated from Medicare for failure
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to meet the new emergency medical care condition of participa-
tion."

Would you explain the new condition of participation and what
happened in the two cases recommended for termination?

Dr. ROPER. Explain the condition of participation?
Mr. WEISS. Yes, the language that was used in your draft testi-

mony was that you have recommended that two hospitals be termi-
nated from Medicare for failure to meet the new emergency medi-
cal conditions of. participation.

I want to know what-you meant by that and what happened in
the two cases that were recommended for termination?

Dr. ROPER. Mr. Chairman,-we published revised conditions of par-
ticipation for hospitals in the Medicare program about a year-ago
and there was aprovision in that dealing with emergency services,
how emergency departments of hospitals were to be organized and
staff, et cetera. I would be glad to provide a copy of that to you.

[The information follows:]

9 4
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Hoe% Com Rooming Administration, HMS 0 482.57

I482.55 Condition of participation: Emer-
gency services.

The hospital must meet the erner
gency needs of patients in accordance
with acceptable standards of practice.

(a) Standard: Organization and di.
rection. If emergency services are pro.
%ided at the hospital

(1) The services must be organized
under the direction of a qualified
member of the medical staff;

(2) The services must be integrated
with other departments of the hospi-
tal;

(3) The policies and procedures gov-
erning medical care provided In the
emergency service or department are
established by and are a continuing re
sponsibility of the medical staff.

(b) Standard: Personnel. (1) The
emergency services must be supervtstd
by a qualified member of the medical
staff.

(2) There must be adequate medical
and nursing personnel qualified In
emergency care to meet the written
emergency procedures and needs an-
ticipated by the facility.

I482.56 Condition of participation: Reha-
bilitation services.

If the hospital provides rehabilita-
tion, physical therapy, occupational
therapy, audiology. or speech patholo
gy services, the services must be orga-
nized and staffed to ensure the health
and safety of patients.

(a) Standard: Organization and
staffing. The organization of the serv-
ice must be appropriate to the scope of
the services offered.

(1) The director of the services must
have the necessary knowledge, experi-
ence, and capabilities to properly su
pervise and administer the services.

(2) Physical therapy. occupational
therapy, or speech therapy, or audiol
ogy services. if provided. must be pro-
vided by staff who meet the qualifica-
tions specified by the medical staff,
consistent with State law.

(b) Standard: Delivery of services.
Services must be furnished in accord
ance with a written plan of treatment.
Services must be given in accordance
with orders of practitioners who are
authorized by the medical staff to
order the services, and the orders must
be incorporated in the patient's
record.

2
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Mr. WEISS. I would appreciate that. What happened in the two
cases; do you know?

Dr. ROPER. There are eight cases altogether.
Mr. WEISS. You recommended eight cases for termination?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. What happened to them?
Dr. ROPER. Ultimately, five of the cases came back to us before

the termination was effective with corrective plans of action that
were acceptable to us. We rescinded the termination in those five
cases and are continuing vigorous oversight.

Three of the eight cases are still in progress at the moment.
Mr. WEISS. Have they in fact been terminated?
Dr. ROPER. The three?
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Dr. ROPER. No, sir. We are in the 23-day period right now. If I

could explain the way the process works. Once our regional office
is satisfied that a case warrants the beginning of the termination
process, we issue a formal notice of termination action to the hospi-
tal. The clock begins and there is a 23-working-day period before
the termination can be effective. If we do not rescind our action
during that period of time, it will become effective and the hospital
is kicked out of the Medicare program.

In five of the cases, the hospitals came forward to us with correc-
tive action plans that were satisfactory to us.

In the three remaining cases, we are presently within that 23-
day window and we have not yet come to the end of it.

Mr. WEISS. Is one of the hospitals with the corrective action plan
Brookside?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. In any of these cases, were any of them referred to

the Office of the Inspector General for other possible penalties?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir; all eight have been.
Mr. WEISS. All eight. Now, Dr. Roper, we heard testimony this

morning from Mrs. Hill who reported the case of the young man
who was placed outside in the parking lot, and Dr. Kellermann, on
the same case.

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. On October 27, 1986, JONAH, a community organiza-

tion in west Tennessee filed a complaint with the inspector gener-
al. The complaint alleged that the Methodist Hospital violated the
antidumping law in the case of Terry Takewell. When did the IG
or HCFA respond to this complaint?

Mr. KUSSEROW. We referred the complaint over to the Health
Care Financing Administration. The way the system is designed is
that the primary concern in any case is to ensure that patients
going to a hospital as of this moment are in fact going to get the
promised care, and that the hospital is in compliance.

So the first step is for the Health Care Financing Administration
to make that determination. If they are out of compliance, then
they terminate them.

At the conclusion of that process, if they feel that there should
be an investigation of the past acts, or penalties, then they refer it
for investigation by the inspector general.
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In the case of Somerville, I believe that as yet they have not
found it out of compliance and therefore there is no retrospective
investigation planned.

Mr. WEISS. HCFA has not found it out of compliance?
Mr. KUSSEROW. No, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Do you know whether and when HCFA responded to

the complaint? You, Mr. Kusserow, said that you forwarded it on to
HCFA, right. So that that was your way of dealing with it.

Mr. KUSSEROW. On any complaint by any source that we would
get, the first step would be to go to the Health Care Financing Ad-
ministration to protect patients currently going to that hospital.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Would you expect HCFA to acknowledge the re-
ceipt of that complaint by them to the organization or people who
forwarded the complaint in the first instance? Did you notify the
people who filed the complaint?

Dr. ROPER. If I understand the nature of your question, Mr.
Chairman, it is our desire to let everybody know what we are doing
in a case. My understanding of this one was that the process began
with a newspaper article that presented the facts of this case in
Tennessee and that this is what led to the investigation. That is
why we did not go back and inform an individual.

Clearly, it is our intention when there are specific individual
complainants to make sure they know where we are in the process.
If we dropped the ball on this one, that is not what we intended to
do.

Mr. WEISS. Well, you had a formal complaint that was filed with
the Office of Inspector General hotline from this organization, Just
Organized Neighborhood Area Headquarters (JONAH); that is
dated October 27, 1986.

Mr. Kusserow, you have indicated you transferred that over to
HCFA, that that is the appropriate channel to take. But our
records indicate that there was nothing further until April 27,
1987, when there was a form response sent to the organization's
president by HCFA.

That is October 27 to April 27, which is a delay of some 6
months, and then my question is whether there has been any fur-
ther communication from HCFA or the Office of the Inspector Gen-
eral, or the State agency to the people who filed the complaint?

It is my information that there has not been. Do you have any
further information?

Mr. KUSSEROW. No; but we certainly can go back to our files and
come back for the record on that.

Mr. WEISS. But I am not really interested in having my records
complete. What I am really interested in is finding out why in fact
it would take 6 months before the organization was sent a letter of
acknowledgment that their complaint had been received, and since
then nothing. Silence.

Don't you think that people who file complaints ought to be kept
apprised as to what is happening?

Mr. KUSSEROW. Sure.

77-931 0 - 88 - 8
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Mr. Wmss. My question is, what is going on? Why the silence?
Dr. ROPER. On this case, I don't know, sir, but like Mr. Kusserow

said, we will go back and look at it. It is not our plan, intention or
anything else to keep people in the dark.

[The information follows:]

2 2. 8



On September 25, 1986, a Tennessee State licensure staff r^rson noted a
newspaper article on the alleged dumping of a patient named
Terry Takewell, from Methodist Hospital, Somerville, Tennessee. The State
licensure staff reviewed the incident and decided that this alleged dumping
case warranted investigation under the State's dumping provisions. The
State investigation was performed on October 7, 1986 and October 16, 1986.
On 4/27/87, the Tennessee licensing staff notified the HCFA regional office
of the case. The HCFA regional office reviewed the investigation
procedures and findings of the State licensure staff and determined that
the investigation was sufficient to evaluate compliance with Medicare
requirements. Therefore, the regional office did not authorize the State
Medicare certification staff to conduct another investigation of the
incident.

The State Board of Licensure heard the case on May 28-30, 1987. The Board
found the hospital in compliance (voting 8 to 3) with State minimum
standards. The Board is composed of 13 representatives of the health are
industry appointed by the Governor and chaired by Dr. Alsup of the
Tennessee Department of Health. Two of the 13 board members were not
present to vote on the Methodist Hospital, Somerville case.

HCFA found the hospital in compliance based on the findings of the State
licensure investigation and referred the case to the OIG on 7/13/87. No
complainant was informed of the findings of the investigation because the
complaint originated from a newspaper article.
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[See testimony of Zettie Mae Hill, pp. 21-24.]
Mr. Wass. You have regulations in placedoes anybody have

rep in place, or rules of the house or anything which says within x
period of time you have to let people know what is going on?

Dr. ROPER. I imagine that is going to be part of our regulations,
sir.

Mr. WEISS. But in the meanwhile, supposing this was a different
nature of a complaint. Supposing this was not filed under the anti-
dumping law. Supposing it was filed under Hill-Burton. Supposing
it was filed under Medicare provision of services.

There must be something in place which says when a complaint
is received, within x number of days we notify, or acknowledge the
receipt of complaint, and then within x number of days hence we
tell them what is going on.

Dr. ROPER. You are so right. There should be. Good business
practice dictates doing that.

Mr. WEISS. But if you don't know that, then who should?
Dr. ROPER. The people who are involved in the operating of the

complaint process out in the regions. I will be looking into that and
I will be glad to provide you a response.

We believe an important part of our work is timely response to
the public.

Mr. WEISS. In your interim operating instructions, the State
agency is directed to "conduct at least a limited survey to investi-
gate the complaint withir. 5 working days."

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Does it seem unusual to you that a 5-day limit is im-

posed on the State agency when, in this particular instance that we
have cited, it took 182 days for a mere acknowledgment to be
mailed from HCFA.

Shouldn't your own agency be subject to the same 5-day rule or
requirement?

Dr. ROPER. We have to respond in a timely fashion, sir. Clearly,
we should.

Mr. WEISS. I assume that if there were regulations in effect, im-
plementing the COBRA amendment, that this kind of excessive
delay would not be happening, or at least wouldn't be as likely that
it would happen. Do you agree with that? .

Dr. ROPER. We ought not to be that slow in any event.
Mr. WEISS. OK. A Tennessee lawyer who filed a similar com-

plaint with the Office of Inspector General hotline also had no re-
sults, and wrote a letter to Congressman Pete Stark's staff person.
It says, "The two administrative complaints sent to the so-called
`OIG Hotline' might just as well have been put in a bottle and
tossed into the Tennessee River for all the response they have gen-
erated."

[The information follows:]
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.0 LEGAL SERVICES OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE. INC
820 Stahhnan Building

211 Union Street, Nashville. Tenn 37201 (615) 244.6620
April 20, 1987

Brian Bites. M.D., M.P.H.
Office of Rep. Pete Stark
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re' COBRA Medicare -Anti-Dumolne_Enforcernent

Dear Brian:

O

I understand that Congressman Stark is interested in following up on
last year's Medicare anti-dumping amendments to find out how well
the new law is being enforced. If experience in Tennessee is any
indication, the answer is that the new law is not being implemented
at all by the Department of Health and Human Services.

I enclose two complaints made to the NHS Office of Inspector General
seeking to invoke administrative enforcement of the new law. As
you can see, both of these cases are extremely serious, and the .
Methodist Hospital case resulted in death. There has been no written
acknowledgment or any activity regarding either of these cases.

After these complaints were filed with the 01G, I received a copy of
the HCFA transmittal authorizing the states to investigate complaints
under the new law. (A copy of the transmittal is enclosed.)
However, I have checked with the Tennessee state agency, and they
have never received any information from either HCFA or OIG
regarding the two complaints enclosed. As it happens, the state
agency Is independently investigating the Methodist Hospital case and
has filed detailed charges before the state licensing board. (A copy of
the notice of charges detailing the egregious circumstances of the
case is also enclosed.) The case before the state regulatory board is
scheduled for a three-day contested hearing next week, April 28-30.
However, the state of course lacks the defunding and other
enforcement tools granted to the Secretary under § 9121 of COBRA.
Thus, regardless of the findings made by the state licensing board,
Methodist Hospital will continue to receive full Medicare funding.

BOARD or DIRECTORS STAFF ATTORNEYS
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Brian Biles, M.D., M.P.H.
Office of Rep. Pete Stark
U.S. House of Representatives
April 20, 1987
Page 2
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)
7.-...,c:ent dumping is an extremely serious problem In Tennessee. For
your information, I enclose a copy of a description of a state
regulatory hearing In which the Medical Director of the Emergency
Department of The Regional Medical Center (The Med"), the state's
lusts; diblic hospital, submitted the bracelets of 286 patients
dumped on his facility by area hospitals over a period of a few
months. As the records compiled by The Med documented, many of
these patients were g...ssly medically unstable when they arrived at
the public hospital's emergency department.

Because of these problems. It was widely hoped In Tennessee that
the COBRA protections would provide some much-needed relief.
However, It would appear that, as tar as HHS is concerned the anti-
dumping provisions of COBRA are a dead letter. The two administra-
tive complaints sent to the so-called ''01G Hotline" might Just as well
have been put in a bottle and tossed into the Tennessee River for all
the response they have generated.

If you need further Information, please feel free to contact me.

GGB:cJ

. --

23i1. 4,

Sincerely yours,

ca,6....p.,..",
Gordon Bonnyman
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Mr. WEISS. Now, can HCFA and the OIG overcome this kindof
Mr. KUSSEROW. Is that the same case?
Mr. WEISS. Different case; same area; same State.
Mr. KUSSEROW. I am not aware of that at all.
Mr. WEISS. This complaint was filed against Good lark Hospital in

Dickson, TN, and the lawyer was Gordon Bonnyman.
Mr. KUSSEROW. Be glad to look into the facts, sir. I just don't

know that one.
Mr. WEISS. That was sent on February 4, 1987. He says that he

has heard nothing at all.
Mr. KUSSEROW. If it was sent to our office and we haven't re-

sponded, I would like to have a copy of that and I will check and
see. I am not aware of that.

Mr. WEISS. OK. We will get ycu a copy of it.
Your list of complaints that you have submitted to us shows that

an investigation has been done and Good lark Hospital is in compli-
ance with COBRA.

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. That is right.
Mr. WEISS. The two don't square.
Dr. ROPER. Sounds like we didn't answer the mail. As I have told

you, it is our intention to do that in a timely fashion.
Mr. Waiss. But it le even .vorse than that because, not only

haven't you responded, but you have indicated that in fact Good
lark is in compliance. Now, they may or may not be in compliance.

Dr. ROPER. They are in compliance as a result of our investiga-
tion. Not sending the mail back didn't mean

Mr. WEISS. How would the person who filed the complaint know
that if you don't notify them of it so that they could either agree or
take exception to your finding? I would assume that they would
have been reached out to just to see whether in fact they have any-
thing to add to their complaint.

Mr. KUSSEROW. Where was it mailed to? I have checked the
records and I am not aware of that complaint. Was it sent to

Mr. WEISS. OIG hotline, Office of Inspector General, Department
of Health and Human Services, P.O. Box 17303, Baltimore, MD.

Mr. KUSSEROW. OK. I will check that. At the conclusion of the
hearing we will go back and go through them. I think we have had
somewhere in the neighborhood of 70,000 or 80,000 complaints
come through that hotline since I have been inspector general, and
this may have fallen through the cracks.

It is not our policy to have that happen. If we have a case here,
let me check it out and see if there is something broken that needs
to be fixed.

Mr. WEISS. But it didn't fall between the cracks because it went
on to HCFA and it appears in the log of determinations of com-
plaints and determinations.

Mr. KUSSEROW. That showed up in there? Did that come from a
separate source; was it mailed from more than one source, or did it
come from us?

Mr. WEISS. All I can tell you is that the date, complaint received,
is 2-24-87. This was dated 2-4-87.

Mr. KUSSEROW. And the complainant said that is the only
number they sent it to?

233
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Mr. WEISS. Listen, I have no way of knowing that. All that I amsaying to you
Mr. KUSSEROW. I feel somewhat relieved in the fact that at least

it was handled in a timely fashion. Your concern, as I understand
it, is that somewhere along the line in the buret.ucratic process,
there wasn't an acknowledgment of that letter. Is that correct? Not
that it wasn't acted on in a timely fashion, but that there was not
an acknowledgment of the complair t to the original complainant.
Is that correct?

Mr. WEISS. I am talking about what is apparently a very serious
complaint. It talks about a client who is a diabetic with a 12-year
history of serious heart disease. He and his family live in Dickson,
TN, about 40 miles from Nashville, and he has been treated both
as an out-patient and as an in-patient at Goodlark Hospital on sev-
eral occasions over the years.

He has also received treatment, including open heart surgery.
November 1986 he was hospitalized for 6 days at St. Thomas Hospi-
tal for a bloodclotting problem. Following his discharge, he was fol-
lowed on an out-patient basis by a doctor at Goodlark.

On Thursday, December 11, 1986, the patient was taker: to the
emergency room at Goodlark Hospital at around 5 a.m. He was ex-
periencing chest pains aid was ill. His heart was monitored for
about 2 hours and he was sent home still wearing the monitors.

The family members took him back to the hospital at 7:15 the
following day. The monitors were removed and he was sent home.
Later that morning, his physician called his house and said that he
needed to be hospitalized. He was instructed to come to the doctor's
office in the hospital building at 1 that afternoon. At 1 that after-
noon, members of the family took him to Dr. Bell's ofnce.

His heart was monitored for about an hour in the doctor's office.
Dr. Bell then called in the wife, handed her the originals of the
papers, which are attached to this letter as attachments, and told
her that the patient needed to be admitted to intensive care for
monitoring of his heart.

The patient's wife took the papers to the admitting office where
she was interviewed by a young blonde, female clerk. Meanwhile,
the patient was in a wheelchair outside the admitting office wait-
ing for the admitting process to be completed.

Part way through the interview, another person came out and
interjected that the patient had no insurance coverage. She appar-
ently overheard the conversation between the patient's wife and
one of the interviewers.

It is a fairly typical kind of a case. i am not talking about paper-
work. I am talking about a dumping situation--

Dr. ROPER. That was investigated in a timely fashion.
Mr. WEISS. Again, it just seems to me that where you have a

complaint of that kind coming to you, that there ought to be some
system in place where you don't just make a determination that
things are going swell and dispose of it and never let the complain-
ant know that in fact- -

Mr. KUSSRROW. As I understand it, the concern is that as opposed
to the three alternatives, that it was properly acknowledged, or
that it was properly handled in a timely fashion, or that the out-
come was desirable or tr.desirableyou are saying that where we
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fouled up here is in the fact that we didn't acknowledge it; not that
we were not timely in the process, or there wasn't a proper deter-
mination process made.

Mr. WEISS. It is bad enough when people don't know that the law
exists. But when you have somebody who, because of appropris rs
counsel, finds out that there is a law that they can take advan.age
of, and they make a complaint and if, in fact, that complaint is not
acknowledged, and they are never told about the disposition, espe-
cially when the disposition is negative to their complaint, it seems
to me that the message that you are sending is not the kind of mes-
sage that you want to send.

It seems to me that what you want to be doing is letting com-
plainants know that even if it turns out that you don't find their
complaint to be actionable, that at least you have sufficient con-
cern for their having made the complaint, that you keep them ap-
prised as to what is happening.

Mr. KUSSEROW. That is a frdr comment on your part, and, yes,
sir, we ought to do that.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I am glad we agree. As of Friday, July 17, 1987,
the Tennessee State health agencies had never received either of
these complaints; neither the one against Methodist Hospital, filed
on behalf of Terry Takewell, nor the one against Goodlark Hospi-
tal. So apparently the breakdown is not just with the complainant,
but also with the State health agency.

Dr. ROPER. They had not received what, sir?
Mr. WEISS. They had not received either of these complaints from

your office.
Dr. ROPER. They investigated the complaint, sir, at our request.
Mr. WEISS. The information that we have is that in fact that is

not the case. That however the "in-compliance" determination was
made, it seems not to have been made on the basis of the investiga-
tion by the State health agency because they said, as of July 17,
they had not received either of these complaints from HCFA.

Dr. ROPER. That is curious. I would have to check into it.
Mr. WEISS. Would you check into it?
Dr. ROPER. I know in the case of the Somerville instance that the

State health agency specifically was involved in doing the investi-
gation. After all, that is how we heard about it. You said the earli-
er witness testified about his question about the composition of the
board at the State level that presided over that investigation.

Mr. WEISS. It is a hospital review board. Yes.
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. That is the State.
Mr. WEISS. This is the State agency, itself.
Anyhow, I would appreciate your looking into it and letting us

know why the confusion.
Dr. ROPER. Sure.
[The information follows:]
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The Office of the Inspector General initially received the complaintagainst the Goodlark Hospital. The original complaint, dated 2/04/87, wassent to the OIG Hotline from Mr. Clyde Lowe's lawyer. The complaintalleged that Mr. Lowe was denied admission to the Goodlark Hospital on12/12/86 because he had used up his Medicare and Medicaid days. Thecomplaint also alleged that at the time Mr. Lowe was denied admission, he
was experiencing chest pain, arm numbness and choking. The next day,
Mr. Lowe's family took him to St. Thomas Hospital in Nashville where he wasadmitted.

Mr. Lowe's complaint was referred to the HCFA regional office by he OIG on2/24/87. HCFA authorized the Tennessee State Agency to conduct a complaintinvestigation. The survey was conducted on 3/3/87 and after reviewing thesurvey findings, the regional office, on 4/1/87, determined that GoodlarkHospital was in compliance and that a dumping violation had not occurred.
The complainant was not informed of the findings because this determination
was made prior to the June 4, 1987 memorandum specifying the procedures fornotifying complainants of the survey findings. Our procedures now specify
that complainants arc notified both when the HCFA RO receives a complaintand after the investigation is complete. The model letter acknowledgingthe complaint informs the complainant of his or her right to pursueindependent civil action and includes a copy of the statute.

Goodlark Hospital, Dickson, Tennessee Chronology

December 11,1986

Mr. Clyde W. Lowe went to the emergency room of Goodlark Hospital
because he had chest pain. He was monitored for 2 hours and went home
v,.:h a portable diagnostic monitor.

December 12, 1986

Mr. Lowe returned to the hospital to return the monitor and went home.
Later that day Mr. Lowe returned to the hospital and his physician,

Dr. Walter Bell, read the monitor findings and decided that Mr. Lowe
could be safely treated on an outpatient basis.

December 13, 1986

Mr. Lowe went to St. Thomas Hospital in Nashville and was admitted and
then discharged on December 18.

December 26-29, 1986

Mr. Lowe went to Goodlark Hospital with chest pain and was given a
diagnostic workup, including chest x-ray, was admitted December 27 and
discharged December 29, 1986.

2
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February 4, 1987

Mr. Gcrclon Bonnyman, attorney for Mr. Clyde Lowe, wrote a complaint to
the OIG Hotline, Baltimore. The letter alleges that Mr. Lowe was
denied admission on D, :ember 12, 1986, because he had used up his
Medicare and Medical 3 days, even though he was experiencing chest
pain, arm numbness and ci.cking.

February 24,1987

The HCFA RO received the complaint from the 01G.

Mar:h 3,1987

At the HCFA RO's request, the State agency investigated the complaint.
The survey found an admission policy stating that the facility admits

patients regardless of race, color, creed, national origin, sex,
religion or ability to pay. The insurance coordinator

stated that she had told Mrs. Lowe that Mr. Lowe's physician,
Dr. Walter Bell, had stated that Mr. Lowe could be safely treated as
an outpatient. Dr. Bell signed a statement to the effect that he had
rescinded an admission order because he felt Mr. Lowe could be safely
treated as an outpatient. Dr. Bell further stated that he was

confident that if he had wanted to admit Mr. Lowe that the hospital
would have admitted him. Dr. Bell's statement refers to his

conversation with the physician who treated Mr., Lowe at St. Thomas
Hospital and states that they both agreed that Mr. Lowe's problem was
primarily psychological, that his condition was unchanged and that his
medications should also continue unchanged. Dr. Bell describes Mr.
Lowe as "a chronic cardiac cripple" weighing between 280-290 pounds
and totally noncompliant with diet, exercise and medication programs.
The survey found that Mr. Lowe subsequently received service from
Goodlark Hospital. Hospital billing records reflected three other
patients who were recently admitted and unable to pay.

April 1,1987

The HCFA RO determined that Goodlark was in compliance and that a
dumping violation had not occurred.
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Mr. WEISS. Dr. Roper, on May 15, 1987, the OCR director wrote
you to request that appropriate staff from HCFA and OCR meet
"in order to discuss the cooperative efforts we may undertake"
with regard to the COBRA antidumping amendment.

The law was adopted in April 1986, more than a year earlier.
Why had no such meeting taken place prior to this request?

Dr. ROPER. We have cordial relations with the Office for Civil
Rights, and we have referred all the cases to them prior to the
meeting. I presume the meeting was called because Director
Morton felt it was useful to get together.

Mr. WEISS. This is in regard to the COBRA antidumping amend-
ment. That office is going to have to be playing a role. Wouldn't
you think that there ought to have been a meeting earlier than
that?

Dr. ROPER. The fact that there hadn't been a meeting hasn't im-
peded the process. We had referred all the complaints to them and
we have had a good working relationship with them.

Mr. WEISS. But I don't think it is just the complaints. I think it is
a question of how to handle the antidumping amendment as far as
regulations are concerned, as far as rules and guidelines and so on.

Dr. ROPER. They don't have authority under the COBRA anti-
dumping law. What we refer the cases to them for is for their sepa-
rate investigation as to whether the Hill-Burton law was violated
in this case. We have given them all 40 of the complaints as they
have come to us.

Mr. WEISS. You sent a document to us that states that "formal
instructions" to be issued by HCFA will "require referral to OCR of
all dumping allegations." A second document states that OCR will
be "notified of complaints and provided with evidence HCFA col-
lected in support of its actions."

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Has HCFA notified OCR of all of these cases?
Dr. ROPER. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Is that done automatically?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. That is part of your procedure?
Dr. ROPER. Early on in the process we send them on to them.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Let me at this point yield to Mr. Lightfoot.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Roper, over the

last several years there have been a number of major changes
made in the Medicare program and, if I remember correctly, you
said that you had to author something like 83 regulations.

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. That is out of last year's legislation.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Given the fact that you haven't yet issued your

final regulations on the antidumping provision, do you feel in any
way that that has impaired your ability to implement that provi-
sion of the law, or not?

Dr. ROPER. In general, no, sir, but there are some provisions that
specifically relate to the inspector general's power to take penalty
action.

As Mr. Kusserow can tell you, the regs will take care of that,
unless legislative changes are warranted and we raise for consider-
ationor, he raises for your consideration those changes.
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The long winded answer. My direct point is that we are enforcing
the COBRA antidumping legislation now.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. From some of the discussion earlier today, black
and white isn't nearly as evident as all the gray area that is out
there. Do you feel that when the regulations are issued it will
become more of a black and white issue or not?

Dr. ROPER. No, sir. I think we have graymedical judgments,
which is what most of this is. Having, as I said, worked in an emer-
gency room, and made those judgments myself, it is going to be dif-
ficult. We are calling on people to make difficult judgments under
public scrutiny, and that is always going to be difficult. We are
always going to have the gray area.

One of the key questions in all of this is whether a patient is ade-
quately stabilized from a medical viewpoint, stabilized enough to be
transferred. Again, I worked in a large urban teaching hospital,
and took patients in transfer.

I am a pediatrician, and took patients in transfer from remote
rural hospitalsnewborn babies who were in difficult straits. It is
always a question of judgment whether that baby is better off stay-
ing in that remote hospital because they are too unstable to trans-
fer, or whether it is better to sand him on to the other hospital be-
cause of the better resources that are available there.

Those kind of judgment calls are going to be made continually.
Mr. LIGIINFOOT. Maybe this isn't a proper question at this point

in time, but it is something that has bothered me for some time
over a number of issues, from the PRO's and the DRG's, right into
this particular situation, and that is, as mentioned earlier this
morning briefly, that the clinical judgment of the physician is
being downgraded by all types of, regulations, as we go along.

I happen to be one that believes a physician with 10 or 15 years
of experience ought to know something about trying to get me well
if I ani sick. We tend to find doctors in a position of practicing de-
fensive medicine in a lot of different areas. As a trained physician,
and also as the head of one of these regulatory agencies, first, is
that a valia assessment, and, second, what are you trying to do to
get around that particular area if you perceive this as a problem?

Dr. ROPER. Oh, I sure do. Clearly, the judgment of physicians, the
autonomy of physicians to make independent judgments is being
eroded in ma/1y cases; appropriately so in some cases; in some cases
inappropriately. But physicians are under the gun, so to speak.

They are clearly being told how to practice medicine. My col-
leagues call that cookbook medicine and that is not a very comfort-
able circumstance to be in. But the Congress has specifically said,
in this instance, we want something doneor, more properly, we
want something not to happen.

That calls for our regui..tory agency to build in a set of processes
to make sure that those bad things don't happen. But it raises a
whole set of troubling questions for physicians who are trying their
best to practice medicine.

If I could elaborate my point further; I try, in my statements,
Mr. Congressman, to stress my abiding faith in the vast majority of
doctors and hospitals and their professional judgments and their
desire to practice good medicine. If we lose our ability to trust
them, we don't have enough policeMr. Kusserow doesn't have
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enough police to make sure that everybody does the right thing as
we judge that to be the case.

We have to have a fine balance between enough police action to
make sure that the cases of bad practices are routed out and pun-
ished. We definitely need to do that, while at the same time trust-
ing most of the people to do the right thing.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. From your perspective, how have the hospitals
reacted to the COBRA requirements? Are most of them complying
with it in your opinion?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir. I think they are.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. We heard some testimony a is morning indicat-

ing that there might be a lack of knowledge on the part of some
institutions of knowing that these regulations exist. Do you per-
ceive that as any kind of a problem?

Dr. ROPER. I think that is a problem, and I have over the last
couple of months written letters to the major hospital associations,
and to the State hospital associations. I have asked the regions to
do that; to make sure that they inform their members about this.
We need to get the word out.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. The Lone Star State of Texas has been favorably
mentioned several times today in respect to its relatively strong
antidumping law that they have. Yet, as we look at your report', it
appears that Texas is where a large number of complaints are
being filed. What is the correlation? Are people in Texas aware
that there is a State law, and they are trying to protect their rights
under that law, orwhat do you see as the reason that we have
that correlation between the two?

Dr. ROPER. Texas is a big State, first of all.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. 999 miles from one point to the other.
Dr. ROPER. But, sure, you are right. Tlie fact that there have

been some cases given wide notoriety in Texas, through the news
media, has certainly led to other people lodging complaints in simi-
lar circumstances. That is a part of the public education effort.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Do they haveI am not familiar with the law,
other than what we have heard today. Do they have a better re-
porting system, or not, as compared--

Dr. ROPER. It is the same system as is in place in the rest of the
country.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Sometimes when you do get a better system, you
tend to find things which were ignored in the pat because people
didn't realize there was a place to go with their problems.

In response to a comment made earlier, that with the passage of
COBRA they hadn't seen much effect take place in terms of report-
ing, or people being dumped out of hospitals. In that respect, is the
statute clear enough, do you think, to let you put together the
strong regulations that you apparently are going to need? Is the
language OK? Does it need to be stronger, weaker?

Dr. ROPER. The intent of the legislation is clear cut, and that is
why, as the chairman indicated, our early drafts of the regulations
track the language of the statute.

There ,..re some provisions primarily relating to the enforcement
powers given to our several agencies that are unclear, and I would
defer to Mr. Kusserow to elaborate on that.
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Mr. KUSSEROW. The biggest problem, I think, Mr. Lightfoot, is
the fact that on the enforcement side, termination is put at the top
because that is where you want to be sure that any hospital that is
not providing the promised treatment is in fact taken out of the
system.

The conjunctive that links it to the next enforcement mecha-
nism, suspension, is "or," not "and/or." So the first problem is that
if you indeed move aggressively to terminate, you can automatical-
ly terminate now but you are not able to suspend later for past
misdeeds.

We have been struggling with that, with our attorneys, ad nause-
am, trying to find a way in which we could certainly get to what
Congress originally intended. We are convinced that it is meant to
be an alternative. If the object of the action is to bring them in
compliance, termination is it.

But once termination, or once the compliance issue is set aside,
and you want to look back and find out whether there are past
misdeeds, then you should have the ability to suspend if you find
that the pattern of activity was so egregious as to warrant it, as
well as to be able to provide monetary penalties, if that be appro-
priate.

As it reads now, and we are convinced by attorneys that this is,
in fact, what the law sari, it means if you terminate then you
cannot suspend. If you suspend, you cannot terminate.

That turns into a catch-22 situation because for us to go ahead
and build a case to suspend a hospital, we have to afford all kinds
of additional due process, which takes a long period of time. This
would mean that patients could be at risk during that period of
time. You can't do that.

If you move to terminate, then you can't suspend. So we are
going around and around in circles. The end result is that the
major enforcement mechanism in the law, that is being able to sus-
pend where the pattern of practice has been so bad, is not there.
We are not going to get to it.

We think that we are going to have to seek legislative clarifica-
tion on that point. In fact, I believe Mr. Stark was here this morn-
ing alluding to the fact that they are trying to study this point. We
brought it to their attention and said that it is one of several points
in the law that creates problems.

Another problem mentioned earlier is the fact that as far as the
civil monetary penalty is concerned, put the standard at
"knowingly." You have to show that they knowingly did violate the
law, rather than go for the other standardknow or had reason to
knowwhich now exists for civil monetary penalty legislation else-
where in our department's programs. They

penalty
or had reason to

know" incorporates gross negligence, as well specific intent.
We think Lila Congress would want to clarify this, and make it

consistent across the board.
We also have the civil monetary penalty level at $25,000 per

count. But what you are talking about are not simply green-eye-
shade auditors or gumshoe investigators going in and looking at a
hospital. You are really looking at patient files. You really need
qualified medical records administrative people, as well as physi-
cians, to be able to make a case. So it is going to be a very expen-
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sive process to develop a case and then to prosecute and successful-
ly litigate. So the end resqlt is, as we have looked at it, is that the
Government is going to spend more in developing the case than
would the offending party being penalized at $25,000, if in fact we
sustain the Government's case. We don't believe Congress intended
that. Our recommendation is to increase the penalty to $50,000.
This is another point that we have brought to their attention.

So what we have, in creating this legislation, is that Congress
had borrowed from existing law. Congress really extended this anti-
dumping provision to apply to all beneficiaries of hospital services,
not just Medicare beneficiaries. But in many cases that we have
been reviewing and which we have reviewed here today, you are
really talking about cases where we are not going into with deliv-
ery problems and in heavy labor. By and large, it PI most excludes
the majority of the Medicare beneficiaries.

What the law says is that the condition of participations in Medi-
care should extend to all patients, not just Medicare patients. But
by building on preexisting law, what they have done, is incorporate
those procedures and we are trying to reconcile that with the
COBRA version.

The same holds true when they extended the penalty .provision.
They used the term of art "suspension" and they used "civil mone-
tary penalty." There is a history on that and there are inconsisten-
cies there.

So, we are convinced, after struggling for months on this issue
with the attorneys, that we are going to have to ask Congress to
help us straigiiten this thing out.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Spending too much time on paper and not
enough time on people.

Mr. KUSSEROW. The frust.ation for me is that I want to get at
some of these hospitals and, not having this clarification means
that our best weapon available, suspension, for taking on hospitals
that have been acting in an inappropriate fashion, is by definition
denied us.

That frustrates me and we need that weapon and we need to
bring that to your attention because the whole issue we have been
talking about here for the last couple of hours is how do you build
good deterrents into the program? You can't do it by issuing traffic
tickets to hespitals, when a $25,000 penalty comes out of petty
cash.

What .7 ra really ought to be able to do is be able to suspend for a
period of time, depending upon how egregious their actions have
onn in the past, and we need thu ;.. We don't have that now. We
have struggled to find a way in which wo could construct the rule-
making. Dr. Roper and I are convinced the rulemaking cannot be
the vehicle to do it. We are going to have to ask for legislative as-
sistance on that.

So we are frustrated in the fact that we can't really put the full
sanction side of that law into full effect.

We can protect the beneficiaries, today, with the termination
procedure, making hospitals come intc compliance, but going back
and making cases against hospitals that behave in improper fash-
ion, we are handcuffed. I don't think that was what was originally
intended by the Congress.
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So we are going to have to go back to the Congress and ask for
help on this.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Is the reporting system to identify the patients
that are being mistreated adequate?

Mr. KUSSEROW. I don't know. Chairman Weiss has certainly in-
troduced some doubts in my mind as to whether we are fully effi-
cient in the process. Certainly, when things come over our hotline
which relate to program operations, one where we do not directly
investigate ourselves, but defer to another agency to acknowledge, I
think that both Dr. Roper and I are convinced that we probably
need to go back and revisit how to do that, especially in this impor-
tant area and see if there is something we can do to tighten the
process.

If it is a case where I would investigate it directly, then we
handle it differently. But, again, part of it is the fact of not being
able to get past the full implementation; getting the full effect of
what the law intended out there on the street. It is frustrating be-
cause we would like to go after some of these folks, but putting the
full force of the law into effect is very, very difficult in the present
circumstances.

Mr. Lima Foot If you could write the new law, what would it
say?

Mr. KUSSEROW. I will tell you one thing, I would increase the
amount of the civil monetary penalty provision; I would double it
and make it $50,000 per count, so that at least the Government
wouldn't spend morn in making the case than the wrongdoer
paying.

I think the second thing we could do is add, or change that con-
nective, and make it "and/or" rather than just "or" so that if
indeed we make a case and there is a pattern of abuse by a hospi-
tal, and they are dumping people out, that we indeed, among other
things can take action to suspend them from the program for an
appropriate period of time.

Of course, we would afford fill! due process through administra-
tive trial and so forth, but at least, that penalty is available to us,
which is not the case now.

I think also-1 would have to say that the level of proof, the
burden of .proof, would have to change to be more consistent with
other administrative penalties, and that is you don't put "knowing-
ly" as if you are talking about beyond a shadow of a doubt, crimi-
nal prosecution. You are talking about a hospital tha,, may in fact
also operate negligently, or grossly negligent, and we should be
able to go against those people and have them saywell, we may
have done wrong, but we didn't intend to do wrong. It should not
be an excuse for the action.

If you take that into consideration when determining a penalty,
it certainly should not be as severe a penalty as somebody who
with malice or forethought goes ahead and does something, but it
certainly should be something that they could be held accountable
for.

In the final analysis, Congress has been very, very active. This
last Congress was indeed very active, for Dr. Roper and for us. We
have had 13 new laws that were created that the inspector general
is going to enforce, all the way from the HMO enforcement provi-
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sion, to physician incentive plans, right across the board to anti-
dumping, and all of this was done without any consideration being
given to providing adequate resources to deal with it.

Going back to these kinds of cases we are talking about, these
antidumping cases. We need qualified health professionals to exam-
ine these cases and to build these cases, not necessarily somebody
who is an auditor or an investigator.

One of the things I am going to have to do is enhance the physi-
cians on our staff and other health professionals on our staff to
enable us to use that resou_ce to make these kinds of cases. Other-
wise they are not going to hold up with the administrative due
process that we afford somebody accused of wrongdoing.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. How long have you been in your position?
Mr. KUSSEROW. Seven years.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. So from the comments you made earlier, you are

getting 10,000 to 12,000 complaints a year?
Mr. KUSSEROW. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIGHTFoor. Are they all kinds of complaints?
Mr. KUSSEROW. All kinds of cases, going all the way across. We

have a pretty good record as far as increasing the aggressiveness.
In 1981, in the criminal prosecutions of people who would defraud
our programs, we had 165 convictions. Last year, we had 1,055,
which is roughly one-third more than the FBI produced in the
entire Federal Government during the same period of time.

From the administrative sanctioning perspective, 39 health pro-
viders in the Medicare, Medicaid, and child maternal health pro-
grams, in 1981, to over 400 last year, roughly an 1100-percent in-
crease. In dollar savings in the Department, we went from $166
million to $5.3 billion, all during a period of time whey :in our staff
resources have been going down.

So I think we are being more efficient. We certainly are very ag-
gressive. If we can take some of these kinks out of this legislation, I
guarantee you that those hospitals out there will know what the
meaning of deterrence is when it comes to dumping out people that
should be stabilized and given proper treatment.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. There has to be coordination between Federal
and State agencies in this whole process. Whomever wants to
answer this can, but do you think that this coordination exists and,
if not, what could be done to improve it?

Dr. ROPER. The prime coordination of the State agencies is
through my agency, HCFA, and I am satisfied that we have a good
working relationship with the States. I further believe, as I said
earlier, that it is important that we use the State agencies to do
these investigations, not only for resource reasons, but also they
are the people understanding of local conditions.

So we have a good relationship with the States; not perfect, but
good.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. The people that are in a position to be dumped
are people at the bottom end of the income ladder, or no income at
all. Mr. Green testified this morning about the gentlemanI don't
know whether you heard his testimony or notwho needed emer-
gency hospital treatment. There was one hospital he had heard of
that gave good treatment, but they were a little reluctant to take
people.
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He called legal services to find out what his friend's rights were.
Are the potential victims of dumping adequately informed of their
rights and, if not, what could be done to improve that situation?

Mr. KUSSEROW. One of the things I alluded to earlier, Mr. Light-
foot, is the fact that we have commenced a study to try to under-
stand what is going on 'in the hospital community subsequent to
the passing of the COBRA antidumping provisions.

We are trying to understand what kind of educational efforts
exist to inform hospitals and their physicians, as w41 as patients,
about what's going on, and how successful it is. We are really con-
cerned aboutand this, again, goes back to my investigative hat
what kind of recordkeeping procedures are taking place at the hos-
pitals, what kind of statistics are available. Are there trends and
problem indicators that we can build off of to be able to so after
these things proactively.

In other words, just not sit back and wait until somebody picks
up the phone and calls in or writes a letter saying they think they
have a problem, but to allow us to identify in advance hospitals
which might not be complying with the spirit and intent of the
antidumping provisions in the law.

We are also looking at what kind of protocols exist on the trans-
fer of emergency patients. For example, normally the protocol is
for doctor-to-doctor communication. The doctor in the one hospital
talking to a doctor in another hospital.

We are interested in knowing how you can keep track of that,
and one of the things that we are really interested in is the fact
that in about half the cases that we have been able to survey so
far, the doctor-to-doctor conversations are in fact recorded, which
leaves a record that would allow us to come in after the fact and
see whether a hospital is acting out of compliance and, if they are,
how egregious.

I think that is very important.
We are also very much interested in what is going on with coop-

erative hospital community efforts to address the problem of anti-
dumping. What are the dynamics that are taking place out there?

We have a study that should give us some good insight and help
us be guided on what it is that we can do to more effectively edu-
cate hospitals, physicians and hospitals, and the patients going into
those hospitals.

We have that on a fast track and I would hope to have that done
either late summer or early fall. As soon as it comes out, we will
make it available to the committee.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. This is a hypothetical question to some degree,
but basically I think the answer is not hypothetical. We had a few
TV cameras here today and the story will get out that we had this
hearing.

It is quite likely that Congresswoman Pelosi or Chairman Weiss
or I will get a phone call from somebody who will say, you know
my cousin went to the hospital and got dumped out, but they didn't
report it to anybody. We call you up and say that there is an alle-
gation that individuals were dumped out of hospital X in city Y;
what do you do at that point?

Dr. ROPER. If you call me, what I will do is call the HCFA region-
al office that has responsibility for that State and saywe have a
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complaint; investigate it. They will follow the procedures they have
in place to investigate it, beginning with asking the relevant State
agency for that State to initiate a fast-track investigation within 5
working days, and all the things we have been over already.

If you have any of those, call me.
Mr. LIGHTiroo.r. As of 10 minutes ago, we didn't.
I think that pretty well covers the questions I had, Mr. Chair-

man.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, very much. Ms. Pelosi.
Ms. PELOSI, Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I just wanted to

thank you for bringing the problem of patient dumping to the sub-
committee today. I would be very interested in the followup that
you receive on the Methodist Hospital case because it seen such
an appalling abuse.

Again, thank you for calling it to our attention. My questions
have already been asked.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you for your participation.
I have a few more questions. First, Dr. Roper, do you agree with

the suggestions or recommendations that Mr. Kusserow outlined in
response to Mr. Lightfoot's question as to how to tighten up the
law to make it more workable?

Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. Have you had occasion to discuss it among your-

selves?
Dr. ROPER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. One of the things that Mr. Stark said was that he

would welcome your coming forwardwe are talking about all
three of youwith suggestions or recommendations for making the
law more workable. He said, and I agree with him, that Congress
would react very, very quickly and very positively in that regard.

Mr. KussEnow. Everything that I said so far, Mr. Chairman, we
have already communicated to Mr. Stark.

Mr. WEISS. When was that?
Mr. KUSSEROW. In this last week. The other thing I would add

there are a couple of other points arising from this hearing that I
think would be relevant to mention.

Mr. WEISS. Please.
Mr. KUSSEROW. Congress may wish to look in terms of the effec-

tiveness of this statute. Dr. Roper alluded to it in part, 'limself,
when he was talking about the term "stabilize." That is not an
enact term.

One of the things that you heard earlier, and also has been
widely published, related to Dr. Ansell, is the fact that this repre-
sents a real problem in trying to pin down somebody when you
have a term that is not exact.

Maybe what we /should really try to better define is what do we
mean by stabilize prior to transfer. I think that this is something
that is going to cause us problems in the future.

Mr. WEISS. One of the suggestions that was made, and I don't
know how much of the hearing you heard or that you were present
for, was that the very concept of using the term "stabilize" me..,y in
fact not be a constructive or helpful one. It may create more prob-
lems than it solves, and that the thing to do is not to use a term
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such as "stabilize," but to simply require a justification on medical
grounds of whatever transfer takes place.

Mr. KUSSEROW. I think that is a very useful suggestion. That
would be very helpful. I do think that stabilize as a term is going to
cause problems.

I would also, if I may, offer another observation. We have, in
fact, an anticipation that we had resolved the difficulties in imple-
menting the sanction side of this legislation. I have already come
across the problem of what happens to a patient who is diverted
before they actually reach the premises of the hospital. In other
words, where there may be communication from the hospital to the
ambulance sayingdon't bring them here.

Some of the more egregious kinds of situations you can imagine
are where somebody in transit, or somebody who is preparing
someone for transit, is being told in advance not to come to thehospital.

This antidumping provision doesn't extend to those kind of provi-
sions. Maybe Congress might want to look and see whether there
might be merit in trying to deal with those kinds of situations,
where there are advanced agreementswhether they are months
in advance or whether they are in advance of them arriving at the
hospital, itself.

I think that would be helpful.
Mr. WEISS. I think so, too. I think it was in that area that Mr.

Stark also indicated that hz would welcome suggestions comingfrom those of you who are working with this problem day in and
day out.

Let me ask each of you, because in each case of patient dumping
there may be several applicable Federal laws. There are three HHS
offices that you represent and a State agency that conducts investi-
gations and several sanctions that can be applied. Who is going to
do what? Is there in fact a problem of overlapping and resultant
confusion from that overlapping? I would like each of your re-
sponses to that.

Mr. KUSSEROW. Let me start, first, since I will be the odd dog
here. I do think there is a problem there. I think that as far as the
COBRA provisions are concerned, this should not represent a prob-
lem. In the Medicare-Medicaid sanction authorities, we have al-
ready worked out all the protocols, and the understanding as to
when the baton passes from the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration to the inspector general. I don't think there is any problemin that arena.

The difficulty is going to be for the roughly 6,500 hospitals cov-
ered by the COBRA antidumping provisions that are under Medi-
care conditions of participation and who are also under Hill-
Burton. Out of that universe of F,500 hospitals, approximately 4,100
had received assistance under Hill-Burton.

So what you have is an entirely different set of authorities aris-
ing from Hill-Burton, which Ms. Morton handles. The same fact sit-
uations in most places would, in fact, apply to the Medicare anti-
dumping provision.

This was mentioned earlier. Ms. Morton has convened confer-
ences among the present hosts to try to see if we can work out
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some sort of me vivindi, if you will, but it is something that has
to be sorted out.

I do think that there are some problems in that process. But as
far as the Medicare ,ide and the State agencies and the inspector
general, I do not think that that represents any kind of confusion
because you are building upon an existing body of law and proto-
,cols'that have already ironed out those kinds of kinks.
- Mr. WEISS. Ms. Morton.

Ms. MORTON. I agree with Mr. Kusserow. The potential for prob-
lems certainly is there. However, the focus for OCR is very differ-
ent from that of the Office of Inspector General, as well as for
HCFA.

Traditionally, individuals who are served by OCR are those who
have had the most difficulty in obtaining Government services. As
such, we take the approach of working within the community,
working with health care officials, as well as State and local gov-
ernments, to try to increase understanding of our authority, and to
assist them in compliance.

Case in point, and you have alluded to this several times, involv-
ing the State of Texas. We have had a very aggressive OCR pres-
ence. It was OCR who initiated the request with Parkland Hospital
to conduct the study on dumping.

With that joint effort, and increased visibility of this as an issue
in that particular region, you have an increase of your COBRA
complaints, you have increased awareness within the community.

In addition to that, OCR has in place a survey instrumenta
Hill-Burton survey that is submitted to HIP-Burton facilities once
every 3 years. This instrument provides us data which would clear-
ly indicate potential problem areas. With the results from that in-
strument, then the regional offices target these facilities, and begin
the process of working very closely with them.

This has been the greater emphasis in addressing the dumping
issue. We have not received that many complaints, but as a result
of the arvey instrument that I have mentioned, we have conduct-
ed a number of compliance and project reviews.

But as I indicated, our emphasis is working with the facilities
and trying to maintain health care services within the community.

Mr. Wass. Dr Roper.
Dr. ROPER. I don't have much to add, Mr. Chairman. As far as

the Medicare law, we don't have any problems. We are working
fine. The Hill-Burton law I leave to the Office for Civil Rights, and
as I said in my earlier statements, we give them all the complaints
we get.

Mr. WEISS. Ms. Morton, you may remember in reading the sub-
committee report, published last year, that Brookside Hospital wa3
discussed at the hearing. OCR initiated a compliance review of
Brookside because of newspaper reports of a person named Eugene
Barnes who came to Brookside with severe head injuries.

He died a few hours after he was dumped by that hospital be-
cause he was uninsured. The regional office found the hospital in
violation of the Hill-Burton community assurance. The matter was
referred to OCR headquarters on August 16, 1985.

At least until the date of the hearing on August 6, 1986, nothing
further had been done by OCR on that compliance review. Can you
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tell us what the current status of this case is" Was the letter find-
ing Brookside in violation of Hill-Burton ever sent?

Ms. MORTON. I have reviewed some of the documents related to
that case. Clearly, had I been here as the OCR manager, there
would have been other areas to have been closely examined. It is
my understanding as of March a letter was issued by the regional
manager finding Brookside in compliance thereby indicating no
violation.

We are at this moment working with HCFA, and as a result of
the presence by HCFA, will continue to be involved to reevaluate
any additional data that is received.

Mr. WETP.s. I am going to enter both the letter of findings of no
violation and the original letter of findings in which a violation
was charged into the record.

[The information follows:]
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CERTIFIED lAtt9: P 661 505 945 Return Receipt Requested

Br. Stuart A. Jed, Administrator
Brookside/ Hospital
2000 Vale Road
San Pablo, CA 94806

In reply, please refer to Docket VuLber 09-85-vm

Dear gr. Jed:

On February 14, 1985,, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) of the Jepartnemt
of Health and Hunan Services (DHHS) sent you notification that OCR would
conduct a compliance rest..Let Brookside Hospital (BH) as a result of an
Incident that occurred inceavtag Hr. Eugene Barnes (now deceased) and your

emergency departne4. The"legal authority for OCR's compliance review

comes under Title VI of the Public Health Service Ace and the Hill-Burton

implementing regulation at 42 C.T.R. §124.606.

Brooksido Hospital is a recipient of Federal financial assistance through

DHHS as a Medicare provider (1050079). In addition, Brookside Hospital is

a recipient of Title VI Hill-.Burton funding in the amount of $1,333,822.

The dates of cue funding period are 6/69 to 6/8v. CCR has the authority/

responsibility for enforcing Community Service compliance.

The primary issue OCR focused on was whether Brookside Hospital fulfilled

its Community Service obligations under the Emergency Services requirements

of the Hill-Burton regulation at 42 C.F.R. 6124.603 (a) and ,:b) with
respect to Hr. Barnes and other patients who have had similar experiences

with BH:

OCR investigators found that it is a general :actin. of DH to c...ectly or

indirectly inform neurosurgeons and other ataif physicians on emergency
call of the imsurance/payor or apparent financial status of patients (i.e.

whether they appear to he drug users or indigent).
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OCR received evidence concerntua three persons (Barnes, Littlejohn and
Foster) who were taken to BH for ancrgency care due to head triut,. In
each case, the patient was either not covare'd by insurance (Barnes),
accepted by BB (Littlejohn) or had no apparent means to pay for secvicte
(Foster). These patients were transferred to other facilities fur euerhenc7
neurosurgery. -In the Littlijohn and Barnes cases, Dr. Shortz was involved
directly. :vidence shows that the payor status of these patients wee rAde
known to Dr. Shorts and that Dr. Shorts refused to accept these cases. In
the Barnes case, the hospital administrator offered payment by 0% for the
services of Dr. Shortz and he sti.1 refused to take the Barnes case. Or.
Short: refused to be L.terviewed by OCR, add therefore, it cAnnot be
conclusively determined what reasons Dr. Shorts had for refusing the Barnes
And Littlejohn cases.

In the Foster cnee, the patient arrived at the PH emergency room witn a
severe head injury and no apparent ability to oay for emergency services.
He was transferred to Contra Cent* County Hospital (CCCH) after a cursory
examination. Thie transfer resulted in a formal complaint by Can against
Brookside Hospital. substance of this complaint is that 3d failed to
cake an adequate diagnosis end proviue sufficient information to CCCAl on
the patient's condition prior to his transfer. Allegedly, CCCH is the
county hospital that receives indigent cases not accepted by other hoe.pitals.
Foster had obvious skull bone fragnents from his injury-which rannined
undetected until CCSI examined hip. This complaint was filed with the
California Department of Health Services (Licensing and Certification) Ind
13 etill pending.

Iheyreponderanci'Vf-the evidence shius that the-payorIstatua of emerge.

5C-uroaurgeri7iii=rirrgtiggirifelmarailri-AncidnissiOn toBH AP.
iCceptance 0f.cases-by'BH neurasurgeont It wai'reveated-td-OCR investigaturs
diCring on. site interviews with the Emergency Department Director and
hospital administrator that neurosurgeons are Wormed directly or indirectly
of patient payor status as A natter of practice. Dr. Shortz's refusal to
reepond to OCR's request for interview only serves to cast doubt whetoe,
hip refusal to accept the Barnes ante LittlOyr C4444 wasfor_permissible
reasons under tne regulations. The preponderance of the evidenceliaipetle
the-Coielusion:chiltiDr.lthorti7and possibly other BH is:sysicions7ielec
'er:er:idncy:Cises usiirg"the pay/eaehodidliajme-MY'a's
eriterien for.acceptance or rejection. This-f-ractice has theaffeceofil

td7firaons
say/method of,payner7t.
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t. Therefore,
to continue to tonveinoti-aMdic:1 information to a physician about a
patient's ability to pay in emergency situations prior to providing proper
medical assistance is in violation of 1124.602 (a) which states that
Mill - Burton facility must "provide services lithost discrimination on tne
=round of race, color, naticnal art:tin, creed or any other ground unrelated
to an individual's need for the service ..," and ;424.603 (b) (1) which
states: "a facility nay not deny ftierneacy services to any person wno
resides (or, in the case of facilities assisted under Title XVI of the Act,
is employed) in the facility's service area on the ground that the person
is unable to pay:for those services."

The practice of Brookside Hospital stiff conveying informetlon directly or
indirectly about payor status of patients with respect to the provision of
emergency services is in violation of 42 C.P.A. f124.603 (a) and (b).

You have no more than 60 days from receipt of this letter to: a) correct
the violation; b) ag o negotiations witn OCR, or c) provide OCK with a
Corrective Action Plan.which clearly states the Um:fronts and steps
Brookside Hospital will take is couply with the following requirements:

1. That Brookside Hospital establish contractual arrangenents with
neurosurgeons and ocher physicians as needed to ensnre emergency
room services are provideo regardless of the patient's race,
color, or ability to pay/method of paynent.

2. That these contractual arrangements with Brookside Hospital
neurosurgeons and other physicians specifically prohibit any
communications regarding ability to pew/method of payment (or any
other information unrelated to medical need) between emergency
room staff and neurosurgeons or other nhysicians upon notification

of emergency cases.

:lease be advised that any deterninations of non-conplience mane during
this review apply only to the specific issues raised and addressed.

Un..er the Privacy Ant and the Freedom o: Information Act, it may be necessary
to release this document or related docunents in the file in response to
inquiry.

OCR will be aval,sble to r 'ovine any. technical assistance you ray desire to
em:late the required cnanges. You nay Contact Seth deAtley at (.15) 55i-
2655.

Sincerely,

Mal H. Freeman
Regional Manager
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Log.
3/5/87

(415) 556-8655 (Voice)
(415) 556-6596 (TDD)

CERTIFILM :FAIL- RETURN RECEIPT REQUeSTED

Mr. John Friel, Chief Executive Officer
Brookside Hospital
2000 Vale Road
San Pablo, CA 94806

In reply, please refer to Ds tat Humber 09 -85 -7008.

Dear Mr. Friel:

On February 14, 1985, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) of the Department
of Health and Human Services (DHHS) sent notification that OCR would conduct
a compliance review of Brookside Hospital (BH). The legal authority for
OCR's compliance revise was Title VI of the Public Health Service Act, 42
U.S.C. § 291c (4), and the Hill - Burton implementing regulation at 42 C.F.R.

124.601.

Brookside Hospital is a recipient of Federal financial assistance through
DHHS as 43edicare provider (0050079). In addition, the hospital is
recipient of Title VI Hill-Burton funding in the amount of $1,533,822. The
funding period eitends from 6/69 to 6/89. OCR has.the authority for enforcing
Brookside Hospital's community servics,assurauce respon4lhilities.

The DHHS Hill-Burton implementing reh Ition at 47 C.F.R. § 124.603(a) and
(b) provides in pertinent parts

(a) Mineral (1) In order to comply with its community service
assurance, a facility shall make the services provided in the
facility or portion thereof constructed, modernized, or con-
verted with Federal assistance under Tit14 II or XVI of the
Act available to ell persons residing (and, in the case of
facilities essiated under Title XVI of the Act, employed) in
the facility's service area without discrimination on the
grout', of race, color, national origin, creed, or any otner
crounJ unrelated to an individual's need for tne service or
the Availability of the needed service in the facility.

(b) Emergency Services (1) A facility nay not deny emergency
services Co any parson 1410 resides (or. in tn. use of
facilities assisted under Title XVI of the Act, is employed)
in the facility's service area on the ground that the person
is unable to pay for those services.
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(2) A facility say discharge a person that bas received
emergency services, or may transfer the person to another
facility able to provide necessary services, when the
appropriate medical personnel determine that the discharge
or transfer will not subject the person to a substantial
risk of deterioration in medical condition.

As part of 1:s overall review, ,OCR examinee the manner in which BH implemented
the uncompensated services requirement cf Subpart F of the regulation. In
this regard, OCR as assisted by representative from the Public Health
Service (PHS) which is the agency for administrative oversight of facility
implementation of Subpart F. The PHS Regional Health Administrator has already
issued a letter to BH regarding its findings under this section.

With respect to OCR's ,findings under the issue of Brookside Hospital's
requirement to provide service "without Siscrialnation on the ground of race,
color, national origin, creed, or any other ground unrelated to an individual'
need for the setvices or the availability of the needed service in the facility"
(42 C.F.R. § 124.601(a)(1)), OCR reviewed the log of admissions of patients
in the hospital, patient records, and conducted interviews with hospital
employees. ,OCR found no evidence that patients were denied treatment on
any basis other than medical need.

A review of the hospital's policies and practices of requiring payment ,or
emergency medical care revealed that ths hospits: encourages full payment
at the time of the service. In some instances, a pre- service deposit of at
least one -half of the total charge may be requested from the emergency room
pati.nt. Patients who do net have insurance are examined by the emergency
room physician to ascertain if they are in a physically stable condition to
safely permit them to go elsewhere for treatment. Patients will be billed
$60.00 for this exam even if no medical treatment is provided. If patients
are unable to pay this $60.00 examination fee, t'sy can be offered a reduced
rats of $20.00. However, if the patients do no% eve the $20.00 to cover
even the reduced rate of the exam, they will not a denied this service.
Patients without a method of payment may be directed to the hospital's credit
department to establish future means of payment. OCR found no evidence
that individuals were denied emergency services because of an inability to
pay.

OCR reviewed a random sample of approximately 10% of emergency admissions
for a six -month period. The data ineicated that, for all patients (insured,
uninsured, private pay and non-paying) 78% returned home, 17.8% were admitted
to the nospital, 1.8% were transferred to Contra Costa County Hospital (CC01)
and the remaining .6% were either deceased or transferred to hospitals otner
than CCCH. In a comparison of the data for privately insured patients with
the patients who were unable to pay, the data showed that after being seen
in Brookside Hospital's emergency room, 96X of the private pay patients
returnl hoes as tempers' with 75% of the non - paying patients. None (0%)
of the private pay patients were transferred to CCM whereas 12% of the non-
paying patients were transferred to CCCH. Approximately 4% from both groups
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were addicted to Brookside Hospital.
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Although the statistics indiestied that there leis 21Z difference between
private pay and non-paying patients who were returned hone, the higher percent-
age of returnees were those who were able to pay. A 12Z difference existed
between non - paying patients who were transferred and private pay patients.
None of the private pay Patients in !tie 'ample group were transferred. Brook-
side Hospital's policies and procedures for the transfer of patients to other
medical facilities were anamarised by the hospital's Director of the Emergency
Department who said, "If you would endanger a patient, you don't transfer
and you shouldn't transfer tiz, patient unless doing so would provide an
increased level of care and not transferring the patient would be harmful."
In any event, OCR learned that CCM is Contra Costa County's designated Medi-.
Cal provider facility, and as such patients who are not able to pay for medical
treatment and diagnosed to be ins medically "stable" condition can a transferred
from a despite' such as Brookside !hospital to Contra Costa County Hospital .

for further evaluation and treatment.

Ono case of transfer OCR reviewed in detail idvolved Eugene Barnes. Hr.
Barnes, au.uninsureo person, was brought into Brookside Hospital's emergency
room with a head wound. The emergency room examination revealed Wet neuro-
surgery %ns required immediately. None of the hospital's on-cell neurosurgaons
were available to treat dr. Barnes. The then - administrator of the hospital,
Stuart Jett, offered to guarantee paynent to one neurosurgeon, but this doctor
declined to accept the case, purportedly because he had just come out of
surgery *ad anticipated 'the need to provide further care for that patient.
The neurosurgeon in question declined to be interviewed by OCR so this reason
could not be confirmed. Brookside then attempted to transfer the patient
to ocher hospitals in the area. Phone calls were made co.CCCH end Highland
General Hospital. Both hospitals refused to accept the transfer. Sell Francisco
General Hospital (SFCH) din agree to accept the patient. The transfer occurred
approximately four hours *fur Hr. Barnes was brought into the emergency
room. Hr. Barnes died the next day et SPOIL In response to OCR's request
for ZdVi4li of :ir. Barnes' medical records, a Public Health Service physician
stated that In* decision to transfer Hr. Barnes to srcH its approprite since
all efforts to locate neurosurgeon to perforn a craniotomy at arookslue
Hospital were unsuccessful.

It appears that Brookside Hospital did not violate the Hill- Burton community
service assurance with regard to the treatment of Hr. Barnes. Hr. Barnes
was evaluated and received treatment wen he arrived at the eme cy rum.
Brookside Hospital took action to locate and secure the services of a neuro-
surgeon for hr. Barnes but was unable to do so. It was only after Brookside
Hospital realized that it could not secure appropriate treatment for Hr.
Barnis tnat it attempted to transfer him to another facility,
o ..rirriFFEv.r.tMrelinfoirerVitriniTIIITVi..o obtain care or
al."1"64Tinea .1i et na InigitrniaircsaroTIMM"iirtZTI-11,0TOTiVe
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The evidence iadic-tes that Hr. Barnes was treated at 3rookside Hospital
to the extent such services were available. OCR found insufficient evidence
to indicate a violation of 42 C.I.R. § 124.605(b)(2) with regard to the
treatment of Hr. Barnes.

As a result of this review, oca concludes that Brookside Hospital is in
compliance with Title VI of the Public Hetlth Service Act, 42 U.S.C. § 291c
(a), and the Hill-Burton implementing regulation at 42 C.F.R. § 124.601 and

124.605(a) and (b). This determination completes the OCA review ptocese.
Please be advised that any determinations of compliance med. during this
review apply only to the specific issues raised and edOreosed.

Under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, as amended, 5. U.S.C.
i 552, and its pertinent regulation at 45 C.F.R. Part 5, the contents of
this latter and/or other information received during this review may be released
upon request from the public. However, if such a request is made, we will
maintain the confidentiality of information that if released, would constitute
an unwarranted invasion of ,rivacy.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 556-8586.

Sincerely, .

Virginia P. Apodaca
Regional Manager
Office for Civil Rights
Region IX
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BROOKSIDE HOSPITAL

Region IX initiated a compliance review of Brookside Hospital,
San Pablo, CA,

on February 14, 1985. Brookside Hospital was selected for this review because of
an incident which occured at the facility's emergency department which raised
allegations in the local media that the facility did not provide Appropriate
servms to an uninsured Black male patient who ultimately died.

This Compliance
review was to determine the compliance status of Brookside Hospital with respect
to the Emergency Service requirements of the Community Service obligation of the
Hill-Burton regulation at 42 CFR Section 124.603(a) and (b).

Brookside h.;pital is a district owned and operated facility in the City of
San Pablo within Contra Costa County. It is a 235 bed acute care general hospital,.
which provides the normal range of inpatient services including two intensive care
units, hospital auxiliary sevices, organized out-patient department and organized
emergency department. Brookside Hospital is accredited by JCHA and is certified
for participation in MediCal and Medicare, Provider /050079. The hospital is
a recipient of Hill-Burton funding for the amount of $1,833,822. The dates of thefunding period: June 1969 thru June 1989.

Original Findings

Region IX reviewed Brookside Hospital's admissions and emergency room policies.
The hospital maintains an emergency room which provides basic emergency medical
services. Brookside Hospital has a contractual arrangement for emergency room
physicians which includes two (2) neurosurgeons that have full staff privileges.
One other neurosurgeon has courtesy staff privileges.

In the specific case of Eugene Barnes the medical records indicate that the
emergency room physician who first treated Mr. Barnes had proceeded witn the
intent of admitting him to the hospital. However, tne patient required neuro-
surgery immediately. Brookside Hospital had only two neurosurgeon's with full
staff privileges and one with courtesy staff privileges. None of these neuro-
surgeons accepted Brookside Hospital's request to operate on Mr. Barnes. The
hospital has no back-up panel for neurosurgery, and does not contract with any
neurosurgeons. Furthermore, tne nearby hospitals were reluctant to accept the
transfer. Ultimately the patient was transferred to San Francisco General Hospital
where he was pronounced dead a day later.

The regions' statistical analysis of Brookside Hospital admissions, transfers
and discharges indicates that patients in the private pay category are more likely
to be admitted to the, hospital and less likely to be transferred. The Hill-Burton
regulation does not requiru a facility to admit t. patient who is unable to pay
unless the transfer would subject the patient to medical risk. However, these
patients could possibly be eligible for uncompensated care under Hill-Burton.

The region concluded that the preponderance of the evidence showed that the payor
status of emergency neurosurgery patients is a critical element regarding admission
to Brookside Hospital and acceptance of cases by the hospital's neurosurgeons.
It was revealed to OCR investigators during on-site interviews with the Emergency
Department Director and hospital administrator that neurosurgeons are informed
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directly or indirectly of patient payor status as a matter of practice. The
preponderance of the evidence supported the conclusion possibly other Brookside
Hospital physicians, select emergency cases using the patient's ability to pay/

method of payment as a criterion for acceptance or rejection. This practice has

the effect of denying emergency services to persons based solely on their inability

to pay/method of payment.

Moeover, information about the patient's ability/inability to pay is irrelevant to
the specific emergency medical needs of the patient. Therefore, to continue to
convey non-medical information to a physician about a patient's ability to pay in

emergency situations prior to providing proper medical assistance is in violation
of §124.603(a) which states thtt a Hill-Burton facility must "provide services
without discrimination on the ground of race, color, national origin, creed or
any other ground unrelated to an individual's need for the service ...," and

§124.603(b)(1) which states: "a facility may not deny emergency services to ny

person who resides (or. in the case of facilities assisted v^der Title XVI of the
Act, is employed) in the facility's service area on the gre 1 that the person is

unable to pay for those services."

Region IX referred the Brookside Hospital compliance review to headquarters on
August 16, 1985 on tne Early Warning Report,(EWR). The case was lost in the mail

and resubmitted on December 3, 1986. At that time a finding of non-compliance was

being recommended. The case file was sent to headquarters with the approval
signatures of Hal Freeman, Regional Manager; Brad Yamauchi, Civil Rights Attorney;
Don Morales, Division Director; Beth DeAtley. Branch Chief; Robert Allamand, Team

Leader.

Headquarters offices, OPO and OGC, reviewed the submission and concurred in a

finding of non-compliance.

UGC Opinion

On August 25, 1986, George Lyon, Acting Associate General Counsel, sent a memorandum
entitled "Brookside Hospital Compliance Revie.4 #09857008" to Betty Lou Dotson,

Acting Deputy Director, Office of Program Operations. In the memorandum, Mr. Lyon

states there is a violation due to the hospital's practice of conveying information
aiout a payor's status prior to the provision of emergency services and, that,
a patient payor status is unrelated to tne need for service.

Regional Civil Rights Attorney Opinion

A memorandum dated September 12, 15I6, from the Director, OCR, referred the results

of the EWR review of Brookside Hospital to Region IX. Attached to this memorandum

was a copy of OGC's memorandum concurring with the finding of non-cot fiance, and

the LOW reflecting recommended changes. The region was requested to bring the LOW

and LOF into conformance with the recommendations, and to resubmit the case on

EWR.

Ira Pollack, Chief Civil Rights Attorney, found serious evidentiary problems in
the case, and no evidence to support a finding of non-compliance against Brookside

Hospital. He agrees with OGC that conveying information about A. patient's payee
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status is a violation when that information is used to determined whether or not
emergency services will be provided. However, he found no evidence to support
that this was true in the case of Mr. Barnes. Mr. Pollack states there was
evidence that an attempt was made by Stuart A. Jed, Hospital Administrator, to
take Mr. Barnes' financial situation out of consideration. The case file record
of the interview with Mr. Je4. indicates that he (Mr. Jed) Offered to guarantee
payment to the neurosurgeon, and that guarantee came after the neurosurgeon had
already refused to accept the case, so it could rwt have nad the iffect of denying
Mr. Barnes treatment on the basis of his inability to pay for services.

Mr. Pollack states the findings and recommended decision "distorts" trhs statement
made by the Emergency Room Director in that financial information about patients
Is sometimes provided to physicians, but such information is provided regarding
a patient's admission to the hospital and not regarding whether a patient would
receive emergency room treatment.

He also states that while three incidents were referred to in the findings, cmly
Mr. Barnes' incident was fully investigated and, therefore, based on the evidence,
the hospital did all it could to secure appropriate treatment for Mr. Barnes.

Subsequently, on March 5, 1987, a compliance letter of findings rather than
non-compliance was issued to Brookside Hospital by the region. The LOF .:as issued
by different officials, regional manager and civil rights attorney, than were
first involved with the case.

HCFA Brookside Hospital Case

Shortly after the issuance of the OCR LOF, HCFA mover, to terminate the hospital

from the Medicare program because of allegations of patient dumping. In March 1987
HCFA charged Brookside Hospital with "dumping" a 32 year old woman, who came to
the hospital on March 4, 1987, and was transferred to Merrithew Memorial Hospital.
Brookside officials said she was properly tested before being moved, but the doctoi
who examined her at the second hospital claimed that normal checks would have snown
the unborn child to be in danger. The woman later gave birth to a stillborn infant.
HCFA cited Brookside for major deficiencies in the administration of the emergency
room.

HCFA gave Brookside a date to correct the emergency room problems or tare closure.
HCFA accepted Brookside's correction of the emergency room deficiencies era
reinstated them in the program. The Inspector General staff, however, continues
with the investigation of the allegations of dumping that HCFA sent to them.
According to Region IX this case is still open. The Inspector General must prove
"willful, knowing, negligent" actions on the part of Brookside Hospital in order
to level civil money penalties.

77-931 0 - 88 - 9



February 7, 1985

February 14, 1985

February 14. 1985

February 21-28, 1985

July 16, 1985

August 16, 1985

December 3, 1985

December 18, 1985

January 17, 1986

August 25, 1986

September 12.1986

October 16, 1986

March 5, 1987

March 1987 to Present
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Chronology of Events

Assigned to Voluntary Compliance and
Outreach Division, Region IX

Investigative Plan approved

Data request letter to Brookside Hospital

On-site investigation

Investigative Report 7pproved

Case referred to headquarters on EWR

Case received in headquarters (original
submission was lost in mail)

Headquarters EWR work group meets!

Case referred from OPO (VCOD) to AL for
review

UGC memorandum to Acting Deputy Director, OPO,

supporting Region IX's finding of riGn-compliance

Director, OCR, memorandum to Region IX,

Regional Manager, requesting revisions to LOW
and LOF as noted by OGC, and resubmission to
headquarters on CUR

Ira Pollack, Chief Civil Rights Attorney,

Region IX, memorandum to Virginia Apodaca stating
his disagreement with headquarters findings of
non-compliance

LOF of compliance to Brookside Hospital

HCFA cites Brookside Hospital for patient
dumping, and the hospital corrects the
emergency room deficiencies

, The Inspector General staff continues to
investigate the allegations of dumping
referred to them by HCFA
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Mr. WEISS. Brookside Hospital has been the site of several other
dumping incidents, and yet OCR has not found Brookside in viola-
tion of any law. How do you think that is possible?

Ms. MORTON. We confined that investigation to some very specif-
ic issues at that time. It is my understanding, as I mentioned earli-
er, that that finding was rendered as a result of the focus upon the
preadmission requirements. Bast upon the data that was received,
reevaluated by a number of individuals, they felt that there was
not a violation as related to those preadmission procedures.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Roper, in a newspaper article about the Brooksi 1.e
case, a State agency official was reported as saying that COBRA
cannot be enforced because of the lack of Federal regulations. If
that is true, it is really tragic.

Dr. ROPER. it is not true.
Mr. WEISS. If it is not true, then it is at least the perception of

State agency officials in California that it is true.
Dr. ROPER. Maybe it was at that time, sir. It is not now.
Mr. WEISS. Tell me about the complaint that was filed with

HCFA in relation to Brookside. Who investigated it, what did they
find, what action was taken, and what is the current status of the
case?

Dr. ROPER. 1 would be glad to discuss that with you. There was
not a complaint filed. The matter first came to my attention when
Congressman Stark called me and told me that he had heard about
this case out there in San Francisco. He told me that he thought it
was something that we ought to look into.

Let me be sure I am heard on this point, because I want to take
gentle issue with my friend, Pete Stark. He told me he wanted to
make sure we looked into this. I said, "Mr. Chairman, I surely will
do that."

I called the San Francisco region and saidthis matter has come
to my attention; you ought to go look into it, and they saidyou
are right. In fact, we started our investigation yesterday.

My pointand let me make sure I drive it homeis HCFA
began its investigation a day 1afore Pete Stark called me. We pur-
sued a vigorous investigation with the State agency, the State of
California, and the investigatioi. led to our concluding that there
was.a pattern of problems here.

We completed that survey on March 27 of this year and began
the termination proceedings. That termination did not carry
through hr -cause the hospital came back to us with what we judged
to be an effective corrective action plan that involved having all of
their hospital doctors agree to treat patients in the emergency
room without regard to ability to pay.

The hospital told the doctors that they, the hospital, would pay
the doctors. The hospital instituted a number of other corrective
actions. HCFA rescinded its termination, referred the matter to the
inspector general for judgment as to whether a penalty was war-
ranted and have continued Brookside Hospital in the Medicare
Program but with much more vigorous oversight and followup
review to make sure that they adhere to their promised corrective
action plan.
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Mr. WEISS. I thank you very much for your participationall
three of you. The bell has rung and I have about 6 minutes to cast
a vote on the catastrophic health bill substitute.

Without objection, we will enter into the record a number of
statements that have been iecrived by the subcommittee, as well as
my concluding statement.

[The statements follow:]
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Testimony of Lois Salisbury
on Behalf of

Coalition to Stop Patient Dumping
Before the

Human Resources and Inter-Governmental
Relations Subcommittee of the

Committee on Government Operations

July 22, 1987

I am Lois Salisbury, attorney with Public Advocates, Inc. of

San Francisco. I represent the Coalition to Stop Patient

Dumping, a diverse state-wide group including unions, civil

rights organizations, minority groups, health care providers,

consumer and advocacy organizations. The Coalition to Stop

Patient Dumping has been working for the past two years to stop

the tragedies for patients all over Calittrnia who, in the midst

of a medical emergency, go to an emergency room and are refused

care, receive inadequate or delayed care, or are transferred to

other medical facilities for only one reason: they do not

survive the "wallet biopsy." Here are some of the recent

stories:

In Contra Costa County, Eugene Barnes was a crime
victim with a knife wound to the brain. No
neurosurgeon would agree,to come to any of our East Bay
hospitals to treat him. After several hours, he was
transferred to the county hospital in San Francisco,
where he died. Mr. Barnes had no health insurance.

About to deliver, Sharon Ford was turned away from
two private hospitals, although a fetal monitor showed
fetal distress. By the time she was admitted to the
county hospital, it was too late and the baby died.
Although Ms. Ford was a Medi-Cal patient, enrolled in a
health maintenance organization, a computer error did
not show hsr on its list, The hospitals by mistake
thought sha was uninsured.

William Jenness bled to death six and a half hours
af:er a car accident in Stanislaus County. The private
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hospital where he was taken asked for a $1,000 advance
deposit, and transferred him to the county hospital.
It took four hours before he reached the operating
room. Mr. Zenness was uninsured.

In labor and uninsured, Anna Grant went to a
private hospital. The hospital kept her two hours and
fifteen minutes, in a wheelchair in their lobby. She
was checked only once, and no tests were done which
would have shown that the fetus was in profound
distress. She was told to "get herself" to the county
hospital, and her condition was misrepresented to -in,
county hospital via phone. The baby was later
stillborn at the county hospital, where doctors spent
forty minutes in an attempted resuscitation.

David Rios was critically wounded with two gunshot
wounds and brought to a private hospital in Ventura
County. He was received in a medically unstable
condition and in shock at the county hospital one hour
and fifteen minutes later. He died later that night.
Mr. Rios was uninsured. The private hospital had
claimed he was stable when he was transferred.

William Trumbull sought treatment for chest pain
and an unexplained shortness of breath. He died of a
massive blood-clot in his lung, after being discharged
by a private hospital in Hayward. The hospital had not
done the basic diagnostic test that would have
uncovered the treatable cause f his breathing problem.
Mr. Trumbull, employed as a truck driver, had no health
insurance.

(See the Appendix to this testimony for thirty more
recent incidents.)

The Coalition to Stop Patient Dumping is frequently asked

how often these things happen. The answer is: once more is too

often. Statistics are difficult to fi.:d; patients are dumped on

to the streets and never come to anyone's attention. Doctors see

transferred patients who should not have been moved, but don't

report it, dulled to the circumstances because they have faced it

too many times. Facilities attempt to work out their problems

quietly through professional courtesy and protocol and the dumps

2
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continue.

We do have some data. A 1982 study of transfers to Highland

Hospital, the Alameda County public hospital, found that during a

six-month period, 7% of the 458 economic transfers jeopardized

lives. Highland now receives twice that many transfers. And,

the Alameda County District Attorney recently concluded:

"During [our] investigation, one inescapable
conclusion became clear. The general acute care
hospitals licensed in Alameda County which have a
'special permit' authorizing emergency care are
questioning patients who seek emergency services about
their ability to pay therefore in apparent violation
of State law."

In 1985, after California disbanded its Medi-Cal program for

medically indigent adults and relegated them back to the counties

for medical care, remarkably similar conclusions were found by a

study of the San Bernardino County Medical Center. Transfers

from September through November 1985 were tracked. Ninety-one

percent of the 423 transfers occurred for financial reasons. Of

the total, 26% were either medically indigent adults or on

Medi-Cal, who were served at the County Hospital. Another 69%

were transferred because they had no form of health insurance.

Eight percent, or 32 of the patients were, in fact, unstable on

transfer. Cw_r 85% of those who were unstable came from the

uninsured group. One death occurred. An estimated 46% of the

transfers occurred wi-hout any contact between the sending and

recei7ing hospitals: most of these patients had actually been

discharged, or bad not even seen a doctor when they first

presented.

3
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That same year, the National Association of Public Hospitals

(NAPH) conducted a survey of hospitals across the country

including California. Its survey showed that 20% of the patients

were transferred with no paper work, which NAPH deems on its face

to indicate an inappropriate transfer. Of the 20% who were

transferred with no paperwork, the vast majority were emergency

patients, many of whom required immediate admission to the

hospital.

What Has Been Done

The initial focus of the Coalition to Stop Patient Dumping

was on Alameda County, whose problem was most egregious.

Responding to our initiative, the Alameda County Board of

Supervisors passed an ordinance mandating the development of

patient transfer agreements_and guidelines. We negotiated and

approved the guidelines, which went into effect one year ago. By

setting forth procedures and obligations for both transferring

and receiving hospitals, providing mechanisms for complaints and

on-going monitoring, and sanctions for non-complying hospitals,

including the complete rerouting of all emergency ambulance

traffic away from a violating hospitals emergency room, the

guidelines have helped significantly. All reports from the

county hospital, Highland Hospital in Oakland, indicate a

dramatic drop in the number of inappropriate emergency transfers.

The problem nonetheless persists, all be it in new forms. For

example, the 'math of William Trumbull cited above came because,

although he was admitted to the hospital, he was subsequently

4
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discharged with an on-going emergency condition because he was

uninsured. He died of an embolism only hours later. Similarly,

patients have been turned away from emergency rooms and told to

get themselves to the cot. ty hospital. More is, however, no

systematic way of monitoring this sordid variation of dumping.

The Coalition to Stop Patient Dumping also proceeded to work

for a statewide solution. We helped draft and develop a proposed

expansion of California's prohibition on inappropriate emergency

room transfers. This legislation has not yet become law, due to

the vigorous opposition of only one group, the California Medical

Association.

And, of course, the Coalition to Stop Patient Dumping

heralded the passage of the COBRA provisions last year and

welcomed the quick response of the federal government to the

latest incident at Brookside Hospital in Contra Costa County,

even though COBRA itself was not utilized.

What Needs to Happen

Effective legislation is needed both at the federal and

state levels to stop patient dumping. The COBRA provisions are

an excellent foundation for an effective federal law. Missing

pieces of the law, as well as ineffective and lackluster

enforcement efforts will be the subject of other witnesses'

testimony at this hearing."Motherefore, will only highlight a

few of the obvious concerns we have with current deficiencies in

fe Jral law.

1. The On-Call Physician. The attached appendix
accounts 30 plus stories of patient dumping in

5
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California. Consistently, a major problem is the
failure of the on-call specialist to come in,
sometimes explicitly because the patient is not
insured, other times for thinly veiled reasons
amounting to the same thing. The Coalition's
proposed state law specifically mandates that each
hospital must ensure that its on-call physicians
are &vailable on an equal, non-discriminatory basis
regardless of the patient's race, ethnicity,
religion, national origin, citizenship, age, sex,
pre-existing medical condition, physical or mental
handicap, insurance status, economic status or
ability to pay for medical services.

2. The Transfer Protections. The COBRA provisions
prohibit a transfer unless the patient is
sufficiently stabilized so that "no material
deterioration of the condition is likely to result
from the transfer." The Coalition urges an
additional higher standard; a patient's chances of
complete recovery should not be risked by a
transfer. It is not enough that the patient will
get no worse. How much better could they be, but
for the transfer? Thus, in the proposed state
legislation, a transfer is also prohibited if it
will cause "a material detriment to the chances of
speedy and complete recovery.'

3. Mandator Re ortin . While the depth of this
problem is obv ous from the statistics cited above,
the actual reported incidents are few. Most c,"e
to the Coalition or to lawmaker's attention t..rough
happenstance or the occasional initiative of
medical personnel. A mandatory reporting
obligation sets an entirely different tone than
currently operates among hospital and medical
personnel, which ranges from numbness to
complacency to a code of silence.

4. Civil Enforcement. The personal harm suffered by a
victim of patient dumping can be prolonged
unnecessary pain, permanent disability or death.
The threat of civil enforcement should, in and of
in itself, have a preventive effect. This effect,
however, is diluted if the only cases brought are
those which command a potentially large damage
award. Without an attorneys' fee provision, only
the m--t egregious cases will ever be brought. For
example, a parent who suffers the agony of delayed
care for a hurting child may not have a large
damage claim. If civil enforcement is meant
prophylactically, the cases should look less like

6
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the classic personal injury case and more like
traditional civil rights enforcement. An
attorneys' fee clause should be added.

In the aggregate, of course, whatever changes and additions

might be made to COBRA and whatever additional impact is gained

from appropriate state laws must be viewed against the back drop

of the larger problem. The Coalition to Stop Patient Dumping

has no illusions about the proposed state legislation or these

refinements to COBRA solving the real problem: health access is

rationed in this country according to your ability to pay.

What the Coalition Has Learned about the Rationing of Health

Care

The Coalition's first-hand understanding cf the rationing of

basic health care comes from the extensive investigation we have

conducted around this state. When the Coalition to Stop Patient

Dumping started fashioning proposed solutions, we began with

the most obviously principled policy: prohibition of all economic

patient transfers. To be sure, if there was a medical reason to

move a patient from one facility to another, the transfer should

occur. But economics should have no place in the evaluation of

whether or not to transfer a patient.

That premise was quickly dispelled. Numerous conversations

with committed, experienced medical practitioners in public

hospitals reflected a common theme. These patients are better

off at the public hospitals where they are wanted, than at a

hospital which doesn't want them or care about them.

And, when you talk to the doctors at the private hospitals,

7
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several consistent points emerge. The emergendy doctors assert

qu'te convincingly that they are caught in the middle. nay have

patients who need special care, the on-call doctor won't come in

or feigns an accuse, time is critical, so the patient is

transfcrred. The back-up physicians frequently assert they are

not unwilling to take care of a patient for whom they will never

be paid, rather it is the increased exposure on their malpractice

'premium-that-really-gets them. In the San Bernardino study, not

only were the uninsured transferred in large numbers, but those

with less attractive insurance were frequently transferred.

There is a creaming process that goes on, picking and choosing

between the insured and uninsured, and picking and choosing among

the Medi-Cal and Medicare patients.

Many doctors, particularly those on the firing line in

public facilities, have become inured to the problem. The

Coalition's investigations have taken on a pattern. Preliminary

calls to public hospital personnel reveal "no problem here."

Further probing reveals that "no problem" means there are

dangerous transfers several times a week. "This is not Cook

County; it is not that bad." But for each of those patients, for

each of those families, for each oe your constituents, it is just

that bad.

While the villain of the piece may ultimately be economics,

the Coalition in no way absolves individual doctqrs and

institutions from their clear responsibility to these emergency

patients regardless of ability to pay. Indeed, hanging out an

8
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emergency shingle not only creates a legal obligation, but

carries a profitable conduit for hospital admissions at a time

when vacancy rates are a critical problem for many private

hospitals. In California, individual hospitals and doctors have

unquestionably allowed their financial balance sheet to dictate

the health of certain patients.

The real difficulty faced by policy makers is not just the

challenge of improving and refining the COBRA provisions or, in

California, developing an effective state law to complement

COBRA. Rather, the real problem is understanding the depth of

the patient dumping phenomena; realizing that the stories

presen*ed today are orly the most critical and heart-breaki:1

manifestation of the daily experience millions of Americans face

when trying to obtain the most basic health cars for themselves

and their families. Whether it is foregone prenatal care,

missed immunizations, delayed cancer diagnosis, unmonitored and

out of control chronic conditions such as heart - disease, diabetes

or childhood asthma, each of these unattended basic health

needs will eventually result in the patient who comes to an

emergency room uninsured and in crisis.

The Bigger Picture

Patient dumpir.J will grow still more serious if recent

trends continue. Beyond dangerous emergency transfers, patients

are dumped out of nursing home into public hospitals, out of

private hospitals into their own homes, and out of clinics into

the streets. Many don't make it into a needed tedical facility

9
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at all, yet alone get dumped. Impoverished families, middle

income people, working Americans all face the grim possibility of

denied or hazardously delayed medical treatment.

The primary cause of patient dumping is inadequate or

nonexistent health insurance coverage. In 1985, 17.4% of the

civilian nonagricultural population under age 65 reported no

health insurance coverage from any source.1 In California, at

least 21% of persons under 65 have no health insurance. Nearly

80% of these 4.5 million people are the working poor and their

children.2 And, as tte health care market grows increasingly

compet tive, providers restrict access through increased

screening for pre-existing conditions, curtailed benefits, and

complex procedures for pre-approval of care. Moreover,

restrictions on eligibility for public insurance and greater

cost-sharing requirements have exacerbated the pressures on both

the private and public sectors. Further complicat.thg the

situation is the emergence of special populations: homeless

people, deinstitutionalited mental patients, people with AIDS,

refugees and undocumented immigrants.3

America's current crisis in health care access for the

1 Uninsured in the United States: the Nonelderly Population
Without Health Insurance, Deborah Chollet, Ph.d., Employee
Benefit Research Institute, Feb. 17, 1987, p.3.

2 Id. at 14.

3 Health Care for the Uninsuredand Underinsured: A
San Francisco Challenge, United Way of Bay Area, July 1986,

P. 11.
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uninsured reflects dramatically converging forces. Methods of

reimbursement by state and federal programs have changed

radieally in the Ast five years. In 1982, in California, for

instance, medically indigent adults were dropped from Medi-Cal

rolls, and the obligation of providing medical care thereafter

fell onto the counties. A New En;land Journal of Medicine Study,

pu:ilished in 1984, monitored the health of 186 medically indigeat

adults who had been Medi-Cal patients until they were cut from

the program. The participants were examined and interviewed when

their benefits were cut and, again, six and twelve renths later.

The study concluded that, at both the six-month and one-year

examination, these people suffered a significant deterioration in

their health and in their access to health care.4

Hospitals' behavior toward the uninsured and underinsured

woke adversely affected by Medi-Care's implementation of

Diagnostic Related Groups (DRGs) in 1982 and similiar

restrictions imposed by private insurance. Under the DRG system,

hospitals are paid a lump sum for certain services provided. It

thus becoues more difficult for hospitals to shift costs to other

patients than it had been under the previous fee-for-service

reimbursement method.

Changes in the job market have reduced the number of insured

working people. Since the early 1970's, average wage and salary

incomes adjusted for inflation have been declining for nearly all

4 New England Journal of Medicine, August 16, 1984 and May 8,
1986.
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groups within the population and in most induotrils. Indeed,

between 1979 and 1985, 44% percent of the net new jobs created

paid poverty level wages. In addition, there has been an

explosion of part-time employment. Se'

jobs created since 1979 have been MIA

'ten part-time

ie wNose part-

time status is involuntary.5 People working at poverty level

wages, and in part-time jobs, have inadequate c- nonexistent

health car.% coverage.

Without insurance, it is almost imposgibIe for most people

to obtain adequate health care. The cost of medical care rose

7.7% in 1986, seven times the increase in the overall Consumer

Price Index. The cost of medical care has increased faster than

the overall Consumer Price Index in each of the last six years.

The 7.7% percent increase was higher than those in the three

prior years; 6.4% in 1983, 6.1% in 1984 and 6.7% in 1985. But

the 12.5% increase for 19S1 and the 11% rise in 1982 were even

greeter than the increase in 1986. Elderly persons are

especially hard hit by these rising costs. In 1986, elderly

Amer cans spent 16% of their income on health care, an average

$1,.850 per person. Ironically, older persons are now paying a

larger share of their income to health care the., they did before

Medicare was enacted.6

5 "A Low Wage Explosion: the Grim Truth About the Job
Miracle," New York Times, Forum, Feb. 1, 1987.

6 Msdi-Cal Care Cost Rose 7.7% in '86, counter to Trend, New
York Times, February 9, 1987, p. 1.
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Conclusion

All indications are that inadequate health care access will

continue to be a profound problem. Short of expanding Medi-Cal

and Medicare, creating a national medical insurance system,

requiring all employers to provide health benefits, "er

substantially increasing funding for community clinics and public

hospitalsp America is telling its workers that their families

don't deserve adequate health care. Litt' wonder that this

country has l'st its so-called competitiveness. An unhealthy,

at-risk population disserves every worthy objective - -be it

measured in economi.' or human terms.

13
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PATIENT DUMPING CASES

(DRAFT) - FOR AB 214 (MARGOLIN)

CASE NO 1: Patient: william Trumbull
Age: 27
County: Alameda

On January 4. J987, mr.Tputtbuil went to the Hayward Hospital
Emergency Roo complaining of chest pain and severe shortness of
breath. He was admitted to the hospital afte,, he persuaded
officials there to accept a deposit of $596 inctead-RfEi-$1,000
they initially requested. Mr. was chi-a/Fled the next
day -after doctors could find no evidence that he had suffered a
heart attack. However, his blood gases were not tested, despite
written procedures saying that such testing should be given to
patients with respiratory trouble. According to Or. Lonny
Shavelson, a physician familiar with the case, such a test would
have almost certainly led to the discovery of the massive blood
clot in his lung.

Mr. Truntull'S one-day stay at Hayward Hospital resulted in a
$2,000 bill. Family menbers report that he was discharged after
expressing his worries about paying the medical bills. He was so
weak upon discharge that he had to sit down twice on the way to
his car. "Even as a nurse was walking him to his car, he wasilTI1complaining of shortjless of breath....the nurse told us she
thought he should see a doctor,", said Mr. Tnntull'S stepsister.
Yet, the hospital had instructed Mr. Trumbull only to rest for a
week and to refrain from lifting anything he vy. Fifteen hours
later he collapsed in the kitchen of his home, and died shortly

let---7iiiltre7TThe blood clot in his lung blocked the fiN13117T6od
from his lungs to his heart, essentially suffocating him.

Source: Oakland Tribune, 1/22/87.

CASE NO. 2: Patient: gharon Ford
Age: Unknown
County: Alameda

In December 1985, Ms. Ford, nine months pregnant, went to
Brookside Hospital in labor. However, once the private hospital
learned that she was a Medi-Cal HMO enrollee, they refused to
admit her. She then went to Merritt Hospital, which did have an
HMO contract. The preliminary tests done there indicated that
the fetus was in trouble. However, due to a computer error.
Merritt couTd find no record of her current Medi-Cal coverage.
Even though the baby was found to be in trouble, Ms. Ford was
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told that unless she had her insurance card, she would have to
make her way to Highland Hospital, the county hospital. The
baby's father at first could not find-the card in her purse. Ms.
Ford, meanwhile, was in increasing pain. When the father found
the insurance card, he was told that Highland Hospital had
already been called an told they were coming, and that they
should proceed on to Highland.

Barely half an hour after she arrived at Highland, the baby was
born oead. The Hi hland obstetrician said it appeared that the
baby was dying- s o I77171 Ms. Ford's 3-hour search for care.
fifer baby might have lived if she had been given thorc:gh care at
either of the two private hospitals.

While the Alameda County District Attorney concluded that there
was no basis for criminal prosecution, he nonetheless observed:

" we believe that Sharon Ford should never have been
transferred from Merritt Hospital until further medical
information was obtained on het baby, and in hindsight it is
unmistakably clear that this transfer should not have been
attempted without securing further information which would
have indicated that emergency procedures should be completed
at Merritt Hospital..."

Source: Oakland Tribune, 12/15/85; February 10, 1986 report of
County District Attorney.

CASE NO. 3: Patient: PAT MCFARLAND
Age: 23 years old
County: Alameda

On October 8, 1985, Mr. McFarland caught three fingers in a
machine used for custumizing automobile parts. People neorby
calleU firefighters, who arrived and bans aged his bleeding hand.
The machine had ripped flesh away from bone, but most of the
injured fingers were still attached.

At 6:45 p.m., an ambulance arrived and took Mr. McFarland to St.
Rose Hospital, a private hospital in Hayward. At St. Rose he was
given a tetanus shot and a pain killer, then was told to wait
while emergency room doctors tried to make arran ements tovt
him transferred to Highland Hospital, the coun y__EWMTiTT
McFerTiWa was uninsured.)

He spent 3 hours waiting at St. Rose, his hand throbting in pain.
Then Mr. McFarland was loaded into an ambulance and driven to
Highland, but there was no orthopedic surgeon a:ailable because
of a contract dispute. Although the ideal time to attempt a
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reattachment of his fingers had passed while he waited at St.
Rose, the doctors at Highland thought there was a chance that a
skilled hand surgeon could save one or more of his fingers. Thy
tried unsuccessfully for five hours to convince another hospi
to accept a transfer. or a hand surgeon to come and operate. By
then, reattachment was impossible.

Finally, at 5:30.a.m., 11 hours after his injury, Mr. McFarland
was taken to the operrting room. Doctors amputated almost all of
his small finger and ring finger and two-thirds of his m4ddle
finger.

Source: Oakland Tribune, 11/17/85.

CASE NO. 4: Patient: EUGEr- BARNES
Age: 32
County: Contra Costa

At about 5:00 p.m. on January 27, 1985, Mr. Barnes sustained deep
stab wounds in his left temple and was rushed to Brookside
Hospital Emergency Room. His wound caused massive bleeding that
built up pressure inside his skull - a life threatening condition
that can worsen from minute to minute. The neurosurgeon on-call
that night at Brookside, Dr. Roger Shortz, was taking , care of
another patient and was unavailable to examine Mr. Barnes. Dr.
Shortz said he had just finished surgery on the other patient and
had gone home. "There was a great -ossibility that the (other)
patient would have to be taken back to surgery soon, and I let
the eme7gznty room doctor know that I couldn't really take on the
commitment for another patient and suggested that they contact
somebody else."

Brookside Hospital's emergency room doctor could find no other
neurosurgeon to come and see him (two refused) and no-Other East
Bay hospital (three refused) where a neurosurgeon would comae.
Ms. Marge-Woolf, an administrator at Contra Costa County
Hospital, one-of the hospitals called by Brookside explained: 'We
contacted our neurosurgeon who had, just completed a similar case
and had been on 'his feet all day. He said he didn't feel good
about starting another case of this sort."

Five hours later. Mr. Barnes was transferred to San Francisco
General, where he underwent extensive surgery. Howevei75T
iiiiiI75, Mr. Barnes was in a coma and "brain dead". He died at
8:45 a.m. two days later. According to a physician-at San
Francisco General, Mr. Barnes might have lived had he undergone
sur er soon after he was brou ht to Brookside Hos ital.

Source: S'n Francisco Chronicle, 2/2/85.
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CASE ND. 5: Patient: DAVID RIOS
Age: 30 years o d
County: Ventura

In early January, 1986 at 7:45 p.m., Mr. Rios was brought to a
private hospital, St. John's Regional Medical Center. Even
though he had been critically wounded with two gunshot wounds in
his chest, within 30 minutes of his arrival at the hospital, they
transferred him to the County Nedical Center, claming he was in
stable condition. (Mr. Rios had no insurance coverage.) Doctors
at the county hospital said that he arrived in a medically
unstable condition and in shock. Mr. Rios died in surgery two
hours after his arrival at County Medic.' Center.

rource: The Ventura County Star Free Press, 1/11/86.

CASE NO. 6: Patient: WILLIAM JENESS,
Age: 24 years old
County: Stanislaus

On his way home after a 12-hour work day on January 17, 1984, Mr.
Jenness sustained a severe chest injury when his car crashed into
the back of a bus. He was found lying on the shoulder of the
road, incoherent and with dangerously low EN:id pressure. He /as
immediately taken to the closest hospital, Memorial Hospital in
Modesto. By the time the ambulance reached Memorial, thanks to
the treatment given by ambulance nurses, Mr. Jenness' blood
pressure was close to normal, his skin was pink, and he was awake
and talking. An arteriogram showed that Mr. Jeness had a tear in
his aoita, the large artery leading from the heart that carried
blood to all parts of the body. However, once it was determined
that he had no medical insurance and could not make the requires
$1,000 deposit, the hospital made arrangements for him to be
transferred to the county hospital, Scenic Hospital. lhfs was
done despite efforts by Mr. Jenness' family to convince the
hospital to accept partial payment for the required deposit or
accept a credit card. Memorial Hospital had the capacity to do
the necessary surgery, and it is illegal to require that people
pay in advance for emergency care. Or. Donald Trunkey, a San
Francisco surgeon and chairman of the American College of
Surgeon's Committee on Trauma, said accident victims with severe
chest injuries such as Jeness have a much better chance of
survivinq if they reach surgery within an hour.

Four hours elapsed between the time of the accident and Mr.
Jeness' arrival at the county hospital. A surgical team at
Scenic General struggled to patch five tears in Mr. Jenness'
heart. Two and a half hours later_, Mr. Jenness 1:ed in surgery.
An autopsy report said that almost a quart of blood was found in
his chest.
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Source: The Modesto Bee, 4/15/84.

CASE NO. 7: Patient: GAYLEN WILLIS
Age: Unknown
County: A/c.eda

On November 20, 1985, Ph,. Willis sustained a shotgun blast to his
back and was takento nearby Alta Bates Hospital, a private
hospital. There. he received only minimal care - not even a
cleanin of the fist-sized wound - while faiiilLIttmbers were sent
to h s home to search for proof of insurance coverage. The
emergency-rocm doctor at Alta Bates wanted to transfer Mr. Willis
immeCately to Highland Hospital (the county hospital) but
Highlakd had no intensive care beds available and could not
accept the transfer even if the patient was stable - enough to
travel.

By late the following afternoon, Highland had an opening in its
intensive care ward. Seventeen hour:: after he was shot, a' i in
excruciating pain, Mr. Willis was transferred. As soon as he
arrived, doctors cleaned the wound and administered a painkiller.
According to one doctor at Highland, the wound had become
infected and the leak of his spinal fradFut Mr. Willis at
substantial risk of meningit3s. He underwent 6 hours of surgery
tc remove more than a dozen shotgun pellets from his back.

A State Department of Health Services investigator stated that
"the 27 hour delay in surgical care posed a medical risk to
the patient. The presence of clothing and shotgun wadding in the
wound at the time of transfer further exacerbated the problem.
AltP Bates had all the resources necessary to provide prompt and
appcipriate care."

Source: Oakland Tribune, 11/29/85; letter from Mr. Hank
Schoenlein, Regional Administrator of Licensing and
Certification, State Department of Health Services,
1/15/86.

CASE NO 8: Patient: CHILD A
Age: 15 years o d
County: San Bernardino

In about May 1985, Dr. Max Lebow, Director of Clinical Services
at San Bernardino County Medical Center received a call from one
of the local hospitals saying they had a 15-year old boy who had
been stabbed in the chest several times. As this patient hao no
apparent means of support, they wanted to transfer him to the
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county hospital. Sr. Lebow refused the transfer due to the
grossly unstable condition of the boy, and told the hospital that
he needed to be operated on where he was.

An hour later, Dr. Lebow received a call back and was told that
the thoracic surgeon at the hospital believed this patient was
stable enough to come to the county hospital and tnat they were
going to send him.

"I again refused (the transfer) emphatically.
I told him that no, while I didn't have the
patient in front of me, anyone who was stabbed
in the chest 3 times, by my standards, is unstable.
Well, I got a cal7,another call, an how- later.
The patient still was just lying in the emergency
room a this other hospital. He had not been
treated yet and I was getting pretty nervous.
So I said "well look, if you're rot going to do
anything for this kid, send him over."

When the patient arrived at the Medical Center Emergency . 'om,
2 1/2 hours after he was brotght to the private hospite, he was
very _pale with barely palpable blood pressure. Although he a:
still alvet and talking, he had engorjiaWIEE yeas, ind.cat.ng
that one of his stab wounds- lad entered his heart. He was in the
operating room within 5 minutes of arrival at the hospital. But,
20 minutes later, this 15-year-old boy was dead.

Source: Testimony of Dr. Max Lebow, Director of Clinical
Services at San Bernardino County Medical Center,
Oversight Committee hearings 11/19/86.

CASE NO. 9: Patient: MS. A
Age: Unknown
County: Santa Clara

Dr. Stanley Shatsky, a Stanford Uni'ersity neurosurgeon at Valley
Medical Center (a public hospital in San Jose, Ca.) received a
call from a doctor at another hospital requesting permission to
transfer an uninsured patient who had been badly hurt in an
automobile accident. The patient had been on a mechanical
breathing device for five days; the resp4rator had just been
removed. She had had three brain operations, was comatose,
paralyzed on one side of the body, and had a fever. Dr. Shatsky
said that the county hospital would accept the transfer when the
patient was medically stable. In the other doctor's estimation,
the atient was unstable, not ready for transfer kr about three
aye s.

2 81
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Later that same day, Dr. Shatsky discovered a female patient at
ValleyAedical Center who had been deposited on a bed with no
medical chart. He recc 'ts:

" there was no discharge summary, no medication
records, no x-rays whatsoever. She was comatose,
had surgical incisions for brain operations on
both sides of her head; the brain was bulging out
of one of these incisions. She had a fever of
103 and was paralyzed on the left side of her body.
The patient went into respiratory distress
(couldn't L'qathe well enough on her own), and left
on her own, would have died. Le;er on, I called up
the doctor (at the other hospital), and said "Look,
we just talked a few hours ago and you said you were
going to transfer the patient when you thought she
was stable, in three days." And he said "I never
sent the patient. That was all done b I

never wrote a discharge summary or orders to transfer."

Source: Interview with Dr. Shatsky on National Public Radio,
conducted by Mr. John McChesney, July 19E5.

CASE NO. 10: Patient: MR.
Age: Unknown
County: Alameda

On November 1, 1985 at about 10:45 p.m., an uninsured man with a
gunshot wound was brought into Providence Hospital. According to
Providence administrators, his condition was stabilized, X-rays
were taken and k surgeon was called. The Providence emergency
room doctor then convinced Highland Hospital (the county
hospital) doctors to accept the patient's transfer An ambulance
was called to make the transfer at about 12 midnight; it was
designated a non-urgent call and the ambulance arrived at 12:45
a.m.

By then, two hours after the man was brought in to Providence
Hospital, the patient's blood pressure was dropping and he was
going into shock due to the loss of blood from internal bleedilig.
However, the sinole,Providence emergency room doctor was occupied
with another emergency and the surgeon was no longer in the
hospital. The Providence emergency room doctor called again and
convinced Highland-doctors to let the transfer go through even
though the-man was 715Taller in stable condition. This was
suggested as the quickest way to gefaTman to surgery.

The man ultimately arrived at Highland at about 1:20 a.m., gray
with shock, without adequate IVs and with no doctor riding in the

282
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ambulance. In the ambulance, he had nearly died because the
bullet had collapsed his lung, destroyed his spleen and continued
heavy internal bleeding. He was rushed into surgery, where it
was found that about 60% of the blood in the man's veins had bled
into his chest and abdominal cavity. Although the man sure v3

the delay in treating him, -Tdh-Ttransfer to HighlLid Hospital,
caused an extremely serious and unnecessary threat to his life.

Source: Oakland Tribune, 11/10/85

CASE NO. 11: Patient: MR. B
Age: 36
County: Alameoa

An uninsured flinpanic man was found after a beating and taken to
a private hospital where he lapsed into a eoma. The private
hospital chart documents that two neurosurgeons refused to see
the patient despite urgent reqViiITTFiin the emergency room
physician. He was transferred frffighland Hospital where he wa4
found to have a fractured skull. The patient never regained
consciousness.

Source: Himmelstein et al; "Patient Transfers; Medical Practice
as Social Triage"; American Journal of Public Health,
May 1984, '0. 494.

CASE NO. 12: Patient: MICHAEL MURPHY
Age: 27 years old
County: Fresno

Mr. Murphy was injured in an aircraft ccident and suffered
several severe fractures. Treatment was delayed because of an
economical) motivated transfer from Saint Agnes Hospital. (Mr.
Murphy is no insurance. e arrived at Valley Medical Center 27
hours later with severe fracture blisters and a deteriorated skin
condition that prevented surgery. The skin condition p,-Sed too
great a risk of infection for surgery at that time. Mr. Murphy
is now left with permanent partial impairment and degenerative
arthritis in the ankle, a major weight-bearing joint.

Source: Letter of Dr. W. Berman, Assistant Chief of Orthopedic
Surgery at Valley Medical Center. 11/19/86; Senate Heath
and Human Services Hearing on AB 3403, July 19b6.
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CASE NO. 13: Patient: MS. B
Age: Unknown
County: Santa Clara

A young .woman was first seen late at night in a private
hospital's emergency room. She had had three days of a sore
throat and was developing a posterior abscess in the back of her
throat. There is a si nificant chance that such an abscess will
block the airway, causing suffocation and so they are considered
emergenc es. -These abscesses need to be excised and drained
immediately. The diagnosis was accurately made at the private
hospital but because the patient was unsponsored, she was told to
seek her.-own specialist as soon as possible.

The next morning, the woman went,to the Valley Medical Center
Clinic (a public hospital in San Jose) where Dr. Low saw her.
She was droolin because she could not swallow her ,own saliva,
and was gagging and barely able to speak. Dr. Low got her
immediately to the ear-nose-throat department, where they drained
the abscess right away. The abscess was just about to block the
patient's airway; without prompt attention she could easily have
died.

Source: Interview with Dr. Dennis Low of Valley Medical Center
on National Public Radio, conducted by Mr. John
McChesney, July 1985.

CASE NO. 14: Patient: MR. C
Age: EldeFTY--
County: Alameda

An elderly man arrived at the West Oakland Health Clinic on
November 6, 1985 in severe pain, vomiting blood. The clinic
doctor called Herrick Hospital, a private hospital with a
Medi-Cal contract, and requested his admission; Herrick had
medical records on the man because he had been treated several
months earlier for a different ailment. But in this instance,
Herrick refused the clinic doctor's request for admission of the
iiWBiZause ey were unclear whether e was stil covered
Redi-Cal.

The clinic doctor then called an ambulance and arranged for the
man to be transferred to Highland Hospital, the county hospital,
although doctors there had not approved the admission. When he
arrived, Highland's intensive care beds were full. There
followed another round of negotiations with Herric..
during which it was discovered that the man was covered by
Medi-Cal after all. He was then transferred back to Herrick,
where he was admitted.

284
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Source: Oakland Tribune, 12/16/85.

CASE NO. 15: Patient: MR. D
Age: Unknown
County: Alameda

an September 6, 1985, a man fell under a train which partially
severed his foot. The man was brought to Highland Hospital (the
county hospital), but the hospital did not have an orthopedic
surgeon available. Doctors called Oakland area hospitals seeking
a transfer. "one of the hospitals would accept him. Bythe
time the man ,ii-IFITaTirred - to San Francisco General --it-was

rea ac

Source: Oakland Tribune, 11/1/85.

CASE NO. 16: Patient: LUPE VILLAREAL
Age: 15 years old
County. Fresno

Lupe Villareal suffered a severe fracture of the left leg with a
rupture of the main artery supplying blood to the lower leg and
foot. He was first seen at Hanford Sacred Heart Hospital where
treatment was delayed approximately 31 hours for unknown reasons
before he was transferred to Valley Medical Center. Surgery
Valley Medical Center was too late to revent muscle an. nerve
death (due to rack of oo e ow t e knee. Lupe area now
has stiff, insensitive and immobile foot and ankle, and he
remains at risk of amputation due to lack of feeling and
flexibility in the foot.

Source: Letter of Dr. W. Berman, Assistant Chief of Orthopedic
Surgery at Valley Medical Center, 11/19/86; Senate
Health and Human Services Committee Hearing on
AB 3403, July 1986.

CASE NO. 17: Patient: MR. E
Age: Unknown
County: Alameda

On March 11, 1985, a man went to Memorial Hospital in San Leandro
coughing up blood and suffering from both tuberculosis and
pneumonia. He was admitted to the intensive care ward for four
days and placed on a breathing tube. When the tube was remove ,

he was observed for 1 hour for signs of trouble, given a 10-day
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supply of medicine and a surgical mask to cover his mouth, and
discharged -with instructions to seek care at Highland Hospital
(the public hospital). According to Highland sources, he was
gravely ill when a relative brought him by car to Highland
Hospital. The-man appeared to he in no condition to be
discharged directly from the iatensive care unit. According to
these sources. Memorial did not follow normal transfer procedures
because they have had trouble getting Highland to approve
transfers of this type.

Source: Oakland Tribune, 11/1/85.

CASE NO. 18: Patient: ARTHUR NUNEZ
Age: 2 1/2 years old
County: Fresno

In late 1985, Arthur Nunez suffered a right knee injury while
playing that resulted in a bone fracture and the rupture of the
main artery supplying blood to the lower leg and foot. He was
first seen at Valley Children's Hospital, but because that
hospital did not have a Medi-Cal.contract, Arthur was transferred
to Valley Medical Center. At VITTii-Medical Center, several
emergency cases that required immediate surgery and came in at
the same time as Arthur prevpr.ted him from being taken to the
operating room until 6 hours after admission. Because of the
6-hour delay, he showed signs of permanent muscle and nerve
dama e below the knee by the time he reached surgery. He still
remains at risk of am.utat4on due to lack of feeling ana
flexibility in the foot.

So.:-,:- Letter of Dr. W. Berman, Assistant Chief of Orthopedic
Medicine at Valley Medical Center, 11/19/86; Senate
Health and Human Services Committee Hearing on AD 3403,
July 1986.

CASE NO. 19: Patient: ANNA GRANT
Age: Unknown
County: Alameda

Ms. Grant, 9 months pregnant and with no insurance, sat in labor
for three hours in the Brookside Hospital waiting room. She was

not evaluated consultant duringthii time.
Finally. her cousin prevailed on the hospital to call an
ambulance to take her to the county hospital in Martinez. There,
her baby was.born dead. According to a doctor familiar withe TWe
case prompt attention as Brookside might well have helped
increased her baby's chances of survival.
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Source: Oakland Tribune, 4/6/87.

CASE NO. 20: Patient: MR. F
Age: Unknown
County: Alameda

An uninsured man was kicked in the stomach the &y after
Thanksgiving in 1985. He uas brought to Herrick Hospital (a
private hospital) Emergency Room, examined and told to go home.

He returned six days later in extreme pain. The man was treated
by the emergency room doctor, but no surgeon cane in or a
consultation. Instead, once the hospital learned the man had no
insurance they transferred him to Highland Hospital (the county
.ospital) because he lacked insurance.

he according to
persons am ar w e case. a was ruse into surgery,
where it was discovered that the kick to his stomach had ruptured
his intestine. As a result, his stomach cavity had filled with
blood and feces, causing a severe infection. It was instantly
apparent (that) he had a classic acute (infection of the)
abdomen", said one source. "He was critically ill and it was
clearly a life-threatening infection. He wouldn't have survived
more than another couple of hoLrs." According to this person, it
is possible that the severity of the injury was not apparent at
the man's first hospital visit a week earlier. However, standard
medical practice with such a patient is to admit him or her for
observation, which was not done by the private hospital in this
case.

Source: Oakland Tribune, 12/16/85.

CASE NO. 21: Patient: CHILD C
Age: unknown
County: San Diego

In 1985, an uninsured adolescent boy was stabbed. His mother
took him to several private hospitals, but none would admit him.
finally, she got her other sons insurance card and represented
that he was the one insured. Only through that
miE7ePresenLation could she obtain emergency medical care for her
Son.

Source: Ms. Sharon Kraft, Palomar Hospital, San Diego, 7/85.
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CASE NO. 22: Patient: NICK TREVINO
Age: 43 years old
County: San Diego

On Christmas Day, 1984 at 11:55 a.m., Mr. Trevino was sh.1* in the
belly. Paramedics reroonded quickly, treating the patient
briefly before speeding him to Grossmont District Hospital, which
was the trauma center for the most severely injured patients in

the eastern part of the county.

But when they arrived at the hospital, there was no surgeon
available to perform the immeo .tely needed surgery (although one
was required by law to be present). Life Flight helicopter
service was call2d for assistance in order to fly Mr. Trevino to
the Trauma Center at UC San Diego Medical ,:enter. According to

Lit Flight personnel: 'He was in shock .n the emergency room at
Grossmont. Their operating room was ready to go. There was no
trouble getting blood. But there was no surgeon in-house.'

Mr. Trevino was flown to UCSD Medical Center, where he was rushed
to the operating room. Approximately 40 minutes had passed since
he had first been taken to Grossmont District Hospital. But,

UCSD's trauma team was unable to save him.

Source: San Diego Union, 1/1/85

CASE NO. 23: Patient: MR. G
Age: Unknown
County: Ventura

According to Dr. Baumer, Director of Emergency Services at County
Medical Center, the staff of a private hospital recently
attempted to load a gunshot victim in unstable condition into an
ambulance for the 15- mite drive to the county hospital. (The

patient was uninsured.) But the condition of the patient
the doctors at

ad to remointroaithilnoulakb4fOTietevelThft,anil
rush him into surgery, where he nonetheless died.

Source: The Ventura County Star Free Press, 1/19/86.

CASE NO. 24: Patient: MARVIN ZARATE
Age: 24 yiiF1-5TU
County: Fresno

On May 13, 1986, Mr. Zarate was involved in a car accident near
LoJi, and was taken to Lodi Hospital with fractures of the left

c).
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femur and left 10th rib. For unknown reasons,-the patient was
transferred after 10 to 12 hours without treatment to stabilize
the femur fracture, to Valley Medical Center. There, Mr. Zarate
developed several severe complications relatiJ to the femur
fracture (including shock lung and adult respiatory distress
syndrome), and one month later while in the inansive care unit
he diet from these complications. Early treatment to stabilize
niTIFTractures has been shown to minimize the risk of disability
or death. Mr. Zarate might be alive today if treatment had been
prompt.

Source: Letter of Dr. W. Burman, Assistant Chief of Orthopedic
Surgery at Valley Medical Center. 11/19/86; Senate
Health and Human Services Committee Hearing on AB 3403,
July 1986.

CASE NO. 25: Patient: MS. C
Age: Unknown
County: Alame.te

A severely depressed uninsured woman slashed her wrists so deeply
that she severed key muscle and nerve tissue. The private
hospital she was taken to transferred her to Highland Hospital
(the county hospital) as a psychiatric case rather than treating
her medical injuries. Doctors in a erivate emergency room
superficially bandaged her wounds before sfle was transferred.

Source: Oakland Tribune, 11/10/35.

CASE NO. 26: Patient: MARIA CEJA
Age: 42 yiiriF117--
County: Alameda

In April 1985, Ms. Ceja, an Oakland mother of three died, after
being transferred to three Bay Area hospitals. Ms. Ceja, whose
heart had been damaged by rheumatic fever in childhood, had
agreed to catheterization and heart surgery three weeks before
her death, after months of delaying the decision because she was
fe-rful of the surgery.

However, by the time she agreed to the surgery. her doctor was
concerned that the surgery be done at a hospital where she could
be rushed into open-heart surgery if necessary. On April 1, Ms.
Ceja was admitted to Oakland Hospital for the catheterization and
her doctor, Dr. Padilla, tried to make arrangements for the heart
surgery that would probably be necessary. After obtaining
Medi-Cal approval for a transfer to a hospital out-of-county
(since none in-County would admit a Medi-(.al heart surgery
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patient), Dr. Padilla tried to admit Ms. Ceja to the UC San
Francisco cardiology department but was to (in error) that it
could not accept a Nedi-Cal patient. Instead, Dr. Padilla had
Ker admitted to San Francisco General (the county hospital) for
the heart catheterization, but due to the week-long delay and
transfer, Ms. Ceja's condition had deteriorated so much that it
was no longer safe to do the procedure.

Five days later, the catheterization was done, confirming the
need for heart surgery. Ms. Ceja was transferred to Seton
Medical Center in Daly City, which offers heart surgery to
Medi-Cal patients. But she died of heart failure the following
gayiTiteen days after she was first hospitalized and 8 hours
before her surgery was scheduled. Her doctors charge that she
died because there is no hospital in Alameda County that offers
heart surgery to Medi-Cal patients.

Source: Dakland Tribune, 4/23/85.

CASE NO. 27: Patient: MS. D
Age: 54 years old
County: Drange

In September 1986, e woman went to the. Share Dur Selves (S.D.S.)
free medical clinic in severe pain from gallstones. An S.D.S.
specialist examined her and sent her to the emergency room of a
Medi-Cal contract hospital. There, she was told she had not yet
been funded for Medi-Cal, and that she would not be treated until
she "blocked" (which would be a life-threatening situation). She
was given a shot of Demerol and sent home.

This happened four times: she went to the emergency room in
severe pain, and was sent home with a shot of Demerol and a vial

of codeine and Tylenol. No one would see her or admit h2r
because she was unfunded.

She was able to get emergency Medi-Cal stickers, but even then
the hospital would not admit her until they received written
authorization from Medi-Cal which took an additional 15 days to
get. The Director of the hospital indicated he would not take
verbal authorization because he was afraid it would not hold up
for reimbursement. In all, this woman spent several weeks in
needless pain because of the hospital's refusal to see her until
her funding situation was resolved.

Source: Testimony of Vicki Mayster, Director of S.D.S. free
medical clinic; Oversight Committee hearing 11/19/86.
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CASE NO. 28: Patient: MR. H
Age: Unkaiin
County: Alameda

On September 2, 1985, a man was severely beaten. He was taken tp
Providence Hospital to- )1#0I -oodliosp4444, a private hospital. He
was diagnosed as a psychiatric patient because he had been acting
belligerently, and then transferred to Highland Hospital, the
county hospital. Once at Highland, it was discovered that he had
a broken rib, a coTlapsed lung, several broken bones in his face
and a concussion. These medical injuries were not diagnosed or
treated at Providence Hospital.

Source: Oakland Tribune, 11/10/85.

CASE NO. 29: Patient: MR. SHERBURNE
Age: Teenager
County: Orange

Mr. Sherburne was assaulted by muggers at 11:15 p.m. on November
22, 1986 and sustained a deep cut in his upper lip. He was taken
to Buena Park Community Hospital for emergency medical care,
where it was determined that the cut required a plastic surgeon
because of the intensity of the wound. Buena Park Community did
not have a plastic surgeon available, and so they suggested to
Mr. Sherburne that he go to West Anaheim Hospital. He (and his
father who accompanied him) was informed that someone would be
waiting there for them.

Upon their arrival at West Anaheim, Mr. Sherburne and his father
were advised by the desk clerk and attending doctor that the
plastic surgeon was unavailable because he was about to eiFirk on
a trip and because Mr. soiTEFe was considered a "cash account"
(a case without medical insurance). A return to Buena Park
Community was suggested.

When Mr. Sherburne and his father returned to Buena Park, tHey
were advised that nothing had changed, but the attending nurse
said that she would do everything possible to find someone who
could help.

At about 1:15 A.M., three hours after he was attacked and with
essentially no medical care, the nurse recommended that Mr.
Sherbourne go to UC Irvine Medical Center. She cautioned them
not to mention having already been seen at Buena Park or West
Anaheim because Irvine Medical Center might then insist on a
return to one of those hospitals.

77-931 0 - 88 - 10
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Upon their arrival at Irvine Medical Center, the attending doctor
did indeed suggest that they return to Buena Park, then stated
that they would perform the treatment at UCI with a $25 deposit.
However, even after this deposit was paid, at about 1:50 A.M., it
was not until about 4:00 A.M. that Mr. Sherburne finally received
treatment jurisdictional discussions continued within his
earshot until that time. In all, almost 5 hours elapsed between
the time Mr. Sherburne was attacked and when he was treated.

Source: Letter of Mr. Eric Sherburne, patient's father, received
12/3/86.

CASE NO. 30: Patient: MR. H
Age: Unknown
County: Alameda

A young uninsured man was brought by ambulance to Kaiser Hospital
in Richmond at 4:00 a.m. on October 1, 1985. He spent an hour
and a half waiting in the emergency room there while doctors
tried to find a neurosurgeon. According to one doctor familiar
with the case: "It was grossly inappropriate for this man to
have been taken to Kaiser Richmond in the first place because
they never have a neurosurgeon there."

.At 9:45 a.m., 1 hour and 45 minutes after he was admitted to
Kaiser, he was transferred to Highland Hospital, the county
hospital. But, by then 4. was too late to repair the damage of a
brain hemorrhage, and th, man died.

Source: Oakland Tribune, 11/18/85.

CASE NO. 31: Patient: CHILD B
Age: Unknown
County: San Diego

In 1985, a boy fell off his bicycle onto a fire hydrant and
suffered a ruptured liver. He had been a patient at a small
health maintenance organization that was going out of business.
With his insurance status in question, his mother took him to
three private hospitals (Ville View, Harbor City t and Mercy).
Treatment was denied at the first two hospitals; he was treated
at Mercy Hospital and survived. This delay in treatment caused
several hours of unnecessary pain for this child.

Source: Mr. Rex Dalton, San Diego Union, 2/86.
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CASE NO. 32: Patient: CHARLES JONES
Age: Unknown
County: Contra Costs

In October 6, 1984, Mr. Jones, suffering from congc.nital heart
disease, was taken to arookside Hospital, a private hospital.
The hospital transferred him to Contra Costa County Hospital when
it discovered he was uninsured. There, Dr. Roger Barrow
diagnosed him as needing immediate heart surgery to replace a
failing heart valve. However, the heart surgery was not
scheduled at that time and instead he was discharged from the
osp tai.

On January 3, 1985, Mr. Jones was readmitted into Contra Costa
County Hospital. He was suffering from severe chest pain and was
having great difficulty breathing. On January 13, 1985, Mr.
Jones died of heart failure without ever receiving the needed
surgery.

Source: Suit filed on behalf of Mr. Jones' children in the U.S.
District Court by Mr. Stephen Schear, attorney with East
Oakland Community Law Office, 1/10/86.

CASE NO. 33: P.tient: MICHELLE FLAHIVF
Age: 18 years old
County: Fresno

Ms. Flahive was in an automobile accident in Yosemite Park and
was brought by helicopter to Saint Agnes Hospital. She was
transferred to Valley Medical Center 2 1/2 days later without
having received any specific treatment for a EFF)FiFind
dislocated hip. As a result of this delay, Ms. Flahive is likely
to be partially disabled for the rest of her life with
degenerative arthritis of the hip.

Source: Letter of Dr. W. Berman, Assistant Chief of Orthopedic
Surgery at Valley Medical Center, 11/19/86; Senate
Health and Human Services Hearing on AB 3403, July 1986.
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The American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) appreciates this

opportunity to submit a written statement to the House Government

Operations Subcommittee on Human Resources and Intergovernmental

Relations addressing the issue of "equal access to health care."

The College is a national medical specialty society that was founded in

1968 to further the discipline of emergency medicine. ACEP's membership

now includes more than 11,000 emergency physicians who practice their

specialty in emergency facilities throughout the United States. Each

year, approximately 80 million visits are made to emergency facilities by

patients who depend upon the specialized training and expertise of

emergency care_providers to stabilize and treat virtually every type of

serious illness and injury. Emergency physicians constitute the front

line of American medicine and, in many instances, they are effectively

the only out itient health care providers for a substantial portion of

the nation's poorest citizens.

The College believes that the objectives of this oversight hearing by the

Human Resources and Intergovernmental Relations Subcommittee in

attempting to focus on the economic causes and medical implications of

inappropriate patient transfers and the federal role in preventing them

are laudable. There can be no question but that the health and safety of

each patient is of paramount importance and that no patient should be

denied access to emergency medical treatment simply because he or she may

lack the ability to pay. Emergency physicians in particular have

discharged their obligations in this regard with the utmost attention to

the professional standards of their discipline and the public interest.
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The central point is that the subject of inappropriate patient transfers

is a complex issue whose full dimensions are not yet clearly understood.

"Patient dumping" is not a topic which is susceptible to quick and

universal explanation, nor can a comprehensive solution be arrived at in

isolation without addressing the broader issues of indigent care and the

role of other physicians and administrators. Clearly, not all physicians

or medical facilities have the capabilities to care for every patient.

Therefore, patient transfers have become an everyday occurrence in

today's health are environment.

Recent changes in the health care industry have affected the delivery of

medical services to the poor. The rapid introduction of competitive

forces into the delivery of health services during the past few years has

made it increasingly difficult for the private sector to absorb the costs

of uncompensated care. The implementation of the Prospective Payment

System for Medicare reimbursement to hospitals has exerted significant

downward pressures on all hospital charges, eliminating the margin that

used to be available f:sr other purposes, such as the financing of

indigent health care. In addition, both consumers and third-party payors

have become increasingly cost-conscious, and organized health care

coalitions and new forms of managed care plans have reduced hospital

utilization rated and cut average patient lengths of stay. There has

also been a decreasing emphasis upon the provision of inpatient hospital

services.

It is within the context of these sweeping changes in the health care

industry that the issue of inappropriate patient transfers must be

2
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considered. The economic pressures generated by new competitive forces

4
have increased the incentives to transfer patients to publiclysupported

facilities where those patients may be eligible to receive free or

reducedcost medical care that is subsidized by'tax revenues. However,

although the subject is a complex one, and its nature and dimensions vary

widely among localities, the College believes that physicians and

hospitals must continue to render emergency medical care in a

professional manner in which courses of treatment are decided upon on the

basis of each patient's particular needs. Placing the patient's

interests first, and rendering the highest quality care without regard to

the patient's ability to pay will result in the elimination of the

problem.

With the passage of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1985 (COBRA), the Congress prohibited the transfer of medically unstable

patients. The law imposes stiff fines and passible termination of

Medicare provider agreements for hospitals and physicians who violate its

requirements. Since the legislation was enacted, ACE1' has been working

with its membership to help them develop a better understanding of the

law's requirements and to foster continued compliance with the COBRA

provisions dealing with patient transfers. Several comprehensive

articles about the legislation, its requirements, and other pertinent

information have been included in the College's monthly newsletter, ACEP

News, which is distributed to the entire ACEP membership. In addition,

the College had developed guidelines prior to the enactment of COBRA

concerning patient transfers from emergency departments (Attachment 1)

and made the donument available to all emergency physicians. The College

3
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also worked with legal counsel to develop an Interpretation of the COBRA

patient transfer requirement and made this document available to

emergency physicians across the country. ACEP continues to develop and

implement strategies designed to help emergency physicians understand

their role in solving the indigent care and inappropriate patient

transfer problems facing this nation.

Although the College has expended a great deal of effort to help its

members better understand the problems associated with indigent care and

inappropriate patient transfers, a great deal of work is left to be done.

The problem cannot be viewed in isolation of the economic and

medical/social factors influencing it. Just as medical care involves a

systematic approach to identifying the patient's medical problems and

implementing a reasonable course of action to address those problems, the

issue of inappropriate patient transfers must be looked at in terms of

the duties and activities of the overall health care system. Why does

the problem exist? What forces perpetuate the problem? The College

believes these questions must be answered before any permanent solutions

can be developed.

Because stories of inappropriate patient transfers and "patient dumping"

have continued to appear in the media, the College has focused its

attention on what may truly be the root of the problem. The emergency

physician and the emergency department have been the focus for the

inappropriate patient transfer problem. From the emergency physician's

standpoint, however, there may be circumstances beyond his or her control

which may better explain why the problem continues to exist. There is no

4
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dispute that, occasicnally, physicians will arbitrarily transfer

seriously ill and injured indigent patients to public facilities. When

it does occur, those physicians and hospitals involved should be held

accountable according :o the laws and guidelines that have been

established to address these actions.

The practical operation of patient transfer decisions too often places

emergency physicians in the intractable position of having to provide

extended care to emergency patients who might encounter some risk in

transport. Host emergency physicians do not have admitting privileges in

the hospitals in which they practice. If an emergency physician is

unable to locate a staff doctor willing to admit and accept

responsibility for the treatment of a patient, the emergency physician

would then be faced with the impossible choice of either transferring the

patient and risking eventual prosecution or retaining the patient in the

emergency department. Faced with this dilemma, emergency physicians have

looked to the College for guidance.

At its June 1987 Board of Directors' meeting, the American College of

Emergency Physicians adopted two policy statements concerning definitions

contained in the COBRA patient transfer legislation. By developing and

adopting these positions, the College hoped to address the situation

described in the preceding paragraph and provide some guidance for its

members. The first policy dealt with "medical screening exams":

"Every patient, regardless of ability to pay, should recePe a

medical screening examination to determine whether or not an

5
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emergency condition exists. Such screening examinations should

be performed by a physician. In the event a physician Is not

physically present in the emergency department 24 hours a day,

the screening exam may be performed by properly trained ancillary

personnel according to written policies and procedures.'

In addition, the College developed a definition of a 'responsible

physician" for the purposes of the COBRA patient transfer legislation.

We do not believe that the definition of 'responsible physician' under

current law is as broad as the College envisions. Therefore, the

Congress may wish tt, review the definition of 'responsible physician."

The policy adopted by the College is as follows:

The American College of Emergency Physicians has consistently

emphasized the responsibility of all physicians to adhere to the

highest standards of medical care and ethics and to contribute to

the health care needs of the medically indigent. Therefore, the

College believes that all hospitals must provide a call schedule of

appropriate medical specialists to provide ongoing, definitive

treatment to the patient after initial examination by emergency

physicians. In addition, the term "responsible physician" should be

broadened to include any physician on the medical staff who, by

nuturc of a call schedule or because of an existing physician

patient relationship, is required to assume the care of patients

presenting to the emergency department after initial examination by

emergency physicians."

6
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The American College of Emergency Physicians firmly believes in the right

of every patient to be treated with dignity and compassion. Appropriate

medical care should be available to every individual, regardless of

economic status. As the national professional society of emergency

physicians, ACEP will continue to support measures designed to

strengthen and improve the provision of emergency medical services and to

attain the goal of a society in which access to medical care is available

to every person in need. Inappropriate patient transfers are only one

manifestaaon of the fact that America has not yet reached that goal. A

solution to this issue can be found, but it must be one which combines

concern for the rights and dignity of the individual patient with an

appreciation for the difficult and demanding challenges of the profession

of emergency medicine.

The American College of Emergency Physicians stands ready to work with

this subcommittee, Congress, the Health Care Financing Administration,

and others interested in formulating a reasonable and effective solution

to this important issue. Ms. Virginia Pitcher, Director of the College's

Washington, D.C., Office, may be contacted at (202) 861-0979 for further

clarification of the points made in this statement, or, for additional

information on College activities in this area.

7
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SPECIAL CONTRIBUTION
patient transfer; transfer of patents

Guidelines for Transfer of Patients

At taLltueent 1

[This document was developed by the American College of Emergency Phy
=ions Government Affairs Committee. and was approved by the Board of
Directors on August 13. 1985. It is a revision of a document adopted by the
Board of Directors in September 1977 and published in JACEP 1977.6 467
These are guidelines. and are not to be construed as standards of care
Amencan College of Emergency Phystuans: Guidelines for transfer of pa.
dents. Ann Emerg Med December 1985:14.12214222d

From time to time, patients in an emergency department are transferred to
other facilities. The transfer may be made to another emergency departmert
or directly to an inpatient facility. Clearly not all physicians or medical facili-
ties have the capabilities to care for every patient. At times patients, or those
responsible for them, request transfer to another facility for various reasons
(which may or may not be medical), at times patients are transferred to re-
ceive the benefit of more appropriate fatalities and/or services than are avail-
able in the given hospital or emergency department; and at times patients
are transferred because of economic considerations, which may include the
availability of free or reduced-cost medical care at a public or other facility or
in accordance with the requirements of preexisting contracts for patients of
prepaid health plans that stipulate which facilities patients are to use.

Patients should not be transkned to another facility without first being
stabilized. Stabilization includes adequate evaluation and initiation of treat-
ment to assure that transfer of a patient will not, within reasonable medical
probability, result in death or loss or serious impairment of bodily functions,
parts, or organs.

Evaluation and treatment of patients pnor to transfer should include the
following:

I. Establishing and assuring an adequate airway and adequate ventilation,
2, Initiating control of hemorrhage;
3. Stabilizing and splinting the spine or fractures when indicated;
4. Establishing and maintaining adequate access routes for fluid admin-

istration;
5. Initiating adequate fluid and/or blood replacement; and
6. Determining that the patient's vital signs (including blood pressure,

pulse, respiration, and urinary output, if indicated) are sufficient to sustain
adequate perfusion. The vital signs should remain within these parameters
for a sufficient time prior to transfer in order that the physician may be
reasonably certain that they will not deteriorate while the patien. is en route
to the receiving hospital.

There may be times, however, when stabilization of a patient's vital signs
is not possible because the hospital or emergency department does not have
the appropriate personnel or equipment needed to correct the uierlying pro-
cess (eg, thoracic surgeon on staff or cardiopulmonary bypass capability). In
these cases, steps I through 5 should be performed and transfer should be
carried out as quickly as possible.

A patient, or those responsible for the patient, may request a transfer that
seems medically inappropriate. The physician is obliged to explain the meth-
cal risks involved, and an informed consent form should be signed by the
patient (or those responsible for the patient) and the physician. In the event
of such a transfer, the physician still should use every resource available in

10 12 December 1985 Annals of Emergency Medicine
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LEGAL SERVICES OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE
800 Stahlman Building

211 Union Street, Nashville, Tennessee 37201 (615)2446610

August 5, 1987

Rep Fortney Stark
__man

!;',c xommittee on Health
liouse Ways and Means Committee
1114 Longworth Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re: Patient Dumping

Dear Chairman Stark:

I am writing to express cox.ern regarding current deficiencies in the
enforcement of last year's Medicare amendments which prohibited
hospitals from enpging in the practice of "patient dumping." I have
previously been in contact with your staff regarding these enforcement
problems and would like to use this letter to suggest a couple of
amendments which might partially improve the present situation.

The recent oversight hearings before the Subcommittee on Human
Resources and Intergovernmental Relations of the Government
Operations Committee have documented the Health Care Financing
Administration's failure to investigate and sanction instances of patient
dumping which have occurred in violation of last year's legislation.
The testimony of HA witnesses gave no assurance that they
apreciate the seriousness of the problem and the urgency of the need for
a vigorous new enforcement policy. Although the Congress should
continue to encourage HCFA to properly discharge its enforcement
responsibilities under the law, the experience of the past year suggests
that administrative enforcement is likely to continue to be, at best,
disappointing.

Although HCFA has done a poor job, and does not seem particularly
motivated to do better, some of the limitations on effectiveness of
administrative enforcement are inherent, and will always limit the
effectiveness of the legislation. Witnesses from the large hospitals of last
resort who are on the receiving end of the "patient dumping" process
admitted at the l'zaring that they were aware of the administrative
sanctions, but hail still not filed complaints with HCFA against the
responsible hospitals. The reality, as in most businesses and
professions, is that it is difficult for one provider to inform on another.
Thus, although the recent hearings established that patient dumping
continues on a broad scale, only a very small part of the problem has
been reported to the federal enforcement agency.
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This record points to the need to amend the law to strengthen existing
provisions authorizing private judicial enforcement. Subsection (d)(3) of
Section 1867 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. § 1396dd) already
establishes a private right of action on behalf of any individual who
suffers personal harm as a direct result of a Medicare-participating
hospital's violation of the stature. In spite of the continuing practice of
patient dumping, this provision, like the provisions authorizing
administrative enforcement, appears not to have been used Certainly the
threat of civil enforcement appears to have had little, if any, deterrent
effect.

I would respectfully suggest that the law be amended to provide for
liquidated damages and an allowance of reasonable attorney's fees to
prevailing plaintiffs.

Such amendments would address a couple of practical problems which
account for the ineffectiveness of the current civil enforcement provision.
These problems arise from common law rules governing civil recoveries
in most states. For example, under the common law, lost wages are an
important measure of compensatory damages. Yet the victims of patient
dumping are typically poor people who are disabled, unemployed or
working in low-wage jobs. They can therefore expect to recover little, if
any, compensatory damages for financial loss.

The most serious weakness of the current law is its requirement that an
unlawful transfer be proven to have directly caused a plaintiff's injury,
in order for a court to grant relief against the wrongdoer. This is
problematic, because most dumping victims are in poor medical
condition before they become victims of an illegal transfer. By
definition, such patients a-c already sick or injured. In the most
egregious dumping cases, they are critically ill and unstable. If their
medical condition subsequently deteriorates, or if they die. it can be
extremely difficult to satisfy the current requirement of proof that the
individual "suffeded] personal harm as a direct result of the illegal
transfer.

Who is to say, for example, that a trauma victim, or a person who has
suffered a stroke, and who dies or is-disabled following an illegal
transfer, would not have suffered the same fate anyway? Although in
some instances the case can be made, it will always be difficult and
costly. Attorneys considering taking the case are likely to be deterred by
the complexity of the medical proof that will be required, the cost of
expert witnesses and trial preparation, and the fact that the attomey
himself must advance these costs for a client who is, by definition,
indigent and unable to pay them himself.
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The difficulties of proving causation are compounded in the worst cases,
where tha victim of the illegal transfer is seriously disabled or even dead,
and thzetbre unable to offer testimony himself.

Illegal transfers which recently occurred in Tennessee, and which have
been the subject of previous communications with your staff, illustrate .

these problems. Both cases were discussed by witnesses testifying
recently at the oversight hearings.

The first of these cases involved the death last September of a young
man named Terry Takewell. Mr. Takewell, who had suffered from
juvenile-cnset diabetes, died at his home in Somerville, Tennessee
within about 12 hours of having been dumped, almost literally, from
Methodist Hospital of Somerville. Neighbors had found Terry at home
suffering from acute ketoacidosis, and he had been transported by
ambulance, first to a physician's office, and then to the hospital.
The physician, who was familiar with Mr. Takewell's medical history,
diagnosed the problem and ordered immediate emergency treatment.
According to eyewitnesses, however, the acting hospital administrator
personally took Mr. Takewell out of his hospital bed, and, holding him
up under the arms, walked him out of the hospital and left him in the
parking lot. He died that night at home, without having received the
emergency treatment ordered by the physician. A witness was told by
Mr. Takewell, and received confirmation from the hospital, that he was
refused care because he had no insurance and still owed the facility for
an earlier stay.

Mr. Takewell was described by a neighbor as a hard worker who did
carpentry for a local contractor. However, his disease was so pernicious
that he was often unable to work at all, and his earnings capacity was
limited. The measure of damages in his case, under Tennessee law,
could therefore be relatively small as a result. Moreover, since the tests
ordered by the physician were never conducted by the hospital, it may
prove difficult to establish that his condition at the time of denial of care
was such that he could have survived even with adequate treatment. For
these practical reasons, this.egregious violation of the law, committed by
a multi-facility chain which annually receives tens of millions of dollars
of Medicare funds (not to mention favorable tax treatment as a
"charitable" institution) may ultimately go unpunished in the courts.

Another example from Tennessee with which I am familiar is that of Mr.
Clyde W. Lowe of Dickson, Tennessee. Mr. Lowe is also diabetic, and
has been disabled for more than a decade with serious heart disease. In
December of last year, he was evaluated by a staff physician at Goodlark
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Hospital in Dickson, a proprietary facility which participates in the
Medicare program. His heart was monitored for a period, and the
physician then ordered his admission and treatment as an inpatient at
Goodlark. However, the facility denied him treatment because of his
inability to prepay his Medicare coinsurance cc deductible amounts.
(this is a violation of Medicare regulations, even apart from the anti-
dumping statute. See 42 C.F.R. § 489.22) Nothing was done to stabilize
his condition. The next day his family took him to another hospital,
where he was admitted to the critical care unit through the emergency
room. He spent several days in the hospital, and tests that were needed
could not be done initially because his condition was so poor, due to the
delay in hospitalization.

Fortunately, unlike Mr. Takewell, Mr. Lowe survived. However, it is
difficult to prove that he suffered "personal harm as a direct result of
Goodlark's violation of the law. Certainly, he and his family experienced
great anxiety between the time that he was dumped from Goodlark and
finally admitted to another facility, and it is possible that he suffered
physical pain during that period which might have been alleviated as an
inpatient. Yet the speculative nature of such claims and the minimal
amount of damages that could be obtained in the best of circumstances
have made it impossible to find an attorney to bring a civil action on Mr.
Lowe's behalf under the provisions of the current law. As a result,
Goodlark continues to go unpunished for what could well have been a
life-threatening transfer, and is presumably undeterred from continuing
to engage in such practices in the future.

In light of these problems, it is reasonable to attach a liquidated penalty
to any violation of the anti- dumping statute. Although chore is no
complete answer to these problems, the law would be significantly
strengthened by insuring that a hospital which illegally transferred a
patient faced the prospect of paying at lcast some form of monetary
damage to the victim, even if the seriousness of the injury or the luck of
the medical outcome precluded an award of substantial compensatory
damages. There are ample precedents for such a remeBy elsewhere in th%%
law. For example, when Congress enacted Truth-in-Lending legislation,
it recognized that there would often be credit abuses in which the victims
would be unable to satisfy traditional common law requirements relating
to proof of injury. Because Congress felt that it was nonetheless
important to deter such abuses, it provided for liquidated damages as a
means of making private civil enforcement effective. See 15 U.S.C. §
1640 et seq. The interests at stake in the case of patient dumping are
certainly no less important than those which justified the award of
liquidated damages for violations of federal Truth-in-Lending laws.
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Any amendment providing for liquidated damages should explicitly
reserve the plaintiff's right to recover compensatory and punitive
damages where authorized by state law, as is the case under the present
statute.

Even liquidated damages will be of little avail if there are no attorneys
' willing to vindicate the victim's rights. Since presumably even liquidated

damages will be in an amount too small to support a contingent fee, it is
import= for the statute to authorize t'-: award of reasonable attorney's
fees to successful plaintiffs. There an:, of course, already scores of
similar fee-shifting provisions in the federal law, ranging from anti-trust
to consumer protection to taxpayer appeals. Underlying these statutes is
not only a recognition of the importance of attracting competent counsel,
but also the belief that it is only fair to have the cost of vindicating federal
rights borne by the wrongdoer, rather than by the victim.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. As someone
whose low-income clients face the denial of needed care on a daily basis,
I very much appreciate your leadership on this important social and
moral issue.

Sincerelx yours,

Gordon Bonnymari

,

GGB:cj
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Mr. WEISS. I simply want to state that I understand that you all
take this issue very, very seriously, and I know that the Department
has supported the legislation. I would only urge you that if you have
reason to believe that the legislation that is on the books is not
workable for whatever reason or needs correction to be more effec-
tive, that you respond quickly with that rather than waiting for as
long a period of time as has elapsed thus far. As you know better
than anybody else, literally the lives of great numbers of Ameri-
cans are at stake in this whole issue. I think that there is and
should be a greater sense of urgency in our dealing with it.

In this hearing we have been discussing the real life and death
issues of people's lives. Access to health care should be available to
everyone regardless of their economic status. But we have heard of
case after case of denial of services to persons who are poor and, all
to frequently, minority.

Congress has repeatedly demonstrated its concern with the prob-
lem of access to health care, and in the case of dumping of pa-
tients, has directed that the administration take strong and imme-
diate action to stop it. Congressman Pete Stark's amendment was
the most recent and important vehicle.

But the success of a provision such as the anti-dumping law de-
pends not only on rigorous enforcement, but equally on the percep-
tion by doctors and hospitals of strong enforcement and penalties,
as well as on a broad campaign to educate patients of their rights
under the law. Thus far we could hardly say that the administra-
tion has met the challenge.

In fact, there has been an inexcusable delay by the Department
of Health and Human Services in implementing and enforcing this
statute. Processing of the few complaints that have been received
by HHS has been, at best, slow. Implementing regulations have not
been published in the 15 months since the law was enacted, nor
has there even been a resolution to the problem of overlapping au-
thorities and activities worked out among the various offices in-
volved.

At a time when we are all concerned with efficiency and mini-
mizing paperwork burdens, there can be no excuse for duplication
of investigative activities. The most capable office should get the
responsibility. One office should have enforcement authority for a
sanction. But it must be selected on the basis of which one will do
the best job of deterring further violations of the law.

The subcommittee intends to continue to monitor the Depart-
ment's implementation of this important law. For the sake of pa-
tients, let's get on with it.

Again, I thank you for your participation. The subcommittee now
stands adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 4:50 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD

Attachment

CONSOLIDATED OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION
ACT OF 1985 (COBRA) (P.L. 99-272)

Title IX - Medicare, Medicaid, and Maternal
and Child Health Programs

Subpart B Miscellaneous Provisions
SEC sizi. RESPONSIBILITIES OF MEDICARE HOSPITALS IN ENERGENO

CASES.

(a) REQUIREMENT OF MEDICARE HOSPITAL homes Amur.
sterers.Section 1866(aX1) of the Social Security Act (42 U.SC
1.195cc(aX11) is amended

(1) by striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (G).
(1) by striking out the period at the end of subparagraph

and inserting in lieu thereof'; and': and
(.1) by inserting after subparagraph (HI the following new cub

paragraph:
' I in the case of a hospital, to comply with the requirements

of ;section 1867 to the extent applicable.".
Reetaramestre.-7Ytk XV111 of such Act is amended by in.

serting after section 1866 the following new section:

"EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL
CONDITIONS AND WOMEN IN ACME LABOR

"Sec. 1867. (a) MEDICAL SCREENING REQUIREMENT.In the case
of a hospital that has a hosoital emergency department, ifany indi.
vidual (whether or not eligible for benefits under this title)comes to
the emergency department and a request is made on the individuall
behalf or examination or treatment for a medical condition. the
hospita must provide for an appropriate medical screening exami
nation within the capability of the hospital's emergency department
to determine whether or not an emergency medical condition (within
the meaning of subsection (eX1)) estate or to determine if the indi
vidual is in active labor (within the meaning of subsection (e)(2))

NECESSARY STABILIZING Thwidsnrr FOR EMERGENCY MEDI.
CAL CONDITIONS AND ACTIVE LIBOR.

"(1) IN GENERAL.If ony individual (whether or not eligible
for benefits under this title) comes to a hospital and the hospi
tat determines that the individual has an emergency medical
condition or is in active labor, the hospital must provide
calor

(305)
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Attachment

'YA) within the staff and facilities available at the hoepi
tat for such further medical examination and such treat.
ment as may be required to stabilize the medical coriciitiort
or to rovide for treatment of the labor, or

'WI for transfer of the individual to another medical fa.
cilit in accordance with subsection (O.

"(V RErjsu. To CO mum TD raieratuer.A hospital is
deemed to meet the requirement of paragraph (IXA1 with respect
to an individual if the hospital offers the individual the fur.
ther medical examination and treatment described in that
paragraph but the individual (or a legally responsible person
acting on the individual's behalf) refuses .to consent to the ex
anunation or treatment

"(8) REFUSAL To coNszwr TD TRANSFER. A hospital is
deemed to meet the requirement of paragraph (1) with respect to
an individual if the hospital offers to transfer the individual to
another medical facility in accorGance with subsection (e) but
the individual (or a legally responsible person acting on the in
dividual's behalp refuses to consent to the transfer.

'Ye) RESTRICTING TRANSFERS UNTIL PATIENT STAJULIZED.
"0) Rutz.If a patient at a hospital has an enserger.cy nsedi

cal condition which has not been stabilised (within the mean
ing of subsection (eX4XB)) or is in active labor, the hospital may
not transfer the patient unless

'WO the patient (or a legally responsible person acting
on the patient's behalf) requests that the transfer be effect.
ird or

'Yii) a physician (within the meaning of section
1861(rXl)), or other qualified medical personnel when a
physician is not readily available in the emergency depart.
ment, has signed a certification that, based upon the rea
sonabk risks and benefits to the patient, and based upon
the information available at the time, the medical benefits
reasonably expected from the provision of appropriate medi
col treatment at another medical facility outweigh the in.
creased risks to the individual's medical condition from ef.
feeling the transfer, and

"(B) the transfer is an appropriate transfer (within the
meaning of paragraph (2)1 to that facility..

'V) APPROPRIATE riteNsesxAn appropriate transfer to a
medical facility is a transfer

"(A) in which the receiving facility.--
"(i) has available space and qualified personnel for

the treatment of the patient, and
'WO has agreed to accept transfer of the patient and

to provide appropriate medical treatment;
"(B) in which the transferring hospital provides the re.

criving facility with appropriate medical records (or copies
there° of the examination and treatment effected at the
trans ernng hospital;

"( 1 in which the transfer is effected through qualifi!ci
personnel and transportation equipment, as required in
eluding the use of necessary and nied"....illy appropriate life
support measures during the transfer; and

'(D) which meets such other requirements as the Seers.
tory may find necessary in the interest of the health and
safety of patients transferred

'Yd) Errroscourrr.
ID As REQUIREMENT OF MEDICARE PROVIDER AGREEMENT.

If a..lizapital knowingly and wilkully.,_gr_negligen(ly, fails to
meet the requirements of this section, such hospital is subject
to

'YA) ferainatiaa of its provider agreement uncle.; this
title in accordance with section 1868(1,), or

'YB) at the option of the Secretary, suspension of such
agreement for such period of time as the Secretary dter
mines to be appropriate, upon reasonable notice to the hos.
pital and to the public.

31.1.
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It CIVIL MONETARY PINALTIDS.In addition to the other
grounds for imposition of a civil money penalty, under section
1128A(cd, siatirticipating_ksplial that knowingly violates are

quirement of this section and the responsibk ,phyvician in the
hospital with respect to such a violation are each subject, under
that section, to a civil snowy penalty of not more than #5.O(&
for each such . itriciWIISYd-ArM previous *entente, the
term 'responsibk physician' means, with respect to a hospital's
violation of a requirement of this section, a physician who

'YA1 is employed by, or under contract witN the partici
pating hospital, and

"(Meeting as such an employee or under such a contract,
has professional responsibility for the provision of saramina
tions or treatments for the individual. or transfers of the
individual, with respect to which the violation occurred.

'YJ) ',erratum:err.
'Y.41 PERSONAL ILULV.Any individual who suffers per.

banal harm as a direct result of a participating hospital 's
violation of a requirement of this section may, in a civil
action against the participating hospital. obtain those dam
ages availabk for personal injury under the law of the
State in which the hospital is located, and such equitabk
relief as is appropriate.

RNANCIAL LOSS TO OTHER MEDICAL lACILITY.Any
medical facility that suffers a financial loss as a direct
result of a participating hospital's violation of a require.
meet of this section may, in a civil action against the par.
ticipa.ting hospital, obtain those damages availabk for
nancial loss, under the law of the State in which the hcapi
tol is located, and such equitobk relief as is appropriate.

"(C) LIMITATIONS ON ACTIONS.N0 action may be
brought under this paragraph more than two years after
the date of the violation with respect to which the action is
brought.

"(eJ Dseurriores.In this section.-
ID The term emergency medical condition' means a medical

condition manifesting itself by acute symptoms of sufficient se.
verity (including severe pain) such that the absence of immedi.
ate medical attention could reasonably be expected to resultin

'YA1 placing the patient's health in serious jeopardy,
"(131 serious impairment to bodily functions, or
"(C) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.

11) The term 'active labor' means labor at a time at which
"(A) delivery is imminent,
"(B) there is inadequate time to effect safe transfer to an

other hospital prior to delivery, or
'YC1a transfer may pose a threat of the health and safety

of the patient or the unborn child,
'YS) The term participating hospital' means hospital that has

centered into a provider agreement under section 1866 and has,
under the agreement, obligated itself to comply with the re'
quirements of this tertian.

141(.41 The term 'to stabilise' means, with respect to an emery
gency medical condition, to provide such medical treatment of
the condition as may be necessary to assure. within reasonable
medical probability, that no material deterioration of the condi
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lion is likely to result from the transfer of the individual from
a facity.

aT) The term Silabilized' means. with respect to an (mergers
cy medical condition, that no material deterioration of the con.
dition is likely, within reasonable medical probabiliti, to result
from the transfer of the individual from a facility.

TS) The term 'transfer' means the movement (including the
discharge) of a patient outside a hospitals focilitiee at the di.
wain of any person employed by (or affiliated or aseociated
directly or the hoepita4 hut does not include
such a movement o a patient who (A) has been declared dead.
or (8) leaves the ility without the permission of any such
person.

'Yfl PRZIEMPTION.The provisions of this section do not preempt
any State or local low requirement, except the extent that the rt.
quirement directly. conflicts with a requirement of this section.':

(c) DATX.The amendments mode by this section shall
take effect on the first day of the first month, that begins at least 90
days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(d) ftmar.The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall.
not later than 6 months after the effective date described in subsec
lion id report to Congress on the methods to be used for monitoring
and enforcing compliance with section 1867 of the Social Security
Act.

3 1,Li
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Jr IDEPARTMENTOFHEALS146.11U1KANSTAVICES

Date
. JUN 4 gey

from Director
Health Standards and Quality Bureau

Waits Cam
Favonang AAmr-vton (4)

11116

Memorandum

O
s.*,.cn: Interim Instructions for Implementing Section 1867 of the Social Security

Act; Responsibilities of Medicare Hospitals in Emergency Cases

To Regional Administrators
Region I - X

Purpose

There has been considerable discussion and coordination between central
and regional office staff on the anti-dumping provisions of the
Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA). The purpose of
this memorandum is to provide more formal direction and assure uniformity
in our enforcement action.

8ackground

COBRA added a new section to the locial Security Act: Section 1867 -
Responsibilities of Medicare Hospitals in Emergency Cases. That section.
effective August 1, 1986. requires that participating hospitals with
emergency departments provide. upon request, and within the hospital's
capabilities, medical screening examinations and treatments for women in
active labor and individuals (Including non-Medicare beneficiaries) with
emergency medical conditions, or to arrange appropriate transfer of the
patient to another medical facility unless the patient or the legal
representative of the patient refuses treatment or transfer.

Hospitals that kowinglY, willfully or negligently fail to comply with
the -:quirements of this legislation are subject to termination or sus-
pension of their Medicare provider agreements. Hospitals are also subject
to civil millatary penalties up to 525.000 for each violation of these
provisions, as are the responsible physician or physicians. In addition,
individuals suffering personal harm and medical facilities suffering
financial loss as a result of a violation of these provisions can bring
civil action under State law against the offending hospital.

Interim Operating Instructions

The primary impetus to taking action under Section 1867 is a complaint.
Therefore, a complaint should trigger the following actions by the Region:

314
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o Send the complainant a letter acknowledging receipt of
the Allegation (investigation warranted. Tab A;

investigation not ted. Tab B). Please note that

this letter informs the complainant of the right to
pursue independent civil action.

o Notify the applicable Peer Review Organization (PRO) of
the complaint investigation for its own information.

o Direct the State agency (SA) to conduct at least a
limited survey to investigate the complainrwithin 5
working days. Although you may require a full survey.
the ainiwucconditions of participation to be surveyed
are:

emergency services
medical staff

o Tell the SA to call you immediately. from the hospital.
If the surveyors need professional medical assistance
during the survey. If the medical issues present are
beyond the expertise of the SA. you may seek it from
the PRO. State physician consultants or regional office
physician staff.

The PRO will be reimbursed for all reasonable and
necessary costs.

Instruct the PRO to provide a written evaluation to
you within 5 working days of all cases referred for
investigation.

o Direct the SA to provide you with the results of the
survey and Its recommendations by overnight mall

within two days following completion of the onsite

survey.

o Evaluate the SA and. .hen appropriate, PRO findings.

[

If the-results indicate the hospital is out of compli
ance with one or more conditions of participation which
results in patients being "dumped." that is. transferred
or otherwise discharged in an unstable medical condi
tion. initiate a fast track termination. The rationale

for this action is that obviously the hospital is taking
actions or not taking actions which result . in an

immediate threat to the health and safety of patients.

31
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o If the hospital alleges correction before the effective
date of termination, direct the SA to resurvey for the
condition(s) of part;:ipation you had determined to be
out of compliance.

o If the condition(s) remains out of compliance, let the
termination take effect.

o If the hospital has corrected its problem(s):

be sure the remedy is gocd for the long term and
that the hospital is providing reasonable assurance
through its actions that such violations will not
take place again;

remove the hospital's "deemed status' and place it
under state agency monitoring.

ensure that a resurvey takes place within 60 days.

o If the termination takes place, you should demand, as a
condition for participation in Medicare, that a hospital
has no cases of 'dumping" for at least 30 days prior to
the onsite survey. This snould be determined through a
rigorous review of emergency room records as well as

staff intervicr during the onsite survey.

o Any case of confirmed "dumping," whether you terminate
or not, should be referred to the Office of the Inspec
tor General (OIG) for potential civil monetary
penalties.

o Send the complainant a letter reporting the final
results of the investigation.

Future Actions

These interim instructions represent Actions a:ready taken by a number of
Regional Offices in close cooperation with HSQB and OIG. We will be
issuing formal instructions through the rrTA Issuance System in the near
future. Furthermore, regulations on susonding provider agreements and
other relevant amendments of current rules will be published as proposed
rules.

If you have any questions on these interim instructions do not hesitate

12, a (As
Thomas G. Norfofd

to contact me.

Attachments: Tabs A and

cc: Deputy AAO



(Name)
(Address)
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MODEL LETTER ACKNOWLEDGING COMPLAINT ALLEGING
NONCOMPLIANCE WITH THE EMERGENCY CARE REQUIREMENTS

Of SECTION 1867 OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT
INVESTIGATION NOT WARRANTED

Dear

TAB A

We have reviewed the information you provided concerning (hospital,

city, state) , and appreciate the interest you have shown in bringing
this matter to our attention. Enclosed please find a copy of the law for
your information. .Our responsibility is to assure compliance of Medicare
participating hospitals with the health care safety requirements of the
law.

We have not authorized any further investigation of your complaint.
Our review does not find that the situation that you describe indicates
any violation of the law. Based on your individual situation, however,
you may wishto consider the Civil Enforcement provisions of the law on
an independent basis.

Again, we appreciate your bringing this matte,' to our attention.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures

31.7

Associate Regional Administrator
for Health Standards and Quality
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERUICES
Health Care Financing Administration

42 CFR Part 489
(BERC- 393 P]

MEDICARE PROGRAM

Participation in CHAMPUS and CHAMPUA, Hospital
Admissions for Ueterans, Discharge Rights Notice, and

Hospital Responsibility for Emergency Care

11-17,11iP7
i / '

AGENCY: Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), HHS

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: We are proposing to revise requirements for Medicare

participating hospitals by adding the following:

o A hospital must provide inpatient hospital

services to individuals who have health

insurance coverage provided by either the

Civilian Health and Medical Program or the

Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) or the Civilian

Health and Medical Program of the Ueterans

Administration (CHAMPUA), subject to

limitations provided by regulations, and accept

the CHAMPUS/CHAMPUAdetermined allowable amount

as payment in full for the services.

o A hospital must provide inpatient hospital

services to military veterans (subject to the

limitations provided in 38 CFR 17.50 ff.) and

accept payment from the Ueterans Administration

as payment in full.

318_
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o A hospital must give each beneficiary a notice

of his or her rights concerning discharge from

the hospital.

o A hospital with an emergency department must

provide, upon request and within the

capabilities of the hospital, an appropriate

medical screening examination and stabilizing

treatment to any individual with an emergency

medical condition and to any woman in active

labor, regardless of the individual's

eligibility for Medicare:

We would provide for the termination of a provider's

agreement for violation of any of these provisions.

In addition, we would provide for the suspension of

a provider's agreement (rather than termination) and

for civil monetary penalties for violation of the

emergency care provision.

These revisions would implement sections 9121 and

9122 of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1985, section 233 of the

Veteran's Benefit Improvement and Health Care

Authorization Act of 1986, and section 9305(b)(1) of

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986.

31 0
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DATE: Comments will be considered if we receive them at

the appropriate address, as provided below, no later

than 5:00 p.m. on (60 days after the date of

publication].

ADDRESS: Mail comments to the following address:

Health Care Financing Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
Attention: BERC-393-P
P.O. Box 26676
Baltimore, Maryland 21207

If you prefer, you may deliver your comments to one

of the following addresses:

Room 309-G, Hubert H. Humphrey Building
200 Independence Ave., SW.
Washington, D.C., or

Room 132, East High Rise Building
6325 Security Boulevard
Baltimore, Maryland.

In commenting, please refer to file code BERC-393-P.

Cox lents received timely will be available for

public inspection as they are received, which

generally begins about three weeks after publication

of a document, in Room 309-G of the Department's

offices at 200 Independence Ave., SW., Washington,

D.C., on Monday through Friday of each week from

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (phone: 202-245-7890).
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Thomas Hoyer For all provisions except civil
301-594-9446 monetary penalties.

Joel Schaer For provisions relating to civil
monetary

202-472-5270 penalties.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background

A. fdrticipation in the CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA programs

CHAMPUS (Civilian Health and Medical Program of the

Uniformed Services) and CHAMPVA (Civilian Health and

Medical Program of the Veterans Administration) programs

pay for health care services furnished to dependents and

survivors of military personnel and of veterans.

Generally, the programs have paid hospitals based on

their charges. Section 931 of the Department of Defense

Authorization Act, 1984 (Pub. L. 98-94) authorized these

programs to pay (to the extent practicable) for inpatient

hospital services using Medicare reimbursement

procedures, which usually pay less than billed charges.

Because the Medicare prospective payment system (PPS)

(the system whereby we pay a hospital a predetermined

amount based on the patient's diagnosis and any surgical

procedures performed, rather than by the number of days
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hospitalized) results in Medicare cost savings, the

Department of Defense (DoD) expects that it would realize

similar savings if it were to use a model similar to

Medicare's PPS. In fact, the Office of Civilian Health

and Medicare Program of tha Uniformed Services (OCHAMPUS)

has plans already underway to use a reimbursement system

modeled after Medicare's PPS that has been modified

specifically for the CHAMPUS program (e.g. using.

GRAMPUS- specific weights and rates). DoD also would

realize savings by paying "reasonable cost" where

necessary. We understand that there is a feasibility

study under way and that the DoD is considering revising

its regulations.

Hospitals that furnish services to CHAMPUS and

CHAMPVA beneficiaries are authorized provide services to

these beneficiaries following an approval process similar

to that used for Medicare participation. All hospitals

certified by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of

Hospitals (JCAH) are authorized providers; any Medicare

hospital may be (and all have been thus far) deemed to be

authorized providers. All others are surveyed by

OCHAMPUS to determine whether they are authorized

providers.

"Participation" has a different meaning for GRAMPUS

and CHAMPVA than for Medicare: providers have been able

to decide on a case-by-case basis whether to

77-931 0 - 88 - 11
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"participate" in the program and thus accept the

CHAMPUS/CHAMPVA-determined allowable amount as payment in

full (under these programs, beneficiaries are required

to pay a cost-share for each hospital admission, and this

is considered to be separate from the CHAMPUS/CHAMPVA

payment). Under Medicare, hospitals must agree to bill

the program for all beneficiaries and accept Medicare

payment as payment in full (less

applicable deductibles, coinsurance amounts, and

noncovered items).

As indicated above, all Medicare hospitals are also

authorized providers in CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA on the basis

of their JCAH-approved status or are deemed authorized

providers based on their Medicare-approved status. The

benefits to the DoD of requiring them to be paid either

under a DRG-based payment system or based on reasonable

cost are lost, however, if the hospitals can selectively

participate in the CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA programs.

Congress, in section 9122 of COBRA, now requires all

Medicare hospitals, beginning January 1987, to

participate in CHAMPUS or CHAMPVA as authorized providers

(i.e., they must bill CHAMPUS or CHAMPVA and accept the

CHAMPVA/CHAMPUS-determined allowable amount as payment in

full.
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B. Participation in the Veterans Administration (VA) Health

Care Program

A veteran with a service-connected disability is not

required to use Veterans Administration (VA) hospitals

but may elect to receive services from "civilian"

providers and be reimbursed through CHAMPUS. However,

once the VA has made or has authorized payment for

services related to a service-connected disability, the

veteran must obtain all services through the VA. In

cases where the veteran receives services from a non-VA

hospital, either through choice or because there is no

available VA hospital which can provide the necessary

services, the VA pays for the services based on the

hospital's charges.

As with GRAMPUS and CHAMPVA, which also paid the

hospital's charges, this type of payment is more

expensive than payment on a prospective basis or,based on

reasonabe costs. As a result, the VA is setting up a

national prospective payment system.

To alleviate hospital expenses for the VA, Congress

passed section 233 of the Veterans' Benefit Improvement

and Health-Care Authorization Act of 198E (Pub. L.

99-576). This section requires Medicare hospitals to be

participating providers of medical care to veterans

eligible to receive care at the hospital. The hospital

32
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then would receive payment for the services under the

applicable VA payment system, rather then simply on the

basis of the hospital's charges.

C. Statement of beneficiary rights

After the prospective payment system became

effective for the Medicare program, we began to hear

allegations that Medicare beneficiaries were discharged

too early from the hospital and we also began to receive

complaints that patients did not understand their rights

as Medicare beneficiaries in cases where they were

advised that discharge was appropriate but disagreed. In

response, we began requiriLg hospitals to furnish each

beneficiary upon admission a notice telling a beneficiary

of his rights to be fully informed about decisions

affecting Medicare coverage or payment and about appeal

rights in response to any written notices to the effect

that Medicare will no longer cover the care. The notice

we developed also advises the patient what to do and how

to elicit more information. The requirements relating to

the notice were incorporated into the program's operating

instructions; however, until enactment of the Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 (OBRA 86), there was no

statutory requirement for such a notice and no

regulations relating to it.

325
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In order to provide a statutory ratification of our

administrative requirement for hospitals to furnish a

notice of the beneficiary's discharge rights, Congress

passed section 9305(b) of the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1986 (OBRA 86). Now, as part of

its participation agreement with Medicare, each hospital

must agree to furnish each Medicare beneficiary with a

notice, at or about the time of admission, that explains

the patient's rights.

D. Responsibilities of Medicare participating hospitals in

emergency cases

Hospitals that choose to participate in the Medicare

program agree in.writing to meet various requirements

included in section 1866 of the Social Security Act (the

Act). Before enactment of Pub L. 99-272 on April 7,

1986, the Act did not specifically address the issue of

how hospitals with emergency medical departments must

handle individuals who have emergency medical conditions

or who are in active labor.

In its Report accompanying H.R. 3128, the House Ways

and Means Committee indicated that Congress was concerned

about the increasing numlie.r.of reports that hospital

emergency rooms are refusing to accept or treat patients

with emergency conditions, including medically unstable
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patients, if the patients do not have medical insurance.

In addition, the Report stated that there have been

reports that patients in an unstable condition have been

transferred improperly, sometimes without the consent of

the receiving hospital. Because Congress believed that

this situation may have worsened since the Medicare

prospective payment system for hospitals became

effective, the Report states that it "wants to provide a

strong assurance that pressures for greater hospital

efficiency are not to be construed as license to ignore

traditional community responsibilities and loosen

historic standards." (H.R. Rep. No. 99-241, 99th Cong.,

1st Sess. 27 (1985).) As a result of this concern,

Congress enacted section 9121 of the Consolidated Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1985, Pub. L. 99-272.

II. Legislation

A. Participation in CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA programs

Section 9122 of COBRA amended section 1866(a)(1) of

the Act by adding a new paragraph (J), which requires

hospitals in the Medicare program to be participating

providers of medical care, for inpatient services only,

under any health plan contracted for under 10 U.S.C.1079

or 1086 (CHAMPUS) or under 38 U.S.C. 613 (CHAMPVA), in

327
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accordance with admission practices and payment

methodology an amounts as prescribed under joint

regulations issued by the Secretaries of Health and Human

Services, Defense and Transportation. This requirement

applies to services furnisheu to CHAMPU5 and CHAMPVA

beneficiaries admitted on or after January 1, 1987.

(Section 9122 of COBRA also required that the

legislation apply to all agreements entered into on or

after April 7, 1986, but this requirement was deleted by

section 1895 (b)(6) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Pub.L.

99-514), enacted October 22. 1986.)

B. Participation in the Veterans Administration Health Care

Program

Section 233 of the Veterans' Benefit Improvement and

Health-Care Authorization Act of 1986 (Pub. L.. 99-576)

was enacted on October 28, 1986. It added a new

paragraph (L) to section 1866 (a)(1) of the Act. It

requires hospitals that participate in Medicare to be

participating providers under 38 U. S. C. 603. in

accordance with the admissions practices, and payment

methodology and amounts, prescribed under joint

regulations issued to implement this section by the

Secretary of HMS and the Administrator of the VA. This

provision applies to services furnished to veterans

admitted on or after July 1. 1987.
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C. Statement of beneficiary rights

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 (OBRA

86) was enacted on October 21, 1986. Section 9305(b)(1)

of OBRA 86 adds a new paragraph (M) to section 1866(a)(1)

of the ,Act. That paragraph requires a hospital that is

eligible to participate in the Medicare program td agree

to furnish, upon admission, a beneficiary, or an

individual acting on his or her behalf, with a written

statement of the beneficiary's discharge rights. The

statement must explain:

(1) The individual's rights to benefits for inpatient

hospital services and for posthospital services

under Medicare;

(2) The circumstances under which the beneficiary will

and will not be liable for charges for continued

stay in the hospital;

(3) The beneficiary's right to appeal denials of

benefits for continued inpatient hospital services,

including the practical steps to initiate the appeal;

(4) The individual's liability for services if the

denial of benefits is upheld on appeal; and

(5) Additional information that the Secretary specifies.

Section 9305(b)(2) of OBRA 86 requires that we

prescribe the language to be used in the notice not later
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than six months after the effective date of OBRA 86

(i.e., by April 21, 1987). Hospitals must begin

complying with the requirement to give the statement to

beneficiaries upon admission no later than 60 days after

we prescribe the language tobe used.

D. Responsibilities of Medicare participating hospitals in

emergency cases

The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

(COBRA) of 1985 was enacted on April 7, 1986. Section

9121 prohibits hospitals with emergency medical

departments from refusing to treat medically unstable

patients. It also contains provisions designed to hrlt

the inappropriate transfers of these patients to other

medical facilities.

Section 9121 of COBRA added a paragraph (I) to

section 1866(a).(1) of the Act and added a new section

1867 to.the Act. Section 1866(a)(1)(I) requires that a

hospital participating in the Medicare program must agree

to comply with the requirements of section 1867 of the

Act to the extent applicable. Section 1867 provides the

following:

(a) A hospital with an emergency department must, within

the capabilities of its emergency department,

3 3
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provide an appropriate medical screening examination

to any individual who comes to the emergency

department for examination or treatment of a medical

condition and on whose behalf the examination or

treatment is requested;-the purpose of the

examination is to determine whether the individual

has an emergency medical condition or is in active

labor. This requirement a',,plies regardless of the

individual's eligibility for Medicare benefits.

(b) If an individual, regardless of eligibility for

Medicare benefits, has an emergency medical

condition or is in active labor, the hospital must

either provide for further examination and treatment

(within its capabilities) or make an appropriate

transfer of the patient to another medical facility,

unless the treatment or transfer is refused.

(c) A hospital may not transfer a patient unless --

(1) (A) He or she, or a legally responsible person

acting on his or her behalf, requests the

transfer, or (B) a physician, or other

qualified medical personnel when a physician is

not readily available, has certified that the

medical benefits expected from the treatment at

the new facility outweigh the increased risks

to the patient's condition resulting from the

transfer; and

3 31
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(2) The transfer is an "appropriate transfer", as

defined belOW.

An "appropriate transfer" is a transfer: (1) in

which the receiving facility has available space and

qualified personnel for the treatment of the patient

and has agreed to accept the transfer and to provide

Appropriate medical treatment; (2) in which the

transferring hospital provides the receiving

facility with appropriate medical records (or

copies) of the examination and treatment furnished

at the transferring hospital; (3) in which the

transfer is effected through qualified personnel and

transpo,:tation equipment, as required, including the

use of necessary and medically appropriate life

support measures during the transfer; and (4) that

meets other requirements as the Secretary may find

necessary in the interest of the health and safety

of the patient.

(d) A hospital that knowingly and willfully, or

negligently, fails to meet the requirements of

section 1867 of the Act- -

(I) Is subject to termination of its Medicare

agreement or, at the option of the Secretary of

the Department of Health and Human Services

33
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(HMS), suspension of the Medicare agreement.

The suspension is subject to reasonable notice

to the hospital and public and is for a

duration that the.Secretary determines to be

appropriate; and

(2) Is also subject to civil monetary penalties

(which are in addition to those provided under

section 1128A of the Act). The penalty cannot

exceed $25,000 for each violation. The

responsible physician or physicians are also

subject to a civil money penalty of not more

than $25,000 for each violation.

"A responsible physician" is a physician within

the meaning of section 1861(001) of the Act

(doctor of medicine or osteopathy) who is

employed by, or under contract with, the

participating provider and acting as such has

professional responsibility for the provision

cf examination or treatment of the individual,

or transfer of the individual.

(e) If a hospital knowingly, willfully or negligently

violates the requirements of section 1867 and a

patient suffers personal harm as a direct result, he

or she may, in a civil action against the

3:3'3 3
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participating hospital, obtain damages for personal

injury under the law of the State in which the

hospital is located and may obtain such equitable

relief as is appropriate.

(f) Any medical facility that suffers a financial loss

as a direct result of a participating hospital's

knowing, willful or negligent violation of section

1867 may obtain damages available in a civil action

against the participating hospital, under the law of

the State in which the hospital is located, and may

obtain such equitable relief as is appropriate.

(g) No'civil action under (e) and (f) above may be

brought more than two years after the date of the

violation with respect to which the action is

brought.

(h; Section 1867 also contains definitions of several

other terms: "emergency medical condition,"

"participating hospital," "active labor," to

stabilize," "stabilized," and "transfer."

(i) The provisions of section 1867 do not preempt any

State or local law except where they directly

conflict.
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Provisions of the Proposed Regulations

A. Participation in CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA programs

18

We would revise 5489.20; Basic commitments, to show

that a participating Medicare hospital must agree to

participate in the CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA programs and

accept the CHAMPUS/CHAMPVA-determined allowable amount as

payment in full in accordance with a new 5489.25, which

incorporates statutory provisions.

In a new section, 42 CFR 489.25, we would require

Medicare participating hospitals to be participating

providers in the CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA programs. We would

require the hospitals to comply with Department of

Defense regulations governImg admissions practices and

payment methodology and amounts for such services.

(Those regulations would be issued jointly by the

Secretaries of Defense, Transportation and Health and

Human Services; CHAMPUS is developing the joint

regulations.) We would continue the policy that

hospitals participating in CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA that also

participate in Medicare must meet all Medicare conditions

of participation. Thus, if CHAMPUS or CHAMPVA has

requirements for particiirting that differ from

Medicare's, Medicare's requirements would have to be met.
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We would require hospitals to accept the

CHAMPUS/CHAMPVA-determined allowable amount as payment in

full for the services provided to these beneficiaries.

In addition, we would add a new paragraph (14) to

5489.53, Terminations by HHS; to show that a hospital

that does not meet the requirements of 5489.25 would be

subject to possible termination. We do not anticipate

that Medicare participating hospitals will refuse to

accept CHAMPUS or CHAMPVA beneficiaries under these

proposed requirements. Should one do so, we would expect

appropriate officials from the Department of Defense or

Transportation to notify us and we would then discuss the

issue with the hospital in hopes of resolving it. If it

cannot be resolved, the HCFA regional office would

terminate the hospital's provider agreement under the

provisions of 42 CFR Part 489, Subpart E, since the

hospital's refusal to participate in the CHAMPUS or

CHAMPVA programs would violate 42 CFR 5489.25 of these

regulations.

These revisions would apply only to inpatient

hospital services furnished to beneficiaries aamitted on

or after January 1, 1987.
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B. Participation in the Veterans Administration Health Care

Program

To implement section 233 of Pub. L. 99-576, we

propose to add a new 5489.26; Hospitals do not enter

into participation agreements with the Veterans

Administration program as they do if they choose to

participate in the Medicare program or the CHAMPUS or

CHAMPVA programs. Instead, the VA authorizes payment for

the treatment, usually on a pre-admission basis at a

designated hospital that furnishes the service. We would

require a Medicare participating hospital to admit any

veteran whose hospitalization is authorized by the VA

under 38 U.S.C. 603 (this includes emergency cases, which

may be authorized after admission). The hospital would

have to meet the requirements of 38 CFR Part 17 regarding

admission practices and payment. methodology and amounts.

This arrangement would not affect the hospitals' need to

meet all Medicare hospital conditions of participation.

We would also revise 5489.20, Basic commitments, to

require hospitals to admit veterans whose admission is

authorized under 38 U.S.C. 603 and to meet the

requirements of 5489.26.

We would also revise 5489.53, Termination by HCFA,

to show that HHS may terminate any hospital twat fails to

meet the requirements of 5489.26. This would be included

337
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with the paragraph (14) requiring hospitals to

participate in CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA.

As with the CHAMPUS and CHAMPVA programs, we do not

anticipate that Medicare participating hospitals will

resist the requirement to admit veterans. Should one do

so, we would expect the appropriate official of the

Veterans Administration to notify us and we would then

discuss the issue with the hospital in hopes of resolving

it. If it cannot be resolved, the HCFA regional office

would terminate the hospital's provider agreement under

the provisions of 42 CFR Part 489, Subpart E, since the

hospital's refusal to admit veterans violates 42 CFR

5489.26 of these regulations.

The VA is developing the regulations necessary to

implement the statute (e.g., regarding payment

methodology).

These regulations would apply to services furnished

to veterans admitted on or after July 1, 1987.

C. Statement of beneficiary rights

We would add a new section, 42 CFR 139.27, to

requt.7e participating hospitals that furr.Ish inpatient

hospital services to Medi:are beneficiaries to give every

beneficiary (or individual acting on his or he.: behalf)

at or around the time of admission the note prescribed

X38
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by HHS concerning discharge rights. We would not specify

the contents of the notice in these regulations, as the

hospital will not be responsible for writing the notice;

we will distribute to the hospitals the notice that the

hospitals are to use.

We expect the notice of beneficiary rights to be

available before this rule becomes final. The law is

selfimplementing, and it requires the language for the

beneficiary notice to be prescribed within six months of

the enactment of the legislation (i.e., by April 21,

1987) and it must be distributed by hospitals within two

months after it is prescribed. This rule would merely

conform the regulations to the statute.

We have revised our earlier notice, "An Important

Message from Medicare," to incorporate the statutory

requirements and have solicited comments from major

beneficiary and provider organizations, such as the Gray

Panthers, the American Hospital Association and the

American Association of Retired Persons. We have also

sent tne notice to both the Senate and House Select

Committees on Aging. The input from the various entities

will be valuable in determining the final version of the

notice.

We would also revise 5489.20, Basic commitments, to

show that a hospital must distribute the prescribed

notice of discharge rights.

339
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We would add a new paragraph (15) to 5489.53,

Terminations by HHS, to show that a hospital failing to

meet the requirements of 5489.27 may be terminated.

Whether or not HHS would terminate a provider would

depend on HCFA's judgement as to the scope of the failure

and the hospital's correction or plan for correction of

the failure. We do not anticipate any hospital

opposition to the requirement that the notices be

distributed. We believe we already have full cooperation

from hospitals.

These revisions would apply only to Medicare

admissions beginning 60 days or more after we have

distributed the the necessary language. Hospitals may,

however, begin to distribute it as soon as they receive

their supply.

D. Hospital Emergency Care

The revisions to the regulations we are proposing

would be revisions and additions to 42 CFR Part 489,

Provider Agreements under Medicare, and revisions to 42

CFR Part 1003, Civil Money Penalties and Assessments.

Basically, the provisions would parallel the statute.

1. We would revise 42 CFR 489.20, which discusses basic

commitments, by adding a new paragraph to require

hospitals as part of their participation to agree to
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comply with the new 5489.2t, which incorporates the

statutory requirements.

2. We would add a new section 489.24, Special

responsibilities of Medicare hospitals in emergency

cases, to set forth requirements for all hospitals

that have provider agreements with Medicare. We

would require a hospital to take the following

measures.

a. Medical screening requirement

For any individual for whom emergency

treatment or examination is requested, we would

require a hospital with an emergency department

to provide for an appropriate medical screening

examination within the emergency department's

capability to determine whether an emergency

medical condition, as defined below, exists or

whether the individual is in active labor. The

examinations would have to be conducted by

individuals qualified to condugt.these.

examinations based on training and_exmer.keno.

obtained in hospital emergency_departments.

We would allow hospitals maximum

flexibility in their utilization of emergency

care personnel by not including specific

341
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requirements concerning education or

credentials for individuals conducting

emergency medical examinations. This policy is

consistent with the specified intent of the

recently revised conditions of participation

(51 FR 22010; 42 CFR Part 482). We believe

that a hospital's risk management program and

the potential liability involved in the use of

other than fully qualified and trained

personnel would assure proper utilization of

medical personnel.

b. Necessary stabilizing treatment for emergency

medical conditions and active labor

If the individual has an emergency medical

condition or is in active labor, the hospital

would have to either provide further medical

examination and treatment to stabilize the

medical condition or treatment of the labor or

transfer the individual appropriately to

another medical facility. We would not hold

the hospital responsible if the individual, or

a legally responsible person acting on the

individual-s behalf, refuses to consent to the

342
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further examination and treatment or the

appropriate transfer to another hospital.

c. Transfers and restrictions

26

If an individual at c. hospital has an emergency

medical condition that has not been stabilized

or the individual is in active labor, the

hospital could not transfer the individual

unless one of the following conditions exist:

The individual (or a legally responsible

person on the individual's behalf)

requests the transfer.

A physician (or other qualified medical

personnel if a physician is not readily

available in the et!ergency.department) has

certified in writing that, based upon the

reasonable risks and benefits to the

inividual and the information available

at the time, the medical benefits

reasonably expected from the provision of

appropriate medical treatment at the other

facility outweigh the increased risks to

the individual's medical condition from

the transfer.
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We would consider a transfer to be

appropriate cnly if the receiving medical

facility has available space and qualified

personnel for the treatment of the individual

and has agreed to accept transfer of the

individual and to provide appropriate medical

treatment. The transferring hospital would

have to furnish the receiving medical facility

with timely appropriate medical records (or

copies) of the examination and treatment

provided by the transferring hospital. The

patient would have to be accompanied by

qualified personnel during the transfer;

transportation arrangements would have to

include the use of necessary and medically

appropriate life support measutes.

Although the statute authorized the

Secretary to find that the transfer must meet

"other requirements" in the interest of the

health aad safety of patients transferred, we

are not at this time proposing to adopt any.

We do however specifically invite public

comment concerning any "other requirements" the

Secretary should consider adopting regarding

the health and safety of emergency department

344
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patients being transferred between medical

facilities.

d. Definitions

We would include in 42 CFR 489.24 the

following definitions as defined in the

statute, without interpretation:

"Active labor" means labor at a time when

delivery is imminent, there is inadequate

time to effect safe transfer to. another

hospital before delivery, or a transfer

may pose a threat to the health and safety

of the patient or the unborn child.

o An "emergency medical condition" means a

medical condition manifested 7,v acute

symptoms of sufficient severity (including

severe pain) that the absence of immediate

medical attention could reasonably be

expected to result in: (a) placing the

pationt's health in serious jeopardy; (b)

serious impairment to bodily functions; or

(c) serious disfunction of any bodily

organ or part.
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"To stabilize" means, with respect to an

emergency medical condition, to provide

the medical treatment of the condition

necessary to assure, within reasonable

medical probability, that no material

deterioration of the condition is likely

to result from the transfer of the

individual from a facility.

o "Stabilized" means, with respect to an

emergency medical condition, that no

material deterioration of the condition is

likely, within reasonable medical

probability, to resur, from the transfer

of an individual from a facility.

o "'Iransfer" means the movement (including

the discharge) of a patient to outside a

hospital's facilities at the direct cn of

any person employed by (or affiliated or

associated with, d.rectly or indirectly)

the hospital, brt it does not include

moving a patient who has been declared

dead or who leaves the facility without

the permission of any person responsible

for directing transfers.
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We would not define "participating provider" in

Part 489. This is because 42 CFR 400.202 defines

terms applicable to all of 42 CFR Chapter IV and

already defines "provider". A provider by

definition agrees to_participate in Medicare. The

agreement is written and requires the provider to

fulfill certain obligations. Until December 1986,

the agreement required providers to meet only

certain requirements of the Act as part of their

provider agreement. In December, though, we sent

out revised provider agreements for all

participating hospitals to sign, indicating their

agreement to comply with sec..don 1866 of the Act in

its entirety, so that they agree to meet the

requirements of treating or transferring emergency

patients and women in active labor. (Although rot

all agreements have been rettraed signed to us,

section 1995(b)(4) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986

(Pub. L. 99-509) amended section 1867(e)(3) of the

Act so that providers did not have to agree

specifically to comply with section 1867; by

agreeing to participate under the terms of the old.

agreements, the hospitals obligated themselves to

comply with the requirements of section 1867.)

We would add a definition of "participating

provider' and the remaining statutory definition,
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that of "responsible physician", to 42 CFR Chapter V

(Part 1003), since these terms are used in

conjunction with monetary penalties, which is under

the jurisdiction of the Office of the Inspector

General. We discuss the definition of "responsible

physician" below under "Civil Monetary Penalties."

We invite public comment regarding all definitions.

3. We propose to amend 42 CFR Parts 489 and 1003 to

provide for types of sanctions that would be applied

by the Department, as appropriate:

a. Termination or suspension of the provider

agreement

If a hospital knowingly and willfully, or

negligently, fails to provide the appropriate

sczerniiiig and treatment or transfer as

explained above, it would be subject to

terjnination or suspension of its provider

agreement under section 1866(b) of the Act, as

determined by HCFA (the authority to terminate

has been delegated from HHS through the

Administrator of HCFA to HCFA Regional

340
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Offices). This requirement would be in 5489.24

[-
as paragraph (e). Whether the hospital would

be subject to termination or suspension would

depend on whether, in MCFA's judgment, the

preponderance of the evidence avai:able

establishes a definite pattern of knowing,

willful or negli .ient noncompliance with the

emergency medical examination, treatment or

transfer requirements of 5489.24.j

If we receive a complaint to the effect

that a Medicare hospital willfully and

knowingly, or negligently, did not comply with

the emergency medical screening, stabilizing

treatment or transfer requirements, we would

consider the complaint substantial

allegation. If there is a substantial

allegation, we would Investigate the allegation

thoroughly. Upon receipt of all the available

information and evidence, we would determine

whether there is knowing, willful or negligent

noncompliance with our regulations.

We would determine that the hospital

knowingly, willfully, or negligently failed to

comply with the requirements of 5489.24 based

on such factors as the number of violations

substantiated, the period of time during which

34
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the violations occurred, the seriousness of the

individuals' conditions seeking emergency

medical care, evidence of treatment being not

prcvided or inadequate, evidence of patients in

unstable condition-not being properly

transferred as defined in 5489.24(d)(2),

evidence of the hospital's actions or lack of

actions causing a patient's death or serious or

permanent impairment to a patient's bodily

functions, or evidence of a hospital's actions

lacing a patient's health in serious

jeopardy. We would determine the hospital

negligent if the hospital and its personnel

-failed to exercise care that should normally be

supplied to a patient experier-ing an emergency

medical condition as defined ir. 5489.24(b). A

hospital's failure to comply would also require

us to determine whether to impose the sanctions

of 5489.24(e); that 13, whether to suspend or

terminate the provider agreement. Our

determination to enforce the sanctions would

depend on the judgment of the Secretary

regarding the preponderance of the evidence

available.

If we determine that a hospital should be

suspended, we would give notice to the hospital
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with the suspension becoming effective five

days after the date of the notice. The

hospital would be able to appeal the suspension

before an administrative law judge of the

Office of Hearings and r.ppeals of the Social

Security Administration. The suspension would

be for a minimum or 30 days. We would pay for

any covered services furnished to Medicare

beneficiaries admitted before the suspension

was effective, up to a maximum of 30 days.

We would revise 42 CFR 489.53, Termination

by HCFA, to include failure to comply with the

requirements of 5489.24 as a cause for

termination. We would add a new section,

5489.56, Suspension of provider by HCFA, to

show that HCFA may suspend rather than

terminate a provider failing to meet the

requirements of 5489.24.

We invite public comment on any additional

criteria we should adopt concerning the

initiation of the complaint or enforcement

procedures.

3 51
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b. Civil Monetary Penalties

General

In addition to termination or suspension

of the provider agreement, if a hospital \
hAZ

knowinglyiand willfully, or negligently] 14

violates the requirements concerning

screening, treatment and transfer, HHS

could also impo..: a civil money penalty of

not more that $25,000 for each violation.

HHS could also impose a civil money

penalty upon the "responsible physician"

of not more than $25,000 for each

violation. A responsible physician is a

physician within the meaning of section

1861(r)(1) of the Act (doctor of medicine

or osteopathy) who is employed by, or

under contract with the hospital, who, in

that capacity, had professional

responsibility for the provision of

examination or treatment for the

individual, or transfer of the individual,

when Lha violation occurred. A physician

may be employed by, or under contract
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with, a hospital even though the physician

receives no compensation from the hospital

for furnishing medical services.

For purposes of this provision, a

physician would be considered under

contract with the participating hospital,

and therefore a responsible physician

within the context of these regulations,

if he or she has a written or oral

agreement to take piofessional

responsibility for providing examinations

or treatment in the hospital's emergency

room for individuals seeking emergency

medical care, or for the proper transfer

of these individuals, whether or not the

physician receives compensation from the

hospital for providing the services.

In addition, if the provision of emergency

medical services is shared by moi'e than

one responsible physician, each

responsible physician could be held liable

and a civil money penalty could be imposed

either against a single responsible

physician or jointly against all or some
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of the responsible physicians. However,

the total penalty amount per violation

could not exceed $25,000 per violation,

"Other qualified medical personnel when a

physician is not readily available in the

emergency department" would not be

"responsible physicians" for purposes of

these regulations. The employer of the

personnel - hospital, physician or

physician group - would be responsible for

any violations by these personnel.

We would revise SS1003.100, 1003.1A2 and

1003.103 to reflect these provisions.

2. Determination of penalty amount

We propose to establish in 42 CFR 1003.106

four criteria that we would consider in

determining the penalty amount --

o The degree of culpability of the hospital

and the responsible physicians.

The seriousness of the individual's

condition in seeking emergency medical

services.

77-931 0 - 88 - 12
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6 The prior history of the hospital and the

responsible physicians in failing to

provide appropriate emergency mecEcal

services or appropriate transfers.

6 Other matters' required by justice.

We specifically welcome comment on the

application of these and other possible

criteria, and on the inclusion of specific

aggravating and mitigating factors, to be

considered in levying penalties under this

provision.

We believe that the authority to assess

civil money penalties against the responsible

physician as well as the hospital will- be a

strong incentive for both the physician and the

hospital to respond to the medical needs of

individuals with emergency medical conditions

and women in active labor.

We would refer cases for possible money

penalties to the Department's Office of

Inspector General (OIG). The method for making

referrals to the OIG would be as follows;

When HCFA establishes a pattern of

noncompliance with any of the provisions of

35
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section 9121, it would refer the case to the

OIG Field Office (OIG /FO). With a particularly

flagrant violation, resulting in extremely

serious consequences, HCFA would notify the

OIG/FO by telephone as soon as possible, in

order to discuss the violation and to determine

if a referral is appropriate even without a

pattern being established. In both instan ls,

a written transmittal to the OIG would be

required, Logether with any documentation which

establishes a pattern of noncompliance or a....... " -
flagrant violation. The referral would contain

.

a summary of the investigation to date, thus

enabling the OIG/FO to determine whether to

seek civil ...onetary penalties.

The Inspector General would have to prove

by a preponderance of the evidence that the

hospital or the responsible physician, or both,

failed to provide emergency medical care as

required by section 1867 of the Act. Th'..s

provision wou,u be in 42 CFR 1003.114.

The OIG would notify hospitals and

responsible physicians assessed civil money

penalties in accordance with 42 CFR 1003.109.

We would revise that section to require that

the notice would incinde a description of the
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episode for which the penalty is prop,sed and

why the penalty is beit_ assessed.

We would also make necessary technical

changes to 551003.100, 1003.105, 1003.106,

1003.109 and 1003.114 and add to §1003.101

definitions of "participating hospital" and

"responsible physician", as discussed above.

b. Civil enforcement

An individual who suffers personal harm,

or a medical facility that suffers a financial

loss, as a direct result of the hospital's

violation of a requirement in 42 CFR 489.24,

may bring a civil action, in an appropriate

Federal aistrict court, against the hospital

for damages and other equitable relief as

appropriate. No civil action may be brought

more than two years atter the date of the

violation. The Federa_ district court will

apply the law of the Sate in which the

hospital is located. According to the

Conference Committee Report, the committee

included the language concerning other

equitable relief as appropriate as a directive

to the courts:

35 7
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"Ctlhe (House of Representatives] language
allowing courts to grant 'other
appropriate relief',was also modified to
.read 'other equitable relief as
appropriate'.'to give the courts clearer
direction that such relief should be
within the courts regular equitable powers
and should be granted for the purpose of
remedying the violation or deterring
subsequent violations." (H.R. .Rep. No.
453, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 476 (1985).)

41

We do not believe it necessary or appropriate

to revise the regulations to reflect this

provision.

d. Preemption of State law

The legislation provides twat it does not

preempt State or local law except where there

is a conflict with the statutory provision.

Since Federal law ordinarily supersedes State

law where there is a conflict, it is not

necessary to include this provision in

regulations.

Regulatory Impact Statement

a. Introduction

Executive Order (E.O.) 12291 requires us to prepare

and publish an initial regulatory impact analysis for any

35a
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proposed regulation that neets one of the E.O. criteria

for a "major rule"; that is, that would be likely to

Lesult in: an annual effect on the economy of $100

million or more; a major increase in costs or prices for

consumers, individual industries, Federal, State, or

local government agencies, or geographic regions; or,

significant adverse effects on competition, employment,

investment, productivity, innovation, or on the ability

of United States-based enterprises to compete with

foreign-based enterprises in domestic or export markets.

In addition, Tie generally prepare a regulatory

flexibility analysis that is consistent with the

Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) (5 U.S.C. 601 through

612), unless the Secretary certifies that a proposed

regulation would not have significant economic impact on

a substantial number of small entities. For purposes of

the PEA, we treat all providers as small entities.

b. Impact on'CHAMPUS, CHAMPVA, and VA programs

This proposed rule would require hospitals to

provide inpQtient hospital services to individuals who

have insurance coverage under CHAMPUS, CHAMPVA, and VA

programs.

363
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Further, payment from these programs must be accepted as

payment in full. The effect of these two requirements is

the result of the statute, not this proposed rule.

c. Impact on hospitals

Thy- provision requiring Medicare participating

hospitals to provide emergency services to any individual

with an emergency medical condition and to any woman in

active labor would ensure that everyone in an emergency

situation will be stabilized before discharge or

transfer, or the hospital may be teminated. This

provision is also the result of the statute and not this

proposed rule. Further, it should be noted that

currently under 42 CFR 124.600, et. seq., of the Public

Health Service (PHS) regulations nearly 5 thousand

hospitals nationwide, which received Burton

construction grants and loans, are required to

participate in the Medicare program if eligible to do

so. Uader these regulation hospitals are required to

provide emergency medical services to any person who

resides (or, in the case of some hospitals, works) in the

hospital's designated health service area. We believe

the great majority of these hospitals comply with the

earlier

00 0
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requirements. As a result, the economic impact of this

proposed rule should be minimal, primarily affecting only

those hospitals not already under such an agreement,

those not complying with their agreements, or those

hospitals that as a matter of policy have interpreted

their obligations narrowly and refused services to

individuals not specifically covered by the Hill Burton

requirements.

d. Impact on patients

After the 1979 establishment of the above-mentioned

Hill-Burton requirement very few community service

complaints had been filed with PHS' Office for Civil

Rights, although numerous criticisms have been reported

in the media concerning admissions for emergency

services. We bzlieve that establishment of an

additional, broader requirement and an additional avenue

of complaint may result in reporting of a larger number

of ia=idants. However, in view of the PHS experience we

anticipate those incidents to be sporadic and relatively

isolated. We expect this provision to increase the

incentives for hospitals to avoid such incidents, which

will minimize future negative perceptions and at the same

time improve health services for all patients.
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e. Conclusion

For these reasons, we have determined that a

regulatory impact analysis is not required. Further, we

have determined, and the Secretary certifies, that this

proposed rule will not have a cignificant'economic impact

on a substantial number of small entities, and we have

therefore not prepared a regulatory flexibility analysis.

Paperwork Reduction Act

These changes would not impose paperwork collection

requirements. Consequently, they need not be reviewed by the

Executive Office of Management and Budget under the authority

of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3801 et.

seq.).

Response to Comments

Because of the large number of comments we receive on

proposed regulations, we 'Cannot acknowledge or respond to

them individually. However, in preparing the final rule, we

will consider all comments received timely and respond to the

major issues in the preamble to that rule.

3
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List of Subjects

42 CFR Part 485

Health facilities, Medicare, Reporting and recordkeeping

requirements.

42 CFR Part 489

Health facilities, Medicare.

46

42 CFR Part 1003

Administrative practice and procedures, Archives and records,

Grant programs-social programs, Maternal and child health,

Medicaid, Medicare, Penalties.
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Title 42 of the Code of Federal Regulations would be amended

as follows:

A. Chapter IV, Part 489 is amended as follows:

PART 489 PROVIDER AGREEMENTS UNDER MEDICARE

1. The authority citation for Part 489 is revised to read as

follows:

Atrrioarrn Secs. 1102. 1441. 1844ds. 1868.x 1867,
and 1871 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1302. 1395z. 1395&s. 1395cc. andt
1393hb). and sec. 602(k) of Pub. L. 98-21 (42
U.S.C. 13113ww note).

1395dd

2. The table of contents is amended by adding 55489.24,

489.25, 489.26, and 489.27 to Subpart B, revising the

heading for Subpart E, and adding 489.56 to read as

follows:

PART 489 PROVIDER AGREEMENTS UNDER MEDICARE

Subpart B Lssentials of Provider Agreements

489.24 Special responsibilities of Medicare hospitals in

emergency cases.

489.25 Special requirements concerning the CHAMPUS and

CHAMPVA programs.
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489.26 Special requirements concerning veterans.

489.27 Beneficiary statement of discharge rights.

Ikerso-11-Amslowe.-44-4111.P-enIFI.-

Subpart E--Termination or Suspensiop of Agreement;

Reinstatement after Termination

489.56 Suspension of provider by HCFA.

48

Section 489.20 is revised by adding paragraphs (f). (g),

(h), and (i), and by revising paragraphs (d) and (e) as

follows:

489.20 Basic commitments.

The provider agrees--

Id) In the case of a hospital that ba-
nishes inpatient hospital services to a
beneficiary. to either furnish directly
or make arrangements for all items
and services (other than physicians'
services ss described in 405.550(b) of
this chapter) for which the benefIci-
ars, is entitled to have payment made
under Medicare:4AL

(e) In the ease of a hospital that fur-
nishes inpatient hospital services for
which Payment may be made under
Subpart D of Pit 405 of this chapter.
to maintain an agreement with a uUll-
zation and quality control peer review
organization (if there is such an orga-
nization for the area in which the hos-
pital is located. which has a contract
with HCPA under Part )3 of title Xi of
the Act) for that organL:atton to
review the ad:aions. quality. appro-
priateness. and diagnostic infornntion
related to such inpatient hospital awe.
lase

services;
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(f) In the case of a hospital with an emergency

department, to comply with 5489.24 of thy* subpart;

(g) In the case of inpatient hospital services, to

participate in any health plan contracted for under

10 U.S.C. 1079 or 1086 or 38 U.S.C. 613, in

accordance with 5489.25 of this subpart;

(h) In the case of inpatient hospital services, to admit

veterans whose admission has been authorized under

38 U.S.C. 603, in accordance with S489.26 of this

subpart;and

(i) In the case of a hospital, to'comply with 5489.27 of

this subpart by giving each beneficiary a statement

of his or her discharge rights.

4. A new 489.24 is added to read as follows:

5489.24 Special responsibilities of Medicare hospitals

in emergency cases

(a) General. In the case of a hospital that has an

emergency department, if any individual (whether or

not eligible for Medicare benefits) comes to the

emergency department and a request is made on the

individual's behalf for examination or treatment of

a medical condition, the hospital must provide for

an appropriate medical screening examination within

the capability of the hospital's emergency

0000
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department to determine whether or not an emergency

medical condition exists or to determine if the

individual is in active labor. The examinations

must be conducted by individuals qualified to

conduct these examinations, based on training and

experience obtained in hospital emergency

departments.

(b) Definitions.

"Active labor" means labor at a time at which

delivery is imminent; there is inadequate time tcl

effect safe transfer to another hospital before

delivery; or a transfer may pose a threat to the

health and safety of the patient or the unborn child.

"Emergency medical condition" means a medical

condition manifesting itself by acute symptoms of

sufficient severity (including severe pain) that the

absence of immediate medical attention could

reasonablY\be expected to result in:

(1) placing the patient's health in serious

jeopardy;

(2) serious impairment to bodily functions; or

(3) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.
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"Stabilized" means, with respect to an emergency

medical condition, that no material deterioration of

the condition is likely, within reasonable medical

probability, to result from the transfer of the

individual from a facility.

"To stabilize" means, with respect to an emergency

medica:- condition, to provide the medical treatment

of the condition necessary to assure, within

reasonable medical probability, that no material

deterioration of the condition is likely to result

from the transfer of the individual from a facility.

"Transfer" means the movement (inciading the

discharge) of a patient to outside a hospital's

facilities at the direction of any person employed

by (or affiliated or associated, directly or

indirectly, with) the hospital, but does not include

su a a movement of a patient who (1) has been

declared dead, or (2) leaves the facility without

the permission of any such person.

(c) Necessary stabilizing treatment for emergency

medical conditions and active labor.

(1) General. If any individual (whether or not

eligible for Medicare benefits) comes to a

r3a
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hospital and the hospital determines that the

individual has an emergency medical condition

or is in active labor, the hospital must

provide either- -

(A) Within the capabilities of the staff and

facilities available at the hospital, for

further medical examination and treatment

as required to stabilize the medical

condition or to provide for treatment of

the labor; or

(B) For transfer of the individual to another

medical facility in accordance vdth

paragraph (d) of this section.

(2) Refusa_ to consent to treatment. A hospital

ments the requirements of paragraph (:)(1)(A)

of this section with respect to an individual

if the hospital offers the individual the

further medical examination and treatment

described in that paragraph but the individual

(or a legally responsible person acting on the

individual's behalf) refuses to consent to the

examination or treatment.

(3) Refusal to consent to transfer. A hospital

meets the requirements of paragraph (c)(1)(8)

of this section with respect to an individual
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if the hospital offers to tra"

individual to another medica, iv

accordance with paragraph (d) of this section

but the individual cor a legally reszinsible

pe..._on acting on the individual's behalf)

refuses to consent to the transfer.

(d) Restricting transfers until the patient is

stabilized.

(1) General. If a patient at a hospital has an

emergency medical condition tha: has not been

stabilized (as defined in paragraph (b) of this

section) or is in active labor, the hospital

may not transfer the patient unless--

(A)(i) The patient (or a legally responsible

person acting on the patient's

behalf) requests the transfer; or

(ii) A physician (within the meaning of

section 1861(r)(1) of the Act, or

other qualified medical personnel

when a physician is not readily

available in the emergency

department, has signed a

certification that, based upon the

reasonable risks and benefits to the

patient, and based upon the

information available at the
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time, the medical benefits reasonably

expected from the provision of

appropriate medical treatment at

another medical facility outweigh the

increased risks to the indiv'ival's

medical condition from being

transferred; and

(B) the transfer is an appropriate transfer.

(2) A transfer to another medical facility will be

appropriate only in those cases- -

(A) in which the receiving facilit;--

(i) has available space and qualified

personnel for the treatment of the

patient; and

(ii) has agreed to accept transfer of the

patient and to provide appropriate

medical treatment;

(B) in which the transferring hospital

provides the receiving facility with

appropriate medical records (or copies of

them) of the examination and treatment

furnished at the transferring hospital;

(C) in which the transfer is effected through

qualified personnel and transTortation

equipment, as required, including the use
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of necessary and medically appropriate

life support measures during the transfer;

and

(DI that meets such other requirements as the

Secretary may'find necessary in the

interest of the health and safcty of

patients transferred.

(e) Termination or suspension of provider agreement.

If a hospital knowingly and willfully, or

negligently, fails to meet the requirements this

section, HCFA may

(1) Terminate the provider agreement under 5489.53

of this subpart; or

(2) Suspend the provider agreement under 5489.56

for a period of time it determines appropriate

after reasonable notice to the public and the

hospital.

5. A new 5469.25 is added to read as follows:

5489.25 Special requirements concerning CRAMS and

CHAMPVA programs.

For inpatient services, a hospital that participates

in the Medicare program must participate in any health
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plan contracted under 10 U.A.C. 1079 or 1086 (Civilian

Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services) and

under 38 U.S.C. 613 (Civilian Health and MOical Program

of the Veterans Administration) a..d accept the

CHAMPUS/CEAMPVA-deterdined allowable,amount as payment in

full. Hospitals must meet the requirements of 33 CFR

Part 199 concerning program benefits under the Department

of Deense. This section applies to inpatient services

furnished to beneficiaries admitted on or'after January

1, 1987.

6. A new 5489.26 is added to read as follows:

S489.26 Special requirements concerning veterans.

For inpatient services, a hospital that participates

in the Medicare program must admit any veteran whose

admission is authorized by the Veterans Administration

under 38 U.S.C. 603 and must meet the requirements of 38

CFR Part 17 concerning admissions practices and payment

methodology and amounts. This section applies to

services furnished to veterans to admitted on and after

July 1, 1987.
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7. A new 5489.27 is added to read as follows:

57

5489.27 Beneficiary statement of discharge rights.

A hospital that participates in the Medicare program

must furnish each Medicare beneficiary, or an individual

acting on his or her behalf, the statement of discharge

rights HCFA supplies to tit' hospital to implement section

1866(a)(1)(M) of the Act. The'hospital must furnish the

statement at or about the time of admission. This

provision is effective with admissions beginning on or

after (60 days after HHS-prescribed notice is written].

8. The heading of Sub2art E .is revised to read as follows:

Wiled 11Toretinailen&W .or St.:pension

*wm-smi.goinstatentent Aft:Me- lAgreement:

9. In §489.53, the introductory language of paragraph (a) is

republished and paragraph (a) is amended by adding

subparagraphs (10), (11), and (12) to read as follows:

ULM Ter:Meade. by RCFA.
(s) t %tit for termination of agree-

ment with any providen HCPA ma/
terminate the agreement with any
provider if HCPA finds that any of the
following fallings is attributable to
that provider:

374
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(10) In the case of a hospital that has an emergency

department, the hospital failed to comply with

5489.24 of this part. which requires the

hospital to examine, treat or transfer

emergency medical cases appropriately. (HCFA

may instead suspend the agreement; see 5489.56

of this subpart.)

(11) In the case of a hospital requested to furnish

inpatient services to CHAMPUS or CHAMPVA

beneficiaries or to veterans, it failed to

comply with 5489.25 or 5489.26 of this part,

respectively.

(12) It failed to furnish the notice of discharge

rights as required by 5489.27 of this part.

10. A now 5_89.56 is added to read as follows:

5489.56. Suspension of provider by HCFA.

HCFA may caspend the agreement, for a period of time

it determines appropriate, with any hospital with an

emergency department that fails to meet the requirements

of 5489.24 of this part, concerning examination,

treatment and transfer of emergency medical cases. If

HCFA decides to suspend the agreement, rather than

terminate the agreement (see 5409.53(a)(10) of this

subpart), HCFA will give the hospital and public

reasonable notice.
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B. Chapter V, Part 1003 is amended as follows:

Part 1003 CIVIL MONEY PENALTIES

AND ASSESSMENTS

59

1. The authority citation for Part 1003 is revised to read

as follows:

Aewsowzr: Sem. 1102. Ins. 1
1842(1) of the <42 U.S.C.

. nos-7a.

AUTHORITY: Secs. 1102, 1128, 1128A, 18.42(j) and
1867(d)(2) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
1302, 1320a-7, 1320a-7a, 1395o(j) and 1395dd(d)(2)).

2. Section 1003.100 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)
and 'b) to read as follows:

11003.101 Buis sad prime.
(a) Bans This part implements sec- , and 1867(d)(2)

lions 1123(c). 1123A. an4-1342(j)lof the
Social Security Ac (42 1:1.S.C. 1320a-1320a...a,404.440444N,A--1395u(3), and 1395dd(d)(2)).

(10 Purpose. This part (1) establishes
Prot. Buret for Luposing I civil- money 1.( i )
penalties and assessments against per-
sons who have submitted certain Pro-
hibited claims under the Medicare,
Medicaid. or the Maternal and Child
Health Services Block Grant pro-
gram%

,and (ii) civil money penalties against

i;articipating hospital with an emergency department

and responsible physician or physicians who fail to

provide emergency medical care as specified in

5489.24 of this t&t..e;

2
t-.7 -
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(2) establLshes procedures for
suspending from the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. persons against
whom a civil money penalty or assess-
ment has been imposed: and (3) speci-
fies the appeal rights of persons sub-
ject to a penalty or assessment.

C. Section 1003.101 is amended by adding definitions

for the terns 'participating hospital" and

"responsible physician" to read as follows:

1003.101 Definitions.

For purposes of this part:

60

Participating hospital means a hospital that has

entered into a Medicare provider agreement under

section 1866 of the A,It and has, under the

agreement, obligated itself to comply with the

requirements of section 1867 of the Ac-

*

Responsible physician means a physician within the

meaning of section 1861(r)(1) of the Act who (i) is

employed by, or L. under contract with, the

participating; hospital in providing wed/cal

37"
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services, and (ii) a_ting in such capacity, has

professional responsibility for the provision of

examinations or treatments for an individual, or

transfer of the individual, who is seeking emergency

medical care or who is in active labor.

4. Section 1003.102 is amended by redesignating existinj

paragraph (c) as paragraph (d), and by adding a new

paragraph (c) and a new subparagraph (d)(3) to read as

follows:

51003.111 Basis for civil money penalties and

assessments.

* * * * *

(c) The OIG may impose a penalty against a participating

hospital with an emergency department, any

responsible physician, or both, that it determines

in accordance with this part has knowingly,

willfully or negligently violated section

1867(a)-(c) of the Act (42 U.S.C. 1395dd(a),(b) and

(c)). (See 5489.44 of this title.,

378
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(d) fe)(I) In any cue to which it is de-
termined that more than one person
was responsible for presenting or caus-
ing to be presented a claim as
scribed in paragraph (a) of this sett-
tion. each such person may be held
liable for the penalty prescribed by
this partoand n assessment may be
imposed against any one such person
or Jointly and'severallY against two or
more such persons. but the aggregate
amount of the auesamenta collected
may not exceed the amount that could
be assessed if only one.person was re-
sponsible.

(2) In any case in which it Li deter-
mined that mote ,than one person was
responsible for presenting or causing
to be presented a request for payment
described in paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion. each such person may be held
liable for the penalty prescribed by
this part

62

(3) In any case in which it is determined that more

than one physician was responsible for

knowingly, willfully or negligently failing to

provide care to an individual who is seeking

emergency medical treatmmt or who is in active

labor in accordance with section 1867 of the

Act, a penalty may beimposed against any one

responsible physician, or jointly and severally

against two or more physicians, deemed

responsible for failing to provide the required

care. The aggregate amount of the penalty

levied, however,_may, not, exceed tl:e_amount that

could be assessed if only c.te..physician were

deemed responsible.

37j
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5. Section 1003.103 is revised by designating the existing

content as paragraph (a), revising paragraph (a) and

adding a new paragraph (b) to read as follows:

(a) k 1003.103 Amount of penalty.
2% The t)U1 may tmpwe a malty

of
hot more thaw $2.000 for each Item 0:

Bemire that II subject to a determina-tion mmkr ttitladilW 51003.102(a)
and (b) of this
subpart.

(b) The OIG may impose a penalty of not more than

$25,000 against a participating hospital and a

penalty of not more than $25,000 against the

responsible physician or physicians for each -

violation subject to a determination under 51003.102

(c) and (d)(3).

38j
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6. Section 1003.105 is amended by revising paragraph (a) to

read as follows:

1003.105 Suepessioe from pertkipatiose
la Medicare or Medicaid.

(a) A person subject to a penalt7 or
assessment ..determined under ( a )

1003.10211-Ay. in adcution, be sus-
pended from partidlwition in Medicare
for s period of time determined under....

1003.10T. The OICI may require the
appropriate State agency to suspend
the person from the Medicare pro-
gram for a period he shall speciffAte
State agency may request the-Secre-
tary to waive suspension of $ Person
from the Medicaid program under this
section if ft concludes that -because of
the' shortage of providers or other
health care personnel in the area, indi-
viduals eligible to receive Medicaid
benefits would be denied access to
medical are or Vat such individuals OIGwould suffer hardship. The' &creamy
will notify the State agency if and
when the iker..18.,,iwitives suspension it
n response to such a request.

and (b)
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7. Section 1003.106 is amended by designating the

introductory language of (b) as kb)(1) and redesignating

current subparagraphs (b)(1) (5) as (b)(1)(i)(b)(1)(v)

and by revising paragraphs (a), redesignated (b)(1)(iii)

and (c) to read as follows:

1111110.111 Doteemisetiese Tema"( the
seneust of tit. emelt, and adromment.

(Of In determining the amount of (1)
any penalty or eseeeetweetr-Owl-08- "
porintene-ehall--tadte-inte-accown--in
esearienas sioh t`,Ieleattatu--

in accordance with S1003.102(a) and (b), the OIG will

take into account:

(i)
----A-4-14. The nature of the claim or re-

(ii) quest for payment end the circum
stances under which It was .... rescnt4d.

\ ---'71-fik The degree of culpability of the
Pelson submitting the claim or request( i i i )
for payment.
441-The hist=y of prior offenses of(iv) the person submitting the claim...or request\____zeweet-for payment,

(v) , '6.). The financiel condition of the
p:.son presenting the claim or request\ for payment, and
Or). &wit other matters as justice

way require.

(2) In determining the amount of any penalty in

accordance with S1003.102(c), the OIG will take

into account:

(i) the degree of culpability of the

participating hospital and the responsible

physician or physicians:

3 8 -)
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(ii) the seriousness of the condition of the

individual seeking emergency medical

treatment;

(iii) the prior history of offenses of the hospital

and responsible physician or physicians in

their failure to provide appropriate

emergency medical screening, stabilization

and treatment of the patient, or to effect an

appropriate transfer of the patient to

another facility; and

(iv) such other matters as justice may require.

(b) Guidelines for determining the
amount of the penalty or assessmentr (1)
As guidelines for taking into samunt'
the factors listed In Parseralibirtact ( a) (1)

(i)
this section. the following
stances are to be oonsidenut

"rel4+ Nature and etrannstancu of tho
Cittifft. It should be considered a miti-
gating circumstance if all the items or
services subject to a determination
unuer §1003.102 included in the action
brought under this part were *of the
MU type and occurred within a short
Period of time. there were law such
Items or services. and the total amount
claimed for such. Items or =vices was
less than 31.000. It should be consid-
ered an aggravatimg circumstance if
such items or services were of several
WO. ocrirrsd over a lengthy period
of time. there were many such items
or services (or the nature and &cum-
stances indicate a pattern of claims for
such items or services). or the amount
claimed for such item or services was

tantial.
(i i) -.

subs40

Dome of estrzbaity. It should
be considered a mitigating circum-
stance if the claim ter the item or
HMI* was the result of an uninten-
tional and unrecogishisci-arror in the
process respondent followed in pre
tenting claims. and corrective sups
were taken promptly after the error
was discovered. It should be consid-
ered = aggravating circumstance if
the respondent knew the item or serv-
ice was not provided as claimed. or if

383
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the respondent knew trot no Payment
could be made because he Ltd beenexcluded from program reimburse-ment as specified in 1003,1020H2) or
because Payment would violate thetenni of an assignment agreement oran agreement with a State agencyunder i 1003.102(b).
431-Prior offense& It should be con-sidered an aggravating circumstance Ifat any time prior to the presentationof any claim which Included an Item

.
oz .vervice subject to a determination
un the respondent was
held liable for eriminsl. civil. or ad-
ministrative sanction. in connection
with a program covered by this part orany other public or private program of
reimbursement for Medical services.

n-e4)-financial . should be
'bonsidersd a mitiga

condition It
ting clrournstsnce

if imposition of the penalty or Wen-
meat without reduction will jeopardize
the ability of the respondent to con-
tinue as a health are provider. In all
cases. tho resources ovallable to the re-
sPondent will mount when de-
termining the amount of the penalty
and sasses:tient.

1\44, Other matters as Justice may re
Vire. Other circumstances of an se
L.,avathig or mitigating nature should
be taken into account IL in the Luise
ens of justice. they require either a re-
duction of the penalty or assessment
or an loathe in Aran to assure the
achievement of the purposes of this
part

67

S1003.102 (a) and (b)

384
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(c) As guideliries for determining the
amount of the penalty and assessment item,
to be Imposed. for every 14ent-er-serr-
Se4subieet to a deterWnauon under

A 51003.102(a) and (b):
(1) If there are substantial or several

mitigating circumstances, the aggre-
gate amount of the penalty and assess-
meat should be set at an amount suffi-
ciently below the maximum permitted ( a)
by ff

fact "
1003.103Land 1003.104, to reflect

that
(2) If there are substantial or several

aggravaUag circumstances. the aggre-
gate amount of the penalty and assess-
ment should be set at an amount suffi-
ciently cicae to or at the maximum a)
permitted by ff 1003.1031and 1003.104.
to reflect that fact.

(3) 'Unless there are extraordinary
mitigating circumstances. the aggre-
gate amount of the penalty an. assess-
ment should never be less than double
the approximate amount of damages
sustained by the Vnited States. or any
State. as a result of claims subject to a.. 51003.102(a) and (b)
determination under; -.1008401t-A

68

service or incident

r,
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8. Section 1003.109 is amended by revising paragraph (a) to

read as follows:

11003109 Nodes of proposed determine-
ties.

(I) if the inspector Genera Pro-
poses to impose a penalty and assess-
ment, or to suspend a respondent from.
participation In Medicare or Medicaid.
In accordance with this part, he or she
must deliver or send by certified mail.
return receipt requested, to the re-
spondent. written notice of his or her
intent to Impose a penalty. assessment
and suspension. u applicable. The
notice will Include, reference to to ( 1)
statutory basis for the penalty. assess-
ment, and attepension:Wescription of
the claims and requests for payment
with respect to which the penalty. as-
sessment, and suspension are proposed
(except In cases where the Inspector
General is relying upon statistical
sampling pursuant to +-1.18414:1M--.
which case the notice shall describe
those claims and requests for payment
comprising the sample upon which the
Inspector General is relying and shall
also briefly describe the statistical
sampling technique utilized by the In-
spector General):.

L(2)

77-931 0 - 88 -
r--

with respect to
determinations under
51003.102(a) and (b), a

51003.133

386
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(3) with respect to determinations under

51003.102(c), a description of the episode with

respect to which the penalty is proposed; (4)

the reason why such claims and requests for

payment, or failure to provide emergency

medical services as required under section 1867

of the Act, subject

the-reasevi-erhy-ewsk

Jana thethe respondent to a penalty. as-
sessment. and suspension: the amount
of the proposed penalty. assessment.
and the period of proposed suspension
(where annitcable):Nuay circumstances
described In * 1003.106 which were
considered when determining the
amount of the proposed penalty and
assessment and the period of su.spen-
sion:Ainstructiois for responding to
the notice. including a specific state-
ment of respondents right to a hear-
ing. of the fact that failure to request
a hearing within 30 days permits the
imposition of the proposed penalty. as-
sessment, and suspension without
tight to appeal, and of respondent's
right to request an extension of time
in which to respond to the notice and
a copy of the rules contained In this
part.

3 8 7

(5)

(6)
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9. Section 1003.114 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)

and (b), by revising and redesignating existing

paragraphs (c) and (d) as paragraphs (d) and (e),

respectively, and-by adding a new paragraph (c) to read

as follows:

I 1003.114 tams and becks of proof.
(a) To the extent that a proposed

Penalty and assessment Is based on
claims or requests for payment pre-
seated on or after August 13. 1981, the
Inspector General must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that
the respondent presented or caused to
be presented such claims Or requests
for payment as described

(b) To the extent that a proposed
-enalty and assessment Is based on
claims presented before August 13.
1981. the Inspector General must
prove by clear and convincing el, ,nee
that:

(1) The respondent presented or
caused to be Presented such claims as
described init-te09:148:- and

(2) Presenting or causing to be pre-
xented such claims could have ren-
dered respondent liable under the pro-
visions of the Palse Claims Act, 31
U.S.C. 3729 et seq.. for payment of an
amount not less than that proposed.

51003.102(a) and (b)

51003.102(a) and (b);

38a
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(c) To the extent that a proposed penalty iz based on -

violation of section 1867 of the Act, the Inspect

General must prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that the hospital and responsible

physician or phys'cians fai'.ed to provide emergen

medical care as described in 51003.102(c).

(d)

(e)

__Eei-Where a final determination that
the respondent presented or caused to
be presented a claim or request for ( 1 )PaYment falling within the scope of/TOMOS

51003.102(a) or (b), or (2) failed to provide

emergency medical services within the scope of

51003.102(c),

has been rendered in any
Proceeding in which the respondent
was a party and had an opportunity to
be heard. the respondent shall be
bound by such determination in any
proceeding under this part.
A44)- The respondent shall bear the
burden of producing and proving by a
preponderance of the evidence any cir-
cumstance; described in 11003.106that would justify reducing the
amount of the penalty or assessment.
or the Period C.: suspension.
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Dr. Kellermann subsequently submitted the following information:

July 2,1987

Mr. Frank Almendarez
Dept. of Health & Human Services
Office of Inspector General
Office. of Analysis & Inspections
Regional VI
1100 Commerce Street, Room 4E6
Dallas, TX 75242

Dear Mr. Almendarez:

Enclosed are copies of supporting material relevant to your review of emermeocy department patient
'dumping' in Tennessee. They include:

A) SB1410. Tennessee General Assembly.
B) Tennessee Hospital Association (THA) reaction to COBiIA and to SB1410.
C) Original posed transfer regulations of State of Tennessee (rejected),
D) Current pr000rtert transfer regulations for Tennessee (under fire by

THA).
E) proposed transfer policy for the Regional Medical Center at Memphis emphasising patient consent

prior to transfer and physician certification of 'stability- prior to transfer, In addition to cobra
provisions.

.
P) An analysis of COBRA by NAPH.
G) Our current Med ER admission and transfer policy.
H) Ambulance transfer datasheet -The MED.
I) Abstract: Patient "dumping' in the MidSouth.
J) Severity of illness criteria used In I) above.
K) Tables relevant to I) above.
L) Mustrative 'problem transfer cases.

a) S.P. 1/86 +
b) C.P. 11/9/86 "

L.B. 11/12/86
M.C. 11/17/86 +

c) M.R. 3/87 +
d) JA. 5/87 +
e) J.R. 6/87

died prior to transfer
* died following transfer
+ emergency surgery and/or ICU admission

REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT MEMPHIS

877 Jeff erson Avenue. Memphis. Ternessee 38103
. ; A 9-ety County Gemmed .loat
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Mr. Frank Almendarez
July 2,1987
Page 2

I hope this material may be of use to you and the Office of kispector General, DHHS.

Sincerely,

i i
re

AK:ms

Enclosure(s)

cc: Gary Shorb, Prenfdent

Arthur Kelle n M.D., M.P.H.
Assistant Professor and Chief
Division of Emergency Medicine
Department of Medicine
University of Tennessee, Memphis

Medical Director
Emergency Services
Regional Medical Center at Memphis
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PUBLIC CHAPTFR NO. 711
SENATE BILL NO. 1110

By Ford

Substituted for: House Dill No. 1725

By De Berry, Dixon

AN ACT Relative to the transfer of patients from one hospital to
another and to amend Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 68,
Chept .1

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF
TENNESSEE.

.

SECTION 1. Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 68, Chapter 11, is
Amended by. adding Sections 2 through 5 of this act as new,
appropriately numbered sections.

SECTION 2. it is the intent of the General Assembly that the 68-11-701
Tennessee Department of Health and Environment, acting through the
Board for Licensing Health Care Facilities created at Tennessee Code
Annotated,. Section 68 -11 -203, shall .promulgate rules, In accordance
vith the provisions of the Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 4, Chapter
i, to regulate the transfer of inpatients between hospitals and that
npatients . should not henceforth be involuntarily transferred for
surely economic reasons but should receive the needed medical care as
equired by Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 68, Chapter 39, Part 3.

SECTION 3. (a) The Tennessee Department 'of Health and Environment, 68-11-702
tcting through the Board for Licensing Health Care Facilities created
it Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 68-11-203, shall adopt rules, in
accordance with the provisions of Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 4,
:hooter. 5,, to provide standards governing. the transfer of hospital
npatients..The rules shell provide that inpatient transfers between
lospitals shall be accomplished in a medically reasonable manner by
troviding for:

(1) the transfer of patients requiring emergency services who
have sustained an Injury or who are suffering from an acute
medical condition where the same is liable to cause death, severe
injury, or severe illness, as determined by a physician, only
after having complied with the.requirements, of ,Tennessee Code
Annotated, Title 68, Chapter 39, Part 3.

(2) the use of medically reasonable life support. measures, to
stabilize, the patient prior to transfer and to sustain the patient
during the transfer as determined by a physician;
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Reference Law Manual Section No. VII

COMM' This act requires the Health Care
promulgate regulations dealing with the iss
between hospital facilities in Tennessee.
intent that involuntary transfers should be
reasons and not for purely economic conside
Board is directed to promulgate regulations
intent.

Licensing noard to'
ue of Patient transfers.
It states a legislative
only for medical

.

rations. The Licensing
to effectuate this

Section 3 of the bill contains a listing of items which, at a
minimum, mustbe included in or addressed by the regulations.

At the time of publication of this supplement, the Licensing Board .
is engaged in studying the patient transfer issue with a eve
toward promulgation of regulations to take effect on or shortly
after the first of the year. When such regulations are issued in
final form, all member institutions of THA will be advised of
their content and any action necessary by the institution to
comply with the regulation's requirements.

333
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111*. TENNESSEE HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
I),500 Interstate Blvd. South Nashville. Tennessee 37210 615/256-8240

MEMORANDUM
duki g 4,96

TO: Chief Executive Officers of Member Institutions

FROM Charlie Cato, Corporate Counsel

DATE: June 12, 1986

SUBJ: Medicare Amendments Related to Transfers of Emergency Room. Patients

Attached to this memo is a copy of recent federal amendments to the MedicareAct dealing with hospital procedures for transfer of emergency room patients.
These provisions take effect on Au ust 1, 1986 and constitute a substantial
amen ment to the Medicare law whic shou d force a thorough re-examination of
your emergency roam treatment procedures and policies.

Although the language of the statute makes for relatively easy reading, as acts
of Congress gc, I have srmarized in this memo some of the more significant
points of the new provisions.

After examining both the summary and the
language of the law itself, I strongly urge all of you to consult immediately
with the appropriate staff members to begin a thorough examination of your
emergency room procedures. .Penalties for failure to cooly with the new
provisions are severe, and relatively simple procedural changes may be
sufficient to comply with the letter of the law as written.

SUMMARY OF TRANSFER PROYISIONS?

The thrust of the new provisions is to create a federal tort against any
hospital provider who fails to "stabilize" patients who seek emergency roomcare. All hospitals operating emergency rooms become liable to a patient with
an emergency medical condition or who is in active labor in the event the
patient is transferred before stabilization of his condition. Be advised, that
the provisions apply to all persons who present themselves at the emergency
room seeking treatment, whether or not they are eligible for Medicare
benefits.

.

When a patient presents himself
at the emergency room requesting treatment, the

'hospital is obligated to provide "an appropriate medical screening examination"to the extent of the "capability of the hospital's emergency department". The
exam is for the purpose of determining whether

an emergency condition exists or
whether the patient is in active labor. The act defines the term !'emergency
medical condition" as a condition in which the patient manifests acute symptoms
of sufficient severity such that the absence of immediate medical attention
could reasonably be expected to result in: (1) placing the patient's health in
serious jeopardy; (2) serious impairment to bodily functions; or (3) serious
disfunction of any bodily organ, or part. The term "active labor". is defined as
a circumstance where (1) delivery is imminent; (2) there is inadequate time:for
a safe transfer, prior. to delivery;

or (3) a.transfer.may pose a.threat to the
health and safety to the patient;or the'unborn*child....

0
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Chief Executive Officers of Member Institutions
Page 2
June 12, 1986

If a patient is determined to have either an emergency medical condition or to
be in active labor, the hospital is obligated to provide whatever medical
treatment is necessary to stabilize the patient. Sufficient medical care
should be provided "to assure, within reasonable medical probability, that no
material deterioration of the conditi-n is likely to result from the transfers.
Once the patient is stabilized, a transfer can be effectuated to another ,

hospital, provided an appropriate facility is available and willing to accept
the transfer.

Under certain circumstances, the act would not require treatment of patients
with emergency medical conditions. These ci:cumstances include situations
where; (1) the patient refuses to consent to treatment or examination; (2) the
patient refuses to consent to an appropriate transfer; (3) the-patient requests
a transfer to another hospital; or (4) the physician certifies "based on the
reasonable risks and benefits to the patient, and based upon the information
available at the time, the medical benefits reasonably expected from the
provision of appropriate medical treatment at another medical lacility outwtigh
the increased risks to the individual's medical condition from effecting the
transfer."

.

PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION OF THE ACT

As mentioned earlier, penalties for violation of the act are varied and se vve.
A patient who can establish that he was harmed by the failure of,tfie hospital
to stabilize his emergency medical condition prior to transfer can brino an
action in federal court against the hospital seeking damages for such harm. In
addition, a hospital to whom a patient is transferred nappropriately, i.e.
before proper stabilization, may also seek damages against the transferring
hospital for any financial loss or increased cost which the inappropriate :

transfer occasioned. Both of these causes of action have a two year statute of
limitations. More significantly, the Department of Health and Human Services
can seek monetary penalties against either the hospital cr the physician
responsible for an inappropriate transfer. The penalties can range up to
$25,000 per violation; Even worse, the act provides that failure to comply
with the provisions may subject the hospital,to suspension or termination of
its Medicare provider contract.

PRACTICAL IMPACT OF THE EMERGENCY ROOM TRANSFER PROVISIONS

For the first time, the hospital is obligated mder federal'Medicare law to
provide an appropriate examination to any patient presenting himself aZ the
emergency room for treatment. If the examination determines that an emergency
medical condition exists, under the definitions contained in the act, the *.

hospital is required to treat the patient at least to the point of stabilizing
his condition prior to transfer. If the physician is willing to certify that a
transfer is in the medical best interest of the patient, then the stabilization
treatment requirement may be waived. Of course,if a neighboring facility is -.

vastly more equipped to treat a particular condition, informing the patient of
this fact may encourage him to voluntarily request a transfer, thus relieving
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the original facility of the
requirement to stabilize prior to the transfer.Also note, that any transfer
effectuated must be to an anpropriale fatility. Anappropriate facility is considered to be one which has the

resources to treat Usepatient and which has agreed to accept the transfer.

Once again, I cannot overemphasize
the importance of examining immediately all6ergency room procedure

relevant to this iscue to satisfy yourself that youcomply with the act's provisions
and that your personnel are informed of theirobligations wider the statute. Also, you should strongly consider examining youremergency room documentation to see to it that some written record exists to'document your personnel's

actions on each case. Your emergency room recordsshould certainly contain
a written report on any patient with an emergencywadical condition which is transferred to another facility prior tostabilization. Such record must indicate that one of the permitted circumstances

for such a transfer exists in the particular case. Also, some documentationregarding the appropriateness
of the transferee facility should be included inthe record. Finally, I urge that you share this information immediately with

your institution's legal counsel for his review and recommendation regardingappropriate revisions to your procedures.

Finally, you may recall that in the 1986 session of the Tennessee legislature, abill regulating patient
transfers was introduced and ultimately passed aftersignificant amendment. As amended, the legislation merely requires the HealthCare Licensing Board to
promulgate, egulations dealing _with the issue of patienttransfers between hospitals.

daTiflerelEeTeple 1
tg3.1118f.4hat,--iiiciatipas;d
ex aid ng antrderatlon-ftfAemergency

uom cases where no npa shipkirttigLsAilareaf The Licensing Board staff is only now beginning toconiTUFthe issue of drafting such regulations, and we hope to work closely withthe staff and members of
the Licensing Board as they address this issue duringthe summer and fall.

Amactrovanatstaturetatjggiem911ab)=.ePlit firri71311! Th o OMR ...far tre-1,1i 11 1 t iiriZo-At tujigurre)thansthilfederilgriaakuMigiudzaboVe. e wflladvise you as the drafting of thestate regulations proceeds during the next several months.

msc

Attachment
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"EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL
CONDtTIONS AND WOMEN IN ACTIVE LABOR

"SEC. 1867. (a) MEDICAL SCREENING REQUIREMENT. In the case of
a hospital that has a hospital emergency department, ifany individ-
ual (whether or not eligible for benefits under this title) comes to the -'
emergency department and a request is made on the individual's
behalf for examination or treatment for a medical condition, the
hospital must provide for an appropriate medical screening exam'
ination within the capability of the hoepitAl's emergency depart-
ment to determine whether or not an emergency medical condition
(within the meaning of subsection (eX1)) exists or to determine if the

'individual is in active labor (within the meaning of subsection tea)).
"(b) NECESSARY STABILIZING TREATMENT FOR EMERGZNCY MEDICAL

CONDITIONS AND ACTIVE LABOR ..-.
"(I) IN GENERALIf any individual (whether or not eligible

for benefits under this title) comes to a hospital and the hospital
determines that the individual has an emergency medical condi-
tion or is in active labor, the hospital must provide either

"(A) within the staff and facilities available at the hos-
pital, for such further medical examination and such treat-
ment as may be required to stabilize the medical condition
or to provide for treatment of the labor, or

"(B) for transfer of the individual to another medical .

facility in accordance with subsection (c).
"(2) 7ETUSAL TO CONSENT TO TREATMENT.A hospital is

deemed to meet the requirement of paragraph (1XA) with re-
spect to an individual if the hospital offers the individual the
further medical examination and treatment described in that
paragraph but the individual (or a legally responsible person
acting on the individual's behalf) refuses to consent to the
examination or treatment.

"(3) REFUSAL TO CONSENT TO TRANSFER.A hospital is deemed
to meet the requirement of paragraph (1) with respect to an
individual if the hospital offers to transfer the individual to
another medical facility in accordance with subsection (c) but :
the individual (or a legally responsible person acting on the
individual's behalf) refuses to consent to the transfer.

"(C) RESTRICTING TRANSFERS UNTIL PATIENT STABILIZED.
"(1) RULE.If a patient at a hospital has an. emergency

medical condition which has not been stabilized iwithin the
meaning of subsection WM)) or is in active labor, the hospital
may not transfer the patient unless

"(AXi) the patient (or a legally.responsible person acting
on the patient's behalf) requests that the transfer be ef-
fected, or

"(ii) a physician (within the meaning of section 1861(r)(11),
or other qtmlified medical personnel .when a physician is
not readily available in the.. emergency department. has
signed a certification that, based upon the reasonable risks
and benefits to the patient, and based upon the information
available at the time, the medical benefits reasonably ex-
petted from the provision of appropriate medical treatment
at another e:Tdical facility outweigh the increased risks to

. the individual's medical condition from effecting the trans-
Jer; and

397
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"(13) the transfer is an appropriate transfer (within the
meaning of paragraph (2)) to that facility.

"(2) APPROPRIATE TRANSTER.AD appropriate transfer to a
medical facility is a transfer

"(A) in which the receiving facility
"(i) has available space and qualified personnel for

the treatment of the patient, and
"(ii) has agreed to accept transfer of the patient and

to proVide appropriate medical treatment;
"(B) in which the transferring hospital provides the

receiving facility with appropriate medical records (or
copies thereof) of the examination and treatment effected at
the transferring hospital;

"(C) in which the transfer is effected through qualified
personnel and transportation equipment, as required

. including the use of necessary and medically appropriate
life support measures during the transfer; and

"(D) which meets such other requirements as the Sec-
retary may find necessary in the interest of the health and
safety of patients transferred.

"(d) ENFORCEMENT.
"(1) As REQUIREMENT OF MEDICARE PROVIDER AGREEMENT. If a

hospital knowingly and willfully, or negligently, fails to meet
the requirements of this section, such hospital is subject tn

"(A) termination of its provider agreement under this
title in accordance with section 15tititb). or

"(B) at the option of the Secretary, suspension of such
agreement for such period of time as the Secretary deter.
mines to be appropriate, upon reasonable notice to the
hosp ital and to the public.

"(2) CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES. In addition to the other
grounds for imposition of a civil rontuay nenalty tinder sedum
1128A(a), a participating hospital that 'knowingly violates a
requifitireTirorthis secnorrana'tne responsible pnysmanin the
hospital. with respect to such a violation are each subject. under
that sedtion, to a civil money penalty of not more than 325,000
for each such violation. As used in the previous sentence, tht
term 'responsible physician' means, with respect to a hospital's
violation of a requirement of this section, a physician who

"(A) is employed by, or under contract with, the partici-
pating hospital, and

"(B) acting as such an employee or under such a contract,
his professional responsibility for the provision of examina-
tions or treatments for the individual, or transfers of the
individual, with respect to which the violation occurred.

"(3) CIVIL ENFORCEMENT.
"(A) PERSONAL HARM: Any individual who sufferi per-

sonal harm as a direct result of a participating hospital's
violation of a requirement of this section may, in a civil
action against the participating hospital, obtain those dam-
ages available for personal injury under the law of the "
.State in which the hospital is located, and such equitable
relief as is appropriate.

398
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"(13) FINANCIAL' LOUD TO GT/IER MEDICAL FACIUTIC Ally
medical facility that suffers a financial loas us a direct
result of a participating hospital's violation of a require.
ment of this section may, in a civil action against the
participating hospital, obtain those damages available for
financial lose, under the law of the State in which the
hospital is located, and such equitable relief as is appro-
priate.

7
"(C) LIMITATIONS ON ACTIONS. --No action may be brought

under this paragraph more than two years after the date of
the violation with respect to which the action is brought.

."(e) Duirirrious.In this section:
"S1) The term 'emergency medical condition' means a medical

condition manifesting itself by acute symptoms of sufficient
severity (including severe pain) such that the absence of imme--

. diate medical attention could reasonably be expected to resultin
"(A) placing the patient's health in serious jeopardy.
"(B) serious impairment to bodily functions, or
"(C) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.

"(2) The term 'active labor' means labor at a time at which
"(A) delivery is imminent.
"(ID there is inadequate time to effect safe transfer to

another hospital prior to delivery. or
"(C) a transfer may pose a threat of the health and safety

of the patient or the unborn child.
"(3) The term 'participating hospital' means hospital that has

entered into a provider agreement under section 1866 and has,
- under the agreement, obligated itself to comply with the

requirements of this section.
"(4XA) The term 'to stabilize' means, with respect to an

:::emergency medical condition, to provide such medical treat-
-9:'ment of the condition as may be necessary to assure, within

reasonable medical probability, that no material deterioration
of the condition is likely to result from the transfer of the

'.! individual from a facility.
"(B) The term s'stabitized' means, with respect to an emer-

gency medical condition, that no material deterioration of the
condition is likely, within reasonable medical probability, to
result from the transfer of the individual from a facility.

"(5) The term 'transfer' means the movement (including the
discharge) of a patient outside a hospital's facilities at the
direction of any person employed by (or affiliated or associated.
directly or indirectly, with) the hospital, but does not include
such a movement of a patient who (A) has been declared dead, .

or (B) leaves the facility /ithout the permjssion of any such
person.

"(f) PREEMPTION. --The provisions of this section do not preempt
any State or local law requirement, except to the extent that the
requirement directly conflicts with a requirement of this section.".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.The amendments made by this section shall
take effect on the first day of the first month that begins at least 90

. 'days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(d) REPORT.The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall,

not later than 6 months after the effective date described in subsec-
tion (c), report to Congresi on the methods to be used for monitoring
and enforcing compliance with section 1867 of the Social Security
Act. 399
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PROPOSED HOSPITAL TRANSFER REGULATIONS

.01. DEFINITIONS AND GENEIVe ltiNCIPLES

For the purpose of administering these provisions, the Tennessee Department of
Health and Environment and the Tennessee Board for Licensing Health Care
Facilities now interpret the following terms and declare the following principles:

a. -"Hospital" means any facility within the meaning of either Tennessee Code
Annotated, Section 68-11-201(10), or Rule 1200-8-1-.02. The phrase "between
hospitals" refers to the transfer of an inpatient between two (2) "hospitals",
however classified, and also refers to the transfer of an inpatient between a
licensed "hospital" and any distinct part or unit of a hospital which is licensed
or certified to provide a different level of care.

b. "Transfer" means the physical movement of an inpatient between two (2)
separately-licensed or certified facilities, distinct parts, or units. However,
the term "transfer" and the provisions of these rules exclude the commitment
and movement of mentally-ill and mentally-retarded persons, whose transfers
are governed by Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 33. The term "transfer"
does not apply to the discharge or release of a patient who is no longer in
medical need of inpatient hospital care, nor to a hospital's lawful refusal, after
an appropriate medical screening, to render any medical care upon the ground
that the person does not have a medical need for the hospital level of care.

c. Although voluntary transfers are preferred, the transfer is "involuntary"
whenever:

(1) The person does not concur with, or consent to, the movement; or

(2) The person's physical or mental condition precludes, consent and no
legally-authorized party consents in behalf of the person; or

(3) Tho person, or the party consenting in their behalf, was given
inadequate, incomplete, or misleading information about any of the
following:

(i) the medical necessity for the movement.

(ii) the availability of appropriate medical services at the facility
initiating the transfer.

(iii) the availability of appropriate medical services at the receiving
facility.

(iv) the availability at both the facility initiating the transfer and at
the receiving facility of indigent care and the facilities' legal
obligations, if any, to provide medical services without regard to
the patient's ability to pay.

40u
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(v) the person's eligibility for medical assistance programs of the
federal, state or local government and, at both the facility
initiating the transfer and at the receiving facility, the facilities'
participation in such programs and, if participating, any obligation
to accept the medical assistance program's reimbursement as
payment in full for the needed medical care.

An involuntary transfer may be made only for medical reasons. An involuntary
trarefer may not be made for purely economic reasons.

d. 'Inpatient" means any person who is either.

(I) suffering from an acute or chronic illness or injury; of

(2) crippled, convalescent or infirm; or

(3) in need of obstetrical, surgical, medical, nursing or supervisory care;

and who is received by a hospital under circumstances reasonably presenting
the prospect that they may need care for a continuous period longer than
twenty-four (20) hours (or for any period of time when maternity care
involving labor and delivery) for the purpose of _giving advice,, diagnosis,
nursing service, or treatment bearing on the physical health of such persbn.

e. "Medical emergency" means unstable, life-threatening conditions or acute
trauma in which the life, limb, or body function of the patient depends upon
the immediacy of medical treatment, particularly in conditions which will
cause or will immediately lead to the cessation of breathing and/or cardiac
function or loss of 20 percent or more of the victim's blood; or a person's
perceived need for medical care in order to prevent loss of life or aggravation
of physiological or psychological illness or injury.

f. "Emergency services" are the services utilized in response to the perceived
need for medical care in order to prevent loss of life or aggravation of illness
or injury. As used in these rules, emergency services also mean those services
that:

(i) Prevent death, serious permanent disfigurement or loss or impairment of
the function of a bodily member or organ; or

(ii) Provide for the care of a woman in active labor.

.02. STEPS IN AN APPROPRIATE TRANSFER

Before any transfer, whether of a patient who has been admitted or of a person who
is received at the emergency room, whether voluntary or involuntary, the hospital
must take the following steps: .

4 0
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a. Screening the Patient

Any patient who arrives at the emergency department of a hospital must be
provided an appropriate medical screening examination to determine whether
or not a medical emergency exists or a woman is in active labor. If a medical
emergency exists, then appropriate emergency services shall be initiated.

b. Stabilizing the Patient

The patient must be adequately evaluated and treatment initiated to assure
that transfer of a patient will not, within reasonable medical probability,
result in death or loss or serious impairment of bodily functions, parts or
organs. -

Evaluation and treatment of patients prior to transfer must include the
fallowing, whenever indicated:

(I) Establishing and assuring an adequate airway and adequate ventilation;

(2) Initiating control of hemorrhage;

(3) Stabilizing and splinting the spine or fractures;

(4) Establishing and maintaining adequate access routes for fluid
administration;

(5) Initiating adequate fluid andfor blood replacement; and

(6) Determining that the patient's vital signs (including blood pressure,
pulse, respiration, and urinary output, if indicated) are sufficient to
sustain adequate perfusion. The vital signs should remain within these
parameters for a sufficient time prior to transfer in. order that the
physician may be reasonably certain that they will not deteriorate while
the patient is enroute to the receiving hospital.

There may be times, however, when stabilization of a patient's vital-signs is
not possible because the hospital or emergency department does not have the
appropriate personnel or equipment needed to correct The underlying process
(e.g. thoracic surgeon on staff or ca,diopulmonary bypass capability). In these
cases, steps a. through e. should be performed ;nd transfer should be carried
out as quickly. as possible.

c. Reaching the Transfer Decision

(1) Evaluate the patient's medical needs.

(2) Determine the adequacy of the medical resources then available at the
presenting hospital.

4 02
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(3) Determine the adequacy of the medical resources then available at the
proposed receiving hospital, including the availability ,:f space and
qualified personnel for the treatment of the patient.

(4) Evaluate the reasonable risks and benefits to the patient, based upon the
information available at the time, and determine whether the medical
benefits reasonably expected from the provision of appropriate medical
treatment at another medical facility outweigh the increased risks to the
individual's medical condition from effecting the transfer.

If the decision is made to transfer the patient to another hospital, then
qualified licensed medical personnel mus6 certify compliance with all the
requirements of these rules. _

Secure commitments from a receiving physician and a receiving hospital,
that are both appropriate to the medical needs of the patient, that they
will accept responsibility for providing the patient's medical treatment
and hospital care. ...

d. Obtaining the Patient's Consent

(I) Disclose to the patient, or if the patient's physical ol mental condition
preludes understanding, any other person who may be asked to legally
consent in behalf of the patient, accurate and complete information as
to each of the five (5) factors analyzed above in section (c) when
reaching the transfer decision. .

(2) Determine whether the patient's ability to pay for the needed care is at
issue and, !f so, disclose to the patient, or any other person who may be
asked to legally consent in behalf of the patient, information about their
eligibility for medical assistance programs of the federal, state or local
government and, as to both the hospital initiating the transfer and the
receiving facility, the facilities' participation in such medical assistance
programs, any obligation upon the facilities to accept the medical
assistance program's reimbursement as payment in full for the needed
medical care, the availability of indigent care, and any legal obligations
to provide medical care without regard to the patient's ability to:pay.

(3) Inquire if the patient consents and, if not, re-evaluate the first four (4)
factors in step (c) above before initiating an involuntary transfer.

e. Transferring the Patient

(1) Sustain the patient during the transfer. .

A physician must be reasonably certain that the patient's condition will
not deteriorate while enroute to the receiving hospital. The patient
must be transferred in a vehicle that is staffed by appropriately-trained
personnel and which contains, when needed, life support equipment.
When necessary, the patient must be accompanied by additional
specialized personnel from the transferring or receiving hospital. ..
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(2) Supply necessary medical records to the receiving facility.

Necessary medical records are those portions of the patient's medical record
which are available and relevant to the transfer and to the continuing care of
the patient. The medical records shall include:

(I) identification data;

(i1) information concerning the time of arrival, means and by whom
tr ansferrred;

(iii) pertinent history of the injury or illness to include chief complaint and
onset of injuries or illness;

Ov) significant physical findings;

(v) all results and/or original records of all diagnostic tests;

(vi) treatment rendered;

(vii) condition of the patient on discharge or transfer;

(viii) diagnosis on discharge.

Any pertinent medical records not transported with the patient during the
transfer shall be transmitted to the receiving hospital as soon as possible, but
in no event later than forty-eight (43) hours eter the transfer.

(3) Maintain a permanent record of the transfer.

All hospitals shall maintain a log recording all transfers, one which separates
voluntary and involuntary transfers. Such log shall be kept in a central place, .,
readily available to inspectors, shall fully identify the patients transferred,
shall record the facility to which the patient was transferred, and shall record .the date of the transfer.

.03. 'INAPPROPRIATE TRANSFER

a. An inappropriate transfer is any which .does not comply with the steps set
forth in Section .02, above. With the exceptions set forth in subsectiL.n.b and
c below, inappropriate transfers are prohibited and are good cause for an
enforcement action against ths responsible hospital.

. -b. If a patient requests a transfer which is, in the opinion of the treating
physician, medically inappropriate, the hospital must comply with the
provisions above governing involuntary transfer to the extent that the 'patient
consents to such procedures. If the patient does not consent, the hospital will
be deemed to have discharged its obligations under these rules.
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c. Transfers made pursuant to a regionalized plan for the delivery of health care
services, which has been approved by the department or by other authorized
governmental planning agencies, shall be presumed to be appropriate.

d. Discrimination against patients based on race, religion, or national origin is'
prohibited.

.04. HOSPITAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

a. Within 60 days of the effective date of this regulation, the governing body of
each hospital must adopt transfer and acceptance policies and procedures in
accordance with these rules and the provisions of Tennessee Code Annotated,
168-11-701 through 68-11-705. These policies must include a quality assurance
review of all involuntary transfers, with special emphasis on those originating
in the emergency room. A hospital which violates a policy made pursuant to
these rules also violates these rules and regulations. Until modified, such
policies are binding.

b. Tr5nsfer agreements with other health care facilities are subject to these
statutory and regulatory provisions.

c. When a hospital proceeding In compliance with these rules, seeks to
appropriately transfer a patient to another hospital, the proposed receiving
hospital may not decline the transfer for reasons related to the patient's
ability to pay or source of payment, rather than the patient's need for medical
services.

.05. ENFORCEMENT OF THESE RULES

a. Any person or licensee who wishes to complain about a hospital transfer,
whether in reference to a specific case or in protest of a hospital policy, may
do so by contacting the Department's Licensure Program.

b. Upon receipt of a complaint which, if true, would constitute a violation of
these rules, the matter will be investigated by the Department. Upon the
hospital's annual inspection, the policies adopted pursuant to 1.04, abbve, will
be reviewed, as will be a sample of the involuntary transfers made during the
past year.

, .
c. Violations of these rules or of Tennessee Code Annotated, Sections 168-11-701

through 68-11-705, will be formally cited upon a statement of deficiencies
provided to the hospital. Within ten days of the hospital's receipt of such a
statement of deficiencies, the hospital shall return a plan of correction,
indicating the date upon which each deficiency will be corrected. The plan of
correction will be individually reviewed and accepted when the plan of
correction is an appropriate response to the statement of deficiencies. An
unacceptable plan of correction, the failure to submit a plan of correction or
the failure to implement appropriate planned corrections may subject the
hospital's license to disciplinary action under Tennessee Code Annotated 568-
11 -207, 68-11-704 and/or 68-11-213. . . , .,
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The violation of these rules or the provisions of Tennessee Code Annotated
868-11-701 through 68-11-705 shall be deemed to constitute sufficient groundsto suspend or revoke a hospital's license.

Authority: Tennessee Code Annotated, Sections 68-11-701 to 705 (Public Acts of 1986,Ch. 711), 68-11-209, 68-11-204(b), 68-39-204(a), 68-39-301, 68-39-505, 68-1-103(a), 68-1-802, 68-1-804(4), and 68-1-804(7).

PAA/wm BMF D1
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PROPOSED HOSPITAL TRANSFER REGULATIONS

STATEMENT OF REGULATORY SCOPE AND INTENT

It is the intent of these regulations for the Tennessee Board for Licensing Health Care
Facilities to promulgate the minimum standards governing the transfer of patients
between all licensed hospitals, as is required by Chapter 711 of the Public Acts of 1986.
It is also the purpose of these regulations for the Tennessee Department of Health and
Environment to publicly declare the policies and procedures under which the Department
will review the compliance of those hospitals which participate In the Medicare program
with Section 1867 of the Social Security Act, as amended by Section 9121 .of the
Comprehensive Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985. However, should any
subsequent amendment to the federal law, regulation later promulgated by the Secretary
of Health and Human Services, or policy of that agency conflict with the explicit
provision of these rules, then the federal authority will prevail over these rules as to the
construction and interpretation of the federal law.

DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES

For the purpose of administering these provisions, the Tennessee Department of Health
and Environment and the Tennessee Board for Licensing Health Care Facilities now.
interpret the following terms and declare the following principles:

a. "Hospital" means any facility within the meaning of either Tennessee Code
Annotate, Section 68-11-201 (10), or Rule 1200-8-1-.02. The phrase .."between
hospitals" refers to the transfer of a patient between two (2) "hospitals", however
classified, and also refers to the transfer of a patient between a licensed "hOspital"
and any distinct part or unit of a hospital which is licensed or certified to provide a
different level of care.

b. "Transfer" means the movement of a patient between hospitals at the direction of a
physician or other qualified medical personnel when a physician is not readily
available but does not include such movement of a patient who leaves the facility
against medical advice.

Provided, however, the term "transfer" and the provisions of these rules exclude the
commitment and movement of mentally ill and mentally retarded persons, whose
transfers are governed by Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 33. The term "transfer"
does not apply to the discharge or release of a patient who Is nq longer. In medical
need of hospital care, nor to a hospital's lawful refusal after an appropriate medical
screening, to render any medical care upon the ground that the person does not have
a medical need for hospital care.

c. "Medical emergency" means a medical condition manifesting itself by acute
symptoms of sufficient severity (including severe pain) such that the absence of
immediate medical attention could reasonably be expected to result In: (A) placing
the patient's health in serious jeopardy, (B) serious impairment to bodily functions,
or (C) serious disfunction of any bodily organ or part.

d. "Active labor" means labor at a time at which: (A) delivery is imminent, (B) there is
inadequate time to effect safe transfer to another hospital prior to delivery, or (C) a
transfer may pose a threat to the health and safety of the patient or the unborn
child.
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e. Emergency Medical Services, hereinafter ref err.a to as "EMS", meant the servicesutilized in responding to the .perceived need for immediate medical care in order toprevent loss of life or aggravation of illness or injury.
f. "To stablize" means, with respect to an emergency -nedical condition, to providesuch medical treatment of the condition as may be necessary to assure, witionreasonable medical probability, that the condition will not deteriorate due to thetransfer as determined by a physician or other qualified medical personnel when aphysician is not readily available.

g. "Patients" includes but Is not limited to, any person who is suffering from an acuteor chronic illness or Injury or who is crippled, convalescent or infirm, or who is Inneed of obsetetrical, surgical, medical, nursing or supervisory care.
h. Transfers made plirsuant to a regionalized Ilan for the delivery of health careservices, which has been approved by the department or by other authorizedgovernmental planning agencies, shall be presumed to be appropriate.

1. Discrimination against patients based on race, religion, or national origin, oreconomic condition is prohibited.

STEPS IN AN APPROPRIATE TRANSFER

a. Medical Screening Required

Anyone who arrives at a hospital and/or the emergency department of a hospital andwho requests or requires an examination or treatment for a medical condition. mustbe provided an appropriate medical screening examination within the capability ofthe hospital's emergency department and staff,'In order to determine whether or nota medical emergency exists or a woman Is In active labor.

b. Stabilizing the Patient

1. Evaluation and treatment of patients prior t- transfer must include but not belimited to the following when indicated:

a. Establishing and assuring an adequate'airway and adequate ventilation;
b. Initiating co ntrorof hemorrhage;

c. Stabilizing and splinting the spine or fractures;

d. Establishing and maintaining adequate access routes !Or fluidadministration;
. 4

e. Initiating adequate fluid and/or blood replacement; and

1. Determining that the patient's vital signs (including blood pressure,pulse, respiration, and urinary output, If Indicated) are sufficient tosustain adequate perfusion.

2. There may be times, however, when stabilization of a patient's vital signs Isnot possible because The hospital or emergency department does not have theappropriate personnel or equipment needed to correct the underlying process
(e.g. Thoracic surgeon on staff or cardiopulmonary bypass capability). If a
patient at a hospital has not been stabilized or k In_activo ton- tht 119Ital
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a. The patient (or a legally responsible person acting on the patient's
behalf) requests that the transfer be effected, or consents to the
transfer.

b. A physician, or other appropriate and qualified medical personnel when a
physician is not readily available has determined that, based upon the
reasonable risk and benefits to the patient, and based upon the
information available at the time, the medical benefits reasonably
expected from the provision of appropriate medical treatment at another
hospital outweigh the Increased risk to the individual's medical condition
from effecting the transfer.

APPROPRIATE TRANSFER

1. An appropriate transfer to a hospital Is a transfer:

a. In which the receiving hospital (1) has available space and qualified personnel
for the treatment of the patient and (2) has agreed to accept transfer of the
patient and to provide appropriate medical treat.nent;

b. In which the transferring hospital provides the receiving hospital with
appropriate medical records, or copies thereof, of the examination and,
treatment effected at the transferring hospital; and

c. In which the transfer is effected through qualified personnel and
transportation equipment, as required, including the use of necessary and
medically appropriate life support measures during the transfer.

d. In which the patient (or a legally responsible person acting on the patient's.
behalf) requests that the transfer be effected or consents to the transfer.

INVOLUNTARY AND/OR INAPPROPRIATE TRANSFERS

The transfer is involuntary and/or inappropriate when there is no medical reason for the
transfer and whcneer:

1. The person does not concur with, or consent to, the movement; or

2. The person's physical or mental condition precludes consent and no legally-
authorized party consents In behalf of the person; or

.
- 3. The person, or the party consenting In their behalf, was given Inadequate,

Incomplete, or misleading information about any of the following:

1. the medical necessity for the movement.

II. the availability of appropriate medical services at the facility initiating the
transfer.

ill the availability of appropiriate medical services at the receivini facility.

Iv. the availability at both the facility Initiating the transfer and at the receiving
facility of indigent care and the facilities' legal obligations, if any, to provide
medical services without regard to the patient's abiltiy to pay.:
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v. the person's eligibility for medical assistance programs of the federal, state vi
local government and, at both the facility initiating the transfer and at ;'receiving facility, the facilities' participation In such programs and, if
participating, any obligation to accept the medical assistance program's
reimbursement as payment In full for the needed medical care.

4. It Is made for purely economic reasons.

ENFORCEMENT OF THESE RULES

a. Any person or licensee who wishes to complain about a hospital transfer, whether in
reference to a specific case or In protest of a hospital policy, may do so by
contacting the Department's Lkensure Program.

b. Upon receipt of a complaint which, If true, would constitute a violation of tneserules, the matter will be Investigated by the Departmcnt. Upon the hospital's annual
Inspection, the policies adopted pursuant to these regulations; will be reviewed, es
will be a sample of the Involuntary transfers made during the put year.

.
c. Violations of these rules or of Tennessee Code Annotated, Sections 63-11-701

through 63 -11 -705, wU be formally cited upon a statement of deficiencies provided
t' the hospital. Withir. ten days of the hospital's receipt of such a statement of .
deficiencies, the hospital shall return a plan of correction, indicating the date upon
which each deficiency will be corrected. The plan of_correction will be Individually
reviewed and accepted when the plan of correction is an appropriate response to the
statement of deficiencies. An unacceptable plan of correction, the failure to submit
a plan of correction may submit the hospital's license to disciplinary action under '
Tennessee Code Annotated Section 68-11-207, 63 -11 -704, and/or 68-11-213. .

d. The violation of these rules or the provision of Tennessee Code Annotated Section
68-11-701 through 63-11-705 shall be deemed to constitute sufficient grotuds to
suspend or revoke a hospital's license.

AS/bb L1C 4
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT PATIENT 'DUMPING' IN THE MID SOUTH. Al,
Kellerrnann. BB Hackman. R Bums. University of Tennessee, Memphis.

Transfer of emergency department (ED) patients because of inability to
pay is i serious and growing problem nationwide. To document the extent'
and nature of this practice in our comMunity, we audited all telephone
requests and actual patient transfers from private hospital ED's and affiliated
free standing emergency centers to the ED of the Regional Medical Center at
Memphis (the Med), a publicly subsidized hospital between June 1 and August
31, 1986. Transfers to the Med's 'special care' areas (bum, high risk
obstetria, neonatal and trauma centers) were assumed to represent tertiary
care referrals and were not included. During the 92 day study.. interval, ED
physicians at the Med handled 168 telephone requests for transfer. In 83% of
cases, 'no money' or 'no insurance' was given by requesting physicians as
the major reason for transfer. Over 40% of requests were refused; half were
too unstable or required an intensive care unit (ICU) bed when none were
available. Despite telephone screening, the Med ED received a total of 280
transfers during the study period. Two-thirds of these patients arrived
without prior telephone authorization, most by private automobile. Almost
all (97%) were sent for primarily economic reasons. Nearly one-third were
found to be unstable on arrival by explicit clinical criteria. Eighty seven
patients (31%) required emergency hospitalization and accounted for 634, bed
days during a period of extreme inpatient crowding. Three died prior to
discharge. During this same time period, the Med ED transferred Out 36 ED
patients, including nine eligible for Veteran's Hospital care and ten sent
because no ward or ICU ,bed was vacant at the Med. Many poor or uninsured
patients are transferred to crowded public hospitals for non-medical reasons.
Telephone screening is necessary but alone is inadequate to safeguard
patient welfare. Tough regulations are needed to stop patient 'dumping'.
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4 It TENNESSEE HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
500 Interstate Blvd. South Nashville Tennessee 37210 615/256-8240

June 12, 1987

TO: Chief Executive Officers

FROM: John K. Miles'
Sensor Vice President

SUBJECT: Proposed Patient Transfer Regulations
by Health Facilities Licensure Board.

Public Hearings in Augdst

The Board for Licensing Health Care Facilities has just announced firm
dates for public hearings on proposed licensure regulations which re-
late to transfers of patients h'tween hospitals.

All hearings begin at 9:00 AM and the dates and locations are:

1. Memphis - Tuesday, August 11
1206 State Office Building

2. Knoxville - Thursday, August 13
U.T. Student Center
Room 235 (Shiloh Room)

3. Chattanooga - Friday, August 14
State Office Bldg. Auditorium (McCallie Ave.)

4. Nashville - Tuesday, August 18
Health and,Environment Hearing Room
287 Plus Park Blvd.

The proposed regulations contain several very specific, and quite
restrictive, provisions which need to be fully understood by both
medical and executive leaders of Tennessee hospitals.

These proposed regulations, and THA staff comment, will be sent to you
within the next few days. In the meantime, please give serious consid-
eration to saving one of these hearing times for a possible presenta-
tion in behalf of your hospital.
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SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS OF PROPOSED
HOSPITAL TRANSFER REGULATIONS

INTRODUCTION

As many of you are aware, the state transfer regulations, in
whatever-form they are finally adopted, must be read in

conjunction with the federal patient transfer provisions enacted

as a part of COBRA by the U. S. Congress in 1986. Accordingly,

many of the modifications made in the regulations between the

first draft last year and the draft included in this mailing have

been directed toward the goal of conforming these state

regulations as closely as.possible with the already existing

federal transfer statute. The federal language has been in effect

since August 1986 and it 'seems logical that, where possible, the
state provisions dealing with the same issue should track the

federal language as much as practicable.

Without dwelling on the provisions of the federal statute, suffice

it to saythat there are several significant areas of difference

between the draft state regulations and the federal transfer

statute. Although there is no legal requirement by any means that

the state regulations track the federal statute, it seems
reasonable to suggest that there be one uniform set of guidelines

for dealing with transfer decisions in order to prevent confusion
and misapplication of the rules by emergency room personnel.

SUMMARY

I. The first section of the rules is entitled "Statement of

Regulatory Scope and intent." This section merely provides
that the regulations are promulgated pursuant to the

requirements of the 1986 state transfer legislation and that

in the event of a conflict between these rules and the

federal COBRA transfer provisions, the federal statute shall

prevail.

II. The next section of the draft is entitled "Definitions and

General Principles." Several of the definitions are worthy

of closer attention. The term "transfer" is defined as any
physical movement of a patient between hospitals at the

direction of a physician or other medical personnel. Thus,

under this definition, any transfer of a patient, whether the

patient was in a stable medical condition or not, would be

subject to the scope of the regulations. The terms *medical

emergency" and "active labor" parallel the equivalent federal

COBRA definitions of these terms. These two terms set out

the conditions which trigger the regulations requirement that

patients be screened and treated when presenting at the
hospital complaining of one of the above conditions.

Paragraph "f" of this section defines the term *to

stablilize." This is an extremely important provision of the
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regulations. In essence it provides that a patient is stable
if his medical condition will not deteriorate in the event of
a transfer to another facility.

III. The next section of the regulations is the key substantive
provision of the proposal and is entitled "Steps in an
Appropriate Transfer." Paragraph "a" provides that anyone
who presents himself at a hospital and who requests a medical
examination or treatment must be provided an appropriate
medical screening examination, within the capability of the
institution, to determine whether or not a medical emergency
exists or a woman is in active labor. paragraph "b" provides
that prior to transfer a patient must be stabilized and sets
out at a minimum several medical procedures which should be
initiated where appropriate to effect the stabilization of
the patient's condition. This subsection also provides that
where a patient cannot be stabilized because of inadequate
personnel or equipment at the presenting facility, the
hospital may transfer the patient to another acuity only if
either (a) the patient or a legally responsible person acting
Birgrg behalf requests or consents to a transfer or (b) a
physician determines that the medical benefits deTIved from
transferring the patient to a more appropriate treating
facility outweigh the increased risk to the patient's medical
condition from being transferred.

IV. The next section of the regulations is titled "Appropriate
Transfer" and lists the attributes of such a transfer:
In order for a transfer to be appropriate under the
regulations, the receiving hospital must be qualified to
treat the patient, have space available for such treatment,
and have agreed to accept the transfer. Also, the
transferring hospital is obligated to provide the receiving
facility appropriate medical records and to see to it that
the transfer is effected through the use of qualified
personnel and transportation equipment including any
necessary life support measures during the transfer.
Further, this section provides that if a patient requests a
transfer or consents to such a movement, the transfer is
appropriate.

V. The next section of the regulations is titled "Involuntary
and/or Inappropriate Transfers", and it sets out various
attributes of such improper transfers. The section provides
that a transfer is involuntary and/or inappropriate when
there is no medical reason for the transfer and either the
person failed to consent to the movement or IR- patient's
consent was based on inadequate, incomplete, or misleading
information about (1) the medical necessity for the movement,
(2) the availability of 'services to treat the patient at the
transferring facility, (3) the availability of appropriate
medical services at the receiving facility, (4) the
availability at both the transferring and the receiving
hospital of funding for indigent care, and (5) the person's

2
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eligibility for medical assistance programs offered by any
unit of government at both the receiving and the transferring
facility. Finally, this section makes it clear that a
transfer for purely economic reasons is inappropriate.

VI. The last section of the rules is entitled "Enforcement of
these Rules" and relates to investigatory powers and
penalties associated with alleged violations of the
provisions.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, and in an admittedly very rough paraphrase, the
rules provide that a patient in an unstable condition may not be
transferred unless there is medical justification outweighing the
risk of the transfer or unless the patient consents to be
transferred. AlthougWthe rules are not wholly unambAgious on
this point, the clear implication of the text is that a stabilized
patient, i.e. one who by definition will not suffer medical
deterioration as a result-of being transferred, may also not be
transferred unless he consents to the movement. The blanket
prohibition against economically based transfers. applies without
regard to whether or not the patient's condition has been
stabilized, i.e. without regard to whether or not the patient's
medical condition will be adversely affected by a transfer. As
drafted, it would appear that the regulations speak to transfer
situations other than those which have adverse patient care
implications.

3
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TENNESSEE HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
500 Interstate Blvd. South Nashville. Tempest 37210 615/256-8240

MEMORANDUM

TO: Chief Executive Officers of Member Institutions

FROM: Charlie Cato

DATE: June 18, 1987

SUBJ: Draft Transfer Regulations

Enclosed with this memo is a copy of the latest draftof the''
hospital transfer regulations, dated April 28, 1987, now pending
before the Health Care Licensing Board. Last week we provided you
with notification of the public hearing dates scheduled across the
state in August for receipt of public comment and testimony
regarding the draft regulations. (In the event you have misplaced
last week's notice, a copy of it is also enclosed with this
mailing.) We indicated to you in our earlier communication that a
copy of the draft regulations as well as a staff analysis of their
provisions would be forthcoming. Accordingly, this memo contains
that recapitulation of the provisions of the draft regulations.

Briefly by way of background, most of you are aware that the
Tennessee General Assembly enacted legislation in the 1986 session
dealing with the issue of patient transfers. As originally
introduced, the 1986 enactment, sponsored by Senator John Ford of
Memphis, would have placed into the Code a fairly specific and
detailed procedure for handling patient transfers between
hospitals. The original bill as introduced was patterned after
legislation which had been adopted in Texas relating to the
transfer issue. As a result of amendments to the legislation as
it progressed through the legislative process, the final version
of the bill did not enact specific transfer provisions. Rather,
it instructed the Health Care Licensing Board to promulgate
regulations dealing with patient transfers and included several
criteria which were to be addressed in the regulations.

Shortly after passage of the 1986 act, the Licensing Board
membership and its staff began the lengthy process of devising

__regulations to speak to the patient transfer question. The Board
appointed a task force of its membership, chaired by administrator
David Dunlap, to assist in the preparation of the regulations. An
initial set of regulations went out for public hearing in October
1986. In response to comments received at the initial public
hearing and at subsequent Board meetings, as well as statements
from members of the Board itself, various draft regulations have
been circulated during the intervening months. The Board has
considered the regulations at one time or another during each of
its meetings held subsequent to the October 1986 public hearing.
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Chief Executive Officers of Member Institutions
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In addition, the Board appointed task force has met on several
occasions to grapple with the specific provisions of the
regulations.

Because the draft included in this mailing varies so significantly
from the initial draft which went to public hearing in October of
last year, the Board, acting at its most recent meeting,
determined that it would be prudent to send the revised draft out
for further public comment prior to its adoption by the Board,
possibly at the September 9-10 Board meeting. Although patient .

transfer questions may arise more frequently in an urban setting
as opposed to a rural area where there are a limited number of
hospital providers, we feel that this issue should be_of enough
significance to all members of THA to warrant taking time to
develop and present your comments and testimony to the public
hearing scheduled in your geographic vicinity. In order to assist
you in preparing such testimony as you feel appropriate, staff is
providing you with the enclosed analysis of the tegulations as
well as a copy of the draft regulations themselves.

If any of you have any questions about any of the material
included in this mailing, please feel free to contact us at THA
for a further clarification. Also, be advised that comments can
be made to the Board either in person at the hearing scheduled in
your area or by written remarks forwarded to the staff of the
Board. Even if you appear in person, it is preferable to provide
the staff a written summary or transcript of your oral remarks for
further consideration by the Board as it deals with this issue.
In either event, please send us at THA a copy of whatever remarks
you may deliver to the Board on this issue so that we can be aware
of member reaction to these regulations.

MSC
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Emergency Department

PATIENT TRANSFER POLICY

Statement of Intent

The Emergency Department of the Regional Medical Center will
continue to accept patients regardless of their means. This
policy is adopted to safeguard the health of those patients who
are transferred from the emergency departments of other hospitals
to our hospital for purely economic reasons.

This policy specifically covers transfers to THE MED's Emergency
Department only. It does not affect transfers to other
departments such as the Obstetrical Unit at E. H. Crump Women's
Hospital, the Elvis Presley Memorial Trauma Center, Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit, or Burn Unit.

Procedure for Transfer of Patients

Step 1. Telephone call.

The transferring hospital will call the MED's Emergency
Department and provide the following information about
the patient being proposed for transfer:

a. Medical screening results.
. .

Give results of a medical screening examination
performed by a physician or other appropriate and
qualified medical personnel when a physician is not
readily available to determine whether a medical
emergency exists or a women is in active labor. This
medical evaluation will also include an assessment of
stabilization of the patient's vital signs (including
blood pressure, pulse, respiration, urinary output if

indicated).

b. Informed consent.

Indicate to MED Emergency Department personnel whether
the patient has been appropriately informed of reasons
for transfer and if medical personnel and patient have
signed the informed consent form provided.

Step 2. Acceptance of patient transfer. THE MED will accept
for transfer all Shelby County residents who are being
transferred for primarily economic reasons if the
following conditions are met:

41.8
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a. THE MED has vacant beds and qualified personnel for the
treatment of the patient, and gives its consent for the
transfer.

b. Step 1 of the procedure for transferring patients has
been followed. Informed consent of the patient is not
required where the transfer is an emergency transfer of
an incompetent patient requiring tertiary services
unavailable at the transferring facility, and where
delay in obtaining informed consent will result in
further impairina the Patient's condition.

c. Patient is stabilized. If a patient at a hospital has
not been stabilized or is in active labor, THE MED's
Emergency Department will not accept a transfer unless
a physician, or other appropriate and qualified medical
personnel, if a physician is not readily available, has
determined that based upon a judgement of reasonable
risks and benefits to the patient, the medical benefits
reasonably expected from the transfer to THE MED,
outweigh the increased risk to the patient. Informed
consent of the patient is not required for such
transfers.

d. The transferring hospital agrees to provide THE MED's
Emergency Department with appropriate medical records
or copies thereof, of the examination and treatment
effected at the transferring hospital.

e. The transferring hospital agrees to transfer the
patient by qualified personnel and transnortation
equipment as required, including the use of necessary
and medically appropriate life support measures during
the transfer.

Transfers which are inconsistent with this policy

Attempted transfers of patients in a manner inconsistent with
this policy will be refused. Transfers of patients made to THE
'MED's Emergency Department over its refusal or in a manner
otherwise inconsistent with this policy such as, patients
referred on. an emergency basis by automobile without prior
notification to THE MED's Emergency Department, will be reviewed
by the Regional Medical Center at Memphis, and referred to state,
federal, and professional boards or agencies for licensing,
accreditation and funding of health care institutions as appropriate.

2
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Emergency Department

Patient Transfer Informed Consent Form

This form must be completed for every Shelby County resident who
is to be transferred to the Regional Medical Center's Emergency
Department for primarily economic reasons. There is no need to
complete this form for the transfer of patients who are
transferred because of a medical emergency.

M...........=2==============.1=== ==. =========..
patient Consent

, understand and have been
(printed name of patient)

informed that hospital intends to move
me to the Regional Medical Center mphis for treatment. I
have been informed of the availability of appropriate medical
services, both at the Regional Medical Center and transferring
hospital.

I further understand that the care I need:

(check one)

is not available to patients at the transferring hospital.

4E

is available, but I am being transferred for primarily
economic reasons.

(check one)

I agree to be responsible for the ambulance fees.

411

The transferring hospital agrees to be responsible for the
ambulance fees.

I understand that I will be billed for emergency room and
inpatient care at the Regional Medical Center at Memphis.

I consent to my transfer to the Emergency Department of the
Regional Medical Center at Memphis for treatment.

42 0
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Signature (Patient or Guardian)

Patient's or Guardian's name & relationship to patient
(please print)

Date

=.====.-============.1Wil

physician Certification

, affirm that,
a patient who has presented him/herself for treatment at

hospital has been examined and
evaluated, and that his/her condition is stable and the transfer
of this patient will not compromise his/her medical condition,
that I have contacted Dr. of the
'Emergency Department of the Regional Medical Center and agreement
to accept the transfer of this patient has been given to me.
Further, I affirm that this patient's medical record of copies
thereof will accompany the patient being transferred and that
said patient will be transferred by qualified personnel and
transportation equipment as required, including the use of
necessary and medically appropriate life support measures during
the transfer. The patient has 1 en informed of the risks and
benefits of the transfer and has ct,nsented.

Physician's Signature

Rhysician's Name (please print)

Date

5/18/87
Draft

40
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MEMORANDUM

TO: 1-Di.1;thur Kellerman
Dr. James Brown

FROM: Gary S. Shorb, President

SUBJECT: Patient Transfers

DATE: June 23, 1986

Attached is an analysis of the new federal constraints
regarding transfers of emergency patientsr-one was prepared by
the National Association of Public Hospitals and one by The
Tennessee Hospital Association. This legislation should prove
very helpful to us and I want to insure that any case of what
appears to be a violation of this law be pursued as diligently as
possible.

This statute is effective on August 1, 1986. By copy of this
,memo, I am asking Jack Young and Larry Truly to summarize this
/ bill in a letter format that either of you can send to all

emergency rooms in the region. We may want to re-emphasize the
1; fact that we will be recording all requests for transfers.

/ GSS/se

(% cc: Executive Staff

10K

REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT MEMPHIS Cal wAsr deed

877 Jefferson Avenue, Memehts, Tennessee 38103
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT TRANSFER AND ADMISSION POLICY

REGIONAL MEDICAL. CENTER AT MEMPHIS

INTRODUCTION

The principal mission of the MED Emergency Department (ED) Is to provide emergency medical are to
any seriously N Individual, regardless of their ability to pay. True emergency patients presenting to any ER.
should not be refused are underagx circumstances.

'Urgent and 'Emergent' patients rewiring emergency Inpatient care will be admitted to the hospital with
minimal delay, Mutely I they are residents of Shelby County. Patients who can be returned for an
elective/scheduled admission and patients who can have their evaluation and care managed as an outpatient
should gsd be admitted on an emergency bask.

Seriously Nor Injured patients presenting to the Med will receive appropriate and timely medical care,
Including hospital admission, regardless of their county and state of origin and Iguana of their ability to pay.
The following protocol apples to patients being transferred to the Med or from the Med to other health care
Institutions.

1. ER TRANSFF.R 332 THE MED' _

The Regime! Medical Center at Memphis is the major regional referral center for trauma, bums and high risk
obstetrics. Thi Med also provides virtually all of the inpatient can for the poor and uninsured of Sheby
County under a long standing agreement with Shelby County government.

The following ER transfer policy Is structured with two primary responsbilitiesin mind:
1) Major trauma, bums and high risk obstetric referrals cany highest priority In periods of

ameed bed availability.
2) Indigent Shelby County residents potentially requiring Inpatient care are often transferred

to the Med for evaluation and possible admission. At present, we will continue to honor all
such requests for emergency transfer gamy

a) The patient Is too unstable for transport and adequate services are available at the
transferring hospital.

b) The patient Is a nonShelby County resident and does rigt require the specialized
services that are only available at the Med.

c) The patient requires an ICU bed and 110(111 are available at the Med In the MICU. SICU or
TICU. (Note: When fps than thrU ICU beds are open, transfer of cases other than
trauma or turns Ovoidal( be accepted."

d) The patient requires admission to a hospital and less than six 'Med' floor beds
are available. The number of Imitable' floor beds will be determined by subtracting
the numberkf emergency room patients pending hospital admission from the number of
'open' beds indicated on the bed control computer (regardless of whether the bed has
been vacated or not). Step-down' beds will not be Included In this count.'

e) Transfer of patients from Arkansas or Mississippi (le, non Shelby County residents)
should not be accepted unless the patient requires tertiary can not available at the
transferring hospital and alternative private hospitals refuse care. All nontrauma
transfers should be carefully documented and the ER director should be notified.

I) All telephone requests for transfer should be taped and carefully noted In the ED
transfer log, regardless of whether the patient Is ultimately accepted or not.

g) The ER director should be notified of any ER patient transfers to the Med who arrive
without prior authorization.

'the ER director (or designee) must be notified and approve any decision to 'close' the Med ER to hospital
transfers.

40-../.,d
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2. ER TRANSFERS EMU 'THE MEN'

14,Scally Indigent. out-of-state and out of Shell county patients may be transferrod to another faddy gab( It:

a) the patient la stable and rower« 4.v agrees to transfer;
b) the recelv1,4 hospital has Seen contacted and agrees to the transfer;
c) the rectivIng hospital otters to provide the patient with appropriate medical care.

Al transfers of patients from the Med to 1. ;ME hospital requie approval of the duty administrator and
the ER Director mkt to tansfer unless: a) th.: patient requests transfer and has insurance b) the patient's
private physician requests transfer and the patient agrees etc) Its patient Is a veteran and the VA accepts
transfer.

4 .2



PATIENT NAME:
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CASE I

AMBULANCE TRANSFER DATASHEET

MD TAKING CALL:

Last First MI

MD REQUESTING TRANSFER:
HOSPITAL REQUESTING TRANSFER:

DATE: / / _k_. ...7_
TIME CALL RECEIVED : AM / PM (00:00 . NO CALL)

PATIENT'S PROBLEM

REASON TRANSFER TO MED REQUESTED (CHECK ONE):

( ) INDIGENT PATIENT (IE NO INSURANCE, NO MONEY', ETC...)

( ) NO BEDS AT ALL IN TRANSFERRING HOSPITAL
..

( ) Nc.) CHARITY mime BEDS IN TRANSFERRING HOSPITAL

( ) PATIENT REQUIRES SPECIALNY CARE MI AVAILABLE AT TRANSFERRING HOSPITAL,

TO ANY PATIENT, REGARDLESS OF ABIUTY TO PAY

( ) PATIENT REQUESTS TRANSFER (PER TRANSFERRING MD)

( ) PATIENT SENT REQUESTING PHONE CALL

( ) OTHER (SPECIFY)

TRANSFER ACCEPTED? ( ) YES ( ) NO

LE REFUSED, REASON REFUSED: (CHECK ONE)

( ) PATIENT TOO UNSTABLE FORIFIANSFER

( ) NO AVAILABLE FLOOR BEDS

( ) NO AVAILABLE ICU BEDS

( ) NC617IMESSEE RESIDENT

( ) TENNMON-SHEU3Y COUNTY RESIDENT

( ) NOT APPROPRIATE FOR THE MED (EG. PATIENT WANTS DRUG REHABILITATION)

( ) OTHER REASON (SPECIFY)

PATIENT TRANSFERRED DESPITE REFUSAL? ( ) YES ( ) NO

PATIENT'S MEDICAL RECORD NUMBER:

PATIENT'S UNIT I:

NOTE: IF Igli ARE TRANSFERRING A PATIENT TO ANOTHER HOSPITAL, PLEASE

COMPLETE THE BACK SIDE OF THIS PAGE.

4 0 .:.-" .4,, j
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JUN 1 i al

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Office of Inspector General

Office of Analysis & Inspections
Region VI - Dallas. Texas

Room 4E6 1100 Commerce St.

1 5 4U14 1987

Gary Shorb, DireCtor
Memphis"Regional Medical Center.
877 Jefferson Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Dear Mr. Shorb:

Dallas. Texas 75242

Thank you for agreeing to participate in our study concerning
emergency room patient dumping. The impetus to our study was,
among others, the anti-dumping provisions included in the
Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of-1986. As
you are probably aware, the law was signed in April 1986, and
the provisions became effective in August 1986 (I have
enclosed a copy of the provisions for you information).

The puxpose of this study is to obtain advice-and suggestions
of public hospital administration and medical staff on types
of information and procedures needed to effectively implement
and monitor the provisions COBRA. To achieve this purpose, we
would like to conduct separate confidential interviews with
you, your emergency room administrator, your emergency room
medical director, and your emergency room triage nurse. We
expect the interviews to last about an hour each.

We will be interesting in, and asking questions related to
these areas:

Educational efforts to inform hospitals, physicians, or
patients about COBRA.

Record keeping procedures, statistics, trends, and problem
indicators.

Development of transfer protocols on emergency patients.

Cooperative hospital community efforts to address the
emergency room patient dumping problem.

4
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Page 2 - Mr. Gary Shorb

In this regard, please identify any summary records, transfer
procedures, protocols, or Best Practices you have developed to
deal with the dumping problem internally or within the
community. We have enclosed a list of questions related to
these issues that we hope you can complete and provide during
our visit.

Mr. Frank Almendarez, of ay staff, will be at your hospital
frog noon, Juna 23, untill 5 p.m., June 24. He can conduct the
interviews at any time during this core period of time.

We're looking toward to our visit, and once again, thank you
for you're interest and participation. If you have any
question pertaining to this letter or if you have problems
scheduling the interviews, pleas,: call Kevin Golladay or Frank
AlmendarP- at (214) 767-3310.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

Regional Inspector General
for Analysis and Inspections
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION

Hospital bed size County population

As a percentage of gross revenue from patient care, what is
the percentage of deductions for bad debt and charity care
(uncompensated care)?

At your facility what is the gap between the revenues received
to compensate for charity care and the deductions for
uncompensated care?

Rc..enues for charity care
Cost of charity care

Difference

What is the average monthly patient volume of your Emergency
Room?

What is the average monthly volume of transfers through the
ER?

What is the average monthly number of patients you feel are
transferred to you in an unstable condition?

What is the average number of transfers per month which are
not in compliance with your transfer guidelines?

What is the average number of patients transferred each month
without prior notice?

What is the average monthly volume of transfer cases which are
treated at the emergency room and released? This situation
lays strong doubt as to the medical necessity of the transfer.

What is the number of transferred patients who died within a
48 hour period after transfer to your hospital for the period
June 1, 1986 to May 31, 1987?

428
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Please provide us with copies of any transfer agreements you
have with community hospitals.

Please provide us with copies of any studies or statistics you
may conducted or collected related to the transfer of emergent
patients.

How many times throughout the past year have you not had
available space or staff to care for the transferred
emergency patients?
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:TABLE 27
NET REVENUE OF NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS

HSA VI, TN, 1983 - 1985

Hospital

Net Revenue 1

1983 1984 1985

Baptist Hospitals $23,343,925 $32,727,788 $17,2-21,047
Baptist Specialty 501,176 (348,468)
Eastwodd 196,400 (92,444) 6,938,000
Lakeside 1,750,735 1,796,514 1,259,928
Le Bonheur 950,122 52,971 2,836,007
MMHI 5,308,756 4,436,486 '- 5,878,957
Methodist Hospitals 12,858,000 14,364,410 27,346,105
Mid-South 2,237,992
Regional Med. Ctr. (3,72:4.522) (6,092,420) (2,989,045)
St. Francis 8,807,421 8,623,804 6,839,150
St. Joseph (175,041) 38,294 3,955,096
St. Jude 71- 4,434,437 3,498,585 263,447
Univ..of Tennessee 508,600 992,623 445,695.

SHELBY CO. TOTAL $54,259,833 $60,847,787 $71,883,911

Baptist-Lauderdale (134,269) 125,305 (1,223,188)
Baptist Tipton 41,440 632,105 (701,248)
Methodist-Somerville (71,586) 187,000 (297,452)

RURAL CO. TOTAL 4:($164,415) $944,410 ($2,221,888)
HSA VI TOTAL $54,095,418 $61,792,197 $69,662,023

1 Net revenue gross charges + all other revenue
- operating costs - depreciation

SOURCE: Joint Annual Report of Hospitals, 1983 -
Department of Health and Environment.

-49-
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`Patient .rules, face review
Med backs"tougher regulations

By Stephen G. Tompkins
Staff Rport&

it rights laws, these regulations will stint.
ulate the -consciousness of the people
who control hospitals.

"The transfer is involuntary and/or in- "We will never stop patient dumping
appropriate when there is no medical unless we change our philosophical
reason for the transfer and whenever it thinking," Dr. Reed said.
is made for purely economic reasons," However. Charles Cato, Tennessee Hos-

Regulations that would ban transfers the proposed regulations say, pital Association corporate counsel, said
of patients from hospital to hospital be- Violations of the regulations could THA is opposed to the provision that pro-
cause they cannot pay their, bills are mean the suspension or revocation of a hibits hospitals from transferring a pa-
scheduled for final review by the Tennes- hospital's license. tient for economic reasons.
see Board for Licensing Health Care Fa- Executives from The Med have pushed , Cato said THA agrees that the regale-
citifies next week. for the restrictions and plan to attend the dons should cover all hospital patients

It appears executives from The Region- hearing. "We've heard rumors that the and that ?very patiest must be treated
al Medical Center at Memphis and repre Tennessee Hospital Association may op- and stabilized when entering a hospital.
sentatives of the Tennessee Hospital As- pose these new regs," said Gary Shorb, "Our goal has always been to see to it
sociation may clash on the issue during president of The Med. that the movement of patients from one
the meeting in Nashville Thursday. Dr. Edward W. Reed, a Memphis sur hospital to another when the patient is in

The rules prohibit a hospital from geon and board chairman at The Med. some sort of lifethreatening circum
.ransferring patients to another hospital compared those regulations to the civil stance stops," Cato said. "But if the trans-

just because they are poor or uninsured. rights laws of the 1960s: "Just like th.sciv- fer is not going to worsen the patient's

medical condition, and if in fact they are
stabilized, then I don't seethe rationale
for regulations beyond that point."

Highlights of the new regulations in-
clude:

Every patient who requires treat-
ment "must be provided an appropriate
medical screening examination within
the capability of the hospital's emergen-
cy department and staff," to determine if
a "medical emergency exists or a woman
is in active labor."

A patient must then be stabilized,
which includes controling hemorrhag-
ing, splinting fractures, and checking vi
tal signs for a lifethreatening situation.

A transfer is authorized if the pa-
tient agrees to the transfer, the receiving
hospital has available space and qualified
personnel to treat the patient, and agrees
to accept the transfer.
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patient iduni...
LAuRAmiu.tit ; volingarili for
StaffWriter economic reasons, butahouldiecerve-

...:".I.Dspite a legislative mandate to the needed medical care.'. _1%4

step hospitals from transferring non- This bill was passed;effectife4ril .

payingpetienb to public hcoltals, the 8.1988; to preivent hospitals-,=tharally
;'state Board for Licensing HealthCare private, both for-profft and il-for.
Facilities:deferred action again yes-. profit fronfturning.awaifedents
terday op ;proposed "anti-dumping" because they cannot afford tophy for
rules. medical care. a.*:

The 14-m. ember board voted mini- Ford could not be reached foram-
moutly, with Emily. Wiseman and meat yesterday,on the boarireteci-
chairman Dr, NO Alm) abstaining, sion to postponeactlanibuthitotil the
to de ailing On the rules until after . board at its January meeting:that the
anctherpublic hatuingewhidr means term. "Invader. should int;lude
60 new regidations will be. approved emergency-room patients.:
until July dr September.- .. .. -"The bill Is no good: uniese the

rite regulations would, have en- emergency-room is incindectin the
sured,the protecdon of etch patient," regulaticooid told the Ward.
said Gar Slanb, administrator of the. He saidthAt If anergetcy;:nob pa-
Regional Medical Center of Memphis. dente were' noti induded.i :htfittals

"E.rxmoinics, froni our vantage would beleislilcely thaneverlehdmit
point, was not the issue-The issue:was an Indigent patient who initially,:seeks
making sure patients are stabilized .emergency treatmea I
and able tostve their assent before After Margie of debate, aboard
;beingtransferredtrom one hospital to subconmtde rewrote the riteilipro-

tect emergency roacepatients and
;. So; Joan Foict-D444emphis, spar other hospital patients .trtidr. being
Spred The bill' last year that requires transferred fornownedkai *tow:
the .siate..licensing board to adopt But the board fell "short yetterday
rulet regnliting"the transfer of Iola- of adapting its own regulations,: and
tienti betweewhospitals and that In- postponed implementation or six
patients should not henceforth be in- months to a year. Ki

oarci ueiexicton
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Outtersisammus

'-: A hose i'idministiator "escorted" a dyieg,
half-Cloths., men outside a West.Tennessee
t y last fall became the man hadn't made arrange-.
hunts to pay his 042471 bilL
- The Tennessee Baird for Licining Health

"'Care Facilities' bend teitimony Tuesday that
- Terry Takewell, a 21year-old .diabetic :frbrn

Somerville, died a few boors after be ma re-
.;rooved from his room at Somerville's Methodist.

flospitaL .

-It was my opinion' be had been refused Idiots-
- dien," said Dr. Jan Bishop, Takewell's physician.

Bishop said be wrote an admitting order and
ordered laboratory tests because his patient's dia-
betes symptoms appeared serious.

The state licensing board kt. Mondering
::-Plinary action in an administrative trial in Nash-
..:1111e against* non-prolit faciLl; because of the

But the hitsPitai contends that Takewell, who
'arrived at the hospital Sept. 15,1935, by =be-

emotiooally **ached and left :3e hos-
pita' en his own a000rd.

.v 'The tal's account Is at odds with those of
friends of and of a hospital patient who
briefly shared a room with Takewell that do.

TakeweU had been treated at t1e hospital sev-
eral times before, and hospital officials said be
reload to pay Ids $0,424.71 bill or fill out form

. to apply for free medical care.
Records show that. Methodist Hospital Chief

Administratx Uric* Smith had placed a memo
".: its the emergency room requiring that be or the

7diredar ofnosing be naffed before Takeirell was
"anmitted agaia.''

flay AM:Tag:1146 ailifio`r fa
vine trailer part whkadled the ambiladce, fad;

sawspeke:eullst! lei:Marl. 101) wteleooe sWis Ow
was not admen " liensuis

17,&71 have soy: insorince mul %thud a, . . . ....wi-
lds. hat -lethally gook what the ward chart

bads* was recorded in a writteedossItION but
it was not permitted ip the trial by administrative
law Judge Am Austin. XI* judge said the clerk,
while a homital erapee was not in a podUon to
make such a statement.

In opening remarks, Tboosta'PrewiM Jr., law-
.

yer for the hospital, said Takewell was a man
who routinely ran away from his medical prob-
lems. Prewitt mid the man wee emotionally dis-
turbed, refused to follow a lotr-mgar diet andwas
Itasmted bfan abated father.

"When ccofrooted_ by an authority 'figure. who
was trying help always did the same
thing," the lawyer argued. "He ran 'away."

Medical records entered as exhibits said
Takewell was lethargic" and breathing rapidly
when he arrived at Baptist. : . .

A member of the board said the; ptooss
were combteut CbStS;"
life-threatening sage of the disease where the
body JutortrIcally, trim to rid itself of acid build-
up in the bk.xbtreaniby rapid breathing:

John Monies Murphy, a patient In room 123 at
Baptist Hospital the day Takewell was brought
by ambulance paramedics, said the man l..oksd
like he was in bad shape short of breath and be
was bolding his chest.*

Murphy said be !word Assistant Administrator
Tim Staytootell the dying man that be was not
sick enough to be in the hospital and was not et
operaUng by filling out certain forms. -

4 34S
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NAPH 198'1 MEMBER PROFILE
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT MEMPHIS

THE MED, 677 JEFFEESCN AVENUE. MMES. TFIJNESSE 38103
575-7103

Maiphis, center of

needed a hospital
the Mid-South,

the early 1
century less for its 700 Inhab-
itants than for the hundreds of
sick travelers on the Mississippi
river. So Memphis Hospital, the
earliest known hospital in the
state of Tennessee, was chartered
in 1829 in the hospice tradition,
as a place for the weary and ill
to rest before continuing on their
joney.

Ass Memphis changed into a
regional capital of conwerce and
culture, so changed Its public
hospital. The three story

brickroom two-physician brick
pital which opened in 1841 inA
beautiful grove near the river
and served as a military hospital
in the QvilWarbecameMemphLs

GenerGeneral HosOtal at the end ofal
Fa. fifty years and

into the 1980s, this hospital stmg-
gled to serve the dtys poor, as
well as needy patients from other
southern states and other parts
of Tennessee. As the site of the
beginning of clinical teaching in
the state, it developed a series
of satellite hospitals and rpecialty
services for the whole 0121-
munity.
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The entire complex wan re-
stnictured and rechristened in
1983. lbdays Regional Medical
Center at MemphisThe Med
is centered in a new S60 million
244-bed hospital.

Operating on an 887 million
annul budget, and training some
900 people a year from chaplains
to nurses and residents, The Med
aims toprovide a network of
conspreve services to all the

ople of Shelby Count and the
Mier-South.

y

The Med's contemporary ap-
proach, publidzed through a
successful advertising campaign,
has made the Memphis com-
munity, and the broader hospital
community, aware of its four
Centers of Excellence:

The Elvis Presley Memorial

Trauma Center, a combination
emergency room, operating
room, Intensive are unit, blood
bank and laboratory. The only
live] I Trauma Center in the
Mid-South, it is staffed by two
teams of spedalists working 24-
hour shifts. Victims usually
inoughtin by helicopter or ambu-
lance are treated by specially
trained doctors, nurses and
skilled technidans.

The Burn Unit, serving a 150
mile radius, is staffed and
equipped to handle the most
severelnum outs, trying not only
to save, but to repair lives.

The High-Risk
C.enterddivers fully half of all
the babies born in County
each year and 10% of those born
in Tennessee. Pregnant women
find the special services required
by such complicating factors as
age, diabetes, and hypertension.
A certified nurse-midwives pro-
gram emphasizes family-centered
childbirth.

(anima on lack)
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ThebegeNewbont Cotter Was
the entire spectrum of pediatric
subspedalties including a labora-
tory condury tests only for
newlxxns, and Matters -level num-
ing staff, death rates here have
alien dramatically, from 21% in
1971 to 6.8% in 1985.

The Med is proud of educa-
tion and research roles. Not only

does it train some 900 medical
students and others each year,
but it conducts research pro-
grams in such areatas the
treatment of shock, the use of
computerized tomography and
angiotpapkr in trauma cases,
and opbnuil nutritional studies
in newborns.

Fourteen percent of its $87
million budget comes from Med-
icare, V% from Medicaid, 19%
from commercial insurance and
almost 1% from selfpaymente

The Med receives an amopria-
lion of about $26.8 mil
(almost 30% of its budget) from
Shay County, Tennesse Health
Care Corpmal, a not-for-profit
organization. The MED is man-
aged by the Shelby Corporation.
Its average daily occupancy rate
is 86%.

43 it
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MEMPHIS, TUESDAY, JULY 7, 1987

Final hearings slated
on hospital transfers

By Stephen G. Tompkins
Staff ont'

The Tennessee Board for Li-
censing Health Care Facilities
yesterday announced a final se-
ries of four public hearings on
proposed new rules governing
the transfer of patients from one
hospital to another.

The regulations would prohib-
.. it a hospital from transferring

patients just because they are
. poor or uninsured, a practice

commonly referred to as "pa-
tient-dumping."

It would require hospitals to
get a patient's written consent

. and to medically stabilize the pa-
tient before a transfer is made.

The board has tentatively
. scheduled a vote on the new reg-

ulations at its Sept. 9.10 meeting
in Nashville.

The public hearings will be
held Aug. 11 in Memphis in

7 Room 1206 of the State Office
Building; Aug. 13 in Knoxville in

. Room 235 of the University of
Tennessee Student Center; Aug.
14 in Chattenoogaln the auditor-

. ium of the State Office Building
on McCallie Avenue; and Aug: 18
in Nashville in the licensing
board's hearing room at 287 Plus
Park Boulevard. All hearings

. will be held from 9 a.m. until
noon.

The board his been debating
the issue of patient-dumping for
almost a year.

Last November, the board
ackpted new rules that said pa-
tients hospitalized, for at least 24
hours could no longer be trans-
ferred from one hospital to an-
other solely because they could
not pay their bills, but excluded
emergency room patients from
the regulations. 4 2,7

This prompted an angry re-
sponse from state Sen. John Ford
of Memphis, chairman of the
Senate Welfare, Health and Hu-
man Services Committee who
guided through the General As-
sembly a bill directing the li-
censing board to adopt rules pro-
hibiting patient-dumping.

Also protesting the new rules
were executives at the Regional

-Medical Center at Memphis, a
public hospital which treats
more poor and uninsured pa-
tients than any other hospital in
Tennessee.

. Licensing Board chairman Dr.
Peggy A. Alsup called for a re-
hearing on the new rules, and in
January the board by a 12-0 vote
reversed its earlier decision and
tentatively decided to include
emergency room patients in the
new rules.

If adopted, the new rules
would:

Require hospitals to give
every patient arriving at the
emergency room or outpatient
clinics an "appropriate medical
screening examination."

Allow a patient to be trans-
ferred if the receiving hospital
has space and agrees to accept
the patient, and if the patient or
legal guardian also agrees to the
transfer.

Prohibit the transfer if the
patient or family does not con-
sent; if the transfer is made "for
purely economic reasons, unlesi
(it) is medically appropriate; on
if the patient or family was giv-
en inadequate or misleading in-
formation about the medical ne-
cessity of the transfer, the avail-
ability of appropriate medical
services at the receiving hospi-
tal, and the ability of the receiv-
ing hospital to provide care to
the poor and uninsured.

.-
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DUMPING COMPLAINT INVESTIGATIONS STATUS AS OF OCTOBER 9, 1987

o 61 Allegations have been received
3 surveys in progress

38 surveys completed

o of the 38 surveys completed
36 in compliance
18 out of compliance
A survey findings under review

All findings of noncompliance require:

o submission of corrective action plans
o resurveys finding correction, and
o monitoring for long term compliance.

It hospitals found out of compliance fail to meet any of the above
requirements, termination will occur as schecled.

4.38



LOG OF SECTION 1867 CASES
Date Complaint Name of Hospital Section of COBRA Survey In Out of Termination

Received Alleged Noncompliant Completed Compliance Compliance Scheduled for

09/18/86 San Saba Treatment, transfer 09/18/86 10/10/86 11/07/86
San Saba, TX

11/21/S6 HCA Valley Treatment, transfer 02/19/87 04/02/87
Brownsville, TX

12/04/86 Jennie Stuart Treatment, transfer 12/24/86 04/04/87
Hopkinsville, KY

12/30/86 Lewisville Medical Treatment 03/06/87 07/02/87
Lewisville, TX

12/19/86 Dermot-Chicot
Dermot, AR

Si.reening, treatment
transfer

12/31/86 02/26/87

01/05/87 Humana Treatment, transfer 02/06/87 03/02/87
Clear Lake, TX

01/08/87 Marymount Treatment 01/21/87 02/30/87
London, KY

01/16/87 Mary Washington Treatment, transfer 08/03/87
Fredericksburg, VA investigation in progress

01/27/Si George County/Mobile Treatment, transfer 02/17/87 03/04/87
Lucedale, MS

02/17/87 De Tar, Victoria, TX Treatment, transfer 06/12/87 06/12/87 07/03/87

02/20/87 Alvin Community Treatment, transfer 07/28/87 08/18/87
Alvin, TX

02/24/87 Good lark Treatment 03/03/87 04/01/87
Dickson, TN

03/02/87 Westlake Treatment 06/30/87 08/13/87
Westlake, CA

03/13/87 Methodist Evangelical Treatment, transfer 05/14/87 06/23/87
Louisvil:e, KY

4. 23

Not Terminated
Because

Resurvey 10/16/846
found compliance-

Resurvey 05/23/87
found compliance

Resurvey 05/27/87
found compliance O.

CO
IA.

Resurvey 06/30/87
found co,,pliance



Date Complaint Name of Hospital Section of COBRA Survey In Out of Termination Not TerminatedReceived Alleged Noncompliant Completed CoraplEIce Compliance Scheduled for Because

03/18/87 Brookside
San Pablo, CA

Treatment, transfer 03/26/87 03/27/87 04/13/87 Resurvey 04108/87
fourd compliance

03/19/87 General Treatment 04/08/87 03/13/87Iraan, TX

04/01/87 Colonial
Terrell, TX

Treatment, transfer 06/23/87 07/08/87 07/28/87 Resurvey 7/27/87
found compliance



Date Complaint
Received

Name of Hospital
Alleged Noncompliant

LOG OF SECTION 1867 CASES
Survey In

Section of COBRA Completed Compliance
Out Termination
Compliance Scheduled for

04/01/37 Wilson N. Jones
Sherman. TX

Screening, treatment,
transfer

06/22/87 07/01/87

04/08/E7 Jackson-Madison Treatment 04122/87 05/08/87
Jackson, TN

04/08/87 South Plains Treatment, transfer 06/09/37 06/19/87 07/10/87
Amherst, TX '

04/08/87 Winter Garden Treatment, transfer 04/28/87 06/04/87
Memorial, Dilly, TX

04/09/87 Los Medanos
Pittsburg, CA

Transfer 04/17/87 04/27/87 deemed status
removed - PRO investigated

04/15/87 Trinity Memorial Treatment, transfer 05/22/87 06/30/87
Trinity, TX

04/17/87 Brownsville Medical Treatment, transfer 04/22/37 07/20/87
Brownsville, TX

04/27/87 Methodist Treatment, transfer 05/08/87 07/13/87
Somerville, TN

04/30/87 Mize Ile Treatment, transfer 05/12/87 07/28/87 08/15/87
Opp, AL

05/05/87 Fannin County Treatment, transfer 06/26/87 07/21/87
Bonham, TX

05/05/87 Lillian Hudspeth Tt eatment, transfer 05/20/87 05/20/87
Sonora, TX

05/05/87 Charter Community Treatment, transfer 05/06/87 05/20/87 06/05/87
Cleveland, TX

05/06/87 Methodist Treatment 05/08/87 06/10/87
Memphis, TN

Not Terminated
Because

Resurvey 07/0E/37
found compliance

08/07/87 deemed
status returned -
in compliance

Resurvey 8/10/87
found compliance

Resurvey 05/26/87
found compliance



Date Complaint Name of Hospital
Received Alleged Noncompliant

Terrell Community
Terrell, TX

Mitchell County
Colorado Cits, TX

HCA South Arlington
Medical Center

Arlington, TX .

05/12/87

03/12/87

05/12/87

05/12/87

03/19/87

03/27/87

03/27/87

06/10/87

0611147

06/13/87

06/26/87

06113187

06/29/87

Riverside
Corpus Christi, TX

Methodist
Jonesboro, AR

Oakgrove Louisiana
West Carroll Parith,LA

Central Texas Med.
Ctr.

Hearne, TX

Trinity Memorial
Trinity, TX

Metropolitan
Dallas, TX

Baptist Memorial
Memphis, TN

Westlake Cumberland
Columbia, KY

Central Medical Ctr.
St. Louis, MO

Methodist
Dyersburg, TN

LOG OF SECTION 1867 CASES
Survey In Out TerminationSection of COBRA Completed Compliance Compliance Scheduled for

Treatment, transfer 08/19/87 09/23/87

Treatment, transfer 06/07/87 08/26/87

Treatment, transfer 07/30/87 09/29/87

Treatment, transfer

Treatment, transfer 06/0/87 06/12/87

Treatment, transfer Not yet done

Treatment, transfer 03/27/87 06/19/87 07/10/87

Tran:fer 06/30/87 07/20/87

Screening 07/01/87 07/01/87 08/01/87

Treatment 06/29/87 08/04/87

Treatment 06/2C.<7 07/20/87

Transfer 06/1E47 06/18/87

Treatment 07/01/87 08/04/87

4 .4.<

Not Terminated
Because

Violation occurred
prior to effective
date of Section 1867

Resurvey 7/08/87
found compliance

Violation occurred
prior to effective
date of Sec.1867.

Resurvey 7/30/87
found compliance

Resurvey 06/24/87
found compliance



LOG OF SECTION 1367 CASES
Date Complaint Name of Hospital Survey

Received Alleged Noncompliant Section of COBRA Completed

07/02/87 Arundel Treatment, transfer 07/03/87
Glen Burnie, MD

07/10/87 University of Chicago Treatment, transfer 07/16/87
Chicago, IL

07/29/87 Sherman Oaks Screening 08/H/87
Canoga, CA

v03/05/87

08127/87

07/29/87 Daniel Freeman Mem. Transfer
Inglewood, CA

07/30/87 Martin Luther King, Screening, treatment
Jr. General transfer

Loa Angeles, CA

07/30/87 LA County Harbor/ Screening, treatment 03/25/87
UCLA Med Ctr. transfer

Torrance, CA

03/14/87 White Memorial Transfer 09/09/87
Med Ctr

Los Angeles, CA

08/14/87 Medical.Ctr:Tarzana Transfer 09/10/87
Tarzana, CA

In Out Termination Not Terminated
Compliance Compliance Scheduled for Because

08/19/87

07/20/87 08/03/37 Resurvey 07/23/87
found compliance

10/09/87

08/21/87

09/22/87

09/22/87

A
0.1

in progress

in progress

00

08/14/87 Centinella Hospital Transfer 09/01/87 10/01/87
Inglewood, CA

08/14/87 Commix, Ity Screeening, treatment 08/28/87 09/22/871 10/15/87 Resurvey 10/06/87Bolivar, TN transfer found compliance

08/20/87 Memorial Med Ctr Examination 58/20/87 09/20W
Corpus Christi, TX

08/21/37 Lake Livingston Transfer 03/21/37 09/04/87 09/25/87 Resurvey 9/23/37
Med Ctr found compliance

Livingston, TX

03/27/87 St. Elizabeth Treatment
Baker, OR

08/28/87 09/17/87

e



Date Complaint Name of Hospital
Received Alleged Noncompliant

09104/87

09/09/87

09/10/87

09/11/87

09/11/87

University General
Seminole, FL

West Orange Mem.
Winter Garden, FL

South Fulton
Eastpoint, GA

Methodist South CA
Arcadia, CA

San Dimas
San Dimas, CA

TOTAL 61 allegations

LOG OF

Section of COBRA

Screening, treatment

Screening: treatment
transfer

Treatment, transfer

Treatment, transfer

Treatment, transfer

SECTION 1867 CASES
Survey In Out Termination Not TerminatedCompleted Compliance Compliance Scheduled for Because

09/23/87 10/05/87

10/07/87

09/11/87 09/15/87 10/06/87 Resurvey 10/02/87
found compliance

not yet
surveyed
due to SA
workload
and
earthquake.
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JCAH
PERSPECTIVES
In This
Issue

I.

Standards
Organizations must document compli-
ance with Joint Commission standards
that concern emergency patient trans-
fers, page 1.
Implementation monitoring status of
some standards wit be terminated In
Decembrr; standards designated for
enptsmentation monitoring will be re-
viewed every June for possble Chang-
esinstatus, page 5.

Accreditation
Hospitals should not wait for the
Agenda for Change initiatives to be
implemented before they expand their:7,
quality assurance activaieS. Dr O'Leary
comments on this in the 'President's
Column, page2.
Hospital Accreditation Program accred-
itation reports now link recommen-
dations directly to the standards and

Jyry/Auguv
Wr»7

ra.marras

required characteristics of the Accredi-
tation Manual for Hospitals (AMH ),
page 10.
Health care organizations are ccour-
aged to report to the Food and Drug
Administratbn alt Incidents that indl.
Cate defects In medical equipment de-
sign, page 5.

N. -h Repealing
The Joint Commission reemphasizes
its positrons on the use of preprinted
medical records and on delinquent
medical records, page 7.

Publications
The 19813'ecRionof the AMH and a
number of imporlar4 educational publi
cations are avalable, page 9.
'Proceedings of an international sympo-
sium oriquality assurance are availa-
ble, page 10.

.

:Documentatioft of Corripliance With
'Emergency Services' Stand4rds
Elective' immediately, organizations will be
expected to document their compliance
with Joint Commission standards that
concern transfer of emergency patients
from one hospital to another. The Joint
Commsicn has Intensified this aspect of
its survey of hospital emergency services
because of an increasing number of corn-
plaints of imam (Iodate gagenUffirktea_

Although the Accred//aeo 1 Manual for
thSpitaLs (AMH) does not sr Iolically refer
to documentation requirements, compli-
ance with Joint Commiszion standards
regarding transfer of emergency patients
can adequate/ be assrissed only through
a hospitars written records. For this rea-
son. JoirJ Commissiod surveyors have
been issued guidelinesIthat define com-
pliance with the translk procedure sten-

44,5

dards to include thorough documentation
of the process. Hospitals must also gee'
ument the guairty assurance methods they
use to evaluate patient transfers.'

The relevant standards are found in
tne 'Emergency Services' chapter of the
AMR The content of a hospitars written
transfer protocol is described in Required
Characteristics ER.1.6 through ER.1.6 2.2.
The new surveyor guidelines define full
compliance with these required charac-
teristics, and with the provision for quality
control In Required Characteristic ER 8.
1.5, as lopows:

Document Initial emergency care
to stabilize the patient prior to
the transfer. (ER.1.6.1: A hospital
is capable of instituting essential

(conanuodonpage3)
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President's Column
'We're waiting to see what the Joint Commission does' I continue
to hear this disquieting refrain from a number of hospitals as they
gingerly approach their expanding quality assurance responsi-
bMties. Deference couched in Caution is occasionally a sound
approach, but not in art environment where quay of care eval-
uation has become everybody's business. Given the realities fac-
ing hospitals and physicians today, waiting for anybody is tanta-
mount to a strong death wish.

The Joint Commission's Agenda for Change initiatives are now
well under way. The Department of *search and Development
has recruited a cadre of outstanding individuals: the Project
Steering Comnettee is fully operabonal: and the gist tour task
forces, supported by funding from the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, have been appointed and are meeting. The task
forces wet produce the first sets of clinical and organisational
Indicators by late summer, and field testing in wooded pilot
hospitals wit commence shortly thereafter.

Thus, the Joint Commission Is moving. but hospitals should
also be moving. Neither the current nor the future quality assur-
ance standards are shrouded in mystery. These standards, which
constitute the basic framework for the Agenda for Change
initiatives, corvine to, provide,- a_ _commonsense approach to
problem,klontification irk! problariesoknion. Yet today, only a
handful of hospitals are intuit compliance with the requirements of
the qu arity assurance standards.

The quality assurance standards are not the wkl concoction of
a sicaStic* bureaucraL Perhaps hospitals should forget for the
moment thatthere is a Joint Commission and instead make an
honest assessment of the real world. Hospital mortglitir figures are
already in the public domain. These figures and othermeasures of
canflial outcome wit IhcreaSingly be available to intetested parties.
Including purchaseri of care and the media. These figures do, not
represent measures of ttliar4,-, but they will be widely constmeo as
such.. And hospital repUtations and patient volumes will rise Melte!!
on the basisof this numerical morass:

The big question for the individual hospital is how well
prepared it is to defend itself. Wilt it be able to counter or explain
misleading data or posstty accurate data that suggests sub-
standard care? Sit :?te logic dictates that the hospital's ability to
respond depends on whether or not it has an effective quality
assurance systema system that assures ongoing monitoring and
evaluation of important aspects of patient care, identilication of
significant problems, and timely resolution of those problems.
Such a system significantly increases the likelihood that the hospital
would know of its problems before the government or the media did
and that It would have actually addressed the problems rather than
only have been able to explain them.

The point !wish to make is that quality assurance today is a self-
Irderest Issue for hospitals. We care a great deal that hospitals be in
compliance with Joint Commission standards; however, our interest
lies not in a paper exercise but rather In assisting hospitals to
provide tigh-qually care. Hospitals should be in charge of their
quality of care Issues.

Standards compliance requirements are going to get tougher.
At is Juty 1986 meeting, the Accreditation Committee removed
from Implementation monitoring status a series of monitonng and
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President's Column to ntinued)
evaluation standards that cut a wide swath
across medical staff. nursing, and ancillary
service responsibilities. This was a diffi-
cult decision because Joint Commission
monitoring had revealed little evidence of
progress in the field. But instils:tonal ma-
terials and educational seminars address-
ing the monitoring and evaluation func-
tions are now widely available. Thus, corn-
'Mance is achievable, and compliance in
this critical area is something to be de-
voutly desired by hospitals.

Not removed from Implementation
monitoring status were rotated standards
that require the use of quality assurance
findings In the periodic recredentialing
process. Here too. progress In the field
has been negligible, but Instructional
materials to support hospitals are shit
being developed. Nevertheless, compli-
anon with these standards will also
eventually be required, probably early in

-
-

The progressive enforcement of ex-
isting quality assurance standards require-
ments has more to do with effective Im-
plementation of the.Agenda for Change
initiatives than any specific aspect of the
project. The project tasks are designed to
increase the clinical emphasis of the
accreditalon process, to sharpen the
loafs on Important quality-related activi-
ties in the organization, and to stress 'ae
importance of performance outcomeu,
both organizational and clinical. The con-
tent of the final product is not known, and
therein may lie the hesitancy that is afoot
in the I ield.

In broad perspective, however, the
Agenda for Change initiatives are in-
tended to lead to significant refinements
in the evaluation of oljanizations and

their etfortS in providing high-quality care.
The goal is to develop an improved meth-
od of evaluation. But a method is only a
method. And rt will have little meaning or
impact in an unreceptive hospital environ-
ment.

Creating the right environment for
quality assurance activities is the hos-
pitals responsWity. And many hospitals
have a groat deal of work to do befr 'e that
objective is met. Adequate resources
must be committed; up to 1% of the
expenditure budget Is a good starting
point. Internal systems to assure oouw

coordination, and reporting of Infor-
mation must be established. A quality
assurance Information , stem must be
developed or acquired so that the
hospital can become facile in Interpreting
and managing chr.ical data. Managerial
competency at the departmental level
must be assured. And finally, there must
be - an aggressive team-building effort
among management, the governing
body, and the medical staff.'

Once these tasks have been com-
pleted, then it will be time to fcium on the
nuances of the Agenda for Change
initiatives. In an ideal world, the imple-
mentation ,of .these. initiatives In 1990
should be a remarkable non-event. For
by 1990, at the level of the individual
hospital, the battle may have already been
won or lost. twnhospital 'organizations
should also heed these admonitions, for
the same environmental pressures are no
more than ono step removed from them
as welt

The time for movement Is now.

Dennis S. O'Leary, MD
President

Documentation of Compliance (continued)

lifesavim measures and Implementing
emergency procedures that will mini-
mize further compromise of the con-
dition of any infant, child, or adult be-
ing transported) Surveyor Guide-
line: The medical record should
contain documentation of the basis for
determining stabilization of patients
before transfer. This documentation
must include

a chronology of events that have taken
place in the case
Treasures taken or treatment Imple-
mented
a description of the patient's response
to treatment, and
the results of measures that have
been taken le prevent further dele-
noraron.

(continuedonpage4) I .1.4vAugust 1907
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Documentation of Compliance
Prohibit arbitrary transfers. (ER.
1.62: Unless extenuating circumstanc-
es are document :d in the patient's
record, no patient is aroitrarily trans.
(erred to another hospital if the hos-
pital where he is initially seen has the
means for providing adequate care.)
Surveyor Guideline: The hospi-
tars transfer poky should state that nzl
patient is transferred arbitrarily from the
hospital to another facility before com-
pletion of emergency treatment if cmer-
gency patient care can be provided
adequately at the original hospital.
Documentation in a sample of emer-
gency patient records should Indicate
that patients have not been trans-
to med. for example.on the basis of
abilay to pay or method ot payment
the amount of lime required for emer-
gency treatment
prognosis (eg-asenticalorterminah
immigration status
sexr_ace,creed,orhational origin; or

"Criminifitatus.. Document the consent of the re-
ceiving facility to accept the pa-
tient. (ER.1.6.2.1: The patient Is not

, transferred until the receiving facigy
has consented to accept the patient
and the patient is considered suffi-
ciently . stabilized for transport.)
Surveyor ;Guideline: The transfer
of a patient maybe initiated before, but
not canted out until after, the receiving

, facility,has,consemed to accept the
patient. Acceptance should be docu-
mented in the medical record or In a
registe r (ie. log) that identities
the patierrt
the receiving racily
the consenting partys name and posi-
tion or responsbilky, and
the date and time of the acceptance.

The medical record or register should
include documentation of

the Information given to the receiving
faddy
the suspected diagnoses
the patient's stabilized condition. and
the name of the informant at the hos-
pitat that originally received the patient.
If the receiving hospital Is given med-
ical Information about the patient by
someone other than the person
who has requested the receiving hos-
pital to accept the patient, .both

(continued)

persons' names should be docu-
mented. There should also be a writ.
ten record of the medical information
that was transmitted, and information
describing responsibility for the patient
during transfer and transport to the
receiving facility.
Send medical Information with
the patient. (ER.1.62.2: Respon3i.
bay for the. patient during transfer is
established, and all pertinent medical
information accompanies the patient
being transferred) Surveyor Guide-
line: Al the time a patient is trans.
ported to another iacgdy, a :41*.
current medical record (or a copy of it
accompanies the patient.

h is acceptable to send a summary el
atpertnentevents
actions
diagnoses, and
treatment.

The rdosummary should Include a written
.

the authorization of thetransfer
- the.receMng hospitars acceptance of

the transfer, and
the names of all personnel who were
involved in the transfer.
Document quality control of
patient transfers, (ER8.1: At least .

the following quality control inech
anisms are established: ER.8.1.5:
Patient transfer- Is carried. out, safely
and in accordance witn a written trans-
fer protocol.). Surveyor Guideline:
The hospital documents the ongoing,
systematic surveillance and review of
emergency transfers. The hosprtal per-
forms this evaluation in order to deter.
mine compliance with the transfer
policy estabLhed in accordance with
ER.1.6 through ER.1.62.2. The eval
ration includes the review of the
register, roster, medical records, and
other documents, as appropriate for
verifying at least
the name ot hie patient fransferied
the stabilization of the patient prior to
transfer
the record of acceptance from the
receiving hospital and the name 01 the
person responsble for accepting the
patient
a record of the Information sent with
the patient (eg, a copy of the emer-
gency service record), and

448
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ri
mentation of Compliance (Continued)

ivy unusual events that occurred dor- Associate Director of the Hospital Accrech
ig the transfer. itation Program, at the corporate office of
Itiestions about patient transfers the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
3 be addressed to Hugh ,-uff, MD, Hospitals.

plementation Monitoring Policy
ianges
ling in 1988, all standards that have
designated for implementation moni.
will be reviewed every June by the

Commission's Accreditation Commit.
'he Committee will identify those Man.
to removed from Implementation

5ring status, and these actions will
le effective the following December

he new policy was developed to
3 careful coordination and scrutiny of
3rds in Implementation monitoring
. The decision to approve the new
was made at the July meeting of the

Ration Convnittee.
tandards that are under irnplemen-
monitoring are surveyed and are

it to recnmrnendations in the accred-
report but the findings do not affect

creditation decision. The Joint Corn-
in Initiated the' implementation mon)
system in 1985 to provide organ'.

s appropriate time to adjust to new
Irds with which they might have
dy attaining substantial compliance
Safely.
t 11 July meeting. the Accreditation
times determined that certain man-
now under implementation monitor.
riot be cleared of that status on
nber 31, 1987. These standards are
in the /.:',,:vecktation Manual for Hos.
(AMH) onceming the use of peer
mendations in privilege daneation
ose in the AMH and other standards
its that concem monitoring and

evaluation of the quality and appropriate.
ness of care.

The revised drug usage evaluation
standards that were added to the 'Medical
Stair chapter of the AMH (In its 1986
edition) and standards requiring the use of
quality assurance findings in the periodic
reappointment process will be reviewed in
June' 988 for possible termination of
implementation monitoring status. Simi-
larly. standards on the use of quality
assurance findings in competence assess-
ment of health care personnel (Ambulatory
Health Care Standards Manual), the recent-
ly approved community mental health stan-
dards (Consolidated Standards Manual ),
and the general revisions in the hospice
standards (Hospice Standards Manual) will
also be reviewed at that time.

The annual review of standards in
implementation monitoring status will be
based on

Progress the field has made in imple-
menting the standards. This will be
evaluated on the basis of the number
of surveyed organizations fairing to
demonstrate substantial compliance
with the standards in qiestion.
The availability of educational materials
and programs to assist the held in
implementing the standards.
Questions about implementation moni-

tofing should be addressed to James W.
Dilley, Director of the Department of Survey
Validation, at the Joint Commission cor-
porate office.

'port Device Failures to the FDA
care organizations are encouraged
careful attention to the Food and

Administration's (FDA) system for
.ing the performance of medical de-
tnd to report to the FDA all incidents
licate defects in medical equipment

design. Further, organizations that are con-
sidering purchase of a new device should
contact the FDA to seek Information about
any problems with the device that other
users have reported.

(conaluodonpsi*6)
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Assembly Bill No. 214

CHAPTER 1225

An act to amend Sections 1317, 1798, 1798.170, 1798.172, 1798.206,
and 1798.208 of, and to add Sections 1317.1, 1317.2, 1317.2a, 1317.3,
1317.4, 1317.5, 1317.6, 1317.7, 1317.8, 1317.9, 1317.9a, and 1798.205 to,
the Health and Safety Code, relating to hospital emergency medical
treatment and patient transfer.

(Approved by Governor September 27, 1987. Filed with
Secretary of State September 27, 1987.1

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 214, Margolin. Hospital emergency patient transfers.
Various provisions of existing law regulate hospitals and the

treatment of, patients.
This bill would regulate the treatment of patients brought to

hospital emergency rooms and the transfer of those patients to other
medical facilities. It would prohibit basing an emergency patient's
treatment on the patient's race, ethnicity, religion, national origin,
citizenship, age, sex, preexisting medical condition, physical or
mental handicap, insurance status, economic status, or ability to pay
for medical services, unless the circumstances are medically
significant to the provision of appropriate medical care to that
individual. The bill would revise the definition of "emergency
services and care" and "medical hazard" and define "consultation"
and "within the capability of the facility." It would specify conditions
under which emergency medical patients may be transferred and
procedures which may be followed.

Tin bill would specify under what conditions a hospital !s obligated
to accept the transfer of a patient, and would require a hospital that
is unable to accept the transfer of a patientior whom it is legally or
contractually liable, to make arrangements for the patient's care. The
bill would require receiving hospitals which do not accept transfers
of, or make other appropriate arrangements for, certain medically
stable patients for which they are contractually or statutorily
obligated to provide care, to be liable, as specified.

The bill would require hospitals to adopt policies and transfer
protocols consistent with the bill and a hospital's compliance with
specified procedures would be a condition of licensure or revocation
thereof. Violators could also be fined, as specified, for hospital'
violations, and taking into account certain factors or have their
emergency medical service permits revoked. This bill would also
create certain civil actions, as specified, and exempt the health
facility and specified health professionals from liability for refiring
to render emergency services under certain circumstances. The
receiving hospital, and physicians, emergency room heahh
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personnel at the receiving hospital, and certified prehosp:tal
emergency personnel would be required to report all apparent
violations known to them to the State Department of Health Services
for investigation. The bill world proVide that a physician shall not be
prevented from exercising professional judgment in conflict with
certain state and local regulations under specified circumstances.

Local emergency medical services agencies would also be
obligated to mandate transfer protocols, guidelines, and agreements,
as specified. These requirements would impose a state-mandated
local program on these agencies.

This bill would create new misdemeanors, thus imposing new
duties upon local law enforcement agencies, thereby constituting a
state-mandated local program.

This bill would also provide that the Governor shall request the
federal government to credit certain monetary penalties against
:subsequent penalties assessed by the federal government and
require the department to take certain actions to ensure that a
specified cumulative maximum limit of fines assessed under state
and federal law is not exceeded.

Under existing law, the medical direction and management of an
emergency medical services system on the local level is under the
control of the medical director of the local emergency medical
services agency.

This bill would establish procedures for the medical director.of a
base station who questions the medical effect of a policy of a local
emergency medical services agency to have a hearing on the matter. ,

This hearing procedure would. impose a state-mandated local
program.
. The California Constitution requires the 'state to reimburse local

agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the state.
Statutory provisions . establish procedures for making that
reimbursement, including the creation of a State Mandates Claims
Fund to pay the costs of mandates which do not exceed $500,000
statewide and other procedures for claims whose statewide costs
exceed $500,000.

This bill would provide that for certain costs no reimbursement is
required by this act for a specified reason.

Moreover, the bill would provide that no reimbursement shall be
made from the State Mandates Claims .Fund for other costs
rnanclatedy the state pursuant to this act, but would recognize that
local agencies and school districts may pursue any.available remedies
to seek reimbursement for those other costs. .

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:,

SECTION 1. Section 1317 of the Health and Safety Code is
amended to read: .

1317. . (a) Emergency services and care shall be provided to any.
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person requesiing services or care, or for whom services or care is
requested, for any condition in which the person is in danger of loss
of life, or serious injury or illness, at any health facility licensed under
this chapter that maintains and operates an emergency department
to provide emergency services to the public when the health facility
has appropriate facilities and qualified personnel available to provide
the services or care.

(b) In no event shall the provision of emergency services andcare
be based upon, or affected by, the pernn's race, ethnicity, religion,
national origin, citizenship, age, sex, preexisting medical condition,
physical or mental handicap, insurance status, economic status, or
ability to pay for medical services, except to the extent that a
circumstance such as age, sex, preexisting medical condition, or
physical or mental handicap is medically significant to the provisio,i
of appropriate medical care to that individual.

(c) Neither the health facility, its employees, nor any physician,
dentist, or podiatrist shall be held liable in any action arising out of
a refusal to render emergency services or care if reasonable care is
exercised in determining and treating the condition of the person, or
in determining the appropriateness of the facilities, the qualifications
and availability of personnel to render the services.

(d) Emergency services and care shall be rendered without first
questioning the patient or any other person as to his ability to pay
therefor. However, the patient or his legally responsible relative or
guardian shall execute an agreement to pay therefor or otherwise
supply insurance or credit information promptly after the services
are rendered.

(e) If a health facility subject to this chapter does not maintain an
emergency department, its employees shall nevertheless exercise
reasonable care t ) determine v4iether an emergency exists and shall
direct the persons seeking emergency care to a nearby facility which
can render the needed services, and shall assist the persons seeking
emergency care in obtaining the s... vices, including transportation
services, in every way reasonable under the circumstances.

(f) No act or omission of any rescue team established by any
health facility licensed under this chapter, or operated by the federal
or state government, a county, or by the Regents of the University
of California, done or omitted while attempting to resuscitate any
person who is in immediate danger of loss of life shall impose any
liability upon the health facility, the officers, members of the staff,
nurses, or employees of the health facility, including, but not limited
to, the members of the rescue team or upon the federal or state
government or a county, if good faith is exercised.

(g) "Rescue team," as used in this section, means a special group
of physicians and surgeons, nurses, and employees of a health facility
who have been trained in cardiopulmonary resuscitation and have
been designated by the health facility to attempt, in cases of
emergency, to resuscitate persons who are in immediate danger of
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loss of life.
(h) This section shall not relieve a health facility of any duty

otherwise imposed by law upon the health facility for the designat'on
and training of members of a rescue team or f r the provision or
maintenance of equipment to be used by a rescue team.

SEC. 2. Section 1317.1 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to
read:

1317.1. Unless the context otherwise requires, the following
definitions shall control the construction of this article:

(a) "Emergency services and care" means medical screening,
examination, and evaluation by a physician, or, to the extent
pe-rmitted by applicable law, by other appropriate personnel under
the supervision of a physician, to determine if an emergency medical
condition or active labor exists and, if it does, the care, treatment, and
surgery by a physician necessary to relieve or eliminate the
emergency metrical condition, within the capability of the facility.

(b) "Emergency medical condition" means a medical condition
manifesting itself by acute symptcms of sufficient severity (including
severe pain) such that the absence of immediate medical attention
could reasonably be expected to result in any ei the following:

(1) Placing the patient's health in serious jeopardy.
(2) Serious impairment to bodily functions.
(3) Serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.
(c) ."Active labor" means a labor at a time at which either of the

following would occur:
(1) There is inadequate timt, to effect safe transfer to another

hospital prior to delivery.
(2) A transfer may pose a threat to the health and safety of the

patient or the unborn child.
(d) "Hospital" means all hospitals with an emergency

department licensed by the state department:.
(e) "State department" means the State Denartment of Health

Services.
(f) "Medical hazard" means a material deteioration in medical

condition in, or jeopardy to, a patients' medical condition or
expected chances for recovery.

(g) "Board" means the Board of Medical Quality Assurance.
(h) "Within the capability of the facility" means those capabilities

which the hospital is required to have as a condition of its emergency
medical services permit and services specified on Services Inventory
Form 7041 filed by the hospital with the Office of Statewide Health
Planning aild Development.

(i) "Consultation" means the rendering of an opinion, advice, or
prescribing treatment by telephone and, when determined to be
medically necessary jointly by the emergency and specialty
physicians, includes review of the patient's medical record,
examination, and treatment of the patient in person by a specialty
physician who is qualified to give an opinion or render the necessary
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treatment in order to stabilize the patient.
SEC. 3. Section 1317.2 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to

read:
1317.2. No person needing emergency services and care may be

transferred from a hospital to anot).ier hospital for any nonmedical
reason (such as the person's inability to pay for any emergency
service or care) unless each of the following conditions are met:

(a) The person is examined and evaluated by a physician
including, if necessary, consultation prior to transfer.

(b) The per:on has been provided with emergency services and
care such that it can be determined, within reasonable medical
probability, that the transfer or delay caused by the transfer will not
create a medical hazard to the person.

(c) A physic .c.n at the transferring hospital has notified and has
obtained the consent to the transfer by a physician at the receiving
hospital and confirmation by the receiving hospital that the person
meets the hospital's adniisions criteria relating to appropriate bed,
personnel, and equipment necessary to treat the person.

(d) The transferring hospital provides appropriate personnel and
equipment which a reasonable and prudent physician in the same or
similar locality exercising ordinary care would use to effect the
transfer.

(e) All the person's pertinent medical records and copies of all the
appropriate diagnostic test zesults which are reasonably available are
transferred with the person.

(f) The records transferred with the person include a "Transfer
Summary" signed by the transferring physician which contains
relevant transfer information. The form ofthe "Transfer Summary"
shall, at a minimum, contain the person's name, address, sex, race,
age, insurance status, and medical condition; the name and address
of the transferring doctor or emergency room personnel authorizing
the transfer; the time and date the person was first presented at the
transferring hospital; the name of the physician at the receiving
hospital consenting to the transfer and the time and date of the
consent; the time and date of the transfer; the reason for the transfer;
and the declaration of the transferring physician that the
transferring physician is assured, within reasonable medical
probability, that the transfer creates no medical hazard to the
patient. Neither the transferring physician nor transferring hospital
shall be required to duplicate, in the ."Transfer Summary,"
information contained in medical records transferred with the
person.

(g) The transfer conforms with regulations established by the
state department. These regulations may prescribe minimum
protocols for patient transfers.

(h) Nothing in this section shall apply to a transfer of a patient for
medical reasons.

(i) Nothing in this section shall prohibit the transfer or discharge
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of a patient when the patient or the patient's representative requests
a transfer or discharge and gives informed consent to the transfer or
discharge against medical advice.

SEC. 4. Section 1317.2a is added to the Health and Safety Code,
to read:

1317.2a. (a) A hospital which has a legal obligation, whether
imposed by statute or by contract to the extent of that contractual
obligation, to any third-party payer, including, but not limited to, a
health maintenance organization, health care service plan, nonprofit
hospital service plan, insurer, or preferred provider organization, a
county, or an employer to provide care for a patient under the
circumstances specified in Section 1317.2 shall receive that patient to
the extent required by the applicable statute or by the terms of the
contract, or, when the hospital is unable to accept a patient for whom
it has a legal obligation to provide care whose transfer will not create
a medical hazard as specified in Section 1317.2, it shall make
appropriate arrangements for the patient's care.

(b) A cc unty hospital shall accept a patient whose transfer will not
create a medical hazard as specified in subdivision (b) of Section
1317.2 and who is determined by the county to be eligible to receive
health care services required under Part 5 (commencing with
Section 17000) of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code,
unless thc: hospital does not have appropriate bed capacity, medical
personnel, or equipment required to provide care to the patient in
accordance with accepted medical practice. When a county hospital
is unable for any of these reasons to accept a patient whose transfer
will not create a medical hazard as specified in subdiviiion (b) of
Section 1317.2, it shall make appropri4te arrangements for the
patient's care. The obligation to make appropriate arrangements
does not mandate a level of service or payment, does not modify the
county's obligations under Part 5 (commencing with Section 1'7000)
of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, and doeS not
create a cause of action or limit a county's flexibility to manage
county, health systems within available resources, but this flexibility
shall not diminish county's responsibilities under Part 5
(commencing with Section 17000) of Division 9 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code or the requirements contained in Chapter 2.5
(commencing with Section 1440).

(c) When a patient is transferred pursuant to subdivision (a), the
receiving hospital shall provide personnel and equipment reasonably
required in the exercise of good medical practice for the care of the
transferred patient.

(d) Any third-patty payer, including, but not limited tn, a health
' maintenance organization, health care service plan, nonprofit
hospital service plan, insurer, preferred provider organization, or
employer which has a statutory or contractual obligation to provide
or indemnify emergency medical services on behalf of a patient shall
be liable, to the extent of the contractual obligation, for the
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reasonable charges of the transferring hospital and the treating
physicians for the emergency services provided pursuant to this
article, except that the patient shall beresponsible for any deductible
or copayment obligation. Notwithstanding this section, the liabilityof a third-party payer which has contracted with health care
providers for, the ;-,rovision of these emergency services shall be setby the terms of that Contract., Notwithstanding this section, theliability of a third-party payer that is licensed by the Insurance
Commissioner or the Commissioner of Corporations and has a
contractual obligation to provide or indemnify emergency medical
services shall be determined in accordance with the terms of that
contract andshall remain under the solejurisdiction of that licensing
agency.

(e) A hospital which has a legal obligation to provide care for a
patient as specified by subdivision (a) of Section 1317.2a, to the
exteniof its legal obligation, imposed by statute or by contract to the
extent of that contractual obligation and which does not accept
transfer of, or make other appropriate arrangements for, medically
stable Patients iri violation of this article or regulations adopted
pursuant thereto shall be liable for the reasonable- charges of the
transferring hospital and treating physician for providing services
and care which should have been provided by the receiving hospital.

(f) Subdivisions (d) and (e) do not apply to county obligations
under Section 17000 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.

(g) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted to require a
hospital to make arrangements for. thecam. of a patient for whom the
hospital does not have a legal obligation to.provide ca

SEC. 5. Section 1317.3 is added to the Health and Safety Code, toread:
1317.3. a) As a condition of licensure, each hospital shall adopt,

in emsultation with the medical staff,policies and transfer protocols
consistent with this article and regulations adopted hereunder.

(b) As a condition of licensure, each hospital shall adopt a policy
prohibiting discrimination in the provision' of emergency services
and care based on race, ethnicity, religion, natidnal origin,
citizenship, age, sex, preexisting medical condition, physical or
mental handicap, insurance status, economic status, or ability to pay
for medical 'services, except to the extent that a circumstance such
as age, sex, preexisting medical condition, or physical or mental
handicap is medically significant to the provision of appropriate
medical care to that individual.

(c) As a condition of 1Lensure, each hospital shall require that, as
a condition of staff privileges, physicians who serve on an "oncall"
basis to the hospital's emergency room cannot refuse to respond to
a call on the basis of the patient's race, ethnicity, religion, national
origin, citizenship, age, sex, preexisting medical condition, physical
or mental handicap, insurance status, economic status, or ability to
pay for medical services, except to the extent that a circumstance
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such as age, sex, preexisting medical condition, or physical or mental
handicap is medically significant to the provision of appropriate
medical care to that individual. If a contract between a physician and
hospital for the provision of emergency room coverage presently
prevents the hospital from imposing those conditions, the conditions
shall be included in the contract as soon as is legally permissible.
Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring that any
physician serve on an "oncall" basis.

(d) As a condition of licensure, all hospitals will inform all persons
presented to an emergency room or their representatives if any are
present and the person is unable to understand verbal or written
communication, both onlly -and in writing, of the reasons for the
transfer or refusal to provide emergency services and care and of the
person's right to emergency services and care prior to transfer or
discharge without regard to ability to pay. Nothing in this subdivision
requires notification of the reasons for the transfer in advance of the
transfer where a person is unaccompanied and the hospital has made
a reasonable effort to locate a representative, and because of the
person's physical or mental condition, iiotification is not possible. All
hospitals shall prominently pr.& a sign in their emergency rooms
informing the public of their tights. Both the posted sign and written
communication concerning the transfer or refusal to provide
emergency services and care shall give the address of the state
department as the government agency to contact in the event the
person wishes to complain about the hospital's conduct.

(e) If a hospital does not timely adopt the policies and protocols
required in this article, the hospital, in addition tc, denial or
revocation of any of its licenses, shall be subject to a fine not to exceed
one thousand dollars ($1,000) each ch.-; after expiration of 60 days'
written notice from the state department that the hospital's policies
or protocols required by this article are inadequate unless the delay
is excused by the state department upon a showing of good and
sufficient cause by the hospital. The notice shall include a detailed
statement of the state department's reasons for its determination and
suggested changes to the hospital's protocols which would be
acceptable to the state department.

(f) Each hospital's policies and protocols required in or under this
article shall be submitted for approval to the state department within
90 days of the state department's adoption of regulations under this
article.

SEC. 6. Section 1317.4 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to
read:

1317.4. (a) All hospitals shall maintain records of each transfer
made or received, including the "Memorandum of Transfer"
described in subdivision (g) of Section 1317.2, for a period of three
years.

(b) All hospitals making orr receiving transfers shall file with the
state department annual reports on forms prescribed by the state

4 Lo.
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department which shall describe the aggregate number of transfers
made and received according to the person's insurance status and
reasons for transfers.

(c) The receiving hospital, and all physicians, other licensed
emergency room health personnel at the receiving hospital, and
certified prehospital emergency personnel who know of apparent
violations of this article or the regulations adopted hereunder shall,
and the corresponding personnel at the transferring hospital and the
transf-vring hospital may, report the apparent violations to the state
department on a form prescribed by the state department within
one week following its occurrence. The state department shall
promptly send a copy of the form to the hospital administrator and
appropriate medical staff committee of the transferring hospital and
the local emergency medical services agency unless the state
department conclades that the complaint does not allege facts
requiring further investigation, or is otherwise unmeritorious, or the
state department concludes, based upon the circumstance of the
case, that its investigation of the allegations would be impeded by
disclosure of the form. When two or more persons required to.report
jointly have knowledge of an apparent violation, a single report may
be made by a member of the team selected by mutual agreement in
accordance with hospital protocols. Any individual, required to
report by this section, who disagrees with the proposea joint report
has a right and duty to separately report. A failure to report shall not
subject the individual or institution to the penalties set forth in
Section 1317.6.

(d) No hospital, government agency, or person shall retaliate
against, penalize, institute a civil action against, or recover monetary
relief from, or otherwise cause any injury to a physician or other
personnel for reporting in good faith an apparent violation of this
article or the regulations adopted hereunder to the state
departrhent, hospital, medical staff, or any other interested party or
government agency.

(e) No hospital, government agency, or person shall retaliate
against, penalize, institute a civil action against, or recover monetary
relief from, or otherwise cause any injury to a physician who refused
to transfer a patient when the physician determines, within
reasonable medical probability, that the transfer, or delay caused by
the transfer, will create a medical hazard to the person.

(f) Any person who violates subdivision (d) or (e) is subject to a
civil money penalty of no more than ten thousand dollars (010,000).
The remedy specified in this section shall be in addition to any other
remedy provided by law.

(g) The state department shall on an annual basis publish and
pro ,,ide to the Legislature a statistical summary by county on the
extent of economic transfers of emergency patients, the frequency
of medically hazardous transfers, the insurance status of the patient
populations being transferred and all violations finally determii: ed
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by the state department describing the nature of the violations,
hospitals involved, and the action taken by the state department in
response. These summaries shall not reveal the identity of individual
persons transferred.

(h) Proceedings by the state department to impose a fine under
Section 1317.3 or 1317.6, and proceedings by the board to impose a
fine under Section 1317.6, shall be conducted as follows:

(1) a hospital desires to contest a proposed fine, the hospital
shall, within 15 business days after service of the notice of proposed
fine, notify the director in writing of its intention to contest the
proposed fine. If 'requested by the hospital, the director or the
director's designee, shall hold, within 30 business days, an informal
conferenk at the conclusion of which he or she may affirm, modify,
or dismiss the proposed fine. If the director or the director's designee
affirms, modifies, or dismisses the proposed fine, he or she shall state
with particularity in writing his or her reasons for that action, and
shall immediately transmit a copy thereof to the hospital. If the
hospital desires to contest a determination, the hospital shall inform
the director in writing within 15 business days after it receives the
decision by the director or director's designee. The hospital shall not
be required to request an informal conference to contest a proposed
fine as provided in this section. If the hospital fails to notify the
director in writing that it intends to protest the proposed fine within
the times specified in this subdivision, the proposed fine shall be
deemed a final order of the state department and shall not be subject
to further administrative review.

(2) If a hospital notifies the director that it intends to contest a
proposed fine, the director shall immediately notify the Attorney
General. Upon notification, the Attorney General shall promptly
take all app&opriate action to enforce the proposed fine in a court of
'Competent jurisdiction for the county inwhich the hospital is located.

(3) If a judicial proceeding is prosecuted under the provisions of
this section, the state department shall have the burden of
establishing by a ;preponderance of the evioence that the alleged
facts supporting tne proposed fine occurred, that the alleged facts
constituted a violation for which a fine may be assessed under Section
1317.3, 1317.4, or 1317.6, and that the proposed fine is appropriate.
The state department shall also have the burden of establishing by
a preponderance of the evidence that on appeal the assessment of
the proposed fine would be upheld. If a hospital timely notifies the
state department of its decision to contest a proposed fine, the fine
shall not be due and payable unless and until the judicial proceeding
is terminated in favor of the state department.

(4) Actions brought under the provisions of this section shall be
set for trial at the earliest possible date and shall take precedence on
the court c lendar over all other cases except matters to which equal
or superior precedence is spec ifically granted by law. Times for
responsive pleading and for hearing the proceeding shall be set by
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the judge of the court with the object of securing a decision as to
subject matters at the earliest possible time.

(5) If the proposed fine is dismissed or reduced, the state
department shall take action immediately to ensure that the public
records reflect in a prominent manner that th9 proposed fine was
dismissed or reduced.

(6) In lieu of a judicial proceeding, the state department and the
hospital may jointly elect to submit the matter to binding arbitration.
The parties shall agree upon an arbitrator designated from the
American Arbitration Association in accordance with the
association's established rules and procedures. The arbitration
hearing shall be set within 45 days of the parties' joint election, but
in no event less than 28 days from the date of selection of an
arbitrator. The arbitrator hearing may be continued up to 15 days if
necessary at the arbitrator's discretion. The decision of the arbitrator
shall be based upon substantive law' and shall be binding on all
parties, subject to judicial review. This review shall be limited to
whether there was substantial evidence to support the decision of the
arbitrator.

(7) Proceedings by .-the board to impose a fine under. Section
1317.6, shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 11500) of Part 2 of Division 3
of Title 2 of the Government Code.

SEC. 7. Section 1317.5 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to
read:

1317.5. (a) All alleged violations of this article and the
regulations adopted hereunder shall be investigated by the state
department. The state departinent, with the agreement of the local
EMS agency, may refer violations of this article to the local EMS
agency for investigation. The investigation shall be conducted
pursuant to procedures established by the state department and shall
be completed no later than 60 days after the report of apparent
violation is received by the state department

(b) At the conclusion of its investigation, the state department or
the local EMS agency shall refer any alleged violation by a physician
to a board of medical quality assurance unless it is determined that
the complaint is without a reasonable basis.

SEC. 8. Section 1317.6 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to
read:

1317.6. (a) Hospitals fend by the state department to have
committed, or to be responsible for, a violation of the provisions of
this article or the regulations adopted hereunder may each be fined
by the state department in an amount not to exceed twenty-five
thousand dollars ($25,000) for each hospital violation. However, with
respect to licensed physicians, the board shall have sole authority to
impose a fine. Fines imposed under this section shall not be
cumulr ye.

(1) . determining the amount of the fine for hospital violation,
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the state department shall take into account all of the following:

(A) Whether the violation was knowing or unintentional.
(B) Whether the violation resulted, or was reasonably likely to

result, in a medical hazard to the patient.
(C) The frequency or gravity of the violation.
(D) Other civil fines which have been imposed as a result of the

violation under Section 1867 of the federal Social Security Act.
It is the intent of the Legislature that the state department has

primary responsibility for regulating till conduct of hospital
emergency rooms and that fines imposed under this section should
not be duplicated by additional fines imposed by the federal
government as a result of the conduct which constituted a violation
of this section. To effectuate the Legislature's intent, the Governor
shall inform the Secretary of the federal Department of Health and
Human Services of the enactment of this section and request the
federal department to credit any penalty assessed under this section
against any subsequent civil monetary penalty assessed pursuant to
Section 1867 of the federal Social Security Act for the same violation.

(2) Physicians found by the board to have committed, or to be
responsible for, a violation of this article or the regulations adopted
pursuant thereto are subject to any and all penalties which the board
may lawfully impose and may be fined by the board in an amount
not to exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000) for each .violation. The
board may impose fines when it finds any of the following:

(A) The violation was knowing or willful.
(B) The violation was reasonably likely to result in a medical

hazard.
(C) There are repeated violations.
The board shall take into account all of these factors when

determining the amount of the fine. Fines imposed under this
paragraph shall not duplicate federal fines, and the board shall credit
any federal fine against fines imposed under this paragraph.

(3) There shall be a cumulative maximum limit of thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000) in fines assessed against either physicians or
hospitals under this article and under Section 1867 of the federal
Social Security Act for the same circumstances. To effectuate this
cumulative maximum limit, the state department shall do both of the
following:

(A) As to state fines assessed prior to the final conclusion,
including judicial review, if available, of an action against a hospital
by the federal Department of Health and Human Services under
Section 1867 of the federal Social Security Act, (for the same
circumstances finally deemed to have been a violation of this _aide
or the Eigulations adopted hereunder, because of ' the state
department action authorized by this article), remit and return to
the hospital within 30 days after conclusion of the federal action, that
portion of the state fine necessary to assure that the cumulative
maximum limit is not exceeded.
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(B) Immediately credit against state fines assessed after the final
conclusion, including judicial review, if available, of an action against
a hospital by the federal Department of Health and Human c -vices
under Section 1867 of the federal Social Security Act, which results
in a fine against a hospital '(for the same circumstances finally
deemed to have been a violation of this article or the regulations
adopted hereunder, because of the state department action
authorized by this article), the amount of the federal fine necessary
to assure the cumulative maximum limit is not exceeded.

(b) Any nospital found by the state department pursuant to
procedures established by the state department to have committed.
a violation of this article or the regulations adopted hereunder may
have its emergency medical service permit revoked or suspended by
the state department.

(c) Any administrative or medical personnel who knowingly and
intentionally violates any provision of this article, may be charged by
the local district attorney with a misdemeanor.

(d) The penalties listed in subdivisions (a) , (b), and (c), shall only
be applied for violations of Section 1317, 1317.1, or 1317.2.

(e) Notification of each violation found by the state department
of the proVisions of this article or the regulations adopted hereunder
shall be sent by the state department to the Joint Commission for the
Accreditation of Hospitals, and state and local emergency medical
services agencies.

(f) Any person who suffers personal harm and any medical facility
which suffers a financial loss as a result of a violation of this article
or the regulations adopted hereunder may recover, in a civil action
against the transferring hospital or responsible administrative or
medical personnel, damages, reasonable attorneys' fees, and other
appropriate relief. Transferring hospitals from which inappropriate
transfers of persons are made in violation of this article and the
regulations adopted hereunder shall be liable for the normal charge's
of the receiving hospital for providing the emergency.services and
care which-should have been provided before transfer. Any person
potentially harmed by a violation of this article or the regulations
adopted hereunder, or the local district attorney or the Attorney
Ceneral, may bring a civil action against the responsible hospital or
administrative or medical personnel, to enjoin the violation, and if
the injunction issues, a court shall award reasonable attorney's fees.
The provisions of this subdivision are in addition to other civil
remedies and do not limit. the availability of the other remedies.

(g) Neither the health facility, its employees, nor any physician,
dentist, or podiatrist shall be liable in any action arising out of a
refusal to render emergency services or care if the refusal is based
on the, determination, exercising reasonable care, that the person is
not suffering from an emergency medical condition, or that the
health facility does not have the appropriate facilities or qualified
personnel available to render those services.
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SEC. 9. Section 1317.7 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to

read:
1317.7. This article shall not preempt any governmental agencies,

acting within their authority, from regulating emergency care or
patient transfers, including the imposition of more specific duties
consistent with the requirements of this article and its implementing
regulations. Any inconsistent requirements imposed by the Medi-Cal
program shall preempt the provisions of this article with respect to
Medi-Cal beneficiaries. To the extent hospitals and physicians enter
into contractual 'relationships with governmental agencies which
impOse more stringent transfer requirements, those contractual
agreements 'shall control. . _

SEC. 10., Section 1317.8 is added to the Health and Safety, Code,
to read:

1317.8. If any pre-rision of this rrticle is declared unlawful or
unconstitutional in any judicial action; the remaining provisions of
this chapter shall remain in effect.

SEC. 11. Section 1317.9 is added to the Health and Safety Code,
to read:

1317.9. The state department shall adopt on an emergency basis
regulations to implement the provisions of this article by July 1, 1989.

SEC. 12. Section 1317.9a is added to the Health and Safety Code,
to read:

1317.9a. This article shall not be construed as repealing Section
2400 of the Business andProfessions Code. Nothing in Sections' 317
to 1317.9a, inclusive, and Section 1798.170 shall prevent a physician
from exercising his or her professional judgment in conflict with any
state or local regulation promulgated under these sections, so long as
the judgment conforms with Secticns 1317, 1317.1, and 1317.2, except
for subdivision (g) of Section 1317.2, and acting in compliance with
the state or local regulaSons would be contrary :o the best interests
of the patient..

SEC. 13. Section 1798 of the Health and Safety Code is amended.
to read:

1798. (a) The medical direction and management. of au
emergency medical services system shall be under' the medical
control of the medical director of the local EMS agency. This medical
control shall be maintained in the following manner:

(1) PrOspectively by written medical policies and procedures to
provide standards for patient care.

(2) Immediately by direct voice communication bebwen, a
certified EMT-P or EMT-H and a base hospital emergency physician
or cri authorized registered nurse. and, in the event of temporary
unavailability of voice communications, by utilization by an EMT-P
or EMT-IF of authorized, written orders and policies established
purSuant to Section. 1798.4, '

(3) Retrospectively 'ay means of meoical audit of field car and
continuing education.
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(b) Medical control shall be within an EMS system which
complies with the minimum standards adopted by the authority, and
which is established and implemented by the local EMS agency.

(c) In the event a medical director of a base station questions the
medical effect of a policy of a local EMS agency, the medical director
of the base station shall submit a written statement to the medical
director of the local EMS agency requesting a review by a panel of
medical directors of other base stations. Upon receipt of the request,
the medical director of a local EMS agency shall promptly convene
a panel of medical directors of base stations to evaluate the written
statement. The panel shall,be composed of all the medical directors
of the base stations in the region, except that the local EMS medical
director may limit Lae panel to five members.

This subdivision shall be operative only until the authority adopts
more comprehensive regulations that supersede this subdivision.

SEC. 14. Section 1798.170 of the Health and Safety Code is
amended to read:

1798.170. local EMS agency may develop triage and transfer
protocols to facilitate prompt delivery of patients to appropriate
designated facilities within and without its area of jurisdiction.
Considerations in designating a facility shall include, but shall not be
limited to, the following:

(a) A general acute care hospital' consistent ability to provide,
oncall physicians and'services for all emergency patients regardless
of ability to pay. '.

(b) The sufficiency of hospital procedures to ensure that all
patients who come to the emergency department are examined and
evaluated to determine whether or not, an emergency condition
exists.

(c) The ht. :pitars compliance with local EMS protocols,
guidelines, and transfer agreement requirements.

SEC. 15. Section 1798.172 of the Health and Safety Code is
amended to read:

1798.172. (a) The local EMS agency shall establish guidelines and
standards for completion and operation of formal transfer
agreeinents between hospitals with varying levels of care in the area
of jurisdiction of the local EMS agency; consistent with Sections 1317
to 1317.9a, inclusive, and Section 1798. Each local EMS agency shall,
solicit and consider public comment in .drafting guidelines land
standards. These guidelines shall include provision for suggested<
written agreement', for the type of -patient, necessary initial care
treatments, reqUirements of interhospital care, and associated.
logistics for transfer, evaluation, and monitoring of the,patient.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (a), and in
addition to the provisions of Section. 1317, a general acute care
hospital licensed under 'Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 1250)i
of Division 2 shall not transfer a person for nomnedbal reasons to'
another health facility unless that other facility receiving the person.
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agrees in advance of the transfer to accept the transfer.

SEC. 16. Sectior a98.205 is aided to the Health and Safety Code,
to read:

1798.205. Any alleged violations of local EMS agency transfer
protocols, tuidelines, or agreements shall be evalua' ed by the local
EMS agency. If the local EMS agency has concluded that a violation
has occurred, it shall take whatever corrective action it deems
appropriate within its jurisdiction, including referrals to the district
attorney under Sections 1798.206 and 1798.208, and shall notify the
State Department of Health Services that a violation of Sections 1317
to 1317.9a, inclusive, has occurred.

SEC. 17. Section 1798.206 of the Health and Safety Code is
amended to read:

1798.206. Any person who violates this part, the rules and
regulations adopted ptirsuant thereto, or county ordinances adopted
?nrsuant to this part governing patient transfers, is guilty of a
i. vdemeanor. The Attorney General or the district attorney may
prosecute any of these misdemeanors which falls within his or her
jurisdiction.

SEC. 18. Section 1798.208 of the Health and Safety Code is
amended to read:

1798.208. Whenever any person who has engaged, or is about to
engage, in any act or practice which constitutes, or will constitute,
a violation of this part, the rules and regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto, or local EMS agency protocols, guidelines, or
transfer agreements mandated by the state, the superior court in and

for the county wherein the acts or practices take place or are about
to take place may issue an injunction or other appropriate order
restraining that conduct on application of the authority, the Attorney
General, or the district attorney of the county. The proceedings
under this section shall be governed by Chapter 3 (commencing
With Section 525) of Title 7 of Part 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure,
excl.pt that no undertaking shall be required.

SEC. 19. No reimbursement is required by this act pursuant to
Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution for those
costs which may be incurred, by a local agency or school district
because this act creates a new crime or infraction, changes the
definition of a crime or infraction, changes the penalty for a crime
or infraction, or eliminates a crime or infraction.

Moreover, no reimbursement shall be made from theState
Mandates Claims Fund pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with
Siction 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code for
other costs mandated by the state pursuant to this act. It is
recognized,, however, that a local agency or school district may
pursue any remedies to obtain reimbursement available to it under
Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) and any other provisions of
law for those other costs.
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Screening Out the Poor
Could a South Texas Boy's Life Have Been Saved?

By Bill Adler

Zoposa
j'UST AFTER 4 A.M. on Sourday.

December 20. the operator at duty
a Start Como Manorial Homiest

IA Rio anode City dispatched sn
arabulaace to Roma, 14 miles to the
westiudin response toe call Han a clink
In Cad Ouetrao. Mexico, a mashy
backs town. The one al the diet told
the dispatcher a yowl( man had a
gunshot wound In his bead. Do said her
eludes ambulance could take the young
man as far as Roma. where he could
be picked up and delivered to Start
County Memorial. the closest hospital.

The call set off a chain of events over
the nest eight hours during which at least
one hospital McAllen Medical Center

apparently broke state end federal
laws and misused mother to. avoid
economic loss men while the hospital
was aware that a boy who needed the
specialized treatment it could pros isk
lay dyice on a table in an ill-equipped
emergency room only 40 miles away.

While the Rio Grande Valley. with
iu chronic high unemployment and low
us base. has special problems meeting
the health care needs of its poor people.
the resolution of the central lux bete

serving the public good, versus. in
the words of one administrator foe a
giant hospital chain. "our fidciary
responsibility to our imams:" could
have implications for indigent heilth
care nationwide.

11 HE SIDE OF the rood along U.S.
'Highway 83, which snakes
along the river from Rio Grande

City to Borne. Is covered with dense
brush and mesquite. When the Stan
County ambulance driver and madam
arrived to make the connection with the
Mexican ambulance f^xn Guerrero.
they found a all, skinny 18.yeseold
with long. black Mk and a dila mustache
slipping in and out of caucioutress. By
6 a.m, the youth, a high school student
from Zapata mined Cake Garcia, by
lambing on oremergency room table
at the hospital with a bullet lodged in
the left side of his brain. Carlos had shot
kismet! behind his tight. ea while

Dell Mice Ls a freelance Writer Using
Ls daubs.

playing with a .22.calkier plata.
Once the domors at Star Coady

Memorial had clewed the wo-d,
hooked Carlos up to an oxygen tank and
lawman hem ned takes ali.
sere was link else they meld do. They
nay lacked tb' evades and the

utilities a the 4..-ood hospital to save
Canoes life. He was now nearly
comatose sod was blueing internally.
If he were to live, he would need brain,
surgery immedsately. He seeded to be
transferred to a trauma mkt a
hospital such as the nearby McAllen
Medical Center, which specktizes I.
serious Injury cases.

Foe throe hours after Carlos arrived
at Starr County Manorial. the nursing
supervisor there pleaded with the larger
hospitals Is the Valley to adroit the
uninsured boy for surgery. But none
would accept him. The closest
neurosurgeon available was 40 miles
away In McAllen. McAllen Medical
Center. the largest of the area hospitals
and the one to sthkh Start County
physkians usually refer patients, said
no. Why? "They asked me If the patient
had any insurance." said Glo lamandre.
the nurse. "When 1 said no. they told
me there were no ICU (Intensive Care
Unit) hods available,"

'mean tried the other hospitals
Rio Grande Regional In McAllen.
Valley Baptist In Harlingen. and
Brownsville Medical Center. all of
which refuted to admit Carlos.

Since the adoption of the Texas
Constitution in 1176. the responsibility
of health are for the state's poor people,
or "paupers," has rested .with the 254
counties in Texas. But the level of
responsibility for the counties was never
clearly defined in the Constitution or the
courts. 'and neither was the term
"pauper." The states resulting record
of providing health and human services
to Its Indigent population has riot been
exemplary, geIn

AFDC
ranks 46(11

In the nation FDC and Medicaid
funding, according to a recent
Children's Defense Pod report.)

After the RH axiom of the Tens
Legitimism. state leaden appointed
Task Force on Indigent Health Care.
chaired by Helen Farsbee of Wichita
Falls. 12 its December 1984 reir..a. the

task force romestresant pecleme of
landmark reform which le 70th foie
lawn passel titivatel oaks he Mrs
1985.

Mows: 'la: S4 ZZ..."1
Iodises ' was
an some;
Liceman Ai Bowd
a Heath trams.:
Cl rt.iests hes........SiorpitZNoma Sill
1963. the Hospittl Anew/.
alma, war; inward to calm the
pesetas et palm. "dangle'" the
undies* lomproprime trat .c. mask
from private. foveae hospitals to
public hc lides. of critically ill *eats
who arc amble to pay for treatmem.

The rules requ*....!111 lie toed hospitals
In Texas to transfer *deeds front
physician to physician. tos well as from

to hospital. But well.
Wended law has creased a cruelly Rusk
problem for vs.24ic hospitals and mei!
Indigent pltiena. P has spswaed the new

Ltirra6 non-profit hospitals call
awful docket and admin.

'reverse thunping." whereby uninsured
patients are refused ad:111'Am to private
hospitals foe economic reason.

lost Allison the chairman of the
Texas s .awn of Public and Non.
profit Hospitals. and the administrator
of Northwest Texas Hospital in Ansa.
Wk, says reverse dumping is "perhaps
something that was not anticipated under
the transfer ac, However. I think we

can anticipate it becoming a' intim issue
because the health care system today Is
so economically driven."

"Since the transfer act one in," says
Dr. Tony falcon. who has a faintly

:rin Rio Grande City and who
uche staffat Starr County Memorial.

"we not only have to get approval from
the physician who Is going to accept Use
pocket, but we have to get the adminis
tredve OK as well, What's happening.
ad I've seen it happening; is that
hospitals are using the law to screen out
the oeri-Mitii *ern."
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These is a law in Texas which
prohibits "walletbioisies," or discriad
nation against pooei people requiring
emergeAcy medical a mica. The law,
enacted in 1983, sin it. is pact "No
officer or employee it member of a
general hospital mire al staff . , , shall
deny emergency t avian . to a°
person umposed by a 'Maned phyal.
ciao as requideg emergency services
because the person is usable Io establish.
his ability to pay for Cc semi= ."

The statute carries criminal penshiss
and could also lead to suspension sad
/or revoiation of a hospitd's, license;
according to Texas Department of
Health attorney Susan Sureg. Maurice
Shaw, head of TDH's hospital licensing
and certification division, told the
Obsernr that "in my opinion. McAllen
Medical Center violated the law. If they
ask about Juan/awe and turn him down,
that means they're refusing him because
of his inability to pay." McAllen
Medical Center administrator John
Mims said the decision not to admit
Carlos Garcia was not related to his
ability to pay but rather was due to a
lack of space in the intensive care unit.
Shaw said the U.S. Health Care Financ
ing Administration, which oversees
Medicare convects with hospitals, has
also indicated to' him fiat McAllen
Medical Center "was not in compli
ante" with Medicare regulations. A
spokes= for the federal agency de.
dined to comment on the case. Ad
tional questions have also been raised
about whether the hospital violate) the
federal HillBurton program, which
provides that a hospital must offer free
or lovecost care to poor persons if it
received federal funds for construction.

THE GARCIA FAMILY moved to
Zapata. a town of 3,500 people
about 50 miles south of Laredo,

from Ciudad Guerrero when Cellos was
13. Calico's parents and five brothers
and sisters live in a small, tidy house
on a corner lot a block of the main
highway running through town. Martin
Garai the father, works' as a day
laborer when work is to be found;
Maria, the mother. Is a janitor at the
Zapata Health Clinic. Family photos
adorn the walls; a framed picture of
Carlos wearing dark sunglasses and
a broad smile and his twoyeaold
nephew sits atop the television set in the
living room.

Carlos's ambitions were modest, his
parents said. He wanted to earn enough
money to buy himself a car. He liked
watching football on television. dace
ing with can, and dancing. It was for
a dance Carlos was readying himself on

10 AM 3. 1967
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McAllen Maker Center
this afternoon. 'ridgy;. "camber 19.
There was, after all, reason to celebrate:
school had just recessed for the Christ.
mu holidays.

Carlos had hurried to his cousin's
h6use after school; where he
customarily waited for his mother to
pick him up after she got off work This
day Carlos asked his mother to stop off
on the way home at the dry cleaner's.
where he had left a borrowed tuxedo
for pressing. On Saturday, he planned
to wear it to a friend's quinceancra
(sweet 15 party).

But tonight, he and his cousin, also
named Carlos, and another friend, were
going to a dance hall in Guerrero. They
planned to spend the night there at
Carlos's grandmother's house. His
friends picked up Carlos abot t 6 on
Friday evening, just as Martin Garcia
returned home from work. After a
couple hours of dancing and driniung,
the boys decided to *cruise" downtown
Gavrero fcr awhile. Around midnight.
they dropped in for a bite to at at the
house in wttch Carlos was raised. and
which the family still maintains. There
Carlos found the pistol, which he and
his friends began playing with. A short
while later, they left. Carlos still
carrying the gun: They arrived at
Carlos's grandmother's house around 2,
exhausted but in good spirits after a
night on the town. The two others went
immediately to bed; Cados, not yet tired
enough to sleep. and perhaps enjoying
the intoxicating feel of the drink and the
gun, again pulled out the weapon. At
3 a.m. his friends were awakened by
a single shot.

ON DECEMBER 19, less than 24
hours before Carlos's =hp,
McAllen Medical Center had

stopped accepting Medicaid and
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uninsured transfer patients. John Mims.
the hospital's administrator, told the
McAllen Monitor the state and federal
governments' "streamlined" methods
of reimbursement for indigent are were
to blame for the policy. specifically Pm
revamping in 1983 of Medicare pa,
menu coupled with similar, more =CM
changes in the stateadministered Medic.
aid program. In the pass hospitals were
reimbursed by Medicare and Medicaid
for each day a patient stayed. The
incentive was to keep the patient longer

the longer the stay the more money
for the hospital. Now the opposite is
true.

Under the Social Security Amend.
mats of 1983, Medicare pays a fixed
amount for each patient, based HI

diagnosis. There are hundreds of catego.
net of illness, known as Diagnosis.
Related Groups, or DRGs. Each DRG
has an assigned dollar value Wee a
menu and each patient is tagged at
the hospital door. (In Texas. the Deport
ment of Human Services in September
instituted a similar Medicaid system.
though the fixed amounts are difterent.)
There is no adjustment for severity of
illness; pneumonia has a set price,
whether the patient stays two days or
two weeks. If a hospital can treat the
perient for less than the set puce, It
keeps the clue money. But if the
hospital spends too much on treatment,
V eats the difference.

By the time Carlos Garcia came
knocking with a bullet in his brain.
McAllen's Mims had decided he could
swallow no more. "Medicaid really
messed us up." Mims said. "We take
a tremendous loss on transfers and
simply cannot take these tnultimillion
dollar hits any more."' Mims said the
hospital lost $1,087.0:0 last year on 397
Medicaid and uninsured transfer pa.
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